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Abstract 
This study aims to address the gap between the theoretical understanding of 

the authenticity of records and the implementation in digital archival preservation 

systems of technological features that can support the maintenance of that 

authenticity as the records move across space and through time. Using the lens of 

the archival method, a case study methodology was employed to conduct a series of 

ethnographic interviews, analysis of software, and review of supporting 

documentation at three sites.  The sites chosen for the study represent three 

different geographic regions (Canada, Europe and United States), three different 

jurisdictional responsibilities (Metropolitan, Provincial and National), and three 

different software environments (one open source implementation, and two solutions 

using a mix of proprietary and open source tools in Linux and Microsoft Operating 

environments). 

The findings of this study suggest that the use of specific technological 

features can support the presumption of records authenticity throughout the process 

of moving records across space and through time.  On the basis of this 

understanding, the findings of the case studies analysis were grouped into three 

specific functions: Transfer, in the course of which preservation institutions gather 

the records and the required identity and integrity metadata from the submitter; 

Ingest, in the course of which the institutions process the records and create or 

extract additional documentation regarding the identity and integrity of the records; 

and Maintenance, in the course of which the institutions safeguard the underlying 
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bits, protect the networks upon which the records reside and implement processes 

to stay ahead of technological obsolescence. 

On the basis of the findings, this study has developed a model of the 

technological features for digital records observed across the case studies that 

support authenticity.  This model, named by this study the TechSAR Model, is 

expressed in both UML Activity Models and detailed Use Cases.  The TechSAR 

Model is not intended to be a stand-alone model; rather it is meant to supplement 

other existing digital preservation models by providing in-depth technical 

descriptions of services that perform activities supporting the authenticity of digital 

records in preservation systems that can be integrated into these existing models. 
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Lay Summary 
This study analyzes the technology employed by three case studies of 

varying sized preservation systems (from metropolitan to national scale) built on 

different technology infrastructures (including open source and commercial-off-the-

shelf products) in support of the authenticity of the digital records they preserve.  

From these findings, a model – named by this study as the TechSAR Model, 

Technological features Supporting the Authenticity of digital Records Model –was 

derived that presents those technological features of preservation systems that 

support the authenticity of digital records from initial transfer through ongoing 

maintenance. The TechSAR Model is intended to supplement existing preservation 

models by providing an in-depth technical description of services that perform 

activities mentioned in these reference models, with illustrative examples drawn from 

real-world examples of what each of the model activity looks like. 
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“In an environment characterized by pervasive deceit, it will be necessary to 
provide verifiable proof for claims related to authorship and integrity that would 
usually be taken at face value in the physical world ... authenticity and integrity, 
when held to this standard, are elusive properties.  It is much easier to devise 
abstract definitions than testable ones.  When we try to define integrity and 
authenticity with precision and rigor, the definitions recurse into a wilderness of 
mirrors, of questions about trust and identity in the networked information 
world.” 

-- Clifford Lynch  (2000), “Authenticity and Integrity in the Digital 
Environment: An Exploratory Analysis of the Central Role of Trust,” in 
Authenticity in the Digital Environment, p. 33.  

 

Chapter One: Introduction 
 

1.1 Overview 

Records are instruments or by-products of an activity. As such, they possess 

an innate capacity to serve as evidence of the activities in which they participate. 

Their process of creation in the course of an activity, along with the fact of their 

being set aside for further action or future reference, allows records to serve as 

faithful witnesses to the acts and facts in which they participated (Eastwood, 1994). 

When they have been maintained in custody according to regular procedures that 

can be attested to, these records are afforded the presumption of authenticity.  

Traditionally, this evidentiary value based on the presumption of authenticity, 

however, can be challenged unless the record is demonstrably authentic; that is 

unless the record “is what it purports to be and that it is free from tampering or 

corruption”  (Centre for the International Study of Contemporary Records and 

Archives, 2015).  For this to happen, it is essential that both the content and the 

structure of the record do not change substantively since creation, and that the 
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technological features of the preservation system assess, document and maintain 

the authenticity of those records over the long term.  The latter is the focus of this 

study, 

The widespread use of digital technologies in the conduct of business has 

resulted in organizations generating more information annually than in any previous 

decade of human activity (Marr, 2018). As computer systems continue to be 

embraced due to the advances in process efficiencies they offer, the procedures 

necessary to maintain their output—the records—in a demonstrably authentic state 

have not kept pace.  A majority of the records created on these systems are  

less reliable, retrievable, or accessible than ever before. Idiosyncratic 
software systems generate, manage, and store digital data using 
proprietary technologies and media that are not developed to segregate 
different types of information, to prevent manipulation or tampering, or to 
establish and maintain an intellectual order, and that are subject to the 
dynamism of the computer industry (Duranti, 2001, p. 271).  
 

The nature of the systems making, receiving, or capturing digital records, the ease 

with which digital records can be modified and passed off as originals1, and the 

black-box nature of how records are created and rendered (Kenneally, 2001) have 

led to an increasing distrust of digital records. As distrust conflicts with the social 

need to create, use and maintain records as faithful witnesses of the activities in 

which they participate (Lynch, 1994), the past two decades have seen an increased 

                                                 
1 See the Reuters photo by Adnan Hajj (BBC News, 2006) that was doctored to make the smoke from the 
burning buildings look more voluminous, and the Mubarak photograph  (BBC News, 2010) that was doctored to 
show the Egyptian president leading a peace delegation rather than the US president, and the altered video from 
a White House Press Briefing in 2019 that was edited and sped up to make it appear as though the reporter 
struck a White House intern  (Farhi, 2018). 
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focus on the question of what the concept of authenticity means as it applies to 

digital records and systems. 

Since ancient times, the authenticity of organizational records has been 

safeguarded through their transfer to and maintenance within a public archives.  This 

concept of public archives as a place of trust has deep legal roots tracing back to the 

Justinian Code (Duranti, 1996), in which archives were considered places of 

authority and responsibility for the care and preservation of records.  When records 

were deposited in the Tabularium (Roman Archives), they remained uncorrupted 

and isolated from potential contamination from outside influences, thus maintaining 

their ability to serve as a faithful witness to that which they recorded.  It is in this 

purpose, so well stated by Thibodeau (1991), of guaranteeing the continuing 

authenticity of the material in its custody that the raison d’etre of all archives, 

including private business and community archives, can be found.  This protection – 

afforded under the care and custody of trained, disinterested third parties – allowed 

the records to retain their authenticity as stable and immutable objects within their 

own context, beyond the reach of external interests, politics, events and trends of 

any kind throughout time, places and events.   

With the large scale shift from transferring analogue records that no longer 

needed for the conduct business to the archives on a regular basis into an 

environment where the records tend to remain longer in the custody of the records 

creators – or, more accurately, within the computer systems under the control of a 

creator’s IT department or third-party Cloud Service Providers – this ability to isolate 

and protect records from loss, alteration, deterioration, deletion or technological 
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obsolescence has been greatly compromised.  That is not to say that such records 

are not, or can never be, authentic.  Rather, the requirements for achieving the same 

threshold for demonstrating their authenticity have increased in response to the 

frequency of technological changes to systems and file formats.   

With these changes come new responsibilities and corresponding processes 

for maintaining digital records safeguarding the presumption of their authenticity.  

Given that, maintaining digital records over the long term will likely require 

preserving them across multiple, often radical, technological changes to the systems 

and/or formats used. Therefore, migration and/or conversion of the digital records 

are highly likely.2  To understand the impact of failing to plan for technological 

changes, one needs to look no further than the 1.2 million magnetic tapes NASA had 

accumulated over three decades of space flight that could either not be found or 

read (Cook, 1995), the 1960 US Census where the raw data tapes become obsolete 

and unreadable by the late 1970s (Day, 1997), and the Canada Land Inventory that 

had to be recovered at great taxpayer expense (Lauriault, Craig, Taylor, & Pulsifer, 

2007).  Therein lies the challenge of preserving digital records over the long term: to 

remain authentic the records must not change substantively from that which the 

creator used in the course of business, yet the inevitable advances in technology will 

force changes to the underlying systems and to the binary bits of the records in 

                                                 
2 Some digital preservation research projects researched for this study have presented persuasive arguments that 
emulation is the best method of preserving digital records across multiple technological changes. While the 
underlying concepts show promise, the emulation for preservation approach has not been demonstrated 
effective on any large scale. An overview of these projects can be found in the Literature Review contained in 
Chapter Two. 
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order to ensure the ability to view the records in the future and to use them the same 

way they have been used in the past.  

1.2 Identification of the Research Problem 

Managing vast amounts of digital records, as well as the systems in which they 

are created and stored, is placing pressure on the archival community to develop 

new and effective methods, along with comprehensive guidelines, for supporting and 

preserving authenticity. The rapid evolution and forking of technology are producing 

a wide variety of records creation and keeping systems, in terms of the server 

hardware, application software, storage media, and their underlying operating 

systems.  A United States National Archives and Records Administration [NARA] 

audit by the General Accounting Office (2003), carried out in preparation for the 

Electronic Records Archives [ERA], found over eight hundred different self-identified 

IT systems in four federal agencies.  The daunting task of gaining control over this 

large number of independent systems is further impacted by the general ennui 

amongst records custodians about preserving the authenticity of these records.  This 

attitude was evidenced in a survey of twenty-two digital repositories, “the majority of 

which felt that ensuring authenticity and integrity represented a low priority 

compared to increasing access and preserving content” (Bradley, 2005, p. 165).  As 

Lynch (1994, p. 738) has observed, this de-emphasis on the authenticity of records 

in digital repositories has a negative effect on their value as records:  

We are somewhat vague about what we expect, and we do not always 
understand what a given system can actually do.  Our lack of clarity 
produces both overly optimistic (trusting) and overly pessimistic 
perceptions.  In the world of digital information, the tools and 
mechanisms of ensuring integrity are complex and exotic, and our 
unfamiliarity with these tools leads us to distrust their efficacy.  Thus 
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we regard the digital information environment as basically lacking 
integrity. 

 

The courts, however, have held for a long time a very different point of view as 

to the importance of protecting the authenticity of records, and are increasingly 

holding records custodians to higher standards of conduct (Armstrong v. Executive 

Office of the President, 1996; Cabinetware Inc., 1991; Lombardo v. Broadway 

Stores, Inc, 2002; Public Citizen v. Carlin, 1997).3  This increasing understanding 

amongst the courts that paper and digital versions of records are not equivalent 

reinforces the fact that digital records are compound documents consisting of digital 

objects, that is, “discrete aggregation[s] of one or more bitstreams and the metadata 

about the properties of the object and, if applicable, methods of performing 

operations on the object“ (InterPARES, Terminology Database).  These objects, with 

their reliance upon technological intermediaries needed to render them viewable to 

humans, are more easily altered and corrupted than analogue materials, and 

alterations are more difficult to detect when they do occur.  Given the complexity of 

the interrelated parts that comprise a digital record, creators and preservers often 

find it challenging to establish a record’s identity and integrity, the two characteristics 

by which authenticity is determined (Authenticity Task Force, 2002).  This difficulty in 

establishing their authenticity negatively affects the value of records, as Ross 

(2002a, p. 7) states: “digital objects that lack authenticity… have limited value as 

evidence or as an information resource.”   Thus, records custodians face many 

challenges to maintaining the authenticity of records in their repositories, and their 

                                                 
3 These examples illustrate that there is an obligation on the record preserver’s part to preserve and maintain 
their digital records regardless of the presence of paper printouts of the same. 
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value as assets.  While the need to maintain the authenticity of digital records across 

space and through time remains unquestioned, the methods by which this can be 

accomplished has yet to be determined.   

The chosen implementation of technology with an environment has a 

significant influence over the authenticity of the digital records maintained within the 

preservation system.  As computing capabilities grow faster4, leading to more robust 

and user-centric software applications, the ability to create, modify, and distribute 

digital records through intranets, disparate networks and instantaneous messaging 

has also increased.  This challenges archivists to acquire the knowledge and the 

infrastructure to maintain digital records in an authentic state over the long term.  

This study analyzes the ways in which selected digital archives have 

implemented technology within their own preservation workflows and repositories, 

and from this analysis develops a model of the technological features that support 

the authenticity of digital records from their accession into an archives through long-

term preservation and use. 

1.3 Theoretical Foundations 

For definitional and evaluative purposes, this study will employ the archival 

diplomatics’ concept of authenticity, which encompasses not only the attributes of 

the records themselves (those directly related to the record’s identity and integrity), 

but also the whole of the juridical-administrative, provenancial, procedural, 

                                                 
4 In computer science terms, the rate of change is quantified by Moore’s Law (G. E. Moore, 1965) which states 
that processing power doubles every two year. Kryder’s Law is named after Mark Kryder who observed that 
disk density – the amount of data that can be stored on a single drive – over the previous 50 years was 
increasing 1,000 fold every decade and a half (Chip Walter, 2005).  This equates to disk drives doubling in 
capacity approximately every thirteen months. Rosenthal (2014) points out that this rate is slowing to around 
20%/annum over the last decade and the cost per GB is not decreasing anywhere near the rate Kryder predicted. 
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documentary and technological contexts5 in which the records were made or 

received, maintained, and preserved from the moment of their creation and 

throughout their entire existence (Duranti & Thibodeau, 2006; Duranti & Preston, 

2008; MacNeil, 2000a; MacNeil, 2002; Miller, 2001).  Identity is derived from the 

whole of the attributes of the record that together uniquely characterize and 

distinguish it from other records.  The attributes of identity allow the examiner to 

differentiate one record from another, to determine the who, what, where, when, and 

why of the record.  Integrity concerns the record’s wholeness – that it possesses all 

of its necessary parts existing at creation — and its soundness – that its condition is 

unimpaired (Hirtle, 2000; MacNeil, 2000a).  For a record to be a faithful witness of 

actions taken and decisions made it is essential that the record be authentic and that 

such authenticity be verifiable; that is, the record must be proven to be 1) what it 

purports to be and 2) free from manipulation, substitution, or falsification (Duranti, 

1995).   The context that supports the presumption of authenticity afforded to 

records is heavily influenced by the facts concerning the:  

 creation of the records (as records are granted the presumption of 
authenticity if it can be shown that they were made or received in the 
course of institutional business to serve the practical needs that 
originated them) (Authenticity Task Force, 2002; Authenticity Task 
Force, 2013; InterPARES Authenticity Task Force, 2000);  

 recordkeeping (as expressed through the processes of capture, 
maintenance and use concerning any alterations to the original 
record); and,  

                                                 
5 Juridical-administrative context refers to the legal and organizational system in which the creating body 
belongs; provenancial context refers to the creating body, its mandate, structure, and functions; procedural 
context refers to the business process in the course of which the record is created;  documentary context refers to 
the archival fonds to which a record belongs, and its internal structure; and technological context refers to the 
characteristics of the technical components of an electronic computing system in which records are created. 
(Authenticity Task Force, 2000). 
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 custody of the records (through an unbroken line of legitimate 
custodians—or chain of custody) (Duranti, 1997; Eastwood, 1994).   

  The presumption of authenticity afforded to records created according to 

regular and controlled procedures must be actively maintained by creators and 

legitimate successors for, once lost or compromised, authenticity has to be asserted 

for each record through testimony, comparison with copies, or scientific means of 

analysis.  The record may still have value as a document of historical interest, but its 

value as a faithful witness to the fact and act in which it participated is suspect when 

compared to records that were maintained continuously in an authentic state 

(Eastwood, 1994; Ross, 2002b).  It falls upon the responsible custodian at any given 

time in their lifecycle to protect the authenticity of records by ensuring that they are 

not manipulated, substituted, or falsified, either in transmission or through their chain 

of custody, and continue to be as they were created, free from the taint of other 

interests and capable of conveying the message originally intended.  As authenticity 

can be inferred from the processes used to capture and manage the record, the 

clearer the chain of custody, the more consistent the procedures and the stronger 

the attestation, the greater the presumption of authenticity (MacNeil, 2002).  In the 

digital age, how technology is implemented within recordkeeping and record 

preservation systems has a strong influence on the ability to determine a record’s 

authenticity.  

While record-keeping systems may have the ability to capture and maintain 

authentic digital records, many have difficulty just maintaining records: “electronic 

systems are often being designed to manage data rather than records” (Groven, 

2010, p. 31) .  The issues of obsolescence and incompatibility notwithstanding, 
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requirements can be mandated for computer applications to embed records with a 

minimum required set of identity and integrity metadata6 from their point of creation.  

That is, these recordkeeping systems can, theoretically, create digital records 

possessing the qualities necessary to be presumed and verified authentic over time 

if they are correctly implemented and executed.  Records produced in such a 

defined and formulaic way would be able to serve as faithful witnesses of facts while 

holding their creators accountable.  This accountability, in turn, would increase trust 

through the transparency of organizational operation thereby “open[ing] the door to 

more sophisticated methods of control” (Bekkers, 1998, p. 342).  

The extent to which preservation systems support or hinder the presumption 

or verification of the authenticity of records depends on the way in which the 

underlying technology has been implemented and on the quality of the procedures in 

place governing the creation, handling, and maintenance of records within the 

system.  The greater the level of systematic controls over the records, the greater 

the ability to support their authentication.  When those systems lack sufficient 

operational instructions to establish the identity and protect the integrity of the 

records or to verify the completeness of a record prior to committing it to a 

trustworthy digital repository7, the authenticity of the record suffers.  While the 

theoretical concept of authenticity in digital systems has been studied extensively 

over the past decade, the extent to which the implementation of technology within 

                                                 
6 Metadata in this study refers to the InterPARES definition of “Information that characterizes another 
information resource, especially for purposes of documenting, describing, preserving or managing that 
resource.” (InterPARES, 2016d). 
7 A Trustworthy Digital Repository is one who has a “mission to provide reliable, long-term access to managed 
digital resources to its Designated Community, now and into the future” (The Consultative Committee for 
Space Data Systems, 2011, p. 2-1). 
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trusted repositories supports this conceptual view of authenticity bears further study.  

Significant research effort has been spent over the past two decades attempting to 

expand the concept of authenticity to digital records (Delozier, 2013; Donaldson, 

2015; Duff, 1996; Duranti, 1995; Gladney, 2009; Hedstrom, Lee, Olson, & Lampe, 

2006; Katuu, 2001; Lynch, 2000; MacNeil & Mak, 2007; Rogers, 2015b; Ross, 

2002a; Seadle, 2012; Smith, 2000), however few have presented a standard set of 

attributes or metrics to measure against  (Rogers, 2015a).  Fewer still have looked at 

the ways in which specific technologies are being employed by records managers, 

archival, and information technology professionals to support the authenticity of 

digital records within their custody.   

1.4 Hypothesis 

This study seeks to address the gap between the theoretical concept of 

authenticity in archival science and its implementation within the various 

technological features of digital archival preservation systems.  The central 

hypothesis of this study is that, despite the rapid advancement of technology and the 

many factors challenging the assessment, documentation and maintenance of the 

authenticity of digital records, by analyzing how traditional archival concepts are 

implemented within an information technology framework, it is possible to articulate 

the technological features of a preservation system that are capable of capturing and 

producing evidence that supports the authenticity of digital records over the long 

term.   
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1.4.1 Research Questions 

Derived from the central hypothesis, the core research question of this study 

is: 

What are the technological features of preservation systems that 

influence the assessment, documentation, and maintenance of the 

authenticity of digital records as they move across space and through 

time? 

The sub-questions for this study address four thematic areas: one dealing 

with the conceptual view of authenticity of records in digital systems and three 

focusing on what Bearman (2006) refers to as the ‘moments of risk’ -- two of which 

deal with the  transfer of digital records across space (the transmission of records 

from the system of the creator to the archives and the process of accepting these 

records into the archives’ preservation system) and one dealing with carrying the 

records forward through time (i.e. long-term preservation). 

These sub-questions are: 

1. What does ‘authentic digital records’ mean? 

2. What technological features support the assessment of the 

authenticity of records as they are transferred to a preservation 

system? 

3. What technological features support the documentation of the 

authenticity of records ingested8 into a preservation system? 

                                                 
8 Ingest, for purposes of this study, shall follow the Open Archival Information Systems Reference Model 
terminology and mean the functions necessary to accept and validate the transfer of records from the creator(s), 
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4.  What technological features of a preservation system support the 

maintenance of the authenticity of records over the long term? 

1.5 Overview of Case Study Selection 

The sites used as case studies for this research were selected on the basis of 

the following criteria:  

 the archival institutions have publicly mandated responsibilities for the 
operation of preservation systems; 

 the preservation system offers the core functionalities outlined in the 
ISO 14721: Open Archival Information Systems Reference Model 
(International Organization for Standardization, 2012c);  

 the preservation systems contain materials that are defined as ‘records’; 
the sum of the case studies represents archives operating at the city, 
provincial and national levels; and, 

  the preservation systems employ different foundational technological 
infrastructures drawing from both proprietary, off-the-shelf products, and 
open-source applications. 

1.6 Structure of the Study 

Chapter One presents the problem of technology advancing faster than 

archivists’ ability to fully understand the impact it has on the ability to support the 

authenticity of digital records. It outlines the hypothesis at the core of this study and 

the research questions and the criteria for the choice of the case studies that are 

used to address such questions. 

Chapter Two investigates existing literature regarding the authenticity of 

records and how the concept has evolved with the introduction of digital technology 

in records creation, recordkeeping, and records preservation.  The literature review 

                                                 
create any needed Descriptive Information, and prepare the records for storage in the preservation system 
(International Organization for Standardization, 2012c). 
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starts with an examination of the historical roots of authenticity in archival science, 

and the rise of rigorous examination methodologies with diplomatics, and then 

discusses how various research projects over the past two decades have applied 

both the traditional archival and diplomatics’ concepts to broaden our understanding 

of what authenticity means in the digital age.  

Chapter Three details the research design that was employed for this study; 

starting with the theoretical foundations that informed this research, the 

methodological approaches that were used, the reasons why those methodologies 

are appropriate for this study, the techniques used to gather the data, and how the 

data gathered were analyzed. 

Chapters Four, Five, and Six each present one of the three digital archives that 

were chosen as case studies for this research.  Each case study presents an 

overview of the institution, its technological environment of operation, the workflow 

processes used to acquire, process and maintain digital records that are relevant to 

this study, and a discussion of how the technological features of the preservation 

systems employed at the institution constitute the support the authenticity of the 

records. 

Chapter Seven presents a model for the technological features for preservation 

systems across the three case studies that support the authenticity of digital records.  

Finally, Chapter Eight discusses the findings of this study and suggests areas where 

further research could be conducted. 
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The appendices include the instrument used in the conduct of the interviews for 

the case studies and other related material. 
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“Records, the fundamental instrument of business transactions, are mutating 
from a concrete, static structured document to formless, dynamic data that 
resides in a computer’s memory or on a disk.” 

-- Wendy Duff, (1996, p. 29) “Ensuring the Preservation of Reliable Evidence: A 
Research Project Funded by NHPRC,” Archivaria 42. 

 

Chapter Two: Literature Review 
 

2.1 Introduction 

Whereas paper records are static in their construction and can be read by 

humans hundreds of years after their creation, digital records are far more reliant 

upon computer intermediaries (i.e., hardware and software) to be viewed and 

understood.  Furthermore, technological advances heavily influence and change the 

forms in which these records are created, communicated, and stored (Blouin, 1996; 

Cook, 2007), but “establishing and guaranteeing authenticity [of these digital 

records] are still discussed as urgent problems yet to be solved” (Rogers, 2015a, p. 

110).  These technological changes place a much stronger need on digital records to 

provide evidence that supports their presumption of authenticity, that is, that the 

record has not been modified or corrupted and remains what it purports to be 

(Authenticity Task Force, 2000).  Many of the most commonly used definitions of 

what it means to be ‘authentic’ can be difficult to translate with precision into 

requirements, particularly with regards to digital records, which reside within 

computer systems built upon binary operations.  It is this difficulty in applying 

traditional definitions of authenticity to digital records (which have often been 

removed from their systems of creation) that provides, as Bantin (1998, p. 18) 
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states, “the impetus for a fuller and more urgent discussion of the issues.” Mak 

(2012) notes that these “protracted debates about authenticity of digitized and ‘born-

digital’ materials indicate that there may be no simple solution to these recurring 

questions of reliability and trust.”  

The concept of authenticity lies at the heart of archival theory (Duranti, 1996). 

From a theoretical perspective, few terms are held more dearly or in higher regard 

within the archival profession when used in reference to records. The raison d’etre of 

the archival profession, according to Thibodeau (1991), is to ensure the continuing 

authenticity of records against willful or accidental alterations. Jenkinson (1965, p. 

12-13) stated that one of the guiding principles of archival theory is that records sent 

to an archives “were preserved in official custody…and free from the suspicion of 

having been tampered with” and that it is the primary duty of the archivist to retain 

the impartial and authentic qualities of the records entrusted to their care.  It is 

because of these qualities that “archives are inherently truthful, mak[ing] them the 

most reliable source for both law and history, whose purposes are to rule and 

explain the conduct of society by establishing the truth” (Duranti, 1994, p. 334).  

Trust in the authenticity of the records depends on those records having adequate 

conditions of custody and being secured by the twin notions of ‘trusted custodian’ 

supported by a ‘trusted repository’ (Sexton, Shepherd, Duke-Williams, & Eveleigh, 

2017). 

. 
To gain a firm understanding of what authenticity means as it applies to digital 

records, this study conducted a broad survey of literature from both a theoretical and 

a technical perspective.  Starting with the historical roots of the concept of 
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authenticity and then continuing through to the evolution of theory and research was 

necessary to extrapolate the types of evidence that can be captured and produced 

within computer-based systems in order to provide support to the presumption of 

authenticity afforded to digital records. What follows is an overview of the current 

definitions of authenticity found within the field of archival science, a brief overview 

of the concept of authenticity as it was applied to records from ancient times through 

modern theory, and then a discussion of select research projects that delved into the 

nature of authentic digital records.   

2.2 Defining Authenticity  

Historically, the authenticity of a record was tied to its place of custody.  As 

record-keeping practices matured, the concept evolved into an inference that was 

derived from the record’s circumstances of creation, manner, and place of custody.  

Given the importance of maintaining authentic records to archival theory, attempts 

have been made to frame this concept into measurable terms.  The Oxford English 

Dictionary defines authentic as “Legally Valid”, “real, actual, ‘genuine’”, “Really 

proceeding from its reputed source”, “Of undisputed origin”, and “Entitled 

to acceptance or belief, in accordance with fact, or as stating a fact; reliable; 

trustworthy, of established credit” (Oxford English Dictionary, 1989). Black’s Law 

Dictionary (Garner & Black, 2014) expands upon that definition to include “duly 

vested with all necessary formalities and legally attested; competent, credible, and 

reliable as evidence.”   

Looking to more domain-specific definitions, the International Standard on 

Records Management, published by the International Organization for 
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Standardization (2016) as ISO 15489, provides the definition for an authentic record 

as "one that can be proven to a) be what it purports to be, b) have been created or 

sent by the agent purported to have created or sent it, and c) have been created or 

sent when purported." Also, "[r]ecords should be created at the time of the 

transaction or the incident to which they relate, or soon afterwards": rather broad 

terms which Kastenhofer (2015) considers too vague to be of much use. The open-

ended time period (‘soon afterwards’) requires the evaluator to ascribe a more 

critical interpretation and assign a corresponding level of evidence required to prove 

such.  The Society of American Archivists provides more granularity in its definition, 

in which states that authenticity refers to “[t]he quality of being genuine, not a 

counterfeit, and free from tampering, and is typically inferred from internal and 

external evidence, including its physical characteristics, structure, content, and 

context” (Pearce-Moses, 2005). The Open Archival Information Systems Reference 

Model (OAIS) (Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems, 2012, p. 1-9) -- a 

widely referenced standard for digital preservation -- defines authenticity as “the 

degree to which a person (or system) regards an object as what it is purported to be” 

and concludes with “Authenticity is judged on the basis of evidence.”   

Narrowing the scope to the views of archival practitioners, a survey of 

National Archives shows a widely varying notion of authenticity ranging from oblique 

to specific.  The National Archives and Records Service of South Africa (2006, p.24) 

presents a somewhat recursive use of the term in defining itself: “Authenticity refers 

to the degree of confidence that a user can have that the record that he has access 

to, is the original authentic record” before going on to define an authentic record as: 
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…one that can be proven:  
a) to be what it purports to be;  
b) to have been created or sent by the person purported to have   
created or sent it; and, 
c) to have been created or sent at the time purported. 
 

The National Archives and Records Administration (2010, p. A-2) of the United 

States defines authenticity as -- “The property of a record that it is what it purports to 

be and has not been corrupted” – within the framework of significant properties of 

the record.  The National Archives of the United Kingdom considers records 

authentic if “they are what they say they are” (Ministry of Justice & The National 

Archives, 2009, p. 13). The National Archives of Australia (2011), among the first to 

explore digital preservation on a large scale, recognizes the need to provide some 

qualifying evidence by defining an authentic record as possessing “enabling proof 

that it is what it purports to be and that its purported creators did indeed create it,” 

and considers authenticity an essential characteristic of a “full and accurate record.”   

Records are the natural by-product of transactions – fiscal, legal, societal – 

that are created and maintained as evidence of those transactions (Belton, 1996; 

Eastwood, 1994; Library and Archives Canada, 2015; Schellenberg, 1956).  They 

are considered authentic when they are: created or relied upon by those who 

needed to act through them; maintained for future action and informational 

purposes; and “definitely set aside for preservation, tacitly adjudged worthy of being 

kept…in official custody" (Jenkinson, 1965, p. 8-9).   The courts bestow a high 

degree of trust in the authenticity of records that are "kept in the regular course of 

business activity ... as shown by the testimony of the custodian or other qualified 

witness" (United States, 2015).  Their value, as stated by Duff (2001, p. 230), as 
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“instruments of accountability and evidence depends upon their authenticity, 

integrity, accessibility, and trustworthiness.” A record’s value as evidence is 

influenced by its custodian’s ability to prove that these qualities remain intact across 

space and through time.   

From these formal definitions, in order to be authentic, a record must be ‘what it 

purports to be,’ and uncorrupted with respect to the message it was intended to 

convey.  This understanding, while widely accepted, is “elegant in its simplicity if 

challenging to apply” (Rogers, 2015a, p. 99).  It is further complicated when 

assessing the extent to which any technological migration, reformatting, or upgrades 

has affected the nature of the digital record so that it can be considered ‘unaltered.’  

To develop a robust operational view of authenticity for use in this study, it becomes 

necessary to understand the evolution of the concept of authenticity and how 

traditionally held views of archives can be applied to the digital realm. 

2.3 Historical Roots of Authenticity 

The use of archives to store, organize, and protect records as evidence of 

facts and acts is as old as writing itself.  Along with it came the understanding that 

the contents of records maintained by these appointed guardians were ascribed a 

degree of trust.  Posner (1972) credits the first organized archives to the Sumerians, 

dating to the middle of the fourth millennium B.C.E. While little can be gleaned from 

the archeological remains as to how their archives functioned administratively, it is 

believed that the “documents placed in an archive were specifically selected for their 

retension” (Brosius, 2003, p. 6).  Based on the contents of the records that have 

been found in the archives of the Hittites, Assyrians, and Mesopotamians, it appears 
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that they were likewise set aside in a centralized repository to provide evidence of 

religious, administrative, commercial and genealogical activities (Cunningham, 

2005).  

By the second millennium B.C.E, Egypt had developed an organized system 

of archives in order to document and safeguard significant transactions and events 

that supported administrative, legal, and military activities9.  Inferring the authenticity 

of the records based upon their custody within such archives, the Persians would 

incorporate the contents of conquered nations’ archives into their own in order to 

facilitate control over and distribution of the conquered lands10.  By the Hellenistic 

period, the idea that records were of great value and needed to be protected from 

theft, loss, and alteration was well established.  Records were considered to be of 

sufficiently high value that they were stored within religious temples in an attempt to 

seek divine protection from such tragedies (Tschan, 2015).  It is through this gradual 

acceptance of the public archives’ role in the security and protection of the records 

that the explicit granting of authenticity to the records stored within the custody of a 

public archives can be found.  This concept was so firmly held by the Greeks that 

legislation was introduced in 330 B.C.E that pronounced a sentence of death unto 

anyone who altered a record that was in the custody of the Metroon (Athens’s public 

archives).  Such a stiff penalty illustrates that 

…the place of preservation had already come to be associated with 
the perceived authenticity of the record.  That is, a false record 

                                                 
9 The authority of the records contained in these archives were of sufficient power to be seen by the peasants as 
a symbol of political oppression and were the focus of a revolt in 2200 B.C.E. – resulting in the mob burning 
the property records contained within (Posner, 1972). 
10 These records were of sufficient value in the administration of subjugated nations that, when records 
maintained by chief of chancery were destroyed in a tent fire, Alexander the Great ordered his staff to 
reconstruct the missing files from those located at provincial sources (Bradsher, 1989). 
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produced from the Metroon was more likely to be believed than [a true] 
one produced privately – its evidential value as a record had been 
increased (Tschan, 2015, p. 35). 
 
As a result, public archives increasingly became the trustworthy depository 

for not only records of public activities, but also for private records of business and 

property transactions in order to ensure their preservation and authenticity.  

The concept of authenticity within modern archival theory can be traced to Roman 

law, which regarded archives as a place of great power and responsibility for the 

care and preservation of records.  This power was formalized within the Codex 

Justinianus (Code of Justinian), written in 529-565 C.E11, wherein:  the presumption 

of authenticity was ascribed to documents based upon their deposit within the 

archives of a public authority; the archives was legally acknowledged as the public 

place where deeds were deposited for protection from corruption in order to remain 

capable of providing trustworthy evidence of the actions they recorded (Duranti, 

1996), and an official in each province was “appointed as custodian thereof, so that 

they (records) may be kept from destruction and may be found readily by those who 

have need of them” (Blume, 2009, Novel 15, p. 4).  By conferring authenticity to the 

records in their custody, the public archives served a larger role within society to 

“preserve continuing, and therefore uncorrupted, memory of the actions, and to 

guarantee the public faith (ut fidem faciant) or truthfulness of the documents 

themselves” (Duranti, 1994, p. 331).12 The simple act of placing the record within the 

                                                 
11 Upon ascension to the throne, Emperor Justinian appointed a ten-man commission to form a simpler, 
comprehensive codex of the laws of the land by searching through the public archives for ordinances that were 
issued by previous rulers and to weed out contradictory or obsolete material (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2016).   
12 An illustration of the great importance Roman society placed on depositing a record within an archives can be 
found in Plutarch’s Life of Cato the Younger.  Within the story, Cato is reluctant to surrender to the archives a 
decree that was claimed to have been authorized by the Senate until the Consuls swore an oath as to its validity; 
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archives “…is not merely a movement from one place to another; it is an action that 

allows the record to function as evidence and continuing memory of action” (Tschan, 

2015, p. 36). This concept continues today with legal documents, where placing 

these documents into an authorized record-keeping system of the relevant 

administrative body “is considered proof of the facts self-indicated and is presumed 

reliable and accurate based on the source, and authentic based on being supplied to 

the court with proper form and seals intact” (Cohen, 2015, p. 25). 

As Europe slipped into the dark ages, records (along with the evidential value 

they contained) diminished in value and memory as oral testimony came to be 

trusted over the written word (MacNeil, 2006).  This trend reversed itself after the 

first millennium of the Common Era as the growth of administration and the increase 

in literacy created a renewed reliance on records to serve as evidence.  “By the 

twelfth century,” MacNeil (2006, p. 316) noted, “written proof had become 

widespread, even in agreements between ordinary people and by the late thirteenth 

century, written forms of proof had become a requirement for certain claims.”  As this 

practice of documenting transactions continued to evolve, new methods of ensuring 

the authenticity of the records were needed.  The development of a notary system 

added credibility to the legal proof of the claims of the documents by requiring a 

more formal practice of specific forms and attestation (Iacovino, 2006; MacNeil, 

2000c).  Even this was insufficient to guarantee the authenticity of the documents, 

as forgeries became more sophisticated in order to keep pace with these new 

practices. 

                                                 
for Plutarch knew that once that decree was deposited in the archives, its authenticity would be beyond reproach 
(Plutarch, 1919).   
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2.3.1 Rise of Diplomatics  

In the period between the fifteenth and the seventeenth century, significant, 

concerted attempts were made to develop scientifically based methods to test the 

authenticity of specific forms of records.  Through a detailed critique of the content of 

a document, Lorenzo Valla developed a technique of textual criticism that unmasked 

the Donation of Constantine as a forgery in 1440 (Boyle, 1992).  Jean Bodin  

advanced the study of the historical method with his work Methodus ad Facilem 

Historiarum Cognitionem (1566) that detailed methods to assess the reliability of 

historical sources; while the French jurist François Baudouin’s works from 1542-

1569 contributed to the “elaboration of methods for evaluating the authenticity of an 

historical source” (MacNeil, 2000c, p. 24).  Daniel van Papenbrock, a Jesuit 

Bollandist, edited several eighteen volumes of the Acta Santorum. In the 

Propylaeum antiquarium circa veri ac falsi discrimen in vetustis membranis that 

introduces the second volume of April 1675, he provided a general outline of 

methods for determining the authenticity of medieval records.  Through applying 

these methods, Van Papenbrock determined that a diploma issued by the Frankish 

King Dagobert I was a forgery, and in the process called into question the 

authenticity of other charters granted by the Merovingian kings (Herde, 2016; 

Poulimenou, Asonits, & Poulos, 2009; Powell, 1976).   

Van Papenbrock’s findings were considered a direct challenge to the 

patrimonial rights of the rival Benedictines, who responded to Van Papenbrock’s 

questionable methodology with a treatise of their own. To refute Van Papenbrock’s 

implications, the French Benedictine monk Dom Jean Mabillon published De re 

diplomatica libri sex (1709) after a careful comparison of “the material support, seals, 
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ink, script, punctuation, abbreviations, formulas, discourse, types of subscriptions, 

etc.” from over 200 medieval charters (Duranti, 2007, p. 3).  Mabillon’s work, utilizing 

a “negative type of critique aimed at revealing falsifications” (Guyotjeannin, 1996, p. 

416), is widely considered to be the first effective scientific method for establishing 

the provenance and authenticity of records of questionable origin.  The methodology 

proposed by Mabillon formed the basis of the science of diplomatics, or the study of 

“the genesis, forms, and transmission of archival documents and their relationship 

with the facts represented in them and with their creator, in order to identify, evaluate 

and communicate their true nature" (Bellardo & Bellardo, 1992, p. 11).  One of the 

primary benefits of diplomatics is that the analysis of records is conducted through a 

uniform methodology and lexicon that can “standardize the information which is 

collected to appraise, arrange, and describe series and collections” along with the 

ability to consistently identify copies from originals (Storch, 1998, p. 366).   

De re diplomatica continued to serve as the standard text for diplomatics 

through the 19th century, eventually being replaced by a series of works that 

incorporated a broader view of the object of diplomatic criticism; including Harry 

Bresslau’s Handbuch der Urkundenlehre für Deutschland und Italien (1889), Arthur 

Giry’s Manuel de diplomatique: Diplomes et chartes Chronologie technique: 

Elements critiques et parties constitutives de la teneur des chartes Les 

chancelleries; Les actes privés first published in 1893 (1964), and Cesare Paoli’s 

Programma scolastico di paleografia latina e di diplomatica (1898).  By the early 20th 

century, archival science began to develop as a distinct branch from diplomatics’ 

understanding of record components, their relationships, forms and transmissions, 
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and began to lay the foundation for what was to become the essential archival 

functions of records management, appraisal, arrangement and description 

(Horsman, Ketelaar, & Thomassen, 2003; Ketelaar, 1996), culminating in the first 

systematic treatise by Muller, Feith, and Fruin Handleiding voor het ordenen en 

beschrijven van archieven (1898).  While once taught widely in the Schools of Law in 

Europe, by the 20th Century, diplomatics was largely relegated to determining the 

authenticity of medieval charters as trustworthy historical sources until it underwent 

a renewed interest as a potential method for addressing the growing alarm over the 

proliferation of digital records.   

2.3.2 Modern Diplomatics 

Recognizing that current archival practices were insufficient to provide a firm 

understanding of the authenticity of digital records, archival theorists recommended 

utilizing medieval techniques on the products of modern technologies.  Hugh Taylor 

wrote in 1988 that “[t]he study of form and phraseology in medieval administrative 

instruments under the term ‘diplomatics’ can provide a valuable precedent and 

starting point for a ‘modern diplomatics’" (Taylor, 1988, p. 457).  The Second 

European Conference on Archives (International Council on Archives, 1989, p. 112) 

took a similar view when recommending “that the development of the discipline of 

modern diplomatics be promoted through research in the typology of contemporary 

records and in the records-creating procedures of contemporary institutions.”  

Bearman (2008, p. 38) suggested that if archivists are “to rely on technological 

intervention to safeguard electronic records of long-term value, they will need to use 

diplomatics-like principles to identify new forms of records.”  Duranti  (1989a, p. 16) 
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espouses the benefits of the use of diplomatics in that it “studies the facts and will 

that originated the document, relating them to the purpose and consequences of the 

act and the document, the genesis of the document, and the character of its physical 

and intellectual form.”   

The proliferation of copies through technological means and the increased 

formalism of transactional documentation “necessitate a precise understanding of 

the generation, form, and function of single, particular documents in specific 

administration… Diplomatics, the study of the ‘elemental archival unit,’ seems to 

hold promise as a methodology for gaining this microcosmic perspective” (Turner, 

1990, p. 91). Diplomatics’ effectivity in assessing a document’s authenticity is a 

result of its methodological approach that “identifies certain key elements in 

documentary form which must be present in order for a document to be authentic 

and enforceable,” as well as determining if the “necessary elements are present 

[that] could provide a means of authentication for these documents” (Storch, 1998, 

p. 382).  Duranti provided the foundation for the creation of such a contemporary 

application of diplomatics with a series of six articles in Archivaria (Duranti, 1989a; 

1989b; 1990a; 1990b; 1991; and 1992), later collected in a book (1998), and 

expanded upon this work through several research projects (to be discussed in 

greater detail later in this chapter). This contemporary diplomatics draws upon 

concepts and principles based on jurisprudence, administrative history, and theory, 

and the nature of modern records management practice “underpinned by a similar 

belief in the existence of an empirical reality – the world of records and record 

systems – that is governed by general principles, if not general laws, that are 
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susceptible to discovery through observation and comparison” (MacNeil, 2004, p. 

208). 

Where traditional diplomatics dealt with records of a juridical nature on an 

individual basis, archival diplomatics draws focus to the larger aggregations of 

records created in the course of normal business activities.  Archival diplomatics, 

while showing great promise as a method for determining the authenticity of digital 

records, is still in its formative stages and evolving with additional research to adapt 

the ‘old science’ of diplomatics to new uses as technology continues to evolve.  This 

evolution is particularly true in adapting the traditional diplomatic elements to digital 

records:   

Traditional diplomatic elements such as the physical or juridical persons 
involved in the formation of the record are less explicitly expressed in 
electronic than in paper records, and are frequently implicit, inferred, or 
inherited from the context of the system or some other aspect of the system 
(Gilliland-Swetland, 2002, p. 206). 

 
The nature of the electronic systems creating and storing the records has a profound 

effect on the applicability of diplomatics’ concepts.  While in systems containing 

records that behave similarly to traditional records, the concepts have been shown 

to be effective, in systems where digital objects are fluid, the utility of diplomatics 

concepts appears to be limited (MacNeil, 2002). 

 

2.4 Assessing Authenticity in the Digital World 

Despite the need to maintain authentic, unaltered records, “few are able to 

identify exactly what is required to ensure, assess and guarantee it” (Rogers, 2015a, 

p. 99), or more to the point, what evidence is deemed capable of supporting the 

claim – particularly with regards to digital records.  While the type of content of the 
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records has changed very little over the past century, the physical media and 

methods used to store and access the digital content have changed dramatically 

from the paper realm – this change necessitates a corresponding shift in the 

methods used to determine the authenticity of digital records. For, if the definitions of 

authenticity quoted previously are to be used as the criteria – i.e. ‘not copied’, 

‘genuine’, ‘real’, ‘of undisputed origin’ – on whether a record is authentic or not, then 

digital records could rarely, if ever, be considered ‘authentic’. In the digital realm, 

records only occur as a series of binary signs, and their display is rendered as a 

view controlled by the software’s functionality (Dollar, 1992).  It is this requirement 

for translation that makes the assessment of the authenticity of digital records a far 

more complex undertaking than that of their analogue counterpart, as “(m)ost files 

contain information that is meaningful solely to the software that created them” 

(Rothenberg, 1995, p. 44).   As such, it has been argued that one cannot preserve 

the ‘original’ digital record (Bearman, 1992; Duranti, 2005; Lusenet, 2002; 

Preservation Task Force, 2002).  For 

Strictly speaking, it is not possible to preserve an electronic record. It is only 
possible to preserve the ability to reproduce an electronic record. It is always 
necessary to retrieve from storage the binary digits that make up the record 
and process them through some software for delivery or presentation 
(Thibodeau, 2000). 

Even the ability to reproduce a digital record becomes questionable over time, as the 

relentless march of technological advances requires constant migration of the file 

formats (Becker & Nogues, 2012; Duff, 2001; Lee & Tibbo, 2011). “There are no 

originals (only copies—lots and lots of them),” stated Levy (2000, p. 25), “and no 

enduring objects (at least not yet).”  Thibodeau (2012) points out that an inherent 
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tension exists in the need to maintain records in a ‘digital’ format – which by nature 

is fluid, polymorphous, and unstable – and attempts to preserve them – which 

means to introduce as little change as possible.  If the ‘original’ cannot be preserved, 

or even understood by its human reader in its natively stored format, how is a 

representation of digital bits to be assessed as ‘genuine,’ ‘not copied’ or ‘real’ and 

therefore authentic?   

It is the very nature of digital records, with their inseparable reliance upon 

scales of layered systems, hardware and software intermediaries needed to interpret 

binary data into a human-readable form (Hurley, 2016), which threatens the very 

attributes that provide evidence of authenticity: 

As long as the information created in the course of work in an electronic 
environment remains in the software and hardware system in which it was 
created, it loses none of the contextual information which is critical to its 
meaning, but the transition, or "migration" of data to a new environment 
threatens to change the way the information looks, feels or operates, and 
hence what it means (Bearman, 1993, p. 168). 

This view is supported by Duff (1996, p. 29), who has noted: “As records migrate 

from a stable paper reality to an intangible electronic existence, their physical 

attributes, vital for establishing the authenticity and reliability of the evidence they 

contain, are threatened.”   

The widespread use of digital technologies in the conduct of business has 

resulted in organizations generating more information than in any previous decade 

of human activity.  According to a 2013 study conducted by SINTEF, nine times 

more data had been produced in the past two years than all of the previously 

recorded history (Stiftelsen for Industriell og Teknisk Forskning, 2013). This volume 

of records, however, comes at a price; as Duranti (1995, p. 9) states: 
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the easiness of electronic records creation and the level of autonomy 
that it has provided to records creators, coupled with an exhilarating 
sense of freedom from the chains of bureaucratic structures, 
procedures, and forms, have produced the sloppiest records creation 
ever in the history of record making.  

This large scale adoption of digital systems to assist in the production, management 

and storage of digital records has added a greater need to articulate authenticity in 

the digital age (Duranti & MacNeil, 1996; Lynch, 1994; Rogers, 2015b; Rothenberg, 

1999;Trant, 1998). The fact that a digital record is in the custody of an archives is no 

longer sufficient to assert unquestioned authenticity. The unreliable nature of digital 

records and the systems that create them (Duranti, 2001), the ease with which 

digital records can be modified and passed off as originals (such as the doctored 

press photos noted in Chapter One), and what Kenneally (2001, p.4) refers to as 

proprietary software’s ‘black box nature,’ where “one can only conjecture as to what 

happens between the data input and data output stages,“ has led to a general level 

of distrust in the authenticity of digital records. As this distrust conflicts with the 

inherent need of archives to appraise and maintain the authenticity of records, the 

past decade has seen a marked increase in research focused on the concept of 

authenticity as it applies to digital records.   

2.4.1 Transitioning Authenticity to a Digital World 

From a records-system perspective, much of the technical archival research 

on authenticity has centered on the use of asynchronous cryptographic hashes, 

Digital Signatures and Public Key Infrastructure and Digital Signatures (Boudrez, 

2007; Gladney, 2009; Jantz & Giarlo, 2005; Lynch, 1998; Wallace, Pordesch, & 

Brandner, 2007) with a growing interest in the use of forensic tools and techniques 
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(Duranti, 2009b; Duranti & Jansen, 2011; Lee, Kirschenbaum, Chassanoff, Olsen, & 

Woods, 2012; Majore, Yoo, & Shon, 2014), blockchain (Collins, 2016; Lemieux, 

2016; Yermack, 2015) and cloud-based storage (Delozier, 2013; Duranti & Jansen, 

2013; Goh, 2014; Hurley, 2016).  While such technologies and authentication 

techniques can assist in the protection or assessment of authenticity, authentication 

does not equate authenticity in the long term (Cullen, 2000; Duranti, 2009a; Hirtle, 

2000; Roeder, Eppard, Lauriault, & Underwood, 2008).   Authentication technologies 

can support authenticity across space at a given time, but are, on their own, 

insufficient to maintain or attest to authenticity across time, due to the limitations of 

the technological infrastructure driving digital signatures (Gilliland-Swetland, 2002).  

Hashing techniques demonstrate that an object has not changed at the bit level 

since the hash was created (Kil, Sezer, Azab, Ning, & Zhang, 2009; Lynch, 1994; 

Stern, Adelt, Krummel, & Ackermann, 2008; Zeng, K., 2008); yet most long-term 

preservation strategies require migration and thus a change of the underlying bits of 

the record that negates that original hash value.   

There exists an unfortunate paucity of literature within the archival domain 

concerning the technological features of preservation systems implementation -- 

such as architecture design, storage subsystems, and software coding practices -- 

and how they support the authenticity of the digital records created and stored within 

them.  This scarcity may be due, in large part, to a general lack of cross-domain 

expertise in the technical aspects concerning computer science within the archival 

community. Regardless, given this shortage, areas of prior research that have 

provided this study valuable insight into the authenticity of digital records include 
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digital preservation projects, as well as industry standards and specifications drawn 

from information science, computer science, and information assurance.   

2.5 Digital Preservation Research Projects 

A significant amount of research within the archival field over the past two 

decades has centered on providing more structure to the understanding of 

authenticity by delving into the nature of the digital records themselves.  For the 

purposes of this study, discussion of these research efforts is organized into four 

broad categories: the use of the literary warrant, the application of archival 

diplomatics, the preservation of the significant properties of the record, and 

technological approaches.   In a study concerning the authenticity of digital records, 

it is particularly ironic to note that several of the archival research projects’ websites 

frequently cited in journal articles authored by members of that project team are no 

longer accessible (among them CEDARS, CAMiLEON, and the Pittsburgh Project13); 

thus illustrating the difficulty of maintaining access to authentic records in the digital 

age.  What follows is a discussion of three broad categories of archival research 

projects and their articulation of the components of authenticity as it applies to a 

digital record. 

                                                 
13 The Pittsburgh Project’s website in particular provides a strong case study on the importance of, as well as the 
many difficulties and relationships involved in, digital preservation. As mentioned, the project website, 
containing a great deal of the material created by the project and continually referenced in articles regarding the 
project, was lost during a server upgrade (The Pittsburgh Project Group, 2010); clearly pointing to the 
importance of a sound and tested backup policy for the preservation of authentic digital records.  Efforts to 
retrieve remnants that were recorded on the Internet Archive’s Way Back Machine proved partially successful: 
“This site was recovered in 2002 (using the Wayback Machine) following its disappearance from the Web site 
of the University of Pittsburgh. Unfortunately, not all pages were retrievable.“  
(http://www.archimuse.com/papers/nhprc/BACartic.html). 
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2.5.1 The Literary Warrant 

Starting in 1992, the Functional Requirements for Evidence in Record 

Keeping project out of the University of Pittsburgh (The Pittsburgh Project) used an 

inductive approach based on the examination of record keeping practices in order to 

decompose record keeping systems as a method of categorizing the very nature of 

records themselves into captured, maintained and then useable records (Bearman, 

1995; Duff, 1997; Hirtle, 2000; Park, 2001).  Originally planning to study professional 

culture, the project team decided that the goal was overly ambitious in scope and 

decided instead to focus on the concept of a literary warrant.14 This shifted focus, 

according to Duff (1996, p. 37), intended to use “society's requirements for record-

keeping, such as the law, regulations, case law, auditing standards, the IS0 9000 

suite of standards, and information technology standards” to provide the foundation 

of a suite of functional requirements for the development and acquisition of records 

systems.   

Although authenticity was not explicitly listed amongst the twenty functional 

requirements developed for the project, the requirements articulate attributes that 

infer authenticity, such as the need for: comprehensive, complete (accurate, 

                                                 
14 The use of the term "literary warrant" was an attempt to leverage an older concept first introduced in the 
literature of Library and Information Science by E. Wyndham Hulme (1911, p. 447) in a novel way that 
branched from the more traditional definition.  Hulme used the term to refer to the fact that vocabulary used in 
the Library of Congress classification schema was empirically based on the warrant derived from the contents 
of library’s holdings rather than external warrants, such as classification theory or researcher needs.  The 
National Information Standards Organization (1994) contemporaneously with the Pittsburgh Project also 
released a definition of literary warrant that defined it as: "words and phrases drawn from the literature of the 
field should determine the formulation of descriptors. When two or more variants have literary warrant… most 
frequently used term should be selected as the descriptor." The term ‘Literary Warrant’ was chosen, according 
to Cox  (1997, p. 36), in order to stress the concept that “records are created because of legal, regulatory, 
professional best practices, and other reasons generally external to the organisation.”  This concept would 
become the central tenet of the Pittsburgh Project: “We did not anticipate the value of the literary warrant and, 
in the hindsight now available to us, the concept of the warrant may turn out to be the most important outcome 
of the project” (Cox, 1997, p. 35). 
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understandable, meaningful) and preserved (inviolate, coherent, auditable) records – 

qualities that Dollar (2000) viewed as necessary authenticity attributes to document 

and maintain when preserving authentic digital records.  Any descriptive metadata 

ascribed to these records were required to be independent of any system in such a 

way that it could not be “separated from [the records] or changed after the record 

has been created,” and this metadata “must be captured by the overall system 

through which business is conducted, which includes personnel, policy, hardware 

and software” (Bearman & Sochats, 1996).   This data resides through the multiple 

‘layers’ of the information creation and usage processes15, requiring the preserver to 

have access to the various layers on the creator, user(s) and custodian(s) records-

systems in order to capture the needed metadata through space and across time. 

In the end, few testbeds implemented the literary warrant, and as a result, the 

impact of the concept on record-keeping systems remains mostly unknown. That is 

not to say that the entire concept is no longer relevant – the need to identify the 

various layers that impact a record from creation through delivery is still an important 

factor in supporting a record’s authenticity, as is the need for “metadata [to] be linked 

inextricably to each record… [so that] the metadata ‘describes’ the content and 

context of the records, while ensuring the preservation of information essential to 

future decoding of the records' structure” (Bearman & Duff, 1996, p. 278) 

independently of any system of creation or storage.  Rather, more recent research 

projects have shown to have a more significant impact in assessing the authenticity 

                                                 
15 The six layers as described by Duff (Duff, Wendy M., 1996) are: the handle layer (declaration of the digital 
object to be a record), terms and conditions (control, use and access information), structural layer (necessary 
structural information to maintain value as evidence), contextual layer (provenance), content (actual data of the 
transaction), and, the use history layer (actions taken after creation e.g. indexing, redactions, destruction). 
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of digital records, and several standards were issued that allow for the more 

effective interchange of evidence that supports authenticity through uniformity in 

payload construction (e.g., METS, MIX, and PREMIS from the Library of 

Congress16). 

2.5.2 Application of Archival Diplomatics 

While the creation, use, and storage of records may have noticeably evolved 

over the centuries, the application of diplomatics’ concepts to the digital realm is still 

useful to assessing a record’s authenticity (Blouin, 1996). The process of analysis 

that diplomatics uses to decompose a record into its constituent extrinsic (which can 

be physically seen) and intrinsic (which determine the intellectual construction of the 

content) elements for comparison to other records is as relevant to 21st century 

digital records as it was to 17th century charters (Jansen, 2015). To address these 

changes in the context of digital records, a series of research projects out of the 

University of British Columbia (beginning with the UBC-MAS project, 1994-1997, and 

continuing with the four phases of the InterPARES project, 1998 - current) integrated 

modern record contexts with traditional diplomatics to develop archival diplomatics 

(MacNeil, 2004). This discipline combines modern archival theory with traditional 

diplomatics “based on jurisprudence, the history and theory of administration, and an 

extensive and centuries-old body of written reflection and experience about the 

nature of records and record-keeping practices in bureaucratic organizations” 

                                                 
16 METS stands for Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard, “a standard for encoding descriptive, 
administrative, and structural metadata regarding objects within a digital library” (Library of Congress, 2018a); 
MIX stands for Metadata For Images in XML, a “set of technical data elements required to manage digital 
image collections” (Library of Congress, 2015a); PREMIS stands for Preservation Metadata: Implementation 
Strategies, “the international standard for metadata to support the preservation of digital objects and ensure their 
long-term usability” (Library of Congress, 2015b). 
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(MacNeil, 2004, p. 205).  What follows is a discussion of those archival research 

projects that use an archival diplomatics based approach for the assessment of the 

authenticity of digital records. 

2.5.2.1 Preservation of the Integrity of Electronic Records – The UBC-MAS Project 
(1994-1997) 

Started in 1994, The Protection of the Integrity of Electronic Records research 

project (termed the UBC-MAS Project) was the first research project to use a 

methodology that integrated the individual record centric approach of diplomatics 

with the modern archival science focus on record aggregations thereby creating 

archival diplomatics (Duranti, Eastwood, & MacNeil, 2002).  The project focused on 

identifying those conceptual requirements that express the necessary and sufficient 

components of a reliable, authentic and complete digital record in order to ensure 

the long-term integrity of authentic digital records created, used or maintained in 

electronic systems (Duranti, Macneil, & Underwood, 1996).  From a deductive 

application of diplomatics’ concepts17 to digital records, the UBC-MAS Project 

distilled a set of requirements -- articulated as a set of templates as well as a model -

- that could be used to evaluate those elements of records that 

constitute the conceptual basis for establishing, firstly, whether a given 
electronic system contains records and, secondly, whether these 
records can be considered reliable and authentic (Duranti & MacNeil, 
1996, p. 47). 
 

                                                 
17 The UBC-MAS project was contemporaneous with The Pittsburgh Project and in many ways was considered 
its rival due to the two projects noticeably different methodological and theoretical approaches to the 
assessment of the authenticity of digital records.  Where the Pittsburgh Project was inductive, the UBC-MAS 
Project used a deductive approach; where the Pittsburgh Project focused on the records systems and societal 
mandate, the UBC-MAS Project focused on records as witnesses to activities and the diplomatics-based 
attributes they contained. 
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 Where the eight templates developed by the project presented the conceptual 

elements capable of identifying complete, reliable and authentic digital records 

(Duranti & MacNeil, 1996, p. 218-233), the model translated those conceptual 

elements into an activity and entity model that illustrated “the relationships of their 

components from well-identified viewpoints and for determined purposes.” This 

model proved “useful for the purposes of analyzing and graphically representing the 

diplomatic and archival concepts, and making their meaning comprehensible and 

relevant to system designers” (Duranti & MacNeil, 1996, p. 48) by providing the 

inputs, outputs, mechanisms and constraints for each activity in a hierarchical 

relationship.  The work of the UBC-MAS project was used by the US Department of 

Defense’s Records Management Task Force as a foundation for the development of 

the Department of Defense 5015.2 Records Management Standard (Thibodeau & 

Prescott, 1996; United States Department of Defense, 2007).  

2.5.2.2 InterPARES (1998 - 2018) 

The International Research on Permanent Authentic Records in Electronic 

Systems (InterPARES) project built upon the foundation laid by the UBC-MAS 

Project in an attempt to identify those elements that are common to all digital records 

selected for permanent preservation that exist in administrative or legal systems; 

and then once identified, to develop the methodology to verify the digital records’ 

authenticity over time (InterPARES, 2016c).  Employing a theoretical-deductive 

approach (to identify the key elements), as well as an empirical-inductive one (to 

collect and analyze data from case studies), the project added to the findings of the 
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UBC-MAS Project by expanding upon the core elements considered necessary and 

sufficient for the authenticity of digital records.   

The first phase of the project (1998-2001) developed a pair of templates 

whose purpose was to “prescribe the components that electronic records ought to 

possess rather than to identify the nature and purpose of the components electronic 

records actually do possess” (MacNeil, 2004, p. 225). The Template for Analysis 

detailed to what extent the individual elements of a record are instrumental in 

determining a record’s authenticity by defining each of the necessary elements the 

record should possess through a broader focus on its administrative and 

documentary contexts.  This new analysis method resulted in an expanded view of 

the ‘ideal form’ of a digital record (MacNeil, 2004).  The Requirements for Assessing 

and Maintaining the Authenticity of Electronic Records template was developed to 

specify the conditions necessary to allow preservers to assess the authenticity of 

electronic records in their custody (Authenticity Task Force, 2002).  By observing 

that the conditions stipulated by the benchmark requirements were satisfied by the 

creator, the custodian could infer the authenticity of records being preserved on the 

“basis of the manner in which the records have been created, handled, and 

maintained by the creator” (Authenticity Task Force, 2002, p. 4).18  

The second phase of the project (2002-2007) found that the central postulate 

of diplomatics -- that “regardless of differences in nature, provenance or date, from a 

                                                 
18 The project also identified several perspectives that could be used to form a typology of records supporting 
the assessment of authenticity, but none proved capable of being effective across the myriad of different record 
and system types.  Based on the findings, it recommended that such a typology would need to focus on the 
creators themselves, as well as the acts, procedures and functions that they perform (Authenticity Task Force, 
2001) – laying the foundation for the relationship between a record’s authenticity and the process and chain of 
custody of the record. 
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formal point of view all records are similar enough to make it possible to conceive of 

one typical, ideal documentary form containing all possible elements of a record” 

(Duranti & Thibodeau, 2006, p. 16) -- still held true in a digital world.  A record’s 

form, even when digital, continues to be influenced by “the complex of the rules of 

representation used to convey a message . . . [and] the characteristics of a 

document which can be separated from the determination of the particular subjects, 

persons, or places which it concerns" (Duranti, 1991, p. 6).  Within this complex set 

of representation rules are crucial elements that support a record’s authenticity in 

that these rules reflect the political, legal, administrative, and economic structures, 

culture, and habits that are an integral part of a written document (Duranti, 1998).  

As such, the project developed a template to assess the ‘record status’ of digital 

entities (Xie, 2012) through articulating five elements (derived from archival 

diplomatics) that every record must possess.19 This understanding led to the 

development of the Chain of Preservation (COP) model which details the activities 

involved in the creation, management and preservation of electronic records 

(Eastwood, Ballaux, Mills, & Preston, 2008) and a corresponding set of authenticity 

metadata elements considered to be essential to the long-term preservation of 

authentic digital records.   

The third phase of the InterPARES research project (2007-2012) built upon 

the knowledge acquired in the first two phases by translating “the theory and 

                                                 
19 The five elements articulated in the Diplomatic Analysis template are: stable content and fixed form, 
participation in an action, an archival bond, involvement of specific physical or juridical persons (i.e. author, 
writer, addressee, creator and originator), and, documentation of its five contexts of creation (i.e. juridical-
administrative, provenancial, procedural, documentary, technological) (Focus Task Force, 2008). 
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methods of digital preservation drawn from research to date into concrete action 

plans for existing bodies of records that are to be kept over the long term by archives 

and archival/records units within organizations endowed with limited resources” 

(InterPARES, 2016b)  in order to “enable small and medium-sized public and private 

archival organizations and programs… to preserve over the long term authentic 

records” (InterPARES, 2016a). The result of this line of inquiry was the 

determination that implementation of the concepts, principles, and methods for 

assessing and maintaining authentic digital records in electronic systems was highly 

dependent upon the technological infrastructure.  Even with the case studies starting 

from the same theoretical foundation, the project determined there is no ‘one size fits 

all’ implementation for the development of policies and procedures that supported 

the authenticity of digital records that would work across all the case studies.  This 

conclusion placed increased emphasis on the importance of understanding the chain 

and process of custody of digital records.  To assist in the endeavor, the team 

developed an Application Profile for Authenticity Metadata (Rogers & Tennis, 2016) 

that focused on capturing sufficient metadata to meet six functional requirements: 

supporting the presumption of authenticity, interoperability, parsimony, adequacy for 

archival description, retrieval, and meaningful display. 

 The most recent phase of InterPARES, InterPARES Trust (ITrust), 2012-

2018, was focused on the authenticity of records that are created, used, or stored in 

a cloud-based computing environment.  The project conducted its investigations with 

the intent of producing “frameworks that will support the development of integrated 

and consistent local, national and international networks of policies, procedures, 
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regulations, standards and legislation concerning digital records entrusted to the 

Internet, to ensure public trust grounded on evidence of good governance, and a 

persistent digital memory” (Franks & Driskill, 2014, p. 746). Multiple studies within 

ITrust explored the issues of authenticity of digital records, among them: the 

Preservation as a Service for Trust (PaaST) study developed a specification that 

details a minimum necessary set of actions and attributes capable of supporting the 

authenticity of records that are created, managed or stored within Cloud-based 

environments (Thibodeau et al., 2018); the Assessing Information Systems study 

updated the InterPARES 1 Template of Analysis to incorporate current refinements 

of practice and information security concepts (Katuu & Waltham, 2018); the 

development of an Ontology of functional activities for archival systems (Ganser & 

Michetti, 2018); and the Standard of practice for trust in protection of authoritative 

records in government archives  study sought to determine if there was a 

“consensus between computer security and ARM practices regarding protection” 

(InterPares Trust Project, 2016) and developed a draft standard of practice for trust 

(Cohen, 2016). 

2.5.3 Significant Properties 

Terry Cook (1991) suggested that electronic records gave rise to theoretical 

discourses and appraisal practices that emphasized the informational value rather 

than the evidential value of the records and led to the development of procedures 

and techniques that preserved the data but not the records' structure and context.  In 

light of the constant evolution of technology, continued access to digital records 

requires a strategy of either migration and conversion or emulation (Rauch, Pavuza, 
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Strodl, & Rauber, 2005; Rothenberg & Bikson, 1999). As such, future instantiations 

of the record may be in a newer file format that deprecates some of the original 

functionality 20 or has unintended anomalies introduced through the use of emulators 

simulating the original system’s operational environment. Encountering either of 

these situations would negatively impact a record’s ability to ‘be what it purports to 

be’ and thus call into question the record’s authenticity.  To address the concern of 

maintaining authenticity over time, one suggestion has been to focus on articulating 

and protecting those aspects of a record that must continue to be resident in the 

record in order for it to continue to be capable of conveying the message for which it 

was created.  

Clifford Lynch (1999) was among the first to suggest an emphasis on those 

aspects of digital records that might be lost during migration, noting that “We want to 

be able to guarantee that for a given object the reformatted version is equivalent to 

the original version with regard to some specific set of object characteristics.”  In this 

way, Lynch proposed focusing on ensuring that the digital record continued to ‘be 

what it purported to be’ by remaining unchanged, and thus authentic, with regards to 

those aspects of the record that conveyed the message it was created to convey.  

These aspects were termed as ‘Significant Properties’ of the record, and several 

preservation projects over the past two decades have attempted to develop a 

process for articulating what these properties are. The DigitalPreservationEurope 

                                                 
20 An example of this is the XML Forms Architecture which was introduced by Adobe in PDF 1.5 in 2003 and 
removed from the PDF specification in version 2.0 (ISO/DIS, 2016a).  The ISO Technical Committee had 
warned Adobe as early as 2011 to submit the XFA for inclusion in the standard due to concerns over the long-
term stability of the largely proprietary nature of the specification (International Organization for 
Standardization, 2011). 
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project, in its Research Roadmap (2007, p.27), identified significant properties as 

one of the ten challenges for future work: “Preserving digital objects requires an 

understanding of the significant properties that need to survive in order to keep the 

object usable, meaningful, authentic and reliable.”   Determination of what these 

properties are and of how they can be ascertained vary from research project to 

research project, resulting – not unlike the working definitions of authenticity 

discussed earlier -- in various and often competing definitions that encompass 

qualities of identity, integrity, context, and intent.  The definitions used in the 

literature reviewed by this study included: a focus on “continued accessibility, 

usability, and meaning of the objects, and their capacity to be accepted as 

evidence”  (Wilson, A., 2007a, p. 8); “those characteristics [both technical, 

intellectual, and aesthetic] agreed by the archive or by the collection manager to be 

the most important features to preserve over time” (Consortium of University 

Research Libraries, 2013); internal aspects concerning “those attributes of an object 

that constitute the complete (for the intended Consumer) intellectual content of that 

object” (Sergeant, 2002); broader views that encompassed “those properties of 

digital objects that affect their quality, usability, rendering, and behaviour” 

(Hedstrom, Margaret & Lee, 2002, p.218); and “as mechanisms that allow curators 

to specify shared understandings of what constitutes authentic reproductions of 

digital objects” (Becker, 2018, p. 6). 

One of the complicating factors in using a record’s Significant Prosperities to 

establish and support its presumption of authenticity is that – like the Literary 
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Warrant used in the Pittsburgh Project21 – the composition of the elements deemed 

significant enough to necessitate preservation is open to interpretation by the 

individual reviewers.  What is deemed a significant element of a record by one 

organization, may not be of concern to another, as acknowledged by several of the 

projects: “A digital object’s Significant Properties are not empirical; archives will 

make judgments at levels appropriate to fulfill their preservation responsibilities and 

meet the needs of the archive’s user communities” (CEDARS Project, 2001, p. 14); 

“Definitions of Significant Properties that affect the aesthetics, implied meaning, and 

affordances of digital objects tend to be much more subjective and tied to the 

context of creation and use” (Hedstrom, Margaret & Lee, 2002, p. 220); “a lot of 

effort may go into deducing significant properties… [and]…what is significant can 

also be subjective“ (Ruusalepp, 2005, p. 16);  and, “There has been widespread 

agreement on the important role they play, but no consensus on exactly what is 

significant” (Grace, Knight, & Montague, 2009, p. 3).  Despite this lack of consensus 

amongst the projects, the findings of several of the noteworthy projects investigating 

Significant Properties have had an impact on this study’s view of authenticity.   

 The CEDARS project (1998-2002) was the first to propose focusing on those 

elements of a digital record that must continue through any preservation activities 

acting upon a record. The project operated with the understanding that “no 

preservation strategy is complete without a technical strategy to ensure continuing 

access” (Russell, 2000, p. 143) to those components of the record that were 

                                                 
21 Bearman and Sochats (1996) recognized the difficulty in teasing out warrants from such a large worldview: 
“One problem associated with deriving a set of requirements from the written prose of the literature is that the 
specifications are often ambiguous, imprecise and subject to a high degree of interpretation.” 
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necessary to the preservation of that record (CEDARS Project, 2004).  The project 

proposed that this could be accomplished best through a strategy of ‘migration on 

demand,’ necessitating an evaluation of a chain of migration tools to ensure that the 

Significant Proprieties of the record continued to remain unaltered in their intent and 

functionality (Russell & Sergeant, 1999).   

Working alongside the CEDARS project team, the CAMiLEON (1999-2002) 

team aimed to evaluate and develop technical strategies that would enable obsolete 

technologies to run on future, unknown platforms (CAMiLEON Project, 2002).22 

CAMiLEON focused on the preservation of the ‘look and feel’ of digital objects using 

emulation strategies in order to maintain the authenticity of the record.  While the 

concept of emulation is not widely accepted within the archival community as a 

viable preservation strategy, the project suggested that emulation presented the best 

chance for maintaining a faithful original, as “a substantial component of file format 

specifications often consist of non-standard elements which ‘provide the competitive 

edge for third-party software and rarely are openly circulated’,” (Wheatley, 2001).  In 

order for emulation to successfully maintain a faithful original, the emulators 

themselves must be kept compatible with evolving technologies. The need for 

continuous compatibility updates results in that the “process of evolution of the 

emulator is actually a form of migration...This is not to say that migration is actually 

always better than emulation, but that some systems lend themselves to migration 

and some do not” (Holdsworth & Wheatley, 2001)   

                                                 
22 According to Wilson  (2007b, p.6), although the term Significant Properties “is used in a number of the 
[CAMiLEON] project’s papers, none of the published papers of the project actually set out, even at an abstract 
level, the significant properties of any digital objects.” 
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Three projects that attempted to provide measurable criteria for evaluation of 

Significant Properties through determining the effectivity of different technologies to 

maintain a records’ authenticity are the DELOS (2004-2006), InSPECT (2007-2009) 

and PLANETS (2006-2010) projects.  DELOS looked deeply into file format 

migration tools and created a testbed to measure the efficacy of various migration 

tools to maintain the identified Significant Properties of a known data set. An 

outcome of this research was the development of a metric for testing and evaluating 

digital preservation strategies using utility analysis and an Objective Tree (Rauch, 

Strodl, & Rauber, 2005) to measure the fidelity of a migration event based on the 

accuracy and reliability of the resulting file.23 

InSPECT developed a Function-Behaviour-Structure ontology-based 

framework of teleological and epistemological approaches for use in its analysis 

methodology (Knight & Pennock, 2009).  This framework required the evaluator to 

determine the context (purpose for which it  was created, method of creation, etc.) of 

a record based on the record’s Significant Properties in order to “ascertain that the 

information presented to the user has maintained its authenticity and integrity” 

(Knight, 2010, p. 3). Understanding the context of creation, purpose, and 

management is important, for as Gorzalski has argued, the “preservation of context 

is especially important in the digital environment because digitized primary sources 

appear removed from their parent collections, boxes, and folders, often stripped of 

contextual information critical to understanding a record’s meaning” (Gorzalski, 

                                                 
23 The project defined accuracy as “the extent to which the digital document content and structure are correct 
along the initial specifications” and reliability as “the degree with which a document can be trusted to convey 
the right information” (Guercio, Maria & Cappiello, 2004, p. 31) 
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2016, p. 170).  InSPECT viewed Significant Properties as a unilateral relationship 

with authenticity; elements of identity and integrity were useful in determining which 

Significant Properties24  must be maintained, but definitions of significance and 

associated terms were heavily dependent on context (Knight, 2009).  

The PLANETS project had the stated goal to “build practical services and 

tools to help ensure long-term access to our digital cultural and scientific assets” 

(Aitken et al., 2008).  The architecture design of the project allowed for a cross-

functional focus supporting the authenticity of records by providing aspects of both 

identity and integrity management across an integrated suite of tools (King, Schmidt, 

Jackson, Wilson, & Steeg, 2009; Open PLANETS Foundation, 2010).  This suite is 

comprised of three primary tools: 1. PLATO25, to assess a file’s fitness to support 

preservation plans “in order to evaluate the action against an institution’s 

requirements” in order ensure authentic future access to a specific set of digital 

objects (Dappert & Farquhar, 2009, p. 131); 2. the TESTBED to test various tools’ 

fitness to preserve digital content  (Aitken et al., 2008; Aitken et al., 2010; Donnelly, 

2008); and 3. the Interoperability Framework for the characterization and migration 

of digital objects, as well as the emulation of digital environments (King et al., 2009; 

King et al., 2009; Schmidt et al., 2009).  

                                                 
24 The project used a relativistic approach to determining significant properties, acknowledging the 
impracticality of a “single, definitive interpretation of significance,” and required the preserving party to 
“determine the properties that they consider to be essential based upon their interpretation of acceptable loss” 
(Grace et al., 2009, p. 6).   
25 PLATO, A Preservation planning tool expanded upon the Utility Analysis and Objective Tree methodology 
used in the DELOS project to measure identified Significant Properties of specific digital records using a 
records centric eXtensible Characterization Definition/Extraction Language (XCDL/XCEL) for assessing the 
authenticity of migrated files (Farquhar & Hockx-Yu, 2007; PLANETS, 2010a; PLANETS, 2010b).   
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The APARSEN project (2010-2014) developed a model called Authenticity 

Evidence Record (Briguglio, Salza, & Guercio, 2013; Guercio, Mariella & Salza, 

2013) containing a “set of information that must be gathered in connection with the 

event to support the tracking of its authenticity and provenance,” (Alliance for 

Permanent Access to the Records of Scientific Network, 2012).  In this way, the 

project viewed Significant Properties as essential for providing “those aspects of 

digital objects which can be evaluated in some way and checked as to whether they 

have been preserved” (Giaretta et al., 2009, p. 68).  Building upon a concept first 

developed by the CASPAR project26, APARSEN took a different view toward a 

model-based approach to authenticity measurement (Dunckley, Meghini, & Giaretta, 

2009), along with the conceptualization of an integrated framework architecture 

(Giaretta, 2007).  The Authenticity Model developed by the project proposed the 

creation of a series of ‘authenticity protocols’ that were each, in turn, comprised of a 

series of ‘authenticity steps’ (Factor et al., 2009).  These ‘authenticity steps’ each 

defined a specific set of Preservation Descriptive Information elements that need to 

be captured, assessed, and/or documented for use in supporting that record’s 

authenticity. The project found the lack of adequate definitions of these properties to 

be one of the most significant impediments on an institution’s ability to adequately 

assess the authenticity and integrity of transformed representations of digital objects 

(Giaretta, Lambert, & van Horik, 2015). For a record to remain authentic, the project 

                                                 
26 CASPAR (Cultural, Artistic and Scientific knowledge for Preservation, Access and Retrieval) was a four 
year, multi-partner, EU funded initiative (IST-2005-2.5.10) that aimed to “research, implement, and disseminate 
innovative solutions for digital preservation based on the OAIS reference model “. (Lamb, Prandoni, & 
Davidson, 2009). The CASPAR project investigated digital preservation challenges and validated potential 
solutions from the perspective of three distinct domains – scientific, cultural heritage, and creative arts. 
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postulated that the information requirements for each authenticity protocol must be 

met and signed off as ‘finalized’ by the custodian, with the results of all the steps 

compiled into an ‘Authenticity Evidence Record’ for inclusion in an OAIS Archival 

Information Package (Salza, Giaretta, Lambert, & Tzitzikas, 2012).  

2.5.4 Technological Approach 

The BitCurator project, led by the School of Information and Library Science 

at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the Maryland Institute for 

Technology in the Humanities at the University of Maryland, has taken a digital 

forensics-based approach to the technical challenges of the assessment and 

maintenance of born-digital records.  The first phase of the project was from October 

2011 through September 2013.  The focus of the BitCurator project was to “build, 

test, and analyze systems and software for incorporating digital forensics methods 

into the workflows of a variety of collecting institutions to aid in the acquisition of 

born-digital content stored on source media, such as personal computers, external 

hard drives, floppy disks, and Zip disks” (Rowell & Potvin, 2015, p. 321). This is of 

particular interest as Rogers (2019, p. 25) compared the act of a digital forensic 

practitioner examining a computer to an archivist, who, “when processing a new 

acquisition by the archives, must approach the task of arrangement and then 

description of these records, which have been removed intellectually and physically 

from their creator, that is from their functional, documentary and technological 

context, and placed in the context of the investigation.” The tool suite includes 

applications such as Guymager, fiwalk and The Sleuth Kit - “The same forensic 

software that indexes a criminal suspect’s hard drive allows the archivist to prepare 
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a comprehensive manifest of the electronic files a donor has turned over for 

accession” (Kirschenbaum, Ovenden, & Redwine, 2010, p. 2).  The project further 

sought to address a specific set of needs of the archival community: integration of 

open source digital forensic tools and techniques into existing workflows of archives, 

and supporting mediated public access to the records that have been acquired using 

the forensic tools (Lee, 2014).  The early iterations of the project focused on the 

following functionality:  

 Acquisition – extracting digital records from source media images 
 Reporting – characterizing the directory structure of the source media, 

user activity on the media, file similarities, and what actions were 
performed during processing 

 Redaction – removal of specific sequences of alphanumeric characters 
(social security numbers, bank accounts, etc.) or other personally 
identifying information 

 Metadata Export – structuring output of metadata into standardized 
formats (e.g., Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS), 
Metadata Object Descriptive Schema (MODS), or Encoded Archival 
Description (EAD)) (Rowell & Potvin, 2015, p. 322). 
 

The tool suite allowed for the extraction of bitstreams from disk images and 

removable media, the generation of reports on the file system, as well as exploring 

deleted files and files remaining in unallocated slack space on the disk. The 

reporting and metadata creation tools within BitCurator, would then “pull the output 

from multiple utilities so that all file system metadata could be included in a single 

DFXML file (Dietrich & Adelstein, 2015, p. S145).  

The project was continued for a second phase from October 2013 through 

September 2014.  During this phase, the project focused on “expanding professional 

engagement and community outreach activities, along with ongoing development of 

software products” (Lee et al., 2014, p. 1).  The engagement and outreach resulted 
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in the creation of the BitCurator Consortium (BCC) as a “mechanism for stewarding 

and sustaining the software and community supporting the project”(Lee et al., 2014, 

p. 2).  Refinements to the reporting tools included in the Graphic User Interface 

provide better information to clarify the workflow and greater control over the level of 

detail in the reporting that is output to XLS or PDF. A new tool, Disk Image Access 

(DIA), allows “allows users to load both raw and forensically packaged disk images, 

select and export files based on status (allocated and unallocated), and view disk 

image capture metadata“ (Lee et al., 2014, p. 21).  In this way, archivists are able to 

view the records contained within a disk image, without fear of altering those records 

and select those that they want to export for preservation along with all of the 

metadata relating to those files contained on the disk image.  The project also 

integrated additional third-party tools to provide additional provenance metadata and 

structure by incorporating File Information Tool Set (FITS), Library of Congress’s 

BagIt library, and ClamAV anti-virus software. The third phase of the BitCurator 

project - BitCurator NLP - began October 2016 and ended December 2018, again 

funded by the Mellon Foundation. This phase of the project used “existing natural 

language processing software libraries to identify and report on those items likely to 

be relevant to ongoing preservation, information organization and access activities” 

(BitCurator Consortium, 2019).  By using Natural Language Processing, the contents 

of a disk image can serve as a corpus for “ analysis; techniques like named-entity 

recognition  which are designed to distinguish proper names of people, 

organizations, and places that can then be used as candidates for access points – 
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offer significant opportunities for archivists to provide increased access through 

more comprehensive description” (Mordell, 2019, p. 152). 

One of the emerging areas of research in the maintenance of the authenticity 

of digital records is the leveraging of distributed ledger technology from Blockchain 

to create transaction ledgers for records that provide auditable, peer-to-peer 

recordkeeping with a high degree of persistence and trustworthiness (Findlay, 2017).  

Blockchain is the underlying technology driving Bitcoin and was first explained in a 

2008 white paper written under the pseudonym “Satoshi Nakamoto” (Nakamoto, 

2008). Blockchain utilizes Distributed Ledger Technology to offer a consensus 

validation mechanism through a network of computers to provide peer-to-peer 

transactions without the need for any centralized repository to handle or record the 

transactions.  As each transaction is created and validated, it is grouped with other 

validated transactions and connected as a new ‘block’ to an existing chain.  Even 

though these blockchains were not designed to store data other than these simple 

transaction ledger records, from the outset blockchain technology was used to 

“embed other types of data using Bitcoin transactions and the ledger records they 

generated as a means of conveying messages, or to embed data that provided 

additional contextual information about a Bitcoin transaction and its associated 

ledger record” (Lemieux, Victoria L., Hofman, Batista, & Joo, 2019, p. 20).   

A distinguishing feature of blockchain technology that makes it attractive with 

regards to the authenticity of digital records is the consensus aspect of transaction 

validation.  The underlying algorithm enables distributed consensus amongst a 

series of networked computers with no centralized authority or controlling interest.  
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As such, blockchain technology offers the possibility of decentralized proof “which 

can’t be erased or modified by anyone; competitors, third parties or governments. 

This is what distinguishes using the blockchain from other forms of data time-

stamping and authentication” (Findlay, 2017, p. 179). By expanding the functionality 

of Blockchain to accept entire documents and associated metadata, it is theorized 

the claims of authenticity are “made immutable by the blockchain, and in our setting, 

they are also made public and openly accessible, providing the transparency needed 

for the evidence supporting policy“ (Sicilia & Visvizi, 2019, p. 35). Filippi and Hassan 

(2016) have noted that Blockchain has the potential to require significant changes in 

how contract law will need to evolve to accommodate digitally-based agreements – a 

shift where legal code that has driven law from centuries is now having that law 

adapting to computer code. 

Blockchain technology is being applied to record-keeping systems around the 

globe: Archangel at The University of Surrey (2017), the Enigma Project at MIT 

Media Labs (2018), Estonia e-residency Initiative (Republic of Estonia, 2019), 

Cartório de Registro de Imóveis (Real Estate Registry Office) in Petrobas, Brazil, 

Lantmäteriet (Swedish Mapping and Land Registration Authority) (Lantmäteriet, 

Telia, ChromaWay, & Kairos Future, 2016), Land Recording in the City of 

Panchkula, India (United Nations Development Programme, 2018), and records 

being accepted as self-authenticating under Vermont Law (see Act 157, Sec. I.1. 12 

V.S.A. § 1913).  Of particular note, the Archangel project, which is being trailed by 

the national archives of the UK, Estonia, Norway, Australia and the US (NARA), is 

creating a prototype preservation system using Blockchain technology which aims to 
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enable archival institutions to generate and register hashes of documents into a 

permissioned blockchain; and when migrations of the records occur, the newly 

generated hashes will also be registered in the blockchain (Green, 2018).  

ARCHANGEL is being specifically built to identify specific incidences of 

accidental modifications, alterations or tampering with digital records that have been 

logged in the transaction ledger, with the system backed by a distributed proof-of-

authority blockchain system to ensure that no individual institution can alter the 

ledger. Professor John Collomosse, who leads the project at the University of 

Surrey, stated that “By combining blockchain and artificial intelligence technologies, 

we have shown that it is possible to safeguard the integrity of archival data in the 

digital age. It essentially provides a digital fingerprint for archives, making it possible 

to verify their authenticity" (University of Surrey, 2019). Blockchain technology is 

increasingly seen “as a solution to creating and preserving trustworthy digital 

records, noted that Blockchain is increasingly seen as “as a solution to 

recordkeeping problems where there is a need for a trustworthy public ledger, such 

as ledgers of financial transactions (as in Bitcoin), land registries…civil registration 

and other types of public registration systems…especially in combination with “smart 

contracts” which automate the rules associated with certain types of contractual 

transactions (e.g., property purchases)” (Lemieux, 2016, p. 119); yet, as Lemieux 

(2016, p. 134) points out, there still remain “a few potential key areas of concern that 

require further investigation” before determining if Blockchain is appropriate for a 

given circumstance. 
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2.6 Summary 

The large number of definitions for authenticity -- often incomplete, 

inconsistent, contradictory or lacking specificity -- creates a sense of confusion as to 

what is meant by authentic, particularly with regards to digital records (Giaretta, 

2011; Lynch, 2000; Reisinger & Steiner, 2006). This diversity in views, however, is 

not uncommon in archival theory because archival history is, as Terry Cook (1997, 

p. 47) so eloquently writes, 

a rich collage of overlapping layers, of contradictory ideas existing 
simultaneously or even blended together, of thinkers exhibiting 
differences of emphasis more than of fundamental ideas, of individual 
thinkers changing their ideas in light of new circumstances, of old ideas 
appearing in new guises in new places. The pendulum of thought 
swings back and forth, as one generation solves its predecessor’s 
problems, but thereby creates new problems for the next generation to 
address, with ideas having their day, being discarded, and then being 
revitalized in modified form in later work. And so it should be.   
 

There are even questions within the archival field as to whether there is a need to 

focus on the authenticity of records at all. Ross (2002b) suggests that rather than 

being viewed in terms of an individual record, trust in the custodial institution, and 

the technologies it employs should be used to evaluate a record’s authenticity.  That 

is, the authenticity of a record is predicated on the reputation of the preservation 

system -- echoing the view held by the ancient Greeks and Romans that custody 

within trusted repositories confers authenticity on its contents without the need for 

further evidence.  Bradley (2005) found that many of the cultural institutions 

surveyed agreed with Ross: reputation alone was sufficient to establish trust in the 

records and concern about supporting the authenticity of their holdings ranked as a 

lower concern than providing access and the appropriate use of content. Similarly, 
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the ratification of the Trustworthy Digital Repositories standard (ISO 16363, 2012) 

has generated increased focus on the global acceptance of records through 

certification of the preserving organization’s overall process (Prieto, 2009; Yakel, 

Faniel, Kriesberg, & Yoon, 2013; Yoon, 2014) rather than the qualities of the 

individual records themselves.  Duncan (2009) goes so far as to suggest that 

authenticity as a term should be done away with and instead be viewed as nothing 

more than a concept; and even then only when used to ask “authentic in relation to 

what?” 

Taken in light of the wide diversity of definitions, some of which lend 

themselves more readily than others to determining what constitutes appropriate 

documentary evidence, evaluation of a record’s authenticity is complicated by the 

subjectivity of the term and the elements contained within those definitions.  Where 

historically authenticity resulted from a record’s custody within a public archives, the 

sophistication of forgeries necessitated a methodology to root out fakes from facts.  

The rise of digital technologies, in turn, requires an evolution of our understanding of 

authenticity, be it an extension of diplomatics to account for this expanded view 

(Archival Diplomatics), a reliance upon societal mandates to document the layers of 

complexity comprising a digital record (Literary Warrant), a focus on the attributes 

and functionality that preserve the message that the record was intended to convey 

(Significant Properties), or something else. Even within overlapping recordkeeping 

and archival standards there are noticeable inconsistencies and terminological 

differences within purportedly compliant systems (Rolan, 2016), due to an absence 

of agreed-upon criteria; as Duncan (2009, p. 101-2) argues, “authenticity without a 
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reference point is quite arbitrary and indefinable; we could then say that there is no 

such thing as authenticity, only varying degrees of inauthenticity.”  This view is 

echoed by MacNeil (2000a, p. 69), who regards integrity (a significant component of 

authenticity) as not binary, but rather expressed in relation to the “purpose the 

record serves in the environment in which it was created, maintained, and used.”  

Kastenhofer (2015, p. 169) argues that “no matter how much evidence is piled up in 

favour of the authenticity of a record, it will never be possible to prove it once and for 

all.” These variances in views regarding authenticity paint a complex, interwoven set 

of attributes, contexts, elements and properties that must be articulated, 

documented and indelibly linked to the records (of any form and format) in order to 

meet the requirements laid forth by Jenkinson (1965) if one is to provide for the 

physical and moral defense of archives. 

Whether viewed as degrees of inauthenticity, or a supported presumption of 

authenticity, the assessment must be based upon a sufficient body of collected 

evidence capable of meeting the requirements of the party conducting the 

assessment.  A presumption of authenticity is afforded at creation to all records 

made or received in the usual course of business, and it is the responsibility of the 

custodian to maintain sufficient evidence to support any continued assertion of it.  

Given this wide range of views relating to what evidence would be considered 

sufficient to support the authenticity of a record leads one to question: when can a 

digital record be regarded as documentary evidence?  In a world where digital 

repositories operate in a binary environment and litigation is so prevalent, the author 

finds it necessary to reject Duncan’s view of conceptual, relationally based 
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authenticity.  Rejecting Duncan, as Champion and Stowell (2001) propose, will 

require reaching an accommodation, if not a consensus, on those elements created 

or captured within a technological system that are capable of supporting a record’s 

authenticity, and then allowing the viewers to determine for themselves the validity of 

the record.  

Even in the digital sphere, there must exist some form of a virtual ‘archival 

threshold’ or "space beyond which no alteration or permutation is possible, and 

where every written act can be treated as evidence and memory" (Duranti, 1996, p. 

252) such that archivists are capable of carrying out their duties.  While the media 

upon which records are now stored has changed, the core mission of the archivist 

has not: 

Throughout the centuries, the primary duty of the professionals 
entrusted with the care of archives has been to preserve them 
uncorrupted, that is, endowed with the integrity they had when their 
creators or legitimate successors set them aside for continuing 
preservation. The protection of the integrity of archives entails the 
protection of their natural characteristics so that they will remain 
reliable evidence of action and decision (Duranti, 1994, p. 336). 

Past this threshold, it becomes necessary to articulate those elements that allow for 

the assessment of authenticity against which a record may be judged so as to 

answer that question of ‘what is sufficient.’ Upon the archivist, then, falls the  

supreme and most difficult task to hand on the documents as nearly as 
possible in the state in which he received them, without adding or 
taking away, physically or morally, anything: to preserve unviolated, 
without the possibility of a suspicion, every element in them, every 
quality they possessed when they came to him. (Jenkinson, 1984, p. 
20). 
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To this end then, the record must be capable of fully conveying the message for 

which it was originally created through its chain of successive custodians, regardless 

of any underlying changes in storage methodologies or technologies. 

While computer science can provide some guidance in formulating the 

required paradigm through the implementation of technology, authenticity is not a 

primary concern of the field.  Though some research has gone into authentication 

technologies, computer scientists have yet to provide a compelling means to 

demonstrate the authenticity of records in the digital world.  The theoretical 

foundations driving the use of technology in support of authenticity must be derived 

from archival science so that the records within a digital system can be linked to 

verifiable processes, repeated periodically over time to provide a baseline against 

which authenticity can be assessed (Moore, 2006; Moore & Smith, 2007).  As 

discussed previously, these fundamental archival concepts have changed little in the 

face of technology; to understand authenticity in the digital age, it is necessary to 

look at the “fundamental methodological principles of archival science” that focus on 

the “primacy of origin, structure, and function over content, use, or importance” 

(Posner, 1967, p. 32).  Addressing these issues brought about by digital records 

is not a refinement or slight tinkering to accommodate new realities, 
but a reorientation in what archivists do-a new archival paradigm... We 
must get our archival heads out of the sands of practices devised for 
medieval charters and papal decrees. We must realize that clinging to 
old practices in light of the volume of new records is not a noble 
defense of principle or archival tradition, but an act of willful neglect 
(Cook, 1996, p. 141). 

 

Therefore, for the purposes of this study, an articulation of the type of evidence that 

supports the authenticity of digital records – derived from traditional archival theory, 
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modern research findings, and other measurements discussed in this chapter -- will 

need to be expressed in terms of attributes and technological methodologies that 

can be identified and captured within the respective systems of the case studies.  

How these will be determined and selected will be discussed in the next chapter, 

Research Design.  
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“The archival threshold is the space where the officer of the public authority 
takes charge of the documents, identifies them by their provenance and class, 
associates them intellectually with those that belong in the same aggregation, 
and forwards them to the inside space. At the archival threshold, and beyond 
it, the authenticating function took place.”   

-- Luciana Duranti (1996) “Archives as a Place,” Archives & 
Manuscripts 24, 2, p.243 

 

Chapter 3: Research Design 
 

A Note on Terminology 

For the purposes of this study, this author will be expanding upon Barnes’ 

(1980) identification of four sets of actors involved in all research to refer to the 

parties involved in this study:  researcher (the one who conducts the research) will 

refer to the author of this study, informants27  (those who are a subject of the 

research) will refer to those being interviewed or observed, sponsor (who contribute 

financial or other resources to the study) will refer to the School of Library, Archival 

and Information Studies (SLAIS) at the University of British Columbia – under whose 

control this study will be conducted, and the gatekeepers (who control how the study 

is conducted) will be my dissertation committee, which approves and directs the 

                                                 
27 The term informants bears further discussion in order to solidify the role of the entities being interviewed.  
Barnes (1980) suggests the use of the term citizens, as opposed to the more common subject or object of the 
research, for the entity of the research in order to provide a more human connotation.  As Rees (1991) argues, 
the term citizen is too broad a term that may not accurately apply to the persons being studied (such as 
immigrant populations) and, by applying the term incorrectly, the data and subsequent results are potentially 
biased. Johnson (1990) furthers the discussion through classifying the entities that are studied as “subjects,” 
“respondents,” and “informants,” with subjects defined as those who participate in highly formal and structured 
research, respondents as those who participate in surveys, and informants as those who participate in informal, 
semi-structured research.   Johnson goes on to provide this definition of informants as:  
“…informants are individuals who tend to be interviewed in a more semi-structured or informal, in-depth, 
detailed manner in a naturalistic setting, Informants are often selected on the basis of their attributes, such as 
access to certain kinds of information or knowledge that itself may be a function of such things as social status, 
position in an organization, or comprehension of cultural knowledge” (Johnson, 1990, p. 10). 
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research, and the Behavioral Research Ethics Board (BREB) which approves the 

methods used. For practical purposes, the role of each actor has been defined 

discretely, but in reality, the line between them is not always as clear, as in the case 

of sponsor and gatekeeper.  While SLAIS at UBC is identified primarily as the 

sponsor, it will also provide gatekeeper duties in guiding and controlling the 

research; likewise, the BREB committee, as part of the university, is also a sponsor 

of the research as a result of its approval of the research method. 

3.1 Research Overview 

Using an interdisciplinary approach that draws primarily from archival theory 

while also leveraging concepts from computer science and information assurance, 

this study analyses the technological features of digital repositories (e.g. system 

implementation, software architecture, technological procedures) used by archival 

institutions that support the assessment, documentation and maintenance of the 

authenticity of records: from the hardware and software architectural design to the 

deployment of specific technologies, and finally, the construction of the system 

workflow processes. Semi-structured interviews were a primary method of data 

gathering and followed Wengraf’s (2001, p. 63) CRQ-TQ-IQ/II model of research 

question development. In Wengraf’s model, the research goal, which Wengraf refers 

to as the “research purpose” is the driving factor in conducting the research in 

question. The research purpose guides the creation of the central research question 

(CRQ) -- a single high-level question that captures the intent of the research and 

sets the theoretical framework that will define the boundaries of the research.  The 

CRQ, in turn, is broken into three to seven theory questions (TQ) revolving around 
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the core areas of research to which the researcher wants the informants to help 

provide input, and worded in such a way as to be aspects of the central research 

question (Wengraf, 2001).  In order to collect data relevant to the theory questions, 

the informants are asked a series of interview questions (IQ) that are couched in 

terms that can be understood from their frame of reference and that are derived from 

the specific themes of the TQ28. This hierarchy is graphically displayed in Figure 1: 

CRQ-TQ-IQ/II Pyramid Model. 

 

                                                 
28 Wengraf references interview interventions (II) more frequently than interview questions (IQ) in his model 
design as: 

Indirect questions are often better than direct questions, and non-questions can often be better than 
indirect questions. 
     I do this also to stress that the interview material may not always be a useful answer to a specific 
interview question, but may still provide very good indicative material for a research question. A 
failure to answer an interviewer's interview questions may herald more useful material for a research 
question; in semi-structured depth interviewing, an interviewer who uses too many questions and an 
interviewee who insists only on replying precisely to precise questions may both help to frustrate the 
generation of material relevant to theory-questions. 
    Finally, ‘intervention’ suggests that the interviewee would give a certain direction and pattern to 
what they are saying, and the ‘intervention’ of the interviewer must be calculated as either changing or 
as reinforcing the pattern that the interviewee would spontaneously give to the flow of speech. Even 
not-saying-something when something might be said is a form of ‘intervention.’ (Wengraf, 2001, p. 
63) 
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Figure 1: CRQ-TQ-IQ/II Pyramid Model 

This method of research question development was chosen due to the 

hierarchical process of question development along thematic lines.  The ability to 

trace thematic questions from the high-level theory down to the interview questions 

along a specific line of research adds cohesion to the overall approach to 

questioning.  This cohesion, in turn, aids in keeping the research efficient and on 

task for:  

Lacking clarity as to the problem posed, the wrong data is collected, or it is 
difficult to make sense of data collected given the lack of certainty as to the 
meanings of key concepts.  Unless you collect data relevant to the research 
issue, the research is likely to be deeply, and perhaps fatally, flawed.  You 
can be as rigorous as you like in your empirical method but if that effort is 
simply ill- or mis-directed, it is wasted effort (Gregory, 2003, p. 18). 

Stating the research questions as clearly as possible in a hierarchical model allows 

the researcher to systematically address what is being studied along thematic lines 

through developing selection criteria for the informants of the study and determining 

how the data on the theme is to be collected and how said data is to be analyzed.   
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3.2 Research Goal 

Given the factors challenging the assessment, documentation, and 

maintenance of the authenticity of digital records, as discussed in previous chapters, 

the goal of this study is to: 

present a model of the technological features of preservation systems 
across the case studies that supports the authenticity of digital records.  
This study intends to reach such a goal by analyzing how traditional 
archival concepts of authenticity are implemented by information 
technology.   

Evans views exploring this intersection between archival theory and 

implementation in digital repositories as increasingly crucial to the development of 

expanding theoretical understanding in archival science: 

Exploration of the interaction between theory and practice is a crucial part of 
archival systems research, especially in the pursuit of requirements for digital 
recordkeeping within ever-evolving technological frameworks.  Systems 
development methods may play an increasing part in research regarding this 
interaction as we conceptualize and build the tools needed to support 
recordkeeping processes in digital and network environments.  The 
advantage of using systems development as a research approach is that it 
not only develops the practice, but it also serves to deepen theoretical 
understandings and ultimately ensure that new technologies can be made to 
serve archival science (Evans, 2006, p. 334). 

By developing the model, this study seeks to address the gap between the 

theoretical concept of authenticity in archival science and its implementation within 

the various technological features of preservation systems.  The central hypothesis 

of this study is that, despite the rapid advancement of technology and the many 

factors challenging the assessment, documentation and maintenance of the 

authenticity of digital records, by analyzing how traditional archival concepts are 

implemented within an information technology framework, it is possible to articulate 
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the technological features of a preservation system that are capable of supporting 

the authenticity of digital records, as well as its verification, over the long term.   

3.3 Central Research Question 

Derived from the research goal, the central research question of this study is: 

What are the technological features of preservation systems that allow for the 
assessment, documentation, and maintenance of the authenticity of digital 
records as they move across space and through time? 

3.3.1 Theory Questions 

Continuing with Wengraf’s model — as mentioned in Chapter One — the 

theory questions for this study have been structured into four thematic areas: one 

dealing with the conceptual view of authenticity of records in digital systems and 

three focusing on the moments of greatest risk (Bearman, 2006; Giaretta, 2011; 

MacNeil, 2002), two of which deal with the movement of digital records across space 

(the transmission of records from the creators to the archives and the process of 

accepting these records into the records preservation system) and one with the 

movement of records through time (i.e. long-term maintenance in the preservation 

system). 

Therefore, the theory questions of this study are: 

1. What does ‘authentic digital records’ mean? 
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2. What technological features29 support the assessment of the 
authenticity of records as they are transferred to a preservation 
system30? 

3. What technological features support the documentation of the 
authenticity of records ingested31 into a preservation system? 

4. What technological features of a preservation system support the 
maintenance of the authenticity of records over the long term? 

These theory questions were used to “’govern’ the production of the interviewer-

questions” (Wengraf, 2001, p. 62)  that are formulated in the language of the 

interviewee.  The Interview Guide used is included as Appendix A. 

3.4 Defining the Terms Used in This Study 

In order to answer the theory questions driving this study, archival theory is 

used to provide an operational set of definitions as a baseline against which a given 

technological feature is measured as to the extent that it provides support to the 

authenticity of a digital record.  As discussed in Chapter One, defining and 

assessing the authenticity of digital records within a computer system is a complex 

process involving the interplay of a number of theoretical concepts and operational 

                                                 
29 Technological Features in this context shall include, but are not limited to: the hardware (including servers, 
network switches, storage subsystems, and tape subsystems), the software (comprising not only what software 
is used but how that software is designed and architected at a code level), and the technological concepts and 
implementation (e.g. secure coding practices, multi-factor authentication, logical partitioning, sharding, etc.). 
While these features primarily manifest themselves as observable phenomena (i.e. lines of code that can be 
scrutinized, storage drives that can be browsed, and account permissions that can be notated), they also revealed 
themselves through analysis of secondary documentation (such as policies, procedures and operational guides) 
as well as through interviews with technical staff (in the case of implementation concepts that may not have 
been documented or readily observable, but once mentioned could be rooted out from amongst the compiled 
data). 
30 Preservation System in this context shall mean those computers systems at an archival institution that provide 
the “wide variety of storage and preservation functions and systems” described in the Functional Model from 
the Open Archival Information System Reference Model (International Organization for Standardization, 
2012c). 
31 Ingest, for purposes of this study, shall follow the Open Archival Information Systems Reference Model 
terminology and mean the functions necessary to accept and validate the transfer of records from the creator(s), 
create any needed Descriptive Information, and prepare the records for storage in the preservation system 
(International Organization for Standardization, 2012c). 
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activities within a technical environment.  This process must also account for and 

accommodate both technical (such as fixity measures on the digital bits), and non-

technical (such as the archival bond among records) attributes that impart evidence 

of authenticity to the record. Given the rapid pace of technological change, the 

records (as well as the preservation system) must also be able to traverse through 

the inevitable upgrades, migrations and platform transformations.  With the 

enormous volumes of records created, stored and managed in computerized 

systems, the way in which these systems are developed and implemented has a 

direct effect upon the underlying authenticity of the digital records contained within 

them.  Therefore, in order for this study to be able to answer the theory questions 

presented above, it is important to articulate those characteristics of authenticity that 

were of particular interest to this research when analyzing the technological features 

of the case studies. 

3.4.1 Defining a Record 

Before this study could determine the extent to which a preservation system 

does, or does not, support the presumption of authenticity afforded to records, it 

must first be determined whether or not the digital objects stored within the system 

are, indeed, records; and then to what extent did any of the technological features of 

the preservation systems provide and/or capture evidence that the digital objects are 

records.  We will assume that a record is “a document made or received in the 

course of a practical activity as an instrument or a by-product of such activity, and 

set aside for action or reference” (InterPARES, 2016d).   To assist in that 

determination, this study used the criteria for determining if a document is a record 
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that are articulated in the Diplomatic Analysis Template (included in this study as 

Appendix B) developed by the InterPARES 2 research project.  The Focus Task 

Force (2008, p. 1) of the InterPARES 2 project applied diplomatics to unpack the 

above definition of a record and determined that “to be considered as a record, a 

digital entity must comprise five indispensable elements.” These five elements, listed 

in Figure 2: Five Elements Every Record Must Possess, were used by this study to 

note in what ways the technological features of the preservation system assessed, 

captured, and/or created those elements for each record. 

For a Document to be a Record, it Must: 

 Possess fixed content and form, being affixed to a stable medium; 
 Participate in an action of which it is a natural by-product; 
 Possess an archival bond to the previous and subsequent records 

from the same activity; 
 Involved at least three persons: author, addressee, and writer; digital 

records also having an identifiable creator and an originator; and, 
 Have an identifiable juridical-administrative, provenancial, 

procedural, documentary, and technological context. 

Figure 2: Five Elements Every Record Must Possess 
 

If and how these elements were captured and documented by the preservation 

system figures prominently in the research for this study. 

3.4.2 Defining Authenticity  

To determine the authenticity of the individual record objects, the researcher 

again turned to InterPARES research for a working definition of authenticity; 

specifically, to the work of the Authenticity Task Force (2001, p. 2): “To assess the 

authenticity of an electronic record, the preserver must be able to establish its 

identity and demonstrate its integrity.”  Identity is derived from the attributes of the 

The  
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record that, together, uniquely characterize and distinguish it from other records; 

whereas integrity refers to the record wholeness – that it possesses all of its 

necessary parts — and soundness – that its condition is unimpaired (Giaretta, 

2011).  The attributes of identity reside within the documentary form of the record 

(referring to the record’s provenance, writer, author, addressee, action in which it 

participates), the archival bond that it shares with other records, its annotations,  and 

additions made to the record after its creation for the purposes of managing it (which 

were a particular focus for this study, with emphasis on the contexts of the six layers 

of the records systems identified by the Pittsburgh Project (Duff, 1996)).   Integrity 

refers to the fact that the record is complete and uncorrupted in all essential 

respects, that is, the message that the record was intended to communicate in order 

to achieve the purpose for its creation has not been altered (MacNeil, 2000b).  The 

attributes of integrity include identification of custodial responsibility for the record as 

well as technical characteristics and their changes over time. Therefore, this study 

focused on those technological features that captured, produced, supported or 

verified elements of the identity and/or integrity of the digital record (typically through 

the production of metadata) throughout the transfer, ingest, and long-term storage 

stages. An illustrative example of the types of metadata that convey identity and 

integrity is presented in Table 1: Identity and Integrity Metadata (Partial List).  This 

list is by no means a comprehensive listing of authenticity metadata; the InterPARES 

3 research project’s InterPARES Authenticity Metadata (IPAM) model (InterPARES 

3 Project, 2016)  lists hundreds of potential authenticity metadata elements that can 

be created and/or captured by electronic systems. Nor is this list meant to imply that 
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metadata was the extent of the technological features examined; for instance, file 

format validation and conformance after technical migration to confirm the 

continuance of Significant Properties does not necessarily produce integrity 

metadata, but is essential in verifying that the record continues to ‘be what it 

purports to be’ and is still ‘capable of conveying the message for which it was 

created.’ 

Identity Metadata Integrity Metadata 

Name of person creating Name of person handling 

Date of Creation Name of custodian 

Matter or Action Indication of annotation 

Relationship to other 
records 

Technical changes 

Documentary form Presence of digital signature 

Digital Signature Location of duplicates 

Name of person responsible Hash value 

Table 1: Identity and Integrity Metadata (Partial List) 

- 

3.5 Research Design 

The research design of this study follows Creswell’s philosophy as detailed in 

his book Research Design: Qualitative, Quantitative, and Mixed Methods 

Approaches.  Specifically, this study used a qualitative research process where  

research involves emerging questions and procedures, data typically 
collected in the participant’s setting, data analysis inductively building from 
particulars to general themes, and the researcher making interpretations of 
the meaning of the data (Creswell, 2009, p. 4).  

This qualitative approach was influenced by a post-positivist worldview based on the 

need to identify and understand the causes that influence outcomes (in this case the 
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causational relationship between the IT systems design and operation and the 

authenticity of digital records stored in the systems) with the intent to “reduce ideas 

into a small discrete set of ideas to test…based on careful observation and 

measurement of the objective reality that exists” (Wengraf, 2001, p. 7).   The 

research was conducted through the lens of the archival method, using ethnographic 

and case study strategies employing the aforementioned semi-structured interview 

method, field notes, and an analysis of source documentation.  This research design 

was chosen to address six purposes: 

• Crystalize the primary research question; 

• Layout a map of how the research is to be conducted; 

• Allow for the justification of the process through a rational discussion of 
the strengths and weaknesses of the methodologies; 

• Allow for replication of the research by peers wishing to verify the 
findings; 

• Keep the research from wandering off course; and, 

• Satisfy peers and supervisors that research is being conducted with 
integrity, and in an ethically sound way (Gregory, 2003, p. 1).  
          
  

The research strategies laid out herein and applied to the study, as suggested 

by Gregory (2003, p. 16), were able to “generate the data, provide the evidence, that 

will enable the researcher to start to understand the issue or issues that gave 

impetus to the research in the first place.” Qualitative research, to a much greater 

extent than quantitative research, relies upon a certain level of reassessment and 

realignment of the different components of the design; the process does not 

naturally progress through a fixed sequence of steps but evolves through the 
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interconnections and interactions that develop among the various design 

components (Maxwell, 2013). 

3.6 Through the Lens of the Archival Method 

 The Archival Method described by Duranti and Michetti, although strictly 

disciplinary, “aims at increasing archival knowledge through the investigation of 

different domains and/or the use of different methodologies” (2012, p. 4).  Research 

conducted using the archival method requires an understanding of the pertinent 

concepts, rules and models of archival science as well as the various fields involved 

in the research in order to “foster useful transfers to the [archival] field, to encourage 

the development of archival theory in emerging areas of endeavour and 

investigation, to eliminate the duplication of theoretical efforts in different fields, and 

to promote consistency of scientific knowledge” (Duranti & Michetti, 2012, p. 7-8).  

This method of inquiry is particularly relevant to this study, as the research goal 

crosses the domains of archival studies and information technology.  Upward also 

recognized the need to combine the foundational archival knowledge of 

recordkeeping with the identification of “skills in other disciplines of relevance to our 

endeavours” (Upward, 1996, p. 277).  Using the Archival Method to analyze the 

convergence of these two distinct fields of knowledge allowed this study to “further 

the development of archival theory in the face of technological innovation,” (Duranti 

& Michetti, 2012, p. 13)  while recognizing that the future of archival science and 

archival theory will be “based on research that is international in scope, 

multidisciplinary in approach, interdisciplinary in content, and interactive in process” 

(ibid, p. 18).  Iacovino strongly supports this use of multi-method interdisciplinary 
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research as it provides “great flexibility in that it enabled the research to draw from a 

number of research traditions and did not lock into one method” (Iacovino, 2004, p. 

284). 

3.7 Research Strategies 

3.7.1 Ethnography 

This study was informed by an underlying ethnographic approach, 

characterized as the “design, planning, and management of scientific investigations 

in real-life settings” (Fiedler, 1978, p. vii).  According to Johnson (1990), 

ethnography is more of a strategy than a method and should include multiple 

approaches involving data that is drawn from both primary (through interview and 

observation) and secondary (in the case of this study, the system and procedure 

documents) sources.   Throughout the course of data collection for this study, the 

researcher carefully selected archival institutions for analysis, conducted semi-

structured interviews with the institution’s archivists and software 

engineers/developers, and carried out field research to observe first-hand (using 

ethnographic ‘participant observer’ methods) the handling and processing of digital 

records from transmittal through deposit into preservation systems.   

One of the strengths of the ethnographic method selected for this study is that 

the researcher gains a stronger understanding of the object of study through direct 

observation of the event under analysis.  As Becker (1958, p. 652) explains:  

The participant observer gathers data by participating in the daily life of the 
group or organization he studies.  He watches the people he is studying to 
see what situations they ordinarily meet and how they behave in them.  He 
enters into conversation with some or all of the participants in these situations 
and discovers their interpretations of the events he observes.   
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As such, in ethnographic situations, the researcher/observer effectively becomes an 

instrument that records the observations that occur during the investigation of the 

individual settings.  An advantage of this method is that the researcher is 

empowered to collect a highly-detailed data set through the process of observation 

of a subject who is involved in a regular routine.  By allowing the subject to operate 

in a setting that is familiar, and therefore comfortable -- as Burgess (1984) notes -- a 

more realistic occurrence of the phenomena under research is observed.   Taking 

what Roy (1970) names the participant-as-observer approach allowed the 

researcher to take an active role in the behavior that was under study (participate in 

the processing of digital records). This, in turn, allowed the research to evolve based 

on what was being observed in each unique instance:  

The participant-as-observer not only makes no secret of his investigation; he 
makes it known that research is his overriding interest.  He is there to 
observe.  To mention a second distinction that I regard as important, the 
participant-as-observer is not tied down; he is free to run around as research 
interests beckon (Roy, 1970, p. 270).  

 The ethnographic process used in this study, as described by McNeill (2007), 

is divided into two preliminary steps and three phases of research.   In the first 

preliminary step, the topic to study was chosen and, in the second preliminary step, 

the researcher obtained access to the group under study (e.g., through letters of 

invitation, joining the organization as an employee, or through technological means).  

Given the diversity of disciplines and geographic locations involved in the chosen 

research topic, cultural differences had the potential to be formidable barriers.  

Fortunately, in the case of this study, crossing the cultural divide between archives 

and information technology did not prove overly complicated due to the author’s 

strong background in IT, both theoretical and applied. 
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 The first phase of the ethnographic research strategy involved approaching 

the focus of the study with broad lines of action aimed to learn the accepted 

methods of conduct in order to understand the context of the environment.  

Throughout this phase, it was essential to create detailed and accurate notes of 

everything observed, supplementing interview material with what Spradley (1979, p. 

70) terms ‘field notes’ to serve as a “bridge between discovery and description.”  

These notes, according to Shankar (2004, p. 374), were “filtered through [the 

researcher’s] academic, personal, and theoretical concerns and in turn reflected in 

the representations” that were created to document the encounter. The middle 

phase of the ethnographic research strategy began when the researcher engaged in 

the analysis of the case study institutions and “ideas begin to crystallize…[while key-

informants begin to become]… almost a partner in the research” (McNeill, 2007, p. 

79).  It is in this phase of the research that the majority of the data used in the 

analysis phase was gathered.  This middle phase of the research was aided by the 

professional connections at the selected sites that the researcher had established in 

the course of a prior career in managing digital archives; this proved both a reason 

for caution, due to professional familiarity (Clayton, 1995) and an opportunity for 

reaching a greater depth of knowledge and fluency (Oliver, 2004).  The final phase 

of the ethnographic research strategy described by MacNeill entails the identification 

of patterns and publication of the findings; in the case of this study, this phase ends 

with the completion of this dissertation, its defense, and publication of findings. 
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3.7.2 Case Study 

The findings of this study are based on evidence collected from three case 

studies.  Yin (2003, p. 13) defines a case study as an empirical inquiry that 

“investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially 

when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident.”  

Oliver (2004) describes case studies as having the characteristics of not controlling 

or manipulating variables, studying the phenomena in their natural context, and 

conducting the study at one of a few sites.  One of the benefits of conducting case 

studies is the ability of the researcher to analyze the phenomena under study across 

a diversity of settings.  This first-hand experience allows the researcher to write 

down the impressions of the experience through the creation of field-notes. These 

notes, according to Van Maanen (2011), serve as a running commentary about what 

is happening during the research, including both the observation and the analysis.    

 When designing case studies, Yin (2003) describes four conditions that 

directly relate to the quality of the study:  construct validity (establishing the correct 

operational measures for the phenomena being studied), internal validity 

(establishing the causational relationship of variables), reliability (demonstrating that 

the findings are repeatable), and external validity (establishing the domain in which 

the study operates).  To meet the test of construct validity, Yin (2003) recommends 

that the specific parameters to be studied be delineated and related to the goal of 

the study (for this study this was accomplished through this use of Wengraf’s CRQ-

TQ-IQ/II model), demonstrating that the selected parameters of study do indeed 

reflect the specific factors under study.   The internal validity of the research findings 

was addressed by analyzing how the technological features of the cases study 
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digital repositories supported, or failed to support, the authenticity of the records they 

contain, using archival theory to provide the baseline definition against which to 

perform the authenticity support assessment.  The reliability of the research findings 

was addressed through documentation of the data gathering techniques and 

detailed explanations of the causational relationship between the contexts under 

study and their support of authenticity while attempting to minimize biases.32   

Finally, the external validity of the research was addressed through the diversity of 

the sites selected for the case studies. 

The external validity of case study research hinges primarily not upon the 

number of sites selected for a study but rather on the selection of proper and 

appropriate sites.  Eisenhardt (1989, p. 537) stresses the importance of population 

representation in the selection of case studies, as the “selection of an appropriate 

population controls extraneous variation and helps to define the limits for 

generalizing the findings.”   The following three criteria were used in the selection of 

the sites used for this study: first, the preserving institution must be accepting digital 

material from external institutions that fit the designation of ‘record’; second, in 

relation to the first criterion, the preserving institution’s mandate must include 

preservation of public records of enduring value33; and lastly, the preserving 

institution must have a ‘fully-featured’ digital archives – that is, the preservation 

                                                 
32 Strategies to minimize biases are detailed in greater depth in the ethics section of this chapter. 
33 This choice was made primarily due to the facts that the researcher has a strong background in government 
archives and that finding commercial/private sites willing to fully participate in the study proved extremely 
difficult due to either trade secrets or confidentiality rules. The researcher’s experience working in and with the 
public sector has shown that public preserving institutions are generally more willing to share the methods and 
strategies that they use to manage and preserve their holdings than private or commercial organizations. 
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system must be in ‘operation’34 and have the core functions detailed in the Open 

Archival Information System (OAIS) Reference Model.35     

To provide diversity to the population sample in this study, the researcher 

selected institutions at both the national and regional levels from three countries on 

two continents in order to reduce biases from any single epistemological approach to 

archival theory (e.g., taking an exclusively Canadian view).  The selected case study 

sites provided the opportunity for cross-case comparisons through analyzing inter-

group similarities and inter-group differences.  This approach was chosen to follow 

Miles and Huberman’s (1984) recommendation on three methods to reducing biases 

in the sample mentioned earlier in this chapter: increase the number of cases, select 

more contrasting cases, and employ a systematic, theoretically determined set of 

cases.36  The selected case studies also conform to Johnson’s (1990, p. 28) view 

that, when deciding on institutions to be included in a study, their “selection is not ad 

hoc or opportunistic; rather, it is guided by [the researcher’s] theoretically and 

experientially informed judgments.”   Furthermore, the case studies used in this 

research met the conditions for being what Johnson terms “ideal informants”,37 in 

that they stand as examples in their community, possess knowledge and experience 

in the area under investigation as a result of their respective roles, and, perhaps 

most importantly, have a “willingness to communicate or cooperate, communicating 

                                                 
34 For the purposes of this study, ‘in operation’ means the preservation system and its related systems are used 
by the institution as a primary resource for accomplishing the task for which they were designed. 
35 That is: ingest, archival storage, data management, access, administration and preservation planning 
(Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems, 2012, p. 4-1). 
36 To address this third solution for reducing biases, the researcher settled on using what Johnson (1990) terms 
theoretical representativeness, that is, choosing informants from segments that are meaningful to the research 
based on his years of experience in the field.  The issue of biases is discussed further in the ethics section of this 
chapter. 
37 Here Johnson is building upon the informant characteristics develop by Tremblay (1958). 
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ability, and impartiality” (Johnson, 1990, p. 30).   To provide a diverse case study 

group, the sites selected   

• Include two archives and one library with a special digital collection, 
• Are drawn from three countries,  
• Include one institution at the national level and two at the regional level, 
• Include one institution using an open source solution and two developing 

their own custom in-house solution.   

The researcher’s motivation behind the selection of sites for this study was to 

provide a diverse view of the work being conducted across the two continents--

Europe and North America--where a vast majority of the research into digital 

preservation is being conducted.  The sites were selected on the basis of data 

provided by diverse research projects, the Pittsburgh Project and the National Digital 

Information Infrastructure and Preservation Program in the United States, 

InterPARES in Canada, and PLANETS and CASPAR in Europe.  Overall, a multiple 

case study approach involving archival institutions from the United States, Canada, 

and the UK provided an excellent opportunity for “the investigation of particular 

phenomenon in diverse settings” (Darke, Shanks, & Broadbent, 1998, p. 277). 

3.8 Research Methods  

3.8.1 Semi-structured Interviews 

This study followed Benney and Hughes’ (1956) concept of interviews as an 

‘information-gathering exercise.’   The semi-structured interview method was chosen 

due to its flexibility to adapt to each individual interview; as it “has predetermined 

questions, but the order can be modified based upon the interviewer’s perception of 

what seems most appropriate with a particular interviewee, can be omitted, or 

additional ones added” (Robinson, 2002, p. 270).    This interview methodology 
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allowed the researcher to deviate from the interview questions based on cues from 

the responses, attitude, and body language of the informant (Wilkinson & 

Birmingham, 2003).  As the interview progressed, the researcher was granted the 

freedom to use probing questions, as Berg (2001) suggests, in an attempt to have 

the informant clarify or elaborate on particular topics.   Semi-structured interviews 

are  

planned and prepared for like other forms of research activity but what is 
planned is a deliberate half-scripted or quarter-scripted interview: its 
questions are only partially prepared in advance (semi-structured) and will 
therefore be largely improvised by you as interviewer.  But only largely: the 
interview as a whole is a joint production, a co-production, by you and your 
interviewee (Wengraf, 2001, p. 3).    

As such, interviews were arranged with key members38  of the case study 

sites at a time and location that fit their schedule.  All informants were provided with 

a copy of the interview guide in advance for a review in order to allow them to 

prepare any material needed to answer the questions accurately and completely.  

Each interview started with a request from the researcher for the informant’s 

permission to digitally record the interview.  Adams and Schvaneveldt (1985) 

recommend the use of a recorder to allow the researcher to create a verbatim copy 

of the interview.  By recording the entire exchange, the researcher can capture 

precisely what was said (both in content and inflection) thereby freeing up the 

researcher to focus more acutely on the informants’ responses in order to alter the 

line of questioning as needed. Furthermore, the researcher is free to create field 

notes to supplement the audio recording.   During the interviews, attention was also 

                                                 
38 Key members are defined as those employees of the institutions that hold positions that are responsible for the 
production, handling, storage or retrieval of digital records, or the development of the preservation system. 
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paid, as recommended by Gordon (1980), to the non-verbal communication of the 

informant: specifically, the proxemics (interpersonal space), chronemic (pacing of 

speech and silence in conversation), kinesic (body movement and posture) and 

paralinguistic (variations in volume, pitch and quality of voice) cues. The field notes 

gathered by the researcher contained the impressions, suggestions, or ideas that 

evolved through the line of questioning and were used in later questions to open 

new avenues of investigation or new lines of theory (Glaser, 1978). 

Once consent to be interviewed was given, the interview process was 

conducted following the elements of the ethnographic interview laid out by Spradley 

in The Ethnographic Interview (1979). The distinguishing characteristics of 

Spradley’s ethnographic interview process are that: de-emphasis on turn-taking in 

that the researcher asks most of the questions; repeating the informants responses 

in order to obtain clarity and stimulate further questions from the researcher; 

expressing interest or ignorance in order to stimulate more detailed responses from 

the informant, and encouraging expanding on responses in order to gain more detail. 

The interview process itself began with a brief explanation of the purpose of the 

study and of how the results of the study will be reported, and with a confirmation 

that the informant will be given a draft copy of the transcript for review.  The 

interview then proceeded to the warm-up phase, wherein the informant was asked 

about his/her position, title and responsibilities, and the mandate and operation of 

the institution, in order to ease him/her into the interview process.  Each interview 

then proceeded to follow, to the extent the researcher deemed pertinent, the 

interview guide.  At the conclusion of the interview, the researcher provided a brief 
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overview of some of the highlights of the interview and thanked the informant for 

his/her time.  The semi-structured interviews conducted during this study used a list 

of interview questions derived from the Theory Questions (TQ) and contained in the 

Interview Guide. 

3.8.2 Documentation as Data Sources 

In addition to conducting interviews, system and supporting documentation 

was requested from the informants.  The documentation on which this study 

primarily focused on includes: 

 software code used in the transfer, ingest, and/or maintenance of the 

records acquired by the institution,  

 any written policies, procedures, and training manuals relating to the 

above code or related operational procedures, and  

 other written materials pertaining to the configuration, operation, 

maintenance, and backup of the preservation system. 

These documents were then analyzed for the informational content they provided 

and also used as a method of validating the data collected through the interviews 

and site observations (e.g., to determine whether the process observed followed the 

process as written).  Any deviation from the collected documentation observed 

during the interview or the site visit was noted for inclusion in the analysis. 

3.9 Analysis of Data Collected  

3.9.1 Transcriptions of interviews 

 Transcribing interviews is an instrumentation practice of examining sound 

recordings to create visual data (Wengraf, 2001).   The process of converting sound 
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to text is labor-intensive, particularly for those without extensive experience in it.  

Wengraf (2001) estimates that each hour of an interview requires, on average, 

between four to eight hours of work when conducting literal transcriptions, up to 

sixteen hours when including the creation of analysis notes into the process, and up 

to thirty hours when inserting paralinguistic symbols.  Scheff (1997) describes this 

process as attributing meanings, connotations, and strategies to the informants in a 

transcript.   Gregory (2003, p. 24) warns of the “grinding dreariness and humdrum 

quality of transcribing interview materials,” and Strauss (1987) likens the need to 

transcribe interviews to running along the ground in order to spring into the air, or 

pushing a car along down a hill in order to get it started -- the process may be 

physically exhausting, but it is necessary to achieve the desired goal.  As such, 

transcription is essential to gain an understanding of the phenomena under study 

from the data collected.  The transcription process allows the researcher to analyze 

not only the responses for content relevant to the study but also the quality of the 

questions asked as a reflection of the information solicited.   

One of the primary advantages of transcribing the data is that is it allows the 

researcher to review the salient points made during the interview, enabling the 

researcher to conduct post-interview debriefs.  Wengraf (2001, p. 209) suggests that 

the point of conducting transcriptions is to: 

force the delivery to your conscious mind of as many thoughts and memories 
as you can, forced as you are to work slowly through a technical task (writing 
down words onto a piece of paper) while your mind has to think fast and 
widely about the material and the event in which the material was made.  
 

The purpose of transcribing the material, then, is not only to have a written form of 

the conversation, but also to spark the mind in recalling intangibles, impressions, 
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experiences, interpretations, and ideas to support or refute the theory being 

generated during, and as a result of, the interview, and to write down these thoughts 

and reactions as notes.  Additionally, by performing transcriptions in a timely manner 

after that fact, the researcher has the opportunity to analyze the execution of the 

interviews in order to improve both the questions and delivery prior to the next 

interview. 

For this study, complete transcriptions were created from the digital 

recordings using the template included as Appendix C.  As the names of the 

informants have no bearing on this study, to protect the identity of the interviewees 

and institutions each informant was identified in the transcript by a unique code.  The 

master list of informant codes was kept separately from the transcriptions in a 

secure, password-protected location.  In the process of transcription, time-stamps 

were used to ease referencing the original digital recording should further access to 

the spoken response be necessary.  Luo and Wildemuth (2009, p. 237) recommend 

creating only partial transcriptions: “Because full transcription is so labor-

intensive…you can always go back and transcribe additional portions of the subject's 

words, if needed.”  However, the researcher chose to create full transcriptions to 

ensure that no details were missed, regardless of how trivial or unimportant they 

may have seemed at the time of transcription.    

Transcription often involves the use of paralinguistics, adding transcription 

symbols in line with the transcription in order to capture the nuances of not only what 

is said but also how it is said. The benefit of using paralinguistics is that it employs 

specific symbols to capture the length of pauses, to note when two people are 
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talking over each other, to mark changes in pitch and rise in the volume of voice, etc. 

For this study, the only paralinguistic symbols used are the parentheses ( ) to note 

words that are unclear, with blank parentheses indicating that the word was 

inaudible. Additionally, the researcher followed Standing’s (1998) recommendation 

to ‘tidy up’ the transcriptions through the elimination of the pause words (e.g. ‘ums’, 

‘ahs’, ‘errs’, ‘ya know’), short confirmations from the interviewer (e.g. ‘yeah’, ‘uh-

huh’), and change of idioms into proper English (e.g. ‘gonna’ into ‘going to’).   While 

such modifications effectively change the idiolect39 of the individual, the resulting 

output homogenizes the transcripts of all the informants into a more common ‘voice.’ 

Such changes are not expected to have a negative effect on the quality of the 

transcription. To confirm that no change to the meaning of the responses has 

occurred, a digital copy of the transcription was sent to the informant for their review. 

The informant was provided the opportunity to make corrections to any responses 

that were misstated, unclear, or did not accurately reflect the situation at the 

institution. 

3.9.2 Coding of Data 

Analysis of the transcripts and other documentary sources (e.g., policies, 

procedures, training material) was conducted by grouping relevant excerpts into 

‘field codes’ – the conceptualization of the data points relevant to this study (Strauss, 

1987).  As this study was conducted as partial fulfillment of the requirements for a 

degree of Doctor of Philosophy, this work was performed solely by the author.  The 

                                                 
39 Idiolect refers to language that is unique to an individual, as manifested in their patterns of speech through 
their use of vocabulary, grammar and punctuation. 
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coding of the data collected was completed solely by the author with no additional 

coders contributing to the work, as this is the practice in his area of research, due to 

the very small number of actors in the digital preservation field and the danger of 

identification—as the interviewees requested absolute confidentiality for security 

reasons.  The value of creating codes, according to Strauss (1987, p. 55-56), is that 

the process: 

(1) Both follows upon and leads to generative questions; (2) fractures the 
data, thus freeing the researcher from description and forcing interpretation to 
higher levels of abstraction; (3) is the pivotal operation for moving toward the 
discovery of a core category or categories; and so (4) moves toward ultimate 
integration of the entire analysis; as well as, (5) yields the desired conceptual 
density. 

The analysis of the data used a series of pre-determined codes structured around 

the thematic understanding of record and authenticity as they were defined earlier to 

notate the methods in which the various technological features that were under 

study supported authenticity. As the process of grouping the source data 

progressed, sub-codes were created as necessary to capture sub-themes that 

expanded upon the original concepts and definitional themes as appropriate.  

Strauss and Corbin’s (1990) concept of open codes was also used, meaning that, if 

no existing codes adequately captured the essence of the statement, a free code 

was created.   

Supplementing these field codes during the coding process was the use of 

memos to capture running themes and concepts as they appeared.  Glaser (1978, p. 

83) defines memos as the “theorizing write-up of ideas about codes and their 

relationships as they strike the analyst while coding.” Memos are an important part 

of the analysis process in that they lead to 
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abstraction or ideation.  Memoing is a constant process that begins when first 
coding data, and continues through reading memos or literature, sorting and 
writing papers or monograph to the end.  Memo-writing constantly captures 
the "frontier of the analyst's thinking" as he goes through his data, codes, 
sorts, or writes (Glaser, 1978, p. 83).  

 It is these memos, as much as the codes, field notes, and transcripts that served as 

the building blocks for addressing the Central Research Question (CRQ).  Through 

continued reflection on the memos and nodes created, the focus of the research 

questions evolved into the foundation of theory development.  Additionally, these 

memos served as a basis for the write-up of the findings; initial impressions that 

were combined with data to form new findings and concepts “provid[ing] a basis for 

improved reflection at a later stage by having full access to critically reviewing and 

improving your spelled-out thoughts at the earlier date”(Wengraf, 2001, p. 211).  As 

new memos and codes continued to be created, they were grouped into classes 

used to formulate new theories, with later additions tested against the current 

theories to either support or refute them. The process of data collection and coding 

of the data continued as an iterative process until no additional codes were 

discovered during the analysis of follow-up interviews and related documentation. 

 

3.10 Limitations of the Study 

There are several limitations to the study that were recognized before the 

research began, and appropriate mitigation strategies were developed in response. 

3.10.1   Limited to English-speaking Countries  

This study was limited to institutions in English speaking countries due to the 

researcher’s language limitations.  While not an ideal choice for researching a 
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diverse group of institutions, this issue is mitigated to some extent by the strength of 

the digital preservation programs researched at the case study sites.  Each of the 

cases selected was among the oldest and most developed programs in their 

respective countries and, therefore, provided a robust set of data with which to 

conduct the study. 

3.10.2   Limited Number of Case Study Sites  

The limitation of English-speaking countries also had the effect of limiting the 

overall number of sites from which to select case studies.  While there are dozens of 

digital preservation programs in the US alone, only three total sites were selected.  

The chosen number of sites allowed this study to perform an in-depth analysis of the 

technical infrastructure implemented at each of the institutions.  This limited number 

of case studies is mitigated to some extent by the install base of the various software 

platforms used at the selected case study sites in an attempt to provide a 

representation sufficient for generalization of concepts and theory (Walsham, 1995).  

PLANETS, implemented at one of the sites, was a project supported by sixteen 

major organizations in Europe (PLANETS, 2010c); the preservation system of the 

second case study site at one point hosted the records of eight regional 

governments, and the Archivematica system used at the third site has been installed 

by over a dozen significant institutions in North America (Artefactual Systems, 

2017a).   

3.10.3   Qualitative data requires interpretation 

As this study comprised of a series of case studies involving both 

ethnographic and semi-structured interviews, the data collected are qualitative in 
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nature.  The analysis of that data is, by its nature, not strictly factual. Instead, it is the 

researcher’s interpretation of the informant’s actions and responses to the questions 

posed (Stake, 2005).  The responses proffered may not, in actuality, be what the 

interviewees intended to say.  The danger in building theory off of this foundation is 

the risk of over-generalization of the findings to the whole of the population.  One 

mitigation strategy to address this risk that was incorporated into this study was to 

use an international approach in the selection of study sites.  By proposing 

institutions from three different countries across two continents, informed by the 

products of three different long term archival research projects, overgeneralization 

based on ‘national culture’ or a single research project’s understanding and 

implementation of a digital preservation system should be minimized (Hofstede, 

2001).   

3.11 Ethical Concerns and Resolutions 

As stated by Rees (1991, p. 147), “[t]he ethical problems which will be 

encountered in a project cannot, or certainly cannot always, be foreseen and 

prepared for at the start, even if some topics and methods can be seen in advance 

to carry greater risks than others.”   While not all of the problems can be foreseen, 

many of the ethical issues that might arise can be avoided by following the research 

methods detailed above.  At the core of all ethical issues, according to Burgess 

(1984, p. 189), is the responsibility to “the relationships with 'subjects,' responsibility 

to the public, to the discipline, to students, to sponsors, to one's own government 

and to host governments.”   To address these responsibilities, several professional 

organizations have developed codes of conduct that all researchers, including this 
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researcher, must follow – for example this extract from the Government of Canada’s 

Tri-Council Policy Statement (TCPS) (2014, p. 16):  “Respect for human dignity 

requires that research involving humans be conducted in a manner that is sensitive 

to the inherent worth of all human beings and the respect and consideration that 

they are due.”  

The TCPS revolves around three core principles that must be embedded into 

all research conducted under its jurisdiction in Canada:  Respect for Persons, 

Concern for Welfare, and Justice. Respect for Persons refers to the recognition of an 

individual’s autonomy and the need to protect those whose autonomy is developing 

or challenged.  Concern for Welfare seeks to protect and promote the quality of an 

individual’s health, security, and social life.  Finally, Justice is the obligation that all 

researchers have to treat each individual fairly and equitably. 

3.11.1   Informed Consent and Do No Harm 

Whenever ethnographic strategies or interview methods are used in research, 

they involve the use of human subjects as informants.  As such, it is essential that 

the informant not be negatively affected by the research being conducted.  Among 

the ethical concerns is that participation in the research opens informants to the 

possibility of altering their actions and responses through the introduction of external 

factors such as biases or influence from the researcher.  As stated by Wengraf 

(2001, p. 4):  “[t]he ethics of the research interview are that, at minimum, the 

informant should not be changed for the worse: against certain objections, I maintain 

that the research interview is not designed to 'help' or 'empower', or 'change' the 

informant at all.”    One suggestion to overcome the approach to biases in 
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ethnographic situations suggested by Burgess (1984, p. 191) is to “explain [the 

research] fully to sponsors, facilitators and 'subjects.”   This concept is more formally 

known as the doctrine of informed consent wherein the subject of the research is 

briefed on what research is being conducted, their part in the research, and how 

their participation in the research will be used.  This doctrine was developed during 

the Nuremberg War Trials conducted in the aftermath of the Second World War.  As 

part of the code developed during the trials, it was determined that: 

The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential.  This 
means that the person involved should have legal capacity to give consent; 
should be so situated as to exercise free power of choice, without the 
intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, over-reaching or 
any other ulterior form of constraint or coercion; and should have sufficient 
knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter involved 
as to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision (U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services, 2001). 

The concept of informed consent has since expanded to include not only 

disclosing the purpose of the study but also who is sponsoring the research.  

Burgess (1984) refers to such research as ‘open research’ in which no covert 

operations are conducted; that is, all actors involved in the study are fully aware of 

the role of the researcher and their purposes for being at that location.  Conversely, 

‘closed research,’ also referred to as ‘covert research,’ is that research conducted 

when either none or a limited subset of the subjects are aware of the true nature and 

role of the researcher.  As not all subjects are aware that they are under observation 

for research purposes, closed/covert research is in opposition to the doctrine of 

informed consent.  Over the past few decades, covert research has come under 
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increasing scrutiny for its questionable ethics.40  While Rees (1991) argues that it is 

impossible for the researcher to be fully transparent to the informants (such as 

explaining the motive behind every question)41, every effort was made throughout 

the course of this study to ensure that the informants understood the nature and 

purpose of the research being conducted.  Informed consent involves not only full 

disclosure of the purpose of the study but also not misrepresenting who the 

researcher is (such as in the Tearoom Trade study)42 and what the data is intended 

for (not only in this study but potential use in future research).   

In order to conform to the doctrine of informed consent, including that the 

purpose of the research and the sponsor are clear, every interview and ethnographic 

observation conducted as part of this study began with a clear overview of the study.  

This statement, included as part of the consent form in Appendix D, provided an 

overview of who the researcher is, his role as interviewer/researcher during 

interactions with the informants, the purpose of his research, and how their role as 

informants will be used within the research.  Providing a copy of this consent in 

advance allows the informant time to reflect and ask any questions prior to engaging 

in the interview, for, as Gregory (2003, p. 38) points out, “the decision arrived at to 

participate in research should be free of unwarranted pressures upon the individual 

                                                 
40 For examples, see Homan’s (1980) The Ethics of Covert Models, Bulmer’s (1982) Social Research Ethics  
and Erikson’s (1967)  “A Comment on Disguised Observation in Sociology.”   
41 As Rees (1991, p. 146) states “half-informed consent, although more realistic, does not have much of an 
idealistic ring about it.” 
42 Laud Humphrey conducted a study of homosexual encounters in Chicago public restrooms (referred to as the 
Tearoom Trade) by acting as a ‘watch queen’ – effectively a lookout for the pair involved in the encounter.  Not 
only did Humphrey misrepresent himself for the observation, he also recorded the license plate numbers of the 
actors, and then obtained their home addresses through vehicle registration records to conduct follow-up 
observations a year later –with a different car and haircut so as not be recognized.  This obviously duplicitous 
behavior has been widely criticized amongst the social science research community (see (Bulmer, 1982) and 
(Warrick, 1973) for ethical reviews of Humphrey’s work). 
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arriving at that decision.” As in some instances the consent to participate may not be 

given without the protective umbrella of anonymity, the informants were provided a 

blanket of anonymity (to the extent possible) throughout this study as well as for 

future use of the research.  Whenever practicable, through informed consent and 

approval, all interactions were digitally recorded: first, to record the fact that the 

informants provided informed consent that included this researcher’s role and the 

purpose of this research; second, to accurately record what was said during the 

interactions; and third, to provide evidence for the conclusions derived from the 

analysis of the interviews. 

3.11.2   Maintaining Anonymity 

Requests for anonymity require diligent efforts on behalf of the researcher, for 

keeping the identity of the informant and/or institution confidential does not only 

mean intentionally taking it upon oneself not to reveal to others what has been 

revealed in confidence.  It also places a burden upon the researcher to make sure 

confidentiality is not breached by accident or as a consequence of carelessness in 

the handling of data.    

True anonymity, however, may be difficult to maintain for some of the 

participants and case study sites used in this research due to their global reputation 

and potentiality unique methods, tools, and procedures regarding the authenticity of 

records within their digital repositories.  Although subject codes have been used, the 

informants’ or institutions' identities may be derived by means of analyzing the 

context and cross-referencing with the relatively small community that exists within 
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the digital archiving community.43   There is also the danger that when anonymizing 

the findings in a particular case where the context can divulge the source, masking 

the data to protect the informant can distort the study: 

When the names of people or places [or as in this study, institutions] are 
disguised or the details of incidents scrambled in order to fulfill undertakings 
which have been given, or for other reasons, the results must be plausible.  
The research findings must also not be distorted in any significant respect 
(Rees, 1991, p. 148). 

In such instances, if the informant and/or institution required anonymity, yet their 

identity could not be sufficiently obfuscated without altering the nature of the data, 

this researcher attempted not to use that portion of the data collected within the 

study.  It is essential to explain fully to the informants the risks involved when 

attempting to maintain such a level of anonymity and not to give “guarantees of 

confidentiality that cannot be fulfilled” (Burgess, 1984, p. 155). 

3.11.3   Bias Through Word Selection or Influencing Informant 

As semi-structured interviews were conducted, every attempt was made to 

employ consistent wording when asking the questions by following, to the extent 

possible, the interview guide.  This was done in an effort to minimize any bias that 

might be introduced by the researcher through the use of leading 

words/phrases/questions, or a variance in the way the questions are asked between 

informants.44   To the extent practicable, the wording used has been presented in the 

informant’s domain to avoid confusion, leading or misunderstanding of the questions 

                                                 
43 Such as in the case of the Springdale community study conducted by Vidich and Bensman (1958)  in which 
the ‘anonymous’ towns members were easily identified by the context of the problem being analyzed, due to the 
small and intimate nature of the community studied.  
44 For this study, variance in the questions refers to when the researcher changes the informant’s perception of 
the question through subtle changes, however inadvertent, in the words used to ask the question. 
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(Wengraf, 2001).  As the interview process can be intimidating, every attempt was 

made to create an open atmosphere for the informant, allow the informant to answer 

the questions free of any fear of being judged on the quality of their answer, 

empathize with the informant on emotional implications of the interview process and 

the situations revealed throughout, and not exert undue influence over the informant.  

The informants were given the option to cease participation at any point, or not 

answer any of the questions if the line of questioning became uncomfortable.  For, 

as Gregory (2003, p. 38) states, “the decision arrived at to participate in research 

should be free of unwarranted pressures upon the individual arriving at that 

decision.”   

3.11.4   Bias from Participant-as-Observer Methodology 

Participant-as-observer methods can provide useful insight into the area 

under study, but they are not without risk.  When the researcher is actively involved 

in the case under investigation as an observer, there is the possibility of introducing 

bias through participation.  Bulmer (1982) makes the case that the researcher is 

strongly influenced by a number of personal factors – experience, age, education, 

background – that have an impact on the development of the study and analysis of 

data; but this issue of backgrounds can be minimized through careful introspection. 

Roy (1970) states that the extent to which the observer participates in the event 

under investigation will affect the observation. This issue is particularly relevant to 

this study as the researcher was the digital archivist at a public archives for five 

years and encountered many of the same challenges the institutions studied are 

facing.  While it is almost impossible to eliminate biases entirely in one’s 
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observations, these can be mitigated to a certain extent.  To address the concerns 

with the participant-as-observer style of ethnography that Roy (1970) raises, to the 

extent possible, the researcher attempted to remain a passive participant at the 

institutions. That is, he followed the directions and documentation provided by the 

host institution, asking questions for clarification or seeking greater depth of 

understanding, and limited providing suggestions or anecdotal experiences from his 

time as a digital archivist. 

3.11.5   Ethically Justifiable Research Involving Human Subjects 

Finally, there is the issue of whether the research conducted is ethically 

justifiable.  As the researcher of any given study is not in the best position to make 

that determination due to the inherent conflict of interest, a neutral third party is best 

employed in the position of gatekeeper to make that determination.  In the case of 

research conducted at the University of British Columbia, the Behavioural Research 

Ethics Board (BREB) has oversight of these determinations.  BREB is an 

independent committee mandated by UBC to: 

assist the University and its affiliated hospitals and agencies to create 
a research environment in which human subjects are protected and to 
ensure responsibilities are discharged according to the relevant ethical 
standards, by promoting awareness of research ethics amongst 
faculty, staff and students, by independently reviewing research 
studies in accordance with the guiding ethical principles of the Tri-
Council Policy Statement, and to put into place mechanisms for the 
protection of human participants in ongoing research conducted under 
the auspices of the University of British Columbia (University of British 
Columbia, 2017c).  

As part of this mandate, BREB is “responsible for reviewing behavioural or 

social sciences/humanities research, or research that may involve the study of 

patients or health care providers” (University of British Columbia, 2017b).  By 
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reviewing the research applications prior to the commencement of any research, the 

committee provides an “independent evaluation of all proposed research by an 

independent committee of experts who examine the research study from the 

perspective of prospective participants” (University of British Columbia, 2017a).   

In accordance with UBC Policy 89, each research project must be submitted 

for review to the appropriate Research Ethics Board.  As such, this study was 

submitted to BREB online through Researcher Information Services (RISe), listing 

Dr. Luciana Duranti as the principal investigator, and the researcher as Co-

Investigator per the application instructions.   The Letter of Invitation to participate in 

this study that was sent to all the informants who were invited to participate in this 

study has been included as Appendix E.  Ethnographic observation of work 

processes, and semi-structured interviews tend to be classified by the BREB as 

minimum risk.  The researcher obtained the necessary ethics training required by 

the University and Research Ethics Board, submitted updates on the progress of the 

research annually to the BREB – to include any changes to the study and/or the 

informants participating – and maintained the research project in good standing with 

the gatekeepers throughout the term of the research.   

3.12 Summary 

The research design of this study was developed using a post-positivist 

worldview.  The research was conducted through the lens of the Archival Method.  

The Research Strategy employed an ethnographic approach, in that the researcher 

actively participated in the preservation process, and case study analysis of the 

preservation system in context.  The methods used to capture the data were semi-
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structured interviews and documentation-as-a-data-source.  The overall hierarchy of 

the research design is illustrated in Figure 3: Hierarchy of Research Design.  While 

presented as a linear process, in reality, the research design is an iterative 

development process based on a feedback loop as the lower levels continuously 

inform and refine those above.  

 

Figure 3: Hierarchy of Research Design 
 

The next three chapters each, in turn, present one of the three case studies 

following the research strategies described above and addresses the theory 

questions for each of the institutions. Each case study presents an overview of the 

institution, its technological environment of operation, the workflow processes used 

to acquire, process and maintain digital records that are relevant to this study, and a 

discussion of how the technological features of the preservation systems employed 

at the institutions support the authenticity of digital records. 
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“We can test the authenticity of the stuff we received and say that the source 
material that we preserved is as it was when we got it.  And we can say, of 
the preservation versions and Access versions that [the preservation system] 
generates, that these are authentic copies of the preserved thing that [the 
preservation system] generated. “  

- From Interview with Metropolitan Archivist 
 

Chapter Four: Case Study -- Metropolitan 
Implementation 
 

4.1 Background 

This case study involves a large Canadian metropolitan civic government.   The 

Records Management and Archives Division is an administratively attached unit of 

the metropolis Manager’s Office and is supported by the Metropolitan Information 

Technology department.  The Archives has the mandate to accept both the records 

of the metropolitan government, as well as records from private donors that relate to 

the history of the metropolis. In 2007, the Metropolis Council received a report 

detailing the need to formulate a comprehensive policy to address the digital records 

generated by the government.  This led to the purchase and installation of a content 

management system for active and inactive records management, with a separate 

ISO Open Archival Information System (OAIS)-compliant digital preservation system 

acquired in 2010 for those records requiring long-term preservation.  The content 

management system selected was HP TRIM, a “scalable enterprise document and 

records management system that simplifies the capture, lifetime management, 

security and access to all your information - in a business context” (Hewlett Packard, 

2014, p. 1). HP TRIM provides a sufficiently robust level of records management 
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capabilities as to have received certification for the United States Department of 

Defense’s DoD5015.2, The National Archives of the United Kingdom’s TNA2002, 

and the Public Record Office Victoria’s Victorian Electronic Records Strategy 

(VERS) standard, as well as to claim compliance with the European Union’s Model 

Requirements for the Management of Electronic Records (MoReq) and MoReq2 

specifications45 (Hewlett Packard, 2010). 

The metropolis government initially licensed the system for 5000 desktops 

throughout the environment to provide an integrated records classification schema 

and retention schedule to the majority of the information creators within the 

government.  Acquisition and scheduling of governmental records are driven by the 

TRIM system principally through user-initiated capture and creation within the 

Microsoft Office Suite46; with those records that are assigned a retention and 

disposition designation of ‘archival’ within the TRIM system being directed into the 

preservation system.  The TRIM system utilizes a three-tier architecture design to 

separate the user tier from the data tier (see Figure 4: Three Tier Design of the HP 

TRIM System).  Acquisition and appraisal of digital private records, as well as those 

from outside the TRIM system, are handled manually directly into the preservation 

system following the Archives’ written acquisition and appraisal policies. 

 

                                                 
45 MoReq, or Model Requirements for Record Systems, are specifications from the DLM Forum developed for 
the EU to “provide a comprehensive, but simple and easily understood set of requirements for a records system 
that is intended to be adaptable and applicable to divergent information and business activities, industry sectors 
and types of organization” (MoReq, 2019).  The current edition of MoReq is MoReq2010. 
46 The primary applications being Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Outlook. 
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Figure 4: Three Tier Design of the HP TRIM System 
(Based on Interviews) 

 

4.2 Integrated Records Management Framework  

Amongst the three case studies, this is unique in that it is the only one that 

has a records management system integrated with the preservation system.  The 

HP TRIM system provides an integrated, function-based, classification scheme with 

retention and disposition schedules, and associates user credentials, date/time, and 

classification metadata with the records as they are imported into the TRIM system. 

TRIM’s ability to capture and associate metadata with its record within a functional 

classification scheme supports multiple attributes of Benchmark Requirement A.1: 

Expression of Record Attributes and Linkage to Record47.  The primary record-

making tool for most staff at the departments within the government is the Microsoft 

                                                 
47 The Benchmark Requirements Supporting the Presumption of Authenticity of Electronic Records and the 
Baseline Requirements Supporting the Production of Authentic Copies of Electronic Records have been 
developed by the InterPARES research project. They are used to in this study for assessing how, if and to what 
level technology is supporting records authenticity. They are included as Appendix F. 
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Office Suite for which a plug-in is provided to allow for direct import capability into 

the TRIM records repository (i.e., using ‘save-as’ functionality to place a document 

into a specific folder under the TRIM hierarchy). System administrators have the 

capability of assigning a variety of security access and permission settings to these 

records and the folders they reside in so as to limit whether (and by whom) records 

can be modified or deleted once under the control of TRIM.  This capability to define 

security and access permissions within TRIM supports Benchmark Requirement A.2: 

Access Privileges. Each department assigns a Departmental Records Coordinator to 

be the primary entity responsible for creating records schedules and managing the 

records within TRIM.  As part of the import process, TRIM automatically converts the 

native file formats of specific applications into more ‘preservation-friendly’ file 

formats; for instance, email imported from Microsoft Outlook is converted from the 

Microsoft .msg file format into an .eml file format – a text based-format that is RFC 

532248 compliant -- “well suited for long term preservation” (Cocciolo, 2014, p. 246); 

while text-based documents are stored in both their native format as well as PDF/A, 

the preferred archival format for electronic documents recommended within ISO 

19005-1:2005 – Document Management (2005).  This ability to forward normalize 

the native file formats into formats that are deemed viable for preservation over a 

longer-term provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.4: Protective 

Procedures: Media and Technology, while the documenting the migration process 

supports Baseline Requirement B.2: Documentation of Reproduction.   

                                                 
48 RFC5322 is the defining standard that defines the Internet Message Format (IMF), “a syntax for text 
messages that are sent between computer users, within the framework of electronic mail" messages” (Resnick, 
2008). 
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Within TRIM, records are organized by functional grouping. Within each 

functional grouping are secondary classifications – represented as file folders – at 

which level the retention rules are applied.  As records are ‘filed’ into these 

secondary classification folders, they are assigned systemwide unique intelligent 

numbers that are based on the type of record, year of the insert and a sequential 

number of the insert (e.g., doc_2017_44721). This classification, once established, 

cannot be overwritten, but users with appropriate permissions do have the ability to 

makes changes at the individual document level.  The ability to file records into 

secondary folders is closed either annually or based on a defined trigger event -- 

depending upon the disposition of the records.  Once a folder has been closed, the 

records within that folder cannot be modified regardless of permissions.  This 

establishing of procedures to prevent alteration by any party supports Baseline 

Requirement B.1.b: Security and Control procedures.    

Among the record level metadata that is generated when the record is 

imported into the TRIM system are date of record creation, date of record import, 

unique identification number, user account ID, file name, classification code, and 

author of the record. This automatic generation of metadata for records upon import 

supports Benchmark Requirement A.1: Expression of Record Attributes.  

Supplementary descriptive metadata can be manually added, as well as generated 

metadata based on a combination of system-generated and user-provided metadata 

(e.g., the disposition date for a record would be calculated on the basis of the 

creation date, the retention schedule, and the user-supplied classification code).  

Additional recordkeeping metadata that is captured by the TRIM system consists of 
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version control of the record (i.e., tracking of changes made to a specific record) and 

user access tracking (i.e., who added, viewed, modified a record), based on 

Metropolis-wide active directory accounts.  This leveraging of group and user 

privileges assigned by the active directory account to the repository supports 

Benchmark Requirement A.2: Access Privileges. User accounts within the TRIM 

system are kept synchronized with the metropolitan network accounts through an 

HP tool that allows system administrators to map specific TRIM user fields to LDAP 

(lightweight directory access protocol) directory fields, allowing for increased profiling 

capability of users (Silva & Ma, 2017), as well as “general authorization information, 

such as the user’s clearance level or the applications she has access to” (Stoianov, 

Urueña, Niemiec, Machnik, & Maestro, 2015, p. 4454).  Syncing with the centralized 

LDAP server also ensures that, as user accounts are added or removed from the 

metropolitan network directory, the corresponding TRIM account is likewise affected. 

When a folder (secondary classification) that contains records with a 

disposition of permanent (i.e., destined for the archives) is closed, it will display in 

the Disposition Manager as eligible for transfer. Transfer from the TRIM repository to 

the Archives requires a manual export process to be executed by the Records 

Management staff.  The TRIM transfer package is comprised of multiple containers 

of records grouped in batches based upon the combination of the TRIM folder (i.e., 

secondary classification) and the office of creator (within each secondary 

classification).  In addition to the digital records themselves, each of these transfer 

packages contains the full transfer-level, container-level and document-level profiles 

for the records that were contained in the TRIM database. Ensuring that relevant 
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documentation from the various profile levels that is needed to establish identity and 

integrity is carried forward supports Benchmark Requirement A.8: Transfer of 

Relevant Documentation.  This package is then transferred to the preservation 

system through a web interface, where additional descriptive metadata is entered by 

the staff, and the contents are packaged into an OAIS Submission Information 

Package (SIP) for ingestion into the preservation system (see Transfer Section 

below).  

4.3 Preservation System 

The preservation system implemented by this institution was developed as a 

direct result of a 2007 study on open source repositories and preservation systems 

conducted by the UNESCO Sub-Committee on Technology. One of the findings in 

the UNESCO report, Towards an Open Source Repository and Preservation 

System, was that, while there were efforts to develop cooperative open-source 

projects to address digital preservation, such efforts at that point were “to some 

extent, fragmentary” (Bradley, Lei, & Blackall, 2007, p. 1).  Among their 

recommendations was supporting the “aggregation and development of an open 

source archival system, building on, and drawing together existing open source 

programs” (Bradley et al., 2007, p. 3).   To address this challenge, Artefactual 

Systems, Inc. based in Vancouver, Canada (and funded in part by UNESCO) 

decomposed ISO 14721:2012 Space Data and Information Transfer Systems – 

Open Archival Information System (OAIS) – Reference Model  (2012) into a series of 

archival-centric UML Activities and Use Cases for use in the construction of such a 

system (see Figure 5: Generate AIP UML Activity Diagram).   
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The Open Archival Information Systems (OAIS) standard provides a 

functional framework along with a data model for understanding the components and 

relationships that are necessary to preserve digital records over time and space.  

The reference model is a guide to developers for conceptualizing and decomposing 

the system functionality required to address digital preservation at an abstract level.  

It defines six primary entities that perform the essential preservation activities within 

a preservation system (Ingest, Data Management, Archival Storage, Access, 

Preservation Planning, and Administration).  While the reference model is helpful for 

understanding the required functional components within the overall framework of a 

preservation system, “[t]his reference model does not specify a design or 

implementation. Actual implementations may group or break out functionality 

differently” (Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems, 2012, p. 1-2).  As a 

result, the reference model provides the broad descriptive functionalities that need to 

be provided with a considerable amount of latitude allowed to each implementation 

to decide on how to achieve that goal.  The significant variance in views on what 

OAIS is has led to both Rosenthal (2015) and Giaretta (2016) to argue the need for 

an OAIS revision based on current theory and practice.  
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Figure 5: Generate AIP UML Activity Diagram 
(Artefactual Systems, 2015c)  

 

As recommended in the UNESCO report, the Artefactual Systems team did 

not set out to develop a new digital preservation system.  Rather than reinvent 

functionalities already found in several widely used preservation tools, the team 
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developed a virtualized, integrated workflow based on the OAIS-derived use cases 

that leveraged existing tested, high quality, and open source preservation tools.  

This system, which was named Archivematica, is “essentially an Ubuntu (Linux) 

distribution with extensions to support digital preservation actions using a web-based 

preservation dashboard” (Jordan, 2011) released under the GNU Affero General 

Public License, granting the general public the “freedom to distribute 

copies…receive source code…change the software…or use pieces of it in new free 

programs” (Free Software Foundation, 2007). This ability to inspect the process of 

custody supports Baseline Requirement B.1: Controls Over Records Transfer.  

Among the collaborators in the continued development and testing of the 

Archivematica system are UNESCO, Yale, Harvard, Museum of Modern Art, MIT, 

and the Rockefeller Archive Center (Artefactual Systems, 2018a). 

4.4 Transfer  

To standardize the transfer process, Archivematica comes packaged with 

AtoM (Access to Memory), an open source archival description software and access 

tool based on International Council on Archives’ descriptive standards (Artefactual 

Systems Inc., 2015).  This interface allows for a variety of transfer source types, 

such as DSpace exports, forensic disk images and transfer Bags (via BagIt 

specification), to be accepted into the preservation system (Artefactual Systems, 

2018c).  Logging in to this dashboard requires an authenticated user account.  The 

ingestion process used to transform the digital records as they move from the native 

system into the preservation system is a series of micro-services based operations 

that are organized through a pre-configured .xml workflow file. By defining the 
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parameters and programmatic operations of the transfer and accession of the 

records that must be adhered to, the system provides support for Baseline 

Requirement B.1: Controls over Records Transfer.  

AtoM provides the submitter with a web page dashboard (see Figure 6: 

Submission Dashboard) that prompts for a minimum set of required metadata 

information to associate with all the records for that submission. The DCMES (Dublin 

Core Metadata Element Set) is the default metadata set (Artefactual Systems, 

2018b).  The DCMES, created and maintained by the Dublin Core Metadata 

Initiative and part of a broader, more comprehensive set of DCMI metadata terms, 

contains fifteen elements considered “broad and generic, usable for describing a 

wide range of resources” (Lazarinis, 2014, p. 225) that are applicable across 

information-centric disciplines. While the default metadata set is the DCMES, the 

system itself is extensible to allow for either revised Dublin Core, another metadata 

standard (e.g., PREMIS), or a custom metadata schema implementation.  Among 

the metadata elements written into the transfer package are identity and descriptive 

information (including dates, archival bond, and actors supporting Benchmark 

Requirement A.1: Identity), access rights (supporting Benchmark Requirement A.2: 

Access Privileges) and technical modifications (supporting Benchmark Requirement 

A.1.b.iv: Technical Modifications).   
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Figure 6: Submission Dashboard 
(Artefactual Systems, 2017b) 

 

4.4.1 BagIt Specification for Transfer Packages 

As part of the transfer methodology, digital objects selected for transfer to the 

preservation system are packaged into zipped containers in accordance with the 

BagIt packaging format that was developed as a Library of Congress specification.  

BagIt is a hierarchical file packaging format “designed to support disk-based or 

network-based storage and transfer of arbitrary digital content” (Internet Engineering 

Task Force, 2015, p. 4) through the encapsulation of semantically opaque metadata 

tags and the payload files (see Figure 7: BagIt Directory Structure).  Each bag 

consists of both payload and tag files, where the payload is constituted of the digital 

objects selected for transfer, and tag files are both standardized and customizable 

metadata files provided to facilitate the documentation and storage of the transfers.  
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By providing additional information and configuration directions for accession 

workflows, support is provided for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security and control 

procedures. Contained within these tag files are identity and integrity metadata 

pertaining to the records, as well as a manifest file that lists all of the files selected 

for transfer along with a cryptographic hash of all files within the bag. This manifest 

file can be used in support of Benchmark Requirement A.6: Authentication of 

Records). 

<base directory>/ 

 bagit.txt 

 manifest-<algorithm>.txt 

 [optional additional tag files] 

\--- data/ 

 [payload files] 

\--- [optional tag directories]/ 

 [optional tag files] 

 

Figure 7: BagIt Directory Structure 
((Kunze, J., Littman, Madden, Scancella, & Adams, 2018) 

 

The bagit.txt files contain the version of the BagIt specification that was used to 

create the package and a description of the character encoding method used -- 

currently required to be UTF-8.49  The manifest-<algorithm>.txt lists the contents of 

the package and the specific algorithm used to generate the particular cryptographic 

hash for each individual file contained in the package -- BagIt tags as well as the 

                                                 
49 UTF-8 is variable width encoding of Unicode that uses one to four 8-bit bytes. 
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digital objects in the payload. By providing a baseline to assess any changes in the 

record during or after a transfer, support for Benchmark Requirement A.3: Protective 

Procedure: Loss and Corruption of Records is afforded, while the capability to 

assess whether any changes have occurred in documentation form provides support 

for Baseline Requirement B.1.c: Contents of Record.    

  A cryptographic hash takes a variable-length input file and employs a highly 

sophisticated mathematical operation that generates a fixed-length string of 0s and 

1s that uniquely represents that file (Biever, 2004). Hashes are used for four primary 

reasons: they are easy to compute for any given input data; it is impossible to 

generate the input data from any given hash value; it is infeasible to modify the input 

file without a noticeable change in the hash value; and there is an infinitesimally 

small chance that two different inputs will generate the same hash value (Zhang et 

al., 2015). In this way, hashing a digital record can play an essential role in 

establishing its integrity as it demonstrates that the record in question has not 

changed one bit (both in the literal and figurative sense) since the time that the hash 

value for that digital object was calculated.  To be effective, the hash value and the 

particulars about which hash algorithm was used must be among the elements that 

are permanently linked to the record; in this case, they are documented through 

metadata recording of the hash algorithm used. By providing a means to assess 

whether any changes have occurred in the bits comprising the records, support is 

offered for Benchmark Requirement A.3: Protective Procedures: Loss and 

Corruption, and by providing a means of authentication of the records post-transfer 

Benchmark Requirement A.6: Authentication Record is supported.  Still, our 
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confidence in the records protected by utilizing these technologies is only as strong 

as our confidence in the hash technologies themselves and the way in which they 

have been implemented.  Such technologies also do not account for the inevitable 

change that migration, conversion, or technology refreshing entail and may be of 

little use beyond the immediate instantiation of the record at one point in time, 

thereby requiring not only a single-instance-in-time hash, but also a continuously 

verified and updated chain of hash values as the inevitable technological upgrades -- 

both hardware (e.g., storage) and software (e.g., file format) – are implemented.50 

In this case implementation, the cryptographic hashes are generated using 

SHA-512, one of the six digest options in the SHA-2 family (Dang, 2012; Lilly, 2002; 

Radack, 2012), with hash values computed using 64-bit words and producing a 

digest size of 512 bits.   SHA-2 was developed by the National Security Agency of 

the US government to address concerns with SHA-1’s resistance to length extension 

attacks used to reverse compute the original file based on SHA-1 hash values 

(Meyer, 2012). The BagIt data folder contains all the original digital objects that were 

selected by the transferor for packaging and is capable of maintaining the original 

folder directory structure found on the source computer. By maintaining the original 

                                                 
50 As technology continues to provide faster processors -- Moore’s Law (G. E. Moore, 1965) states processing 
power doubles every two year -- the capability to reverse engineer less complex hash algorithms has created a 
continual ‘cat and mouse’ race with the mathematicians endeavoring to develop increasingly more complex 
hash algorithms in an attempt to stay ahead of the hacker’s cracking of the algorithms.  MD5, for instance, was 
introduced in 1992 and became a widely used hash algorithm; yet by 2004, a number of weaknesses in the 
algorithm had been found necessitating the migration to more secure algorithms (Mao, Qin, & Chen, 2010; 
Schneier, 2004; Wang, Feng, Lai, & Yu, 2004). While insufficient for security use, it is still widely used as a 
quick and efficient method of detecting bit integrity during transfer and storage. 
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order and the interrelationship of the records transferred Benchmark Requirement 

A.1.a.iv: Archival Bond is supported.  

Lastly, the BagIt specification allows for the creation of optional and 

implementation-specific tags.  For this case study, the institution includes two 

specification-optional tags: bag-info.txt and tagmanifest-<algorithm>.txt .  The bag-

info.txt file includes the creation date and total file size of the bag. Establishing a 

register of the records at the initiation of the transfer supports Baseline Requirement 

B.1.a: Unbroken custody of the records.  The tagmanifest-md5.txt file reports the 

cryptographic hash value (using the MD5 algorithm) of each of the tag files in the 

bag.  By providing these additional controls, support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b 

Security and control procedures is offered, as well as ensuring encapsulation of all 

record materials.   

4.4.2 Unique Identification 

The assignment of a unique identifier to objects is a critical component of 

supporting authenticity within a preservation system.  As often a file name is 

intended to convey some meaning to the viewer (e.g., the file name "annual report 

2017_final.doc" may be used to identify the final annual report for 2017 from any 

drafts or reports for other years), it is necessary to maintain this information; but it is 

also insufficient in and of itself to rely upon a digital object’s file name to establish a 

unique identity for that digital object when placed into a larger preservation system.  

Two different creators may both submit different records with digital objects named 

the same, or the same creator may submit two different records with two different 

digital objects bearing the same file name. As these identically named files can 
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come from separate institutions, or even from the same department, name, origin, 

and date alone cannot be relied upon to distinguish one digital object from another. 

Likewise, as the same digital object can be associated with two separate records, 

the hash value alone cannot be used for this purpose. In order to differentiate 

between these files, the preservation system assigns each discretely identifiable 

‘thing’ within the system a Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) -- an identifier that is 

meaningful system-wide and commonly used as a primary key in large relational 

database systems (Chase, Bolyen, Rideout, & Caporaso, 2016). This providing of a 

unique identity to the record supports Benchmark Requirement A.1.a: Identity of the 

Record.  Submission Information Packages, records, and digital object files are all 

assigned UUIDs, as are events occurring within the system, and actors initiating 

activities within the preservation system (both physical people and virtual entities).  

UUIDs are randomly assigned identifiers that are 128-bit values, canonically 

represented as 32 hexadecimal digits (i.e., 0123456789abcdef), providing 1036 

different values. Through using system-generated unique identifiers, regardless of 

where the file may reside within the global system at any given moment, there is a 

reasonable certainty that no other object carries the same identifier and therefore the 

UUID can be used to link other identifying information to that object -- e.g. Record to 

CheckSum, Date of Transfer, and records to accession) (Dokulil & Benkner, 2015). 

This referencing of a unique identifier in all preservation system activities, logging, 

and reporting provides support for Baseline Requirement B.2: Documentation of 

Reproduction Process.   The preservation system generates the records’ and digital 

objects’ UUIDs and hashes during transfer. The creation of these UUIDs and hashes 
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can be used in support of Benchmark Requirements A.1.a: Identity and A.6: 

Authentication. The workflow server assigns the necessary UUIDs using the task 

assignFileUUIDs which is implemented by archivematicaAssignFileUUID.py (see 

Figure 8: UUID assignment by archivematicaAssignFileUUID.py) 

# Ingest 

    if sip_uuid: 

        file_uuid = str(uuid.uuid4()) 

        file_path_relative_to_sip = 
file_path.replace(sip_directory, "%SIPDirectory%", 1) 

        addFileToSIP(file_path_relative_to_sip, file_uuid, 
sip_uuid, event_uuid, date, use=use) 

        return 0 

 

Figure 8: UUID assignment by archivematicaAssignFileUUID.py 
(Artefactual Systems, 2017a) 
 

The method starts by creating a new UUID and then moves on to determine if that 

UUID is needed for transfer or for the Submission Information Package. Then, based 

on the need, either addFileToTransfer or addFileToSIP is invoked to associate the 

newly minted UUID with the appropriate file (in the code sample above, it is added to 

an existing SIP). Both methods are effectively identical in operation in that they 

assign the UUID and then insert the following into the preservation system’s 

database: the digital object’s UUID, the path to that digital object, the date, and the 

transfer/SIP’s UUID to which the digital object is associated.  An event is also 

created to document the assignment of the UUID, including the date the task ran 

and the UUID of the task assigning the UUID to the file(s).  The monitoring and 

reporting workflow procedures provide support of Baseline Requirement B.1: 
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Controls over Transfer, and recording the reproduction process and its outcome 

supports Baseline Requirement B.2: Documentation of Reproduction.   

4.4.3 Micro-services Approach 

One of the strengths of the preservation system is its architectural 

construction that uses small, well-defined procedures to perform micro-level tasks 

that can be chained together to form macro-level actions.  As discussed in the 

previous chapters, the process of custody is an essential factor that can affect the 

presumption of authenticity afforded to a record.  By approaching each task within 

the OAIS model as a separate service, disparate third-party tools that were not 

intended to work in concert with each other can be strung seamlessly together into a 

coherent, defined, documented and repeatable process.  This approach allowed the 

developers to analyze existing open source tools for appropriate ‘fit’ into a micro-

services based workflow and select the best fit from the available tools (Artefactual 

Systems, 2015a). While the overall system itself is coded using the Python 

programming language, individual tools can be written in Java, C++, PERL, etc. by 

placing third-party tools within a ‘wrapper’ software to execute their function as part 

of a greater whole. As new functionality is needed or a better tool is discovered, the 

workflow can be modified, or tools can be replaced without having to rewrite other 

portions of the code.  This process mimics evolutionary system development to 

“undergo continual adaptation to the environment” and to “expose emerging systems 

to risks to see how they fail, and then they build better system variants” (Denning, 

Gunderson, & Hayes-Roth, 2008). In this way, the process of custody is highly 

modifiable, clearly documented, and provides support for Baseline Requirements 
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B.1 Controls over Records and B.2 Documentation of Reproduction Process.   It also 

provides the case-study institution with 

…a suite of many open tools knit together and combined with other 
functionality via micro-services to achieve OAIS-compliant preservation 
actions on [their] digital content.  Users have many configuration 
options and opportunities to make decisions about their content as it 
goes through Ingest (Courtney Mumma, Dec 6, 2013 comment on 
Owen, 2012). 

In the event that an error in processing workflow occurs in any of the micro-services, 

the SIP fails and is moved into a separate queue, and a failure log is generated on 

the storage server.  Given the unknown interrelationship between digital objects and 

the n-number of records contained in the SIP, the preservation system errors on the 

side of caution and fails the entire accession even when the fault may lie in a single 

object. These error handling procedures for non-successful operations offer support 

for Baseline Requirement B.1.b:  Control Procedures.  Until that error is manually 

corrected, that SIP cannot be brought back into the processing workflow (Jordan, 

2011). 

4.4.4 Approval 

The first step in the Archivematica transfer workflow is to approve the 

incoming transfer for processing, at which point the SIP is validated as conforming to 

the expected folder structure and content, based on the transfer type. By providing 

this validation check for conformance, support for Baseline Requirement B.1: 

Controls over Records Transfer is presented. Transfers that fail conformance are 

moved into a failed folder and notifications are sent out based on a pre-arranged 

authorization list.  Those transfers that are determined to have conformed to the 
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expected packing format with regards to content, structure, and file formats are 

moved into a processing directory based on the originating packing type (e.g., 

zipped package, unzipped package, DSpace export, etc.).  This newly created folder 

in the processing directory is renamed from the original folder name by appending 

the transfer’s uniquely assigned identification to the original transfer directory name, 

and a processingMCP.xml file containing the preservation workflow operation 

instructions is added into the root. 

The Master Control Program (MCP) is the primary engine the drives the 

preservation workflow within the Archivematica system.  Its primary function is to 

watch the state of various directories under its control and make Remote Procedure 

Calls (RPCs) to invoke the next series of activities.  The MCP does not manage the 

processing of the SIPs directly. Instead, it initiates the transfer and ingestion of the 

packages into the system.  The preservation processes themselves are carried out 

by micro-services through the use of relatively short Python scripts.  As a result, 

transfer and ingestion are a somewhat linear process comprised of a predefined 

chain of third-party applications but have a few points at which a “job chain” can 

branch out based on user input.   

After the SIP has been validated and moved into the processing directory, the 

hash values of the transferred digital objects are verified against the hash values 

stored in the manifest prior to transmission thereby ensuring that every bit the 

sender intended to transmit was received entirely and in order. By ensuring that no 

loss or corruption has occurred in transfer, support for Benchmark Requirement A.3: 

Protective Procedures: Loss and Corruption is provided, and similarly by ensuring 
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that every bit that the Records Producer intended to send was received in order by 

the Archives Baseline Requirement B.1: Controls of Records Transfer is supported. 

Once the completeness of the transfer process is confirmed, a Metadata Encoding 

Transmission Standard XML file is created for the transfer to include the metadata 

about the transfer, as well as populating the fileSec and structMap sections of the 

METS schema. This process of capturing the relationship between records within 

the SIP as well as the relationship to other accessions that came before provides 

support documentation for Benchmark Requirement A.1.a.iv: Archival Bond.  The 

Metadata Encoding Transmission Standard, or METS, was created by the Library of 

Congress as a “data encoding and transmission specification, expressed in XML, 

that provides the means to convey the metadata necessary for both the 

management of digital objects within a preservation system and the exchange of 

such objects between repositories” (Digital Library Federation, 2010, p. 15).  The 

fileSec and structMap sections capture a listing of all the digital objects transferred 

along with their original order through defining the folder structure in which the digital 

objects resided prior to transfer and allows for articulation of the interrelationship 

between the files, or different versions/migrations of the same file (Smiraglia, 2012).  

Capturing this folder structure maintains the structural relationship of the digital 

objects in the event that “the user chooses subsequently to delete, rename or move 

files or break the transfer into multiple SIPs” (Artefactual Systems, 2018c). 

Preserving the original file name, filing location, and file identifier supports 

Benchmark Requirement A.1: Expression of Record Attributes, and documenting for 

future researchers the necessary information to understand any inter-relationships 
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that may have been disrupted in the ingestion process provides support for Baseline 

Requirement B.2: Documentation of Reproduction. 

 The transfer then waits ‘quarantined’ for a predetermined amount of time 

(temporarily, not physically) before it is scanned for viruses and other malware to 

ensure that there is no malicious software residing in the bitstream. This check for 

malware provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.3: Protection against 

Corruption of Record by ensuring that no unintended software is hiding within the 

records.  The intent behind the quarantine51 is to allow the vendor providing the virus 

scanning software used by the system sufficient time to become aware of current 

threats ‘in the wild’ and to develop inoculations against the malware (and, one would 

presume, test the fix)52.  The current time period that records are in quarantine is 28-

days; a period that has thus far proven effective, as retrospective scans have not 

discovered any viruses missed in the first sweep.  Should any suspicious malware 

be detected, the entire transfer is moved into the failed directory, and further 

processing ends until the error is manually addressed. 

The access permissions on these files are temporarily set to allow only the 

preservation system the necessary rights of read/write as needed to perform the 

preservation functions.  In order to ensure that the digital objects associated with the 

records can be viewed in all current (and one would, therefore, presume future) 

                                                 
51 The National Archives Australia was among the first to develop this strategy, going so far as to only permit 
transfers of digital records via hard drives which then sit for 28-day completely isolated from their network to 
protect against any potential risk exposure (Carden, 2012).  

52 This is not always the case. The more severe the malware, the hastier the rollout of the fix and the less likely 
the fix was extensively tested. See the results of the rapid deployment of the fix to the Spectre and Meltdown 
bugs (Bright, 2018). 
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operating systems, any file names that use special characters or non-standard 

Unicode are renamed using a micro-service that replaces these characters with 

dashes; with an event generated for this renaming that includes the original 

filename. Documenting the renaming process, date of occurrence, and the entity 

performing operation provides support for Baseline Requirement B.2.c: Impact of 

Reproduction Process.   

A micro-service then calls an application to perform file format identification to 

determine the exact file format, MIME type53 , and version of the file format of the 

digital objects.  This information is needed to differentiate one version from another 

for, as McGath (2013) states, just knowing a digital object is a Microsoft Word file 

“doesn't tell you whether it's a version from the early eighties, a recent document in 

Microsoft's proprietary format, or an Office Open XML document. The three have 

practically nothing in common but the name.” The version is an essential 

differentiator in knowing which tool is most appropriate to validate the digital object 

or to transform the object to a newer version or file format at a future date.  The 

identification of file format is sensitive enough to differentiate between not only 

various versions of a file format, but also various iterations within a given software 

version (e.g., PDF/A-3A vs. PDF/A-3B – see Figure 9: PRONOM Format 

Identification of PDF/A-3A and PDF/A-3B for an example of output). This version 

                                                 
53 MIME (or Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension) type is internet standard developed to support non-ASCII 
character sets in email as well as non-text attachments (e.g. picture, video and audio files). The MIME standard 
is found in six linked Internet Engineering Task Force Request for Comment Memoranda: RFC2045 (Freed & 
Borenstein, 1996b), RFC2046 (Freed & Borenstein, 1996c), RFC2047 (K. Moore, 1996), RFC 4289 (Freed & 
Klensin, 2005b), RFC2049 (Freed & Borenstein, 1996a), RFC4288 (Freed & Klensin, 2005a); with integration 
in SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) email detailed in RFC1521 (Borenstein & Freed, 1993) and RFC1522 
(K. Moore, 1993).  
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information is later transmuted into metadata to be stored in the records METS file. 

Providing sufficient technical metadata to describe file format and version necessary 

for long-term preservation of the file format supports Benchmark Requirements A.5: 

Documentary Form and A.6: Authentication (with regards to what degree the record 

is free from corruption in the file format used).  

 
Figure 9: PRONOM Format Identification of PDF/A-3A and PDF/A-3B 

(The National Archives, 2018) 

4.4.5 File Format Validation 

When instructed by the workflow commands, file format validation is 

performed to confirm that the digital object conforms with the file format specification 

that corresponds to the file format version identified. This validation of the file 

formats provides support for Benchmark Requirements A.3: Protective Procedures: 
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Loss and Corruption of Records and A.4: Protective Procedures: Technology54.  The 

preservation system has a variety of tools at its disposal to use, and notates whether 

the digital object did or did not conform to the file format specification (i.e., Well-

Formed is ‘True’ or ‘False’), which tool and version of that tool was used to perform 

the validation, and any notes or anomalies that were noted during the analysis (see 

Figure 10: Sample of File Validation of .jpg File Using JHOVE).  To make data-

based preservation decisions, it is essential that 

memory institutions have to make conformance tests before accepting 
transfers of electronic collections, to verify that they have been 
produced according to the specifications of a standard file format, and 
hence, that they match the acceptance criteria for long-term 
preservation accepted by the memory institution. However, the 
software used to perform these tests is, in turn, not controlled by the 
institution.  (Fresa & Justrell, 2004, p. 194). 

With the wide variety of file formats, from open-source to shared source to 

proprietary, well-documented format specifications are not available for all possible 

formats.  Even given canonical, meticulously documented file formats, 

interoperability is not guaranteed given that the length and complexity of the 

standards -- making consistent interpretation a problem (Wilson, McGuinness, & 

Jung, 2017).  Validation of file format is dependent upon the quality of file format 

validation tools available to the preservation system and as well as how closely the 

software that created the record followed the file format specification.  A record that 

fails file format validation does not mean that it is not an authentic record; rather, it 

connotes that software used to create the digital object may have introduced 

                                                 
54 Understanding the degree to which a file format conforms to the published standard assists the Archives’ 
preservation planning in determining when and through what software migration will occur, and selecting a 
newer version and/or file format to ensure long term access to the record. 
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unintended anomalies due to non-conformance of the creating software to the file 

format specification.  Within the preservation system, the format validation process 

generates an event, and the output of the validation is recorded for inclusion into the 

METS metadata file. 

<filestatus> 
<well-formed toolname="Jhove" toolversion="1.5" 

status="SINGLE_RESULT">true</well-formed> 
<valid toolname="Jhove" toolversion="1.5 

status="SINGLE_RESULT">true</valid> 
<message toolname="Jhove" toolversion="1.5" 

status="SINGLE_RESULT">Unknown TIFF IFD tag: 18246 
offset=42</message> 

<message toolname="Jhove" toolversion="1.5" 
status="SINGLE_RESULT">Unknown TIFF IFD tag: 18249 
offset=54</message> 

<message toolname="Jhove" toolversion="1.5" 
status="SINGLE_RESULT">Unknown TIFF IFD tag: 40093 
offset=0</message> 

      <message toolname="Jhove" toolversion="1.5" 
status="SINGLE_RESULT">Unknown TIFF IFD tag: 59932 
offset=0</message> 

      <message toolname="Jhove" toolversion="1.5" 
status="SINGLE_RESULT">Tag 34665 out of sequence 
offset=82</message> 

      <message toolname="Jhove" toolversion="1.5" 
status="SINGLE_RESULT">Value offset not word-aligned: 191 
offset=135</message> 

      <message toolname="Jhove" toolversion="1.5" 
status="SINGLE_RESULT">IFD offset not word-aligned: 
231</message> 

  </filestatus> 

 
Figure 10: Sample of File Validation of a .jpg File Using JHOVE 

(Created from a sample transfer created by the author) 
 

 

4.4.6 Technical Metadata Extraction 

 Running concurrently with the file format validation process is technical 

metadata extraction.  This process extracts metadata information about the profile of 

the digital object at the bit level -- see Figure 8: Sample Technical Metadata 

Extraction for .jpg File using JHOVE.  Technical metadata extracted by this micro-
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service describes the “attributes of digital objects during digital capture and other 

processes. It typically comes from digitization equipment such as scanners and 

digital cameras. Examples are hardware, software to produce the digital object, 

resolutions, file formats and color profiles” (Han, 2015, p. 415).  While this 

information on its own is insufficient to ensure that the significant properties of a 

digital object can be preserved (Carta, 2017), it does provide important bit-level 

technical descriptions about the digital object(s) comprising the record(s). Providing 

this understanding of specific elements that need to be preserved supports 

Benchmark Requirement A.5: Documentary Form, and supports Baseline 

Requirement B.3: Archival Description through contributing the history of the 

reproductions and the forms they assumed.  This information is also stored for later 

inclusion in the METS metadata file.  
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     <metadata> 

 <image> 
      <byteOrder toolname="Jhove" toolversion="1.5" 

status="SINGLE_RESULT">big endian</byteOrder> 
      <compressionScheme toolname="Jhove" toolversion="1.5">JPEG 

(old-style)</compressionScheme> 
      <imageWidth toolname="Jhove" 

toolversion="1.5">1024</imageWidth> 
      <imageHeight toolname="Jhove" 

toolversion="1.5">768</imageHeight> 
      <colorSpace toolname="Jhove" toolversion="1.5" 

status="SINGLE_RESULT">YCbCr</colorSpace> 
      <YCbCrSubSampling toolname="Exiftool" toolversion="7.74" 

status="SINGLE_RESULT">1 1</YCbCrSubSampling> 
      <samplingFrequencyUnit toolname="Jhove" 

toolversion="1.5">in.</samplingFrequencyUnit> 
      <xSamplingFrequency toolname="Jhove" toolversion="1.5" 

status="CONFLICT">96</xSamplingFrequency> 
      <xSamplingFrequency toolname="Exiftool" toolversion="7.74" 

status="CONFLICT">72</xSamplingFrequency> 
      <ySamplingFrequency toolname="Jhove" toolversion="1.5" 

status="CONFLICT">96</ySamplingFrequency> 
      <ySamplingFrequency toolname="Exiftool" toolversion="7.74" 

status="CONFLICT">72</ySamplingFrequency> 
      <bitsPerSample toolname="Jhove" toolversion="1.5">8 8 

8</bitsPerSample> 
      <samplesPerPixel toolname="Jhove" toolversion="1.5" 

status="SINGLE_RESULT">3</samplesPerPixel> 
      <lightSource toolname="NLNZ Metadata Extractor" 

toolversion="3.4GA" 
status="SINGLE_RESULT">unknown</lightSource> 

    </image> 
  </metadata> 

 
Figure 11: Sample Technical Metadata for .jpg File Using JHOVE 

(Created from a sample transfer created by the author) 

 

This completes the transfer process into the preservation system.   

4.5 Ingest Workflow 

The preservation system maintains the native digital objects as they were 

transmitted by the producer with the ‘original’ supporting Benchmark Requirement 

A.7: Identification of Authoritative Record. “We always keep the original,” the 

Metropolitan Archivist stated, “If it’s not in the preferred preservation format we’ll 
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create a normalized copy in that preservation format as well. And the DIP 

(Dissemination Information Package) will have a derivative in whatever the access 

version is” (Case Study C Interview_2013 July 24). The original files are assigned 

UUIDs (to eliminate collision between identical files being transferred twice as 

different records), and SHA-256 hash values are generated. Ensuring no bits were 

lost in transfer provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.3: Protective 

Procedures: Loss and Corruption of Records.  These hash digests are computed, 

inserted into the database (see Figure 12: Hash Digest generation within 

updateSizeandChecksum.py) and associated with their package based on their 

UUIDs; ensuring that the file size, file path, and hash value are recorded for the 

digital object with a unique identifier under a unique event ID.  Establishing a 

baseline of when and where the records were received supports Baseline 

Requirement B.2.a: Documentation of Reproduction Process with the information 

additionally added to the METS file. 
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 if file_.transfer and not file_.sip: 

        if file_.transfer.type == 'Archivematica AIP': 
            info = get_file_info_from_mets(shared_path, file_) 
            kw.update(fileSize=info['file_size'], 
checksum=info['checksum'], checksumType=info['checksum_type'], 
add_event=False) 
            if info.get('derivation'): 
                insertIntoDerivations( 
                    sourceFileUUID=file_uuid, 
                    derivedFileUUID=info['derivation'], 
                ) 
            if info.get('format_version'): 
                FileFormatVersion.objects.create( 
                    file_uuid_id=file_uuid, 

                    
format_version=info['format_version'] 
                ) 
    updateSizeAndChecksum(file_uuid, file_path, date, 
event_uuid, **kw) 
return 0 

 
Figure 12: Hash Digest generation within updateSizeandChecksum.py 

(Artefactual Systems, 2017a) 
 

As stated earlier, the native file is preserved and, if instructed by the 

processingMCP.xml workflow, the ingestion process can employ one of several tools 

within the normalization micro-service to migrate these native file formats into a long-

term preservation file format.  Normalizing obsolete/proprietary file formats into 

open/preservation/long-term file formats provides support for Benchmark 

Requirement A.4: Protective Procedure: Technology, and documenting the 

relationship between this derivative and the original transferred by the Records 

Producer provides support for Baseline Requirement B.2.b: Relationship between 

records.  This migration is based on a preservation strategy utilizing a format policy 

registry (see Table 2: Example of Format Policy Registry). This documenting of the 

incoming and migrated file formats from the workflow processes provides support for 

Baseline Requirement B.2.c: Impact of Reproduction Process.  The file format ‘type’ 
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(i.e. textual, audio, video, raster-based images, vector images, etc.) – and, 

potentially, version – of the file to be migrated as determined by the file identification 

tool determines which migration tool is used by the micro-service to normalize the 

target file format into a preservation file format following the Format Registry Policy 

with the normalization process documented into an event. Use of Format Registry to 

normalize a file format and then document the result in an Event provides support for 

Baseline Requirement B.2.b: Relationship between record acquired and copies 

produced. 
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Media type  File formats  
Preservation 

format(s)  
Access 

format(s)  
Normalization 

tool  

Audio 
AC3, AIFF, 
MP3, WAV, 
WMA 

WAVE 
(LPCM) 

MP3 FFmpeg 

Email PST MBOX MBOX readpst 

Office Open 
XML 

DOCX, PPTX, 
XLSX 

Original format 
Original 
format 

Tool search in 
progress 

Portable 
Document 
Format 

PDF PDF/A 
Original 
format 

Ghostscript 

Vector 
images 

AI, EPS, SVG SVG PDF Inkscape 

Video 

AVI, FLV, 
MOV, MPEG-1, 
MPEG-2, 
MPEG-4, SWF, 
WMV 

FFV1/LPCM in 
MKV 

MP4 FFmpeg 

Word 
processing 
files 

DOC, WPD, 
RTF 

Original format 
Original 
format 

Tool search in 
progress*** 

Table 2: Example of Format Policy Registry 
(Artefactual Systems, 2015b) 

 

4.5.1 PREMIS Events logging 

Also, as noted earlier, the preservation system makes an extensive notation of the 

preservation actions that are performed on the record (and the digital objects that 
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comprise it) in the form of events.  These events are recorded in a standardized 

format using the Preservation Metadata: Implementation Strategies (PREMIS) 

metadata schema developed by the Library of Congress (Denenberg, 2016).  The 

event entity was developed in order to track the myriad of preservation activities that 

interact with records throughout their lifecycle. Recording enforcement of procedures 

provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security and Control Procedures 

by, and documenting the changes that occur to the derivative copies and metadata 

generated within the system provides support for Baseline Requirement B.2: 

Documentation of Reproduction Process:  

The Event entity aggregates metadata about actions. A preservation 
repository will record events for many reasons. Documentation of 
actions that modify an Object is critical to maintaining digital 
provenance, a key element of authenticity. Actions that create new 
relationships or alter existing relationships are important in explaining 
those relationships. Even actions that alter nothing, such as validity 
and integrity checks on objects, can be important to record for 
management purposes (PREMIS Editorial Committee, 2015, p. 15). 

Individual events within the preservation system are grouped into event types as 

recommended by the PREMIS data dictionary.  The fourteen event type groupings 

for the preservation system are: 

 Ingestion 

 Identifier assignment 

 Fixity check 

 Message digest calculation 

 Quarantine 

 Unquarantine 

 Unpacking 

 Name cleanup 

 Virus check 
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 Format identification 

 Validation 

 Normalization 

 Transcription 

 Creation 

(Artefactual Systems, 2014) 

 

For each event that is documented, the micro-service records a similar set of 

metadata for insertion into the METS file that corresponds to the record, as well as 

for insertion into the database (see Figure 13: createEvent.py for PREMIS Format 

Identification).  In practice, all events are directly associated with the file (digital 

object) UUID (fileUUID)  -- although the database schema does allow the column to 

be NULL (see Table 3: Events Table from Database), as well as the Agent that 

instantiated the micro-service. 

          
if opts.fileUUID and opts.fileUUID != 'None': 

        insertIntoEvents(fileUUID=opts.fileUUID, 
                         eventIdentifierUUID=str(uuid.uuid4()), 
                         eventType=opts.eventType, 
                         eventDateTime=opts.eventDateTime, 
                         eventDetail=opts.eventDetail, 

                         eventOutcome=opts.eventOutcome,                   
eventOutcomeDetailNote=opts.eventOutcomeDetailNote) 

 

Figure 13: createEvent.py for PREMIS Format Identification 
(Artefactual Systems, 2017a) 
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mysql> show columns from Events; 

 

Table 3: Events Table from Database 
(Artefactual Systems, 2017a) 

 

4.5.2 PREMIS Rights 

Access rights to the records are captured to allow for a standardized method 

of articulating access restrictions that pertain to the transferred records, providing 

support for Benchmark Requirement A.2: Access Privileges.  This is implemented 

using the PREMIS Rights entity metadata schema.  The basis for the restriction is 

captured (e.g., statute, administrative rule, donor condition, etc.), along with the 

jurisdiction, start date, and, if known, end date.  In addition to being written into the 

METS files, specific rights elements are also written into the preservation system 

database within the RightsStatement table; with many other database tables 

possessing foreign key relationships back to the RightsStatement table thereby 

controlling access permissions.  Within the RightsStatement table are two foreign 

key references of metadataAppliesToType and metadataAppliesToidentifier that 

allow for association of a specific right at a granular level (e.g., an entire submission, 

a specific record, or a specific type of record).  In this implementation, 
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rightsStatementIdentiferType refers to whether the rights being claimed are derived 

from copyright, statute, license, donor, policy, or other (see Table 4: 

RightsStatement Table Fields.  From the applicable type, values that pertain to the 

selected type are listed and selectable.  As laws and policy often change, the citation 

of the applicable right is captured to add the ability to perform ex post facto 

searching and updating as the basis for the access restriction changes. 

Mysql> show columns from RightsStatement; 

Table 4: RightsStatement Table Fields 
(Artefactual Systems, 2017a) 

 

4.5.3 Use of Object Models 

One of the advantages of using modern programming languages (such as 

Python or Java in open source applications, or C#.Net in a Microsoft eco-sphere) is 

the Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) paradigm that represents, in this case, 

records within the system as informational constructs called objects, possessing 

attributes and associated procedures of behavior modeled on the idealized version 

of some real-world phenomenon (Xinogalos, 2015). Within the preservation system, 

these record objects are designed as abstracts, and then those attributes that are 

pre-defined and necessary are populated with values as they are brought into 
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custody.  Before any digital record can be brought into the preservation system, it 

has its genesis as the idealized object that has been predefined. 

This concept of using an idealized form possessing necessary elements of 

the record parallels the InterPARES research using diplomatics to develop the 

Benchmark Requirements (2002).  Where diplomatics decomposes existing similar 

records to identify one typical, ideal documentary form ((Duranti, 1991) OOP uses 

an ideal form to create the records by assigning values (metadata) to pre-defined 

attributes (such as those found in the Benchmark Requirements).  Additionally, 

derivatives of the idealized object can be created that inherit the attributes of the 

parent (record) and extend additional attributes or behavior through the OOP 

process of inheritance (AbdelGawad, 2018).   The concept of utilizing Archival 

Diplomatics-derived ideal record model within an Object-Oriented paradigm 

containing essential authenticity metadata is an emerging field of research this 

author refers to as Object-Oriented Diplomatics (Jansen, 2015).   

Within the preservation system, these object models are most prevalent in the 

creation of the SIPs used to transfer records, and the Dissemination Information 

Packages (DIP) used to provide researchers access to allowed records.  At the base 

of the structure is the unit model (see Figure 14: Construction of the Unit Object 

Model in unit.py) that is comprised of three primary attributes: current location 

(currentPath) of the package, the unique identifier (UUID) of the package, and the 

workflow (defaultMicroServiceChainLink) that the package is to participate in.  
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class unit: 
"""A class to inherit from, to over-ride methods, defining a 
processing object at the Job level""" 

 
     def __init__(self, currentPath, UUID): 
          self.currentPath = currentPath.__str__() 
          self.UUID = UUID 
 

def getmicroServiceChainLink(self, variable, variableValue,    
defaultMicroServiceChainLink): 

          LOGGER.debug('Fetching MicroServiceChainLink for 
%s (default %s)', variable, defaultMicroServiceChainLink) 

  try: 
            var = UnitVariable.objects.get(unittype=self.unitType, 

unituuid=self.UUID, variable=variable) 

return var.microservicechainlink 

Figure 14: Construction of the Unit Object Model in unit.py 
(Artefactual Systems, 2017a) 

 

Extending this model is the unitSIP  (see Figure 15: Extending the Unit Object Model 

for SIPs with unitSIP.py) which appends to the unit attributes those of a list of files 

belong to the SIP (fileList), the SIP directory in which it resides (pathString), 

indication of whether this package is part of a larger parent SIP (owningUnit), the 

type of object it is (unitType) and the ‘name’ of the AIP package to which it belongs 

(aipFilename).  
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from unit import unit 

class unitSIP(unit): 
    def __init__(self, currentPath, UUID): 
        self.currentPath = currentPath.__str__() 
        self.UUID = UUID 
        self.fileList = {} 
        self.pathString = "%SIPDirectory%" 
        self.owningUnit = None 
        self.unitType = "SIP" 
        self.aipFilename = "" 

 
Figure 15: Extending the unit object model for SIPs with unitSIP.py 

Artefactual Systems, 2017a) 
 

Likewise, the same unit object model is extended for each individual file that is 

brought into the system. In addition to the metadata information captured by unit, the 

unitFile object also captures additional identity information about the file that 

supports its authenticity (i.e. Benchmark Requirement A.1: Expression of Record 

Attributes), such as: the unique ID of the unit (transfer or submission package) the 

file belongs to, the name (if any) of the group that this file belongs to (establishing 

archival bond), the list of files that are part of this grouping (such as any 

attachments), and its current location in the directory (see Figure 16: Extending the 

unit Object Model for Files from unitFile.py).    

   class unitFile(object): 
"""For objects representing a File""" 

def __init__(self, currentPath, UUID="None",               
owningUnit=None): 

        self.currentPath = currentPath 
        self.UUID = UUID 
        self.owningUnit = owningUnit 
        self.fileGrpUse = 'None' 
        self.fileList = {currentPath: self} 
        self.pathString = "" 
        if owningUnit: 

  self.pathString = owningUnit.pathString 

 
Figure 16: Extending the unit Object Model for files from unitFile.py 

(Artefactual Systems, 2017a) 
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Any metadata extracted from the files or created during the ingestion process is 

loaded first into database tables that retain information that is specific for each type 

of object within the system (SIPs, files, actors, etc.) before it is written into the METS 

files.  This loading of the metadata into the database serves three purposes: 

leveraging transactional integrity found in database management systems (i.e., 

ACID principles55), holding the information for later inclusion in standardized 

metadata files (for AIPs and DIPs), and reducing query time to locate related 

information about records and related digital objects.  For example, format 

information (such as that needed to support Benchmark Requirements A.4: 

Protective Procedures: Technology, and A.5: Documentary Form) is loaded into the 

FilesIDs table, then queried at the end of the ingest stage when it comes time to 

generate the metadata file(s) – see Table 5: Table Structure for Transfers. 

mysql> show columns from Transfers; 

 
Table 5: Table Structure for Transfers 

(Artefactual Systems, 2017a) 
                                                 
55 ACID stands for Atomicity (all parts of the transaction occur or none of them do), Consistent (database 
transacts from one valid state to another at all times), Isolation (concurrent transactions do not affect each other 
and occur similarly as if running in serial) and Durability (once a transaction is committed, that database 
maintains its state even in the event of a power loss) (Ganesh Chandra, 2015). 
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The table SIPS, for instance, is populated (see Table 6: Table Structure for SIPs) 

with a unique identifier for the SIP (sipUUID), the time the SIP was created 

(createdTime), and the location of the SIP package in the storage system 

(currentPath). This capturing of authenticity metadata regarding the transfer provides 

support for Baseline Requirement B.1: Controls over Maintenance and 

Reproduction. 

mysql> show columns from SIPs;                 

 
 

Table 6: Table Structure for SIPs 
(Artefactual Systems, 2017a) 

 

For files (digital objects) instead the table contains information about where 

the file originated (originalLocation), where the file is currently in the storage system 

(currentLocation), the SIP that the file belongs to (sipUUID), the transfer package in 

which it was submitted (transferUUID), notation on whether the file was removed 

from the system (removedTime, as described in Baseline Requirement B.1: Controls 

over Maintenance), the date and time the file was first notated in the database 

(enteredSystem), the aforementioned file size and checksum(hash value), any file 

group that the file may belong to (fileGrpUse and fileGrpUUID), and any descriptor 

corresponding to the file (label) – see Table 7: Table Structure for Files. 
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mysql> show columns from Files; 

 

Table 7: Table Structure for Files 
(Artefactual Systems, 2017a) 

 

4.6 Preservation Over the Long Term 

Once the ingest workflow is complete, Archival Information Packages (AIPs) 

are created using the same BagIt package specification used to create the SIPs 

during transfer.  Within these AIP packages is the same directory structure per the 

BagIt specification, with the addition of the METS file containing all of the information 

that was acquired from the transmitter (e.g., LDAP account information, record 

classification, create date), generated during the transmission (e.g., time of transfer), 

and created during ingest (e.g. technical metadata extracted from digital objects and 

PREMIS Events and Rights) thereby creating an encapsulated, self-describing 

package containing all information transferred, derived, and generated about the 

records contained within. This encapsulated package provides support for  Baseline 

Requirement B.3: Archival Description.  Within the database, the preservation 

system adds the standard fifteen Dublin Core metadata elements, as well as the two 

additional fields found in the rightsStatement table that allow for the more specific 
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(Artefactual Systems, 2017a) 
 

application of the metadata – metadataAppliesToType and 

metadataAppliesToidentifier (see Table 8: Dublincore Table Fields).  These two 

fields allow for a more granular association of these core metadata elements by 

directly specifying (through foreign key database references) the relationship to 

either individual records (identifier) or specific types of objects (type). This ability to 

specify a granular association of core elements provides support for,  among others, 

Benchmark Requirement A.1: Expression of Record Attributes. 

mysql> show columns from Dublincore; 

 

Table 8: Dublincore Table Fields 
(Artefactual Systems, 2017a) 
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4.6.1 Dissemination Information Packages 

Along with the AIPs, Dissemination Information Packages (DIPs) are created to 

respond to researcher requests to view the records.  These access packages are 

created with a limited subset of information and with an open file-format version of 

the digital objects.   The DIP is copied from the processing space into the webserver 

DMZ56 using RSYNC57.  As such, requests to access records from the preservation 

system are directed through a firewall into a gateway on a restricted port to access 

the webserver; thus, researchers are only able to access the limited subset of 

records created from the AIPs. By allowing access only on those ports explicitly 

noted, support is provided for Benchmark Requirement A.2: Access Privileges.  In 

this implementation, the DIPs are typically low-resolution, compressed versions of 

the original files (e.g., the DIP presentation version of a 3000x2400 photo would be 

resampled to a 500x800 jpg file). 

4.6.2 AIPStore 

The AIP packages containing the preservation copy of the digital objects and 

metadata comprising the records are then moved into a form of ‘dark archive’; dark 

in terms of securing the designated original for preservation from direct access by 

the end-user (Johnston, 2012) in order to protect it from alteration and corruption, as 

                                                 
56 A DMZ is a physical or logical sub-network that contains portions of an organization’s external facing 
network that is exposed to a larger, untrusted network (e.g. the Internet).  The purpose of the segregation is to 
add an additional layer of security to an organization’s internal network due to the fact that a hacker only has 
direct access to equipment that is located in this isolated DMZ rather than anything located on the sensitive 
internal network (Hong, 2015). 

57 Rsync is a Linux/Unix based data transfer protocol that uses a single round of messages between two 
machines to synchronize files and directories using delta encoding (Tridgell & Mackerras, 1998). As it only 
transmits changed data using compression method, bandwidth utilization is minimized; resulting in transmission 
throughput 2.5X faster than DropBox (Banditvilai & Boonkrong, 2014). 
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well as sequestering those records that are not ready to be disclosed due to legal 

issues restricting access (Baron & Thurston, 2016).  According to Wilson (2017, p. 

132): 

By separating the preservation component from the access component 
it is possible to build a more robust preservation system by forming a 
dark archive with limited access for the purposes of long-term 
preservation.  Furthermore, this separation also supports differentiated 
development pathways for access and preservation tools.  

Within the environment, the IT department is responsible for maintaining and 

upgrading the network, and for security and storage infrastructure.  This allows for 

the archival institution to focus on its line of business (acquisition, appraisal, and 

description of digital archives) and leaves the responsibility for the maintenance and 

security of the infrastructure to the IT department.  Directly applicable to this case 

study are two particular technologies that are deployed on the back end for the long-

term maintenance of the records: data-replication for the storage devices using 

snapshots, and security intrusion detection application used for centralizing network 

and system security monitoring, analysis and response. 

 The preservation system utilizes Network Attached Storage (NAS) as its 

primary storage environment.  NAS is a group of hard drives contained within a 

single drive enclosure attached to the network and accessible by IP address to any 

device on the network with the necessary permissions. This IP address/permissions 

restriction provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.2: Access Privileges.  

The vendor providing the NAS appliance in this installation also provides the 

functionality of creating automated disk-to-disk backups called snapshots, which are 

a “read-only image of a traditional or FlexVol volume, or an aggregate, that captures 
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the state of the file system at a point in time” (NetApp, 2015) to create local 

duplicates.  The full datastore is then mirrored to an offsite location using mirroring 

technology to replicate the entire data storage environment nightly to an offsite 

location, with the parameters of the duplication logged by the NAS mirroring 

software. Protecting against loss or failure of local media drives with continually 

refreshed offsite media provides support for Benchmark Requirements A.3: 

Protective Procedures:  Loss and Corruption of Records and A.4: Protective 

Procedures: Media.  

 The security application learns the topology, device configuration of hardware 

and software and standard operational behavior of the network and then makes 

recommendations for mitigations to known, exploitable or potential vulnerabilities 

(Cisco Systems, 2016).  It also provides a mechanism for rapid response to known 

incidents and documenting the findings (using pre-defined reports for US Federal 

Information Security Management Act (FISMA) in the United States and the 

European Union’s (EU) Revised Basel Capital Framework (Basel II).  By 

continuously monitoring the preservation system for vulnerabilities, issues such as 

patch management58, open ports allowing backdoors around firewalls, or root 

account access can be detected and avoided to ensure the ongoing authenticity of 

the contents of the systems. Ensuring that only those expressly granted permission 

                                                 
58 Patching is a critical component of IT security but often a double-edged sword: patches for critical bugs can 
be rushed and cause conflicts with other aspects of a system (potentially crashing a network) but are necessary 
to close vulnerabilities in software.  Additionally, they also publicize those vulnerabilities to the world; so, if 
one is not diligent about testing and installing patches quickly, hackers can take advantage of the information 
without having to do the engineering work themselves. Failure on the part of Equifax IT to install a month-old 
critical patch to Apache Struts CVE-2017-5638 allowed hackers to leverage this known vulnerability to access 
the PII of over 143 million Americans (Goodin, 2017).   
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by the administrator can access records provides support for Benchmark 

Requirement A.2: Access Requirements while preventing authorized modification 

and/or deletion of records provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1: Controls 

Over Maintenance of Records.  This audit step provides an additional level of 

accountability in IT design and implementation. 

4.6.3 Reprocessing 

 As the preservation process described above is micro-services driven by an 

XML workflow, invoking a single micro-service (or string of micro-services) at any 

time in the future is a simple activity of submitting the AIP bag with a new XML 

workflow.  In this way, on a periodic basis, the preservation system can be 

instructed, for instance, to verify the manifest and hash values for all the contents of 

the AIP bag (e.g. to ensure that the bits comprising the digital objects have not been 

corrupted, supporting Benchmark Requirement A.3: Protective Procedures: Loss 

and Corruption of Records).  As is, the preservation system has three post-AIP 

creation workflows that are built into the system:  

 Metadata only: add to or update the descriptive and/or rights metadata for an 
AIP or set of AIPs 

 Partial re-ingest: creates a new DIP based on the current Format Policy 
Registry 

 Full re-ingest: the AIP progress through the full preservation pipeline, with the 
additional metadata appended to the existing 

 

Unless instructed otherwise, these AIPs are stored in the AIPstore as a dark 

archives, ‘untouched’ by man or machine.  The IT system mirroring process only 

looks for differentials (i.e., changes in files) to mirror over to the secondary system.  

Until the AIP is transformed through another workflow (any of the above standard 
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workflows or most any other custom workflow would create a new event which would 

be added to the METS file, thereby modifying the AIP package), the bits on disk 

remain as they were created during the initial ingest process. 

4.7 Summary 

For records created within the framework of operations of the content 

management system, a wealth of identity and integrity metadata is associated with 

the records at the point that they are saved into the TRIM system.  Author, creator, 

creation date, classification, and unique identity are all assigned once imported and 

become part of the permanent metadata that is exported for those records 

designated as archival by their classification codes.  Transfer into the preservation 

system is accomplished with a web-based interface provided by AToM where 

additional descriptive metadata is solicited from the submitter and non-TRIM 

exported records have some metadata associated with it. The record(s) are 

packaged with the metadata into a BagIt file, where a manifest of the contents is 

created, and a hash value for every file within the package is generated prior to 

transfer. 

Once in the transfer process, the format of the transfer is verified to ensure 

that it conforms to the expected structure and contents.  The package is given a 

unique accession UUID, and SHA-256 hash values are generated for each digital 

object. The veracity of transfer is confirmed by comparing the generated hash values 

with those contained in the manifest that were generated by the submitter; any 

deviations result in a rejection of the submission.  A METS file is created to collect all 

of the metadata relevant to the record(s) -- including identity and integrity metadata 
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that was submitted with the records, extracted during processing, or recorded during 

any of the events that impact the record(s).  The record(s) are then placed into 

quarantine for a period of time before being virus scanned.  Any malware detected 

will result in a rejection of the entire transfer.  The original file directory structure is 

recorded to preserve the original order of the files.  The file format and version of the 

digital objects is determined, and technical metadata of the digital objects is 

extracted and added into the METS file, thereby completing the transfer process. 

The ingestion process begins with derivatives of the native digital objects 

being created in accordance with a format policy registry to create preservation 

and/or presentation versions of the objects to associate with the record.  Access 

rights are associated with the records based on the PREMIS Rights schema.  The 

entire Archival Information Package is then stored as a Bag in accordance with the 

BagIt standard (including manifest and hash values for all contents) and stored on 

the NAS, with a mirror copy written into the dark archives.  An access copy for 

researcher use with a limited subset of the metadata based on the PREMIS Rights 

and a presentation version of digital objects is created as a Dissemination 

Information Package (DIP) bag, placed in a firewall segregated area of the network 

on a public webserver.  The entire network undergoes routine intrusion detection 

and prevention scanning to help protect against any unauthorized access and/or 

alteration to the AIPstore. 
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“Authenticity means [that] the records can be proven to have been created by the 
agency claiming to have created the record, and that the chain of custody is 
documented to show whether the transferred copies came directly from the creating 
agency's record keeping system, and that the records had continuously resided in that 
system since their creation.” 

- From Interview with the Provincial Electronic Records Archivist 

 
 

Chapter Five: Case Study – Provincial 
Implementation 
 

5.1 Background 

This chapter details the case study of the implementation of an in-house 

designed digital archives preservation system responsible for both Provincial and 

Local Government records for an American region with a population of 

approximately seven million people.  The Digital Archives is a branch within the 

division responsible for both archives and records management within a larger 

department that also has responsibility for elections and corporations. The Provincial 

Archives’ mandate derives from the government’s original 19th-century constitution to 

keep the records of the official acts of the legislative branch and the executive 

department and has since expanded that purview to include the records of local 

government as well.  In 2003, the Archives, realizing that it was not executing its 

legislative mandate with regards to electronic records, surveyed the commercial 

offerings on digital preservation and decided to develop a custom preservation 

infrastructure.  As the department already was heavily invested in the Microsoft 

platform (both in terms of technology and skillset), the decision was made to use 

these tools as the foundation of the new Digital Archives. 
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While the solution primarily utilizes Microsoft products (e.g., SQL Server, 

C#.net, Source Safe, IIS, etc.) to the extent possible, the implementation used the 

Open Archival Information Systems Reference Model to pattern the design of the 

preservation system.  The resulting design is a highly modularized system of ‘tools,’ 

each conducting a specific operation within the overall procedural operation of the 

system.  Although the team did not refer to the design as such, the implementation 

closely mirrors the concept of micro-services, allowing for the removal and 

replacement of any given component when a newer, more efficient tool or 

technology becomes available.  Because of this, while the original implementation 

was predominantly Microsoft-based, the system evolved to incorporate other 

vendors and technology platforms.  While the preservation system functionally 

resides within the Executive Branch, its duties to preserve records of the Legislative 

Branch and Local Government, along with partnership agreements for higher 

education and the Judicial Branch -- all of which are on their own computer networks 

– necessitate the operation of its own network outside the multiple restrictions found 

in the various internal governmental networks. For security purposes, the case study 

site was hesitant to provide access to the current generation of its codebase; as 

such, the examples presented within this chapter are based on an older iteration of 

code; the concepts are the same, but the risk exposure to the preservation system is 

greatly minimized by presenting these examples.  A high-level overview of the 

network topology is provided in Figure 17: Functional Overview of Preservation 

System. 
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Figure 17: Functional Overview of Preservation System 
 

5.2 Transfer 

The Archives approaches the transfer of digital records with two core 

principles in mind: 1) records cannot be transferred to the Archives unless they are 

on an approved retention schedule with a permanent disposition and 2) all incoming 

transfers are to be considered suspect until validated otherwise.59 As part of a 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), Records Producers must provide a specific 

                                                 
59 That is to say that the incoming records are viewed as potentially having viruses and inaccurate data fields 
that need to be confirmed as correctly submitted against the parameters defined in the Produce-Archive 
Submission Agreement (International Organization for Standardization, 2006). 
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set of information regarding the composition of a ‘typical transfer’ so that 

preservation workflows can be coded.  Required information includes the type and 

arity of the file formats to be transferred, a data dictionary for any database or 

columnar data that provides the field name, data type and description of the field, 

and a sample of the records that are to be uploaded.  Based on this information 

provided, developers at the Archives create custom ingestion routines to confirm that 

the correct type and arity of the file formats have been transferred along with 

validating those data fields that can be validated (e.g., date fields comply with 

ISO/DIS 8601 (2016b)60, numerical fields only contain numbers, mandatory fields 

contain content of some kind).    

5.2.1 Memorandum of Agreement 

 A Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) is entered into with every Records 

Producer before any change of custody or transfer of digital records occurring.  This 

MOA is loosely patterned on the Submission Agreement described in the Produce-

Archive Interface Methodology Abstract Standard (International Organization for 

Standardization, 2006), and is divided into three primary areas:  

 Agency Details provides the contact information for designated individuals 
from the agency transferring records (i.e., who is authorized to transfer 
records, handle errors, receive orders for certified copies, etc.).  

 Security and Connectivity provides details on how frequently the records will 
be uploaded, the preferred method of transfer (e.g., online or offline), what IP 

                                                 
60 In at least one instance, this validation check to confirm the correctness of date uncovered the fact that a prior 
data conversion process at a Records Producers’ department inadvertently swapped date and name fields.  Due 
to poor data field constraints, this error went undetected for years, effectively rendering those records 
undiscoverable using broad searches (i.e. search by date or by individual name) as the search terms were in the 
wrong fields. 
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address the records will come from61, any access restrictions and legal 
citations, etc. 

 Records Profile contains the information on what is expected to be in the 
transfers.  File Formats, arity and standardized file names (if they are 
consistent) are listed in this section, along with a data dictionary of what fields 
are transferred with columnar data (e.g., is it a date field, is the field 
mandatory, etc.). 

The MOA signatories acknowledge that the materials being transferred are public 

records as defined by the laws of the province and that they will be administered by 

the Archives under the public records access and disclosure laws unless legal 

citations to the contrary are provided (thereby defining the access requirements that 

will later be implemented within the preservation system in support of Benchmark 

Requirement A.2: Access Privileges62). 

5.2.2 SIP Creation 

The primary methodology for creating Submission Information Packages (SIPs) 

and transferring these packages securely to the Archives involves a custom C#.NET 

application that was developed using Microsoft’s Visual Studio63.  By developing a 

tool for facilitating the transfer of records, the Archives can tailor the system to 

conform with T-2: Manage the Transfer from the methodological framework laid out 

in the Producer-Archive Interface Methodology Abstract Standard (Consultative 

Committee for Space Data Systems, 2014) and  A2.3.3 Transfer Completed 

                                                 
61 In this instance, the Government network utilizes static IP addresses, with each computer resource on the 
network assigned its own, unique, permanent IP address.  Tools are provided by the Digital Archives to Records 
Producers, as needed, to discover what their assigned internal network IP address is. 
62 The Benchmark Requirements Supporting the Presumption of Authenticity of Electronic Records and Baseline 
Requirements Supporting the Production of Authentic Copies of Electronic Records developed by the 
InterPARES (2002) research project that are used in this study for assessing how, if and to what level 
technology is supporting a records authenticity is included as Appendix F. 
63 Visual Studio is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) software suite comprised of a code editor, 
compiler, debugger (and other tools) that are accessible through a common graphic user interface. (Microsoft 
Corporation, 2018d) 
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Records to Recordkeeping System from the Chain of Preservation Model (Eastwood 

et al., 2008). By determining if the submission is in compliance with the agreed-upon 

terms and conditions governing transfers, support is provided for Baseline 

Requirement B.1: Controls over Transfer. This approach has allowed the Archives to 

push a number of validation steps client-side.64  The advantage of this approach is to 

push computational cycles to the Records Producer’s environment, which lessens 

the burden on the Archives, validates the SIP contents prior to transfer, reduces the 

number of rejections and increases security through enforcing security protocols and 

malware scans. By ensuring that the SIPs conform to the terms and conditions 

governing their transfer, support is provided for Baseline Requirement B.1: Controls 

over Records Transfer, while creating an audit trail for any malware detected prior to 

transfer provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.3: Protective Procedures: 

Corruption of records and by developing policies to prevent, discover and correct 

loss or corruption of records, support is provided for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: 

Security Procedures. 

In order to transfer records, the Records Producer must have valid credentials 

within the Archives’ Active Directory65 with the appropriate permissions. Assigning 

responsibility for relocation of records on the basis of competence as determined by 

                                                 
64 That is, having the validation steps performed utilizing a decentralized operation consuming a large number 
of small computing resources dispersed amongst the Records Producers rather than requiring the Digital 
Archives to maintain sufficient computing infrastructure to perform all the operations at the centralized data 
center. 
65 Active Directory is Microsoft’s directory service that authenticates and authorizes users and computers to 
access resources within a Windows domain network, assigning and enforcing security policies for all computers 
and associated resources, and installing and updating software (O’Leary, 2015). Active Directory uses Light 
Weight Access Protocol, an open standard application protocol from the Internet Engineering Task Force 
(IETF) published as RFC4511 (Sermersheim, 2006) and Active Directory itself is an open published reference 
standard from Microsoft Corporation, 2018a). 
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the appropriate authority provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.2: Access 

Privileges, and by developing protocols to ensure that users have the appropriate 

access privileges concerning use and reproduction only through the application 

interface provided, Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security and controls is supported.  

Without a valid login, the Records Producer cannot move forward with the transfer 

process. See Figure 18: Transfer Overview Diagram for a workflow overview of the 

transfer process. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 18: Transfer Overview Diagram 
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Upon successful login, the application self-validates that it is the latest build of 

the software by checking with the update server at the Archives. If a new update is 

available, the transfer tool will proceed to automatically download and install the 

latest version prior to allowing the Records Producer to move forward with the 

transfer. Ensuring that the application is continually migrating from obsoleting or 

deprecating technology provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.4: 

Protective Procedures: Media and Technology.  After a successful login, the transfer 

tool executes a batch script66 to capture key elements of the provenance of the 

sender of the SIP. 

5.2.3 Provenance Capture 

As each SIP is created for transfer on the Records Producer’s computer, a small 

custom script is run in the background that captures specific identity and integrity 

metadata about the user, computer, domain and the digital objects from which the 

transfer is occurring.  This script creates an output file that is attached to the SIP to 

form the core of the authenticity metadata and is used by the Archives to validate the 

sender and point of origin of the transfer through comparison against expected 

values (as well as post-facto comparisons with the same metadata generated and 

captured on previous transfers).  Among the elements created and/or captured in 

this ‘device fingerprint’ are: 

 Unique random seed; 
 Date and Time the transfer occurred (supporting Benchmark Requirement 

A.1.a.iii: Date of transmission); 

                                                 
66 A batch script is a Microsoft platform specific script file (with other operating systems having similar 
functionality) written in plain text that consists of a series of commands that are executed in sequence from a 
command-line interpreter (such as the Command Prompt window). 
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 Ipconfig of the computer67 (supporting Benchmark Requirement A.1.b.i: Name 
of Handling Office by naming the owner of the internal network upon which 
the submitting computer resides); and, 

 Original directory structure of the digital objects to be transferred as they were 
stored on the host computer, along with their create dates, file sizes and file 
names (supporting Benchmark Requirements A.1.a.iii: Dates of Creation 
through preserving create date and last modified date, and A.1.a.iv: Archival 
Bond by documenting the file identifier as well as the relationship between 
each record, and to previous and subsequent ones that participated in the 
same activity). 

One of the most important informational elements contained in this ‘device 

fingerprint’ (a sample of the types of identity metadata recorded is included below as 

Figure 19: Example of Device Fingerprint Created During Transfer) is the capturing 

of the computer’s Media Access Control (MAC) address – the unique serial number 

assigned to the ethernet adapter used for communicating with the computer.  While 

a user’s login can function domain-wide, the MAC address is hardcoded into the 

computer hardware and – by necessity – is a unique address that is used in Layer 2 

network communications to ensure that “devices on the same physical network can 

communicate reliably with one another” (Messier, 2017, p. 17). When used together 

with known users and domains, the combination of the three helps to provide a weak 

multi-factor authentication, addressing what Reno (2013) refers to as the ‘what-you-

know’ factor (through the username/password combination) and the ‘what-you-have’ 

factor (through a computer with known MAC address). Establishing access 

privileges regarding record relocation provides support for Benchmark Requirement 

A.1.a.i: Name of Originator and Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security Procedure. 

                                                 
67 In Windows based computers, which comprised the majority of computers used to transfer records to the 
Archives (and the platform for which the transfer tool was designed to work), ipconfig can be used to query a 
computer to determine its assigned: IP address, subnet mask, Domain Name System addresses, physical 
addresses and default gateway addresses (Cavaiani, 2005). 
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Bulk Data Transfer of "raw" data from Agency:   RAWDataBulkLoad     

Unique Random Seed ID:  18494   
Performed on:  Thu 12/07/2016  at   10:38:48.62   By Local Agency User 
Account:  Library  
  
Host Verification: Domain: INSTRUCTORPC  CPU ID: x86 Family 15 Model 2 
Stepping 9, GenuineIntel  CPU Level: 15  Rev: 0209   
 
Microsoft Windows [Version 5.1.2600] 
Windows IP Configuration 
        Host Name . . . . . . . . . . . . : InstructorPC 
        Primary Dns Suffix  . . . . . . . :  
        Node Type . . . . . . . . . . . . : Hybrid 
        IP Routing Enabled. . . . . . . . : No 
        WINS Proxy Enabled. . . . . . . . : No 
 
Ethernet adapter Local Area Connection 
        Connection-specific DNS Suffix  . :  
        Description . . . . . . . . . . . : Broadcom NetXtreme Gigabit 
Ethernet for hp 
        Physical Address. . . . . . . . . : 07-40-AC-81-8F-23 
        Dhcp Enabled. . . . . . . . . . . : Yes 
        Autoconfiguration Enabled . . . . : Yes 
        Autoconfiguration IP Address. . . : 168.254.172.157 
        Subnet Mask . . . . . . . . . . . : 255.255.0.0 
        Default Gateway . . . . . . . . . :  
* * * * * * * * * Files to be uploaded to Digital Archives * * * * * *  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
 Volume in drive E has no label. 
 Volume Serial Number is 26A2-588C 
 Directory of E:\ 
 
08/22/2016  08:52 AM    <DIR>          DataTransfer 
08/22/2016  02:48 PM           214,528 Naturalization all - names split 
08172016.xls 
08/09/2016  05:08 PM    <DIR>          CD 
03/26/2016  08:05 PM             4,907 transfer.bat 
03/14/2016  04:18 PM            29,696 FTPUpload Data.doc 
09/18/2016  02:00 PM            62,829 RAWDataBulkLoad_16471.log 
08/03/2014  06:24 PM           290,439 vital_record_marriage_lic_SP.xml 
07/10/2016  01:07 PM         1,533,206 IMG_1886.JPG 
08/22/2016  11:32 AM         1,267,712 Miscellaneous WWI Data.xls 
08/25/2016  06:32 AM           875,520 ERecords Forum NARA 2016.ppt 

    

Figure 19: Example of Device Fingerprint Created During Transfer 
(Sample Created on Author’s Work Computer) 
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5.2.4 Describing the Transfer 

The primary focus of the transfer tool is scanned and index records, with a 

secondary focus on data and image extracts from RDBMSs68.  The main entry point 

for the transfer tool executes the program and looks for the existence of a flag (in 

this instance -s) to launch the GUI69.  In the absence of the flag, the application runs 

in the command line, allowing the application to be scripted into automated 

processes (e.g., to facilitate the automated transfer of nightly data dumps for a 

recording system). When the GUI launches, it loads the MainForm.cs file that 

references a series of data files that populate the controlled list drop-down boxes for 

additional required identity and integrity metadata fields.  These data files include: 

 Metadata Columns – a list of the types of metadata descriptors 
available to associate with columnar data to provide contextual 
information about a specific data field; 

 Templates – pre-designed templates for record series that are 
frequently transferred to the Archives in a standard format (e.g., type, 
arity, and construction of digital objects and associated metadata files 
does not deviate from one transfer to the next); 

 Partners – a list of the Records Producers (described at the 
Organization Unit level) who have completed a Transfer Information 
Plan and are authorized by the Archives to transfer records; and, 

 Records Series – a list of records series that have ingestion workflows 
pre-configured to manage the processing of records into the 
preservation system; displayed in a combination of the user with the 
Partner field based on which Record Series that Partner is authorized 
to transfer (i.e., if a Partner A is not authorized to transfer annual 
reports, then when Partner A is logged in, annual reports will not be a 
selectable option in the Record Series Box). 

                                                 
68 Relational DataBase Management Systems (RDBMS) are database systems that support a relational data 
model wherein the data is a collection of distinctly named tables, each with a specified set of named columns 
that are distinct to that table (Butterfield & Ngondi, 2016b).  Logical records within the database are viewed as 
an aggregation of rows in these tables. 
69 A Graphical User Interface (GUI) is a system that enables a user to operate a program without a keyboard or 
command language by relying upon presented menus, button-bars, and icons, which are activated by using a 
mouse or touching the screen (Law, 2016). 
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The transfer process is then a guided progression of four tabs, focusing on the 

dialog dimension70 of Human-Computer Interaction to prompt the Records Producer 

for specific identity and integrity information regarding the records to be uploaded. 

Navigation through the tabs is a linear next-previous process, with data validation 

done on all required fields prior to allowing the Record Producer to navigate to the 

next tab or previous tab though calling the MoveToNextTab() or 

MoveToPreviousTab() functions. Movement between tabs, however, is prevented if 

the program detects that any of the information entered on the current tab is missing 

or invalid. Requiring that certain basic facts about the record that can support the 

identity, integrity, and archival bond of the record provides support for Benchmarch 

Requirement A.1: Expression of Records Attributes and Linkage of Record. When 

attempting to execute the MovetoNextTab() function, the code runs the validation 

checks and returns warning prompts for those fields that need to be addressed 

before the user is allowed to continue (see Figure 20: Field Validation Checks in 

Transfer Tool where the code tries to send the data, or if there are still more tabs it 

moves to the next page -- but if there are validation errors, changing tabs is set to 

false/not allowed).   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
70 The Dialog Dimension is intended to explain the style of interact between human and computer along with 
the sequence of dialogs that take place between the computer and the human (Alsumait, Seffah, 
&Radhakrishnan, 2003, Puerta, 1997, Seffah, 2015). 
. 
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 if ( doSend ) { 
SendData (); 
} else { 
SetWizardButtons (); 
} 
} else { 
string errors = "Please verify the following information before 
proceeding: " + 
Environment . NewLine; 
foreach ( string error in validationErrors) 
errors += Environment . NewLine + "\t" + error; 
MessageBox . Show ( this , errors , "Validation Failure!" ); 
SetWizardButtons (); 
} 
} finally { 
changingTabs = false; 
} 

 
Figure 20: Field Validation Checks in Transfer Tool 

 (unpublished code) 

5.2.4.1 Title Information 

 The first tab gathers information regarding the Record Series in which the 

transfer is to be placed (see Figure 21: Title Information Tab). The user uploading 

the records specifies the applicable Record Series, gives a Title for this grouping of 

records, a textual description of the records being uploaded (i.e., scope and content) 

in the Introduction box, and the preferred citation method for researchers referencing 

these records.  The information solicited on this tab is associated with this 

accession. Associating records of this transfer with those that preceded them and 

those that will succeed them from the same creator provides support for Benchmark 

Requirement A.1.a.iv: Expression of Archival Bond.  If the ‘This is an update to an 

existing Title’ box is checked, the Introduction and Citation blocks will update for that 

Title in the database, and the records will be appended to the previously existing 

Title.  
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Figure 21: Title Information Tab 

 (unpublished code) 

5.2.4.2 Define Data File 

 The second tab allows the user to select from predefined templates or to 

create ad hoc ETL71 routines (see Figure 22: Define Data File Tab). This tab is 

meant primarily for those Records Producers transferring records that have 

columnar metadata information associated with digital objects as an external file.  

This tab allows the Records Producer to define the columns and in what order they 

present themselves in the file -- conforming to F-6 Define the references of the 

Producer-Archives Interface (Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems, 

2014) and Record-Making Metadata Schemas from A2.3 Manage Setting Aside of 

                                                 
71 ETL stands for Extract, Transform, Load and is the process where data is taken from the source system 
(extract), converted into a format that is more consumable (transformed), and then stored in a data warehouse or 
other system (Load) (SAS Institute, Inc., 2018). 
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Complete Records from the InterPARES’(2008)  Chain of Preservation Model. Of 

particular note are two options: a checkbox as to whether the field is displayed when 

viewing the record on the Digital Archives’ website, and the display name for that 

field on the record’s webpage.  These two fields are important in that the columnar 

data file many contain extraneous fields that are not of long term interest, and the 

header row name of the column may not fully reflect how the Records Producer 

wishes to represent that field to the researcher. Examining the records for 

corresponding metadata elements relevant to the terms and conditions governing 

their transfer provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1: Controls over Transfer. 

 

Figure 22: Define Data File Tab 
 (unpublished code) 
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5.2.4.3 Data Files 

The third tab allows for the selection of digital objects to associate with the accession 

transfer (see Figure 23: Data Files Tab).  This tab allows the Records Producer to 

select the metadata files defined in the Define Data File Tab, along with the ability to 

specify how the columnar data is segmented (in this example, the program is capable 

of parsing Excel data, tab-delimited, pipe-delimited formatted data, and common 

separated values). Should the first row of the data file be a header row, there is an 

indicator to allow for its removal prior to ingestion. Ensuring that only that which is 

specified in the terms and conditions governing the transfer are packaged provides 

support for Baseline Requirement B.1: Controls over Transfer. Finally, the digital 

objects themselves are selected for transfer.             

Figure 23: Data Files Tab 
(unpublished code) 
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5.2.4.4 Transfer Summary 

The final tab presents a summary of the proposed transfer to allow the 

Record Producer a final opportunity to confirm that the information entered is correct 

(see Figure 24: Transfer Summary Tab).  From this tab, the Records Producer can 

navigate back (MoveToPreviousTab()) to any previous tab to correct any 

information, schedule the transfer for a future date/time (e.g., off-hours for large 

transfer to lessen the impact on internal networks), review the transfer, or save the 

.XML SIP for transfer at a later date.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 24: Transfer Summary Tab 
(unpublished code) 
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An examination of the structure of the proto-SIP (see Figure 25: View XML) shows a 

portion of the identity, integrity, archival bond, and archival description attributes that 

are captured, in addition to the transfer information generated on the backend of the 

ingestion system --such as the creation date of the SIP and the authentication 

credentials used to login to the system. By gathering specific knowledge of certain 

basic facts from the Records Producer and captured by the system about the 

records being transferred, multiple elements of Benchmark Requirement A.1: 

Expression of Record Attributes and Linkage to Record are supported.  Note: TitleID 

and AccessionID are blank as they are not assigned at the time of transfer due to 

the process being asynchronous.  After the SIP has been received by the Archives, 

it will be assigned an AccessionID and a new TitleID (if required).  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 25: View XML 
(unpublished code) 
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5.2.5  Transfer Comparison 

Prior to a transfer, the transfer tool compares the selected digital objects against 

an .XML summary of the information contained on the Transfer Information Plan 

(TIP) for the records series/partner combination selected.  Designating the terms 

and conditions governing the transfer of records provides support for Baseline 

Requirement B.1: Controls over Transfer as well as conformance with Section 3.2 

Formal Definition Phase of the Producer-Archives Interface Methodology 

(Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems, 2014). When selected digital 

objects do not match the TIP’s.XML coded requirements in file format, arity, or 

specified file name (e.g., the TIP specifies four .csv files named document.csv, 

grantor.csv, grantee.csv, and legal.csv), an error is thrown and the Records 

Producer cannot proceed with the transfer until the error is corrected. Establishing 

such procedures to prevent, discover, and correct loss or corruption of records 

selected for transfer provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1: Controls over 

Transfer.  Should the TIP validation check of the digital objects pass, the next step 

conducted on the client-side is an automatically initiated virus scan of the contents of 

the SIP to check for malware that may be infecting the files. Creating an audit trail 

for any changes resulting from removal of viruses provides support for Benchmark 

Requirement A.3: Protective Procedures: Loss and Corruption of Records, and 

preventing the loss or corruption of records from malware – one of the top ten 

security risk factors to academic libraries (Albrecht, 2018) – provides support for 

Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security and Control Procedures. 
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5.2.6 HASH of Digital Objects  

An MD5 cryptographic hash is then created for all of the digital objects 

comprising the transfer package.  Cryptographic hashes were selected by the 

Archives as a control mechanism to ensure the integrity of transfer due to the unique 

attributes that cryptographic hashes provide.  Specifically, these mathematical 

algorithms (H): 

 Can be applied to any inputted block of data regardless of length x; 
 Produce a fixed-length output x1; 
 H can consistently produce x1 given x; and, 
 Given H and x1 it is infeasible to find x (Sobti, Sobti, & G Geetha, 2012) 

 
The MD5 hash algorithm is part of the Message Digest (MD) algorithm family and is 

defined by standard RFC1321 (1992).  Like most cryptographic hash algorithms, it 

utilizes a Merkle-Damgard structure for building collision resistance into one-way 

compression functions by padding the input size into a multiplier of a fixed number 

which is then broken into blocks.  These blocks are then processed one at a time 

with the compression function algorithm, and the results of each block then added to 

the previous block to provide a consistently fixed-length value (Merkle, 1979). The 

128-bit hash value that is generated is useful for its intended purpose (in this case, 

for verifying the data integrity of transfer), but the underlying design of the algorithm 

is considered compromised and therefore "cryptographically broken and unsuitable 

for further use" (Dougherty, 2009).  That is not to say that MD5 is ill-suited for this 

purpose.  The hash values are, comparatively, small and easy to generate with little 

computational overhead on the client-side computers that are generating the hash 

values. 
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5.2.7 Secure Transmission 

The final step of the process is to securely transfer the SIP to the Archives in 

one of two ways: secure transmission over the internet or physical transmission 

using secured hardware. 

5.2.7.1 Secure FTP 

Secure transmission of the SIP over the internet utilizes the function 

SendData() that creates a transfer package and transfers via IETF standard SSH 

File Transfer Protocol (Galbraith & Saarenmaa, 2006).  This protocol employs the 

standard File Transfer Protocol; but rather than utilizing the standard multiple TCP 

connections for the individual packets, an encrypted Secure Shell connection is 

established over Port 22 using public key infrastructure (Joseph & Susoy, 2013).  As 

such, data traffic passed through this tunnel is encrypted at both ends, minimizing 

the chance of interception, while also allowing for the resumption of transfers in the 

event of an error. Ensuring only those assigned responsibility for relocation by the 

appropriate authority are involved in the transfer provides support for Benchmark 

Requirement A.2: Access Privileges, and  protecting against loss or corruption in the 

event of a system failure and restart provides support for Benchmark Requirement 

A.3: Protective Procedures: Loss and Corruption of Records. An extract of the 

relevant section of code used by the transfer tool to create the FTP package is 

included below as Figure 26: Creating the FTP Package. 

5.2.7.2 Pin Encrypted Hard Drives 

For those Records Producers that either chose not to transfer via the web, do not 

have internet access or have an extraordinarily large amount of records to transfer, 
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another option presented to them is to use Digital Archives’ provided pin encrypted 

hard drives.  Prior to shipping to the Records Producer, each drive is wiped using 

methods compliant with NIST SP 800-88 which specifies “methods for sanitizing 

information system digital media for reuse” (Regenscheid, Feldman, & Witte, 2015, 

p. 1). After the wipe, the drive is then virus scanned to ensure the drive and its cache 

are free of any malware. Protecting the records from loss or corruption in this way as 

they are moved from one storage medium to another provides support for 

Benchmark Requirement A.4: Protective Procedures: Media and Technology.  The 

Records Producer is shipped the drive with a cover letter stating the date of wipe 

and the software/version used to run the virus scans.   
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 private void SendData () { 
//Create the correct source path 
string sourcePath = Path . Combine ( Path . GetTempPath (), 
CurrentRecordSeries . Name ); 
 
//Create the transfer client object 
Transfer sftp2 = new Transfer ( true , sourcePath , Properties . 
Settings . Default . FTPUserName , Properties . Settings . Default 
. FTPURL , Properties . Settings . Default . PartnerID ); 
 
//Create a separate thread to run the upload on 
Thread sendThread = new Thread ( sftp2 . SendFiles ); 

 
try { 
//disable the wizard buttons so they can't go back and forth and 
change anything 
DisableWizardButtons (); 
 
//Prepare the files with the given source path 
PrepareFiles ( sourcePath ); 
 
//start the thread to send the data 
sendThread . Start (); 
 
//wait for the thread to die but refresh the UI in the mean time 
while (( sendThread . ThreadState == System . Threading . 
ThreadState . Running ) || 
( sendThread . ThreadState == System . Threading . ThreadState . 
WaitSleepJoin )) { 
Application . DoEvents (); 
} //endwhile 

 
//need to delete all files after upload 
Directory . Delete ( sourcePath , true ); 
//exit the form 
Close (); 

Figure 26: Creating the FTP Package 
(Unpublished Code) 

Offline transfers use the same transfer tool to solicit the contextual and 

provenance information about the SIP transfer, with the package downloaded onto a 

hard drive protected by the secure PIN code that must be entered into the keypad on 

the surface of its case (see Figure 27: Aegis Padlock by Apricorn for an example).  

These portable hard drives utilize hardware-based 256-bit AES encryption72 that 

                                                 
72 AES encryption is the Advanced Encryption Standard specification for the encryption of electronic data as 
defined by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (2001) and adopted by ISO/IEC as 18033-3 
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requires the proper code to be entered into the keypad on the face of the case 

before the hard drive is discoverable by the computer.  This PIN code is 

customizable and is provided separately to each Records Creator to ensure that only 

the intended party can access the drive. Requiring PIN entry that is assigned by the 

archives provides some support for Benchmark Requirement A.1.a.i: Name of the 

originator.  Should an incorrect PIN be entered a set number of times consecutively, 

the data drive deletes its encryption key thereby preventing access to the data on 

the drive by destroying the drive's ability to decrypt its stored data. Controlling 

access to the hard disk in this way provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.a: 

Unbroken custody of the records, and controlling access privileges to use and 

relocation of records on the hard disk provides support for Baseline Requirement 

B.1.b: Security procedures. Through deep forensics, it is theoretically possible to 

recover the decryption key information (Zeng, Chen & Feng, 2013). To protect 

against this method of attack, the drive is epoxied into its enclosure.  Any attempts at 

using brute force to remove the drive so as to bypass the PIN pad results in the 

physical destruction of the hard drive. Assigning responsibility for creation and 

relocation of records on the basis of competence provides support for Benchmark 

Requirement A.2: Access Privilege and support is provided Benchmark Requirement 

A.4: Protective Procedures: Media and Fragility by leveraging the fragility of the 

media and its contents to prevent tampering by unauthorized individuals.  When the 

Records Producer is ready to ship the drive to the Archives, custom fit plastic cases 

with tamper tape is provided to assist in ensuring that the drive arrives undamaged 

                                                 
(2010).  AES is widely used in the United States in conjunction with Nation Security Administration approved 
hardware-based cryptographic modules to secure sensitive data (NIST, 2018). 
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and unmolested. Providing visual evidence that the contents have not been handled 

by anyone other than the Records Producer provides support for Baseline 

Requirement B.1.a: unbroken custody of records, and creating procedures to 

prevent the loss or corruption of records provides support for Baseline Requirement 

B.1.b: Security.   

 

 

Figure 27: Aegis Padlock by Apricorn 
(Apricorn Inc., 2018) 

   

5.3 Record Ingestion 

 The record ingestion process within the Digital Archives is broken into three 

distinct phases: merging data files, group ingestion, and the record ingestion 

pipeline.  The first phase of merging data files is the creation of a custom 

orchestration to recombine the extracted data files into their constituent records.  

This step was considered a necessary requirement of the archives, as analysis of 

the use cases demonstrated that the Records Producers are using primarily COTS 

(Commercial-Off-The-Shelf) software that is either limited in its customizability, or 
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expensive to do so.  As a result, when exporting records from these systems, the 

Records Producers were limited in their options to what the COTS software 

provided, which rarely, if ever, provided record level extraction will full metadata.  

This first phase, therefore, is only necessary in those instances where the Archives 

is required to build custom workflows around the built-in export functionality of the 

Record Producers’ software in order to reconstitute the records for preservation 

within the archives’ preservation system.  To create these custom workflows, the 

Archives asks the Records Producers to document the resulting output of their 

COTS system (e.g., contents of each resultant file, column names, column data 

types, column definition, column relationships within the file and to other files, etc.).  

This information is captured in the Transfer Information Plan and vetted against test 

data prior to implementation into the live preservation pipeline. Creating this data 

dictionary to assess test ingestion samples against provides support for Baseline 

Requirement B.1.c: Content of record and documentary form remains unchanged 

after reproduction, and documenting the crosswalk used by the preservation 

services to ingest the records into the preservation system provides support for 

Baseline Requirement B.2.b: Relationship between the records acquired and copies 

produced.  For example, most agencies within the jurisdiction of the Archives that 

record land records can only export those records out of their recording systems as 

a group of three or four data files. 

The transferred output files are a flat-file representation of a relational 

database concept – minus the interface, views or stored procedures from the 

Records Producer’s system needed to recreate a whole record from the data. In 
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order to recreate the land record as represented within the native system, the 

Archives reconstructs the record from the extracted data provided by the recording 

system (see Figure 28: Data Files Transformation for Ingestion).  The purpose of this 

file transformation process is to discover the relationship between the multiple data 

files output by the Records Producer’s software.   

Figure 28: Data Files Transformation for Ingestion 
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In the case represented in Figure 12, the Tbl_Document acts as the core of 

the data for the record that is linked to by the other tables, which add their 

information into that instance of a recording (e.g. adding one or more grantors from 

Tbl_Grantor, one or more grantees from Tbl_Grantees and the object of the 

transaction from Tbl_Legal – if applicable).  This transformation process occurs in a 

‘staging area’ of the Archives’ ingestion system where the transferred data files are 

loaded into an axillary database using SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) to 

create a custom ETL package – thereby documenting how the transformation 

process unfolds. Providing these programmatic instructions detailing the 

transformation processes followed by the preservation services to ingest the records 

into the preservation system provides support for Baseline Requirement B.2: 

Documentation of Reproduction Process.                      

5.3.1 Merging Data Files 

In order to merge the data files into records, a Raw File Processor program is 

instantiated to traverse the directory file tree of the accession folder.  Contents of the 

directory tree are then processed according to the rules laid out in the Transfer 

Information Plan to ensure that incoming records and associated metadata are 

correctly imported into the preservation system. Creating a tested established 

procedure for guaranteeing the continued identity and integrity of the record provides 

supports for Baseline Requirement B.1.c: Content of the record remains unchanged.  

This process of moving records from the SIP into the preservation system entails 

two principal operations: 

1. The system pre-processes the data files. Every Records Producer 
transfers records in a slightly different format and requires their own 
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unique transformation routine in order to achieve a standardized format 
for ingestion.  This pre-processing step also checks to ensure that all 
required fields (noted in the Transfer Information Plan) are present. 
Confirming that the submission conforms to all terms and conditions 
governing the transfer provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1: 
Controls over Transfer. 
 

2. The Raw File Processing program then executes the SSIS package to 
import the data files into the Staging Database, with each Records 
Producer assigned a unique set of import tables and each table 
containing records of only a designated type according to the Transfer 
Information Plan (i.e., Records Producers can only submit records for 
ingestion that have been agreed to in the TIP and in that agreed-upon 
type, arity, and names).  Any deviation is rejected in the pre-processing 
step as non-conforming. Documenting the deficiencies of the transfer 
and informing concerned parties provides support for Baseline 
Requirement B.2.d: Record not fully and faithfully reproduced. 

5.3.2 Group Ingestion 

Once all the data files are processed, a stored procedure is called to perform 

additional activities against the proto-records in the Staging Database.  The stored 

procedure performs that following actions as part of the group ingestion process: 

 Assigns a TitleID to the group of records to link all of the records of the 
incoming accession together.  Linking each record to the previous and 
subsequent ones and to all those that participated in the same activity 
provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.1.a.iv: Expression of 
Archival Bond; 

 Moves the group of records from the staging area into the Common 
Ingestion Table; 

 Updates the status of all the moved records; and,  

 Counts the number of records in the accession and then updates the 
RecordCount for the Accession.   
 

This count is then used at the tail end of the ingestion process to ensure that all 

records are fully ingested through the system before changing the status of the 

accession to completed. Preventing, discovering, and correcting the loss of records 

through keeping an accurate count of the records being processed through ingestion 

provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Control procedures. 
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5.3.3 Record Ingestion 

 Once the proto-records have been loaded into their processing tables by the 

group ingestion steps above, the records are then individually selected and 

processed through the preservation workflow.  As they are processed, an entry is 

created in the IngestionRecord table of the preservation system’s database to track 

their progress through the workflow. Ensuring that the workflow processes are 

effectively implemented and regularly monitored provides support for  Baseline 

Requirement B.1.b: Control procedures. The IngestionRecord table contains the 

following fields: 

 RecordID – unique reference within the preservation system; 
 BatchID – a unique number assigned to the batch of records that were 

processed together by the Raw File Processor.  NOTE: the difference from 
the Accession Number is that an Accession can consist of multiple batches 
depending on how the transfer is constructed and how the system handles 
the processing of the transfer; 

 IngestionStatus – a binary flag indicating whether the record has completed 
the ingestion process; 

 IngestionXML – an .XML column containing a composite of all the known 
information regarding that record – from the contents of the record itself, 
through transfer metadata, contextual metadata, technical metadata, etc. (at 
all levels, from the base Records Producer system through transfer into the 
header of the file(s) being transferred) (supporting the self-documenting 
provisions of the Literary Warrant and the Benchmark Requirement A.1: 
Expression of Record Attributes and Linkages to Record through expression 
of elements of their identity and integrity); 

 OriginalRefNum – the original reference number that was assigned to the 
record by the Records Producer (supporting Benchmark Requirement 
A.1.a.iv: Expression of Archival Bond by documenting the original File 
Identifier); and, 

 AccessionID – used to uniquely identify a group of records transferred to the 
Archives together (supporting Benchmark Requirements A.1.a.iii: Dates of 
Transmission and A.1.a.iv: Archival Bond by linking each record to the 
previous and subsequent ones). 
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5.3.4 Derivatives Generation 

 The FileConversion database table acts as the manager for all the 

servers/desktop computers tasked with handling the conversion of the incoming 

native digital objects into preservation and presentation derivative digital objects in 

accordance with the conversion routines.   The conversion environment utilizes a 

grid computing73 environment to distribute the tasks of migrating the transferred 

native digital objects associated with the records into preservation objects and/or 

presentation objects based on a rules engine for the file formats. Creating 

procedural controls governing the reproduction of a chain of derivative records from 

the original acquired provides support for Baseline Requirement B.2.b: Relationship 

between records.  Thus, the conversion process acts as middleware to manage the 

workflow and rules enforcement (see Figure 29: Derivative Digital Object Creation 

Grid Computing Architecture) in a way very similar to the Integrated Rules Oriented 

Data Systems Software (iRODS) from the Renaissance Computing Institute (RENCI) 

at the University of North Carolina (Chiang, Clapham, Qi, Sale, & Coates, 2011; Hsu 

et al., 2014).   As new accessions are processed through the ingestion workflow, the 

digital objects are added into the queue as a conversion batch until a 

processing/conversion machine is available and acquires the job.  Once a machine 

acquires that job, that batch is removed from the queue and assigned to that 

machine.  The processing/conversion machine will work on that conversion batch 

                                                 
73 In this context, grid computing refers to a software infrastructure that links distributed computational 
resources, such as distributed storage resources, archival systems, and databases through an interconnected 
high-speed local network (Wittek, Daranyi, & Hogskolan i Boras, 2012).   
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Figure 29: Derivative Digital Object Creation Grid Computing Architecture 

 

By farming out the tasks from a central location, specialized computers can 

be assigned to handle the more difficult and/or proprietary file format conversion 

tasks74.  In this way, the queue is not a strictly FIFO process.75 Depending on the 

size and type of the file, a given machine may sit idle even though there are 

                                                 
74 e.g. computers with more powerful CPUs and more RAM can be assigned the task of converting video files – 
which are more computationally intensive to migrate – while Windows-based computers with a Microsoft 
Office license can be assigned the task of converting proprietary .doc files to open .XML standard .docx file 
format standard created by Microsoft and adopted by ISO  (ISO/IEC, 2012, ISO/IEC, 2015, ISO/IEC, 2016a, 
ISO/IEC, 2016b) for future accessibility.  Of note: the author was a voting member for the International 
Committee for Information Technology Standards (INCITS)/V1 committee (INCITS, 2018) that approved the 
original Open Office XML standard for the European Computer Manufactures’ Association (ECMA) standards 
body (ECMA International, 2018). 
75 That is, First In, First Out, where the first record into the queue will be the first record removed out of the 
queue. 
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accessions in the queue if those digital objects are not of the type that it is allowed to 

process.  When a given batch conversion is completed, the digital objects are sent to 

the database for storage, and the process is marked as complete in the 

FileConversion table. The process itself is not removed from the database, however, 

in order to leave a record of the execution of the processes and of which computers 

performed the conversions. Documenting when and on which resource the 

preservation service occurred provides support for Baseline Requirement B.2.a: 

Date of Reproduction.  This grid computing environment has had an interesting by-

product for the Archives: it has enabled them to recycle low-end desktop 

computers76 into image processing machines for bulk conversion work.  A vast 

majority of the incoming accessions are scanned records -- predominantly .tiff 

images, which is the current preservation format used by the Archives. The desktop 

computers deployed in the ingestion workflow proved to have sufficient computing 

resources to make the required conversions into the presentation formats necessary 

for ‘browser-friendly’ file formats (either .jpg or .pdf depending on the source 

material).   

 To control the file format conversion process, there is a Service Monitor Batch 

Viewer that allows for the viewing and modification of batches currently in the 

process queue.  While in the process queue, the ID and Batch of the process can be 

selected and then the properties of the conversion process can be viewed and/or 

modified.  Among the parameters that are configurable is whether the converted 

                                                 
76 Including, for a period of time, a large number of desktop computers that were originally assigned to a 
multimedia classroom. 
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digital object is watermarked (e.g. ‘unofficial’ was a business case requirement from 

Records Producers that collect fees on certified copies of public records) and what 

file type the conversion process is to produce (e.g., documentToPDF). Documenting 

those business cases where derivatives are generated that are known to introduce 

elements that affect the identity or integrity of the record provides support for 

Baseline Requirement B.2.d: Record not fully and faithfully reproduced.  Each 

process is given a GUID77 unique identifier to differentiate one batch conversion 

process from another.  The Batch Viewer also tracks the number of attempts to 

perform the conversion, which is used for auditing if the native file may be corrupt. 

This protection against the loss or corruption of a record from a system failure 

provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.3: Protective Procedure: Loss and 

Corruption of Records, while documenting the results of the conversion on the form, 

content, accessibility and use of the record provides support for Baseline 

Requirement B.2.d: Impact of the reproduction process. 

5.3.4.1 Helper Classes 

 Helper Classes were developed for the ingestion workflows to allow for those 

actions affecting record ingestion that must be performed post the file conversion 

process.  By developing Helper Classes to work alongside the conversion process, 

any operation that needs to be performed preceding, in parallel, or upon completion 

of conversion can be defined without having to convolute the Convert Classes with 

                                                 
77 GUID, or Globally Unique Identifier, is a Microsoft specific implementation of the Open Software 
Foundation’s Distributed Computing Environment Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) standard (ISO/IEC, 
2014).  The standard allows for the creation of unique numbers without the coordination of a centralized 
authority such that information from multiple remote systems labeled with UUIDs can reasonably be expected 
to be combined without name collision (Duerr et al., 2011). 
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non-relevant code.  This separation of concerns provides the system with flexibility 

and extensibility to handle conditional workflows for various types of inputs, as well 

as error conditions allowing for the system to accept or reject an accession when 

anomalies in derivatives are detected. Preventing, discovering, and correcting loss 

or corruption of records provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Control 

procedures, and documenting the discrepancies with error handling conditions in 

error trapping78 provides support for Baseline Requirement B.2.d: Record not fully 

and faithfully reproduced.   

 The ConvertHelper is an abstract class79 from which all other Helper Classes 

inherit.  It contains two primary properties: Type and ForceAfterBatch. The Type 

property specifies when the execute method of the ConvertBatch is to be called: 

Before Batch, After Batch, Before Each Convert, After Each Convert.  

ForceAfterBatch property provides instructions to the AfterBatch Helpers as to what 

to do when errors occur in the file conversion process.  The options are: 

 Always – the AfterBatch Helper will always execute regardless of the number 
and type of errors that occur; 

 SomeErrors – the AfterBatch Helper will execute when there are zero or 
some number of errors less than the total number of conversions to be 
performed in the batch (i.e., the entire batch of digital objects to be converted 
did not fail); and, 

 NoErrors – the AfterBatch Helper will only execute when there are no 
reported errors in the conversion process.  
 

                                                 
78 Error trapping is the process of recognizing an error within a given operation and starting the specified 
process for responding to that error condition (Ince, 2013a). 
79 Abstract Classes are used in Object-Oriented Programming to represent a generic type of object as the basis 
for creating specific instantiations of that object through other classes that inherit the properties of the Abstract 
Class through a hierarchical relationship (Techopedia, 2018). 
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The ForceAfterBatch Helper provides error trapping and explicit instructions on how 

to proceed during the automated file conversion process.  Experience has shown 

this to be an effective tool for discovering corrupted digital object files as corrupted 

files will typically throw an error during the file conversion process, as the converted 

software will be unable to read and/or understand the file sufficiently to perform the 

conversion. This reporting on the stability of the conversion process provides 

support for Baseline Requirement B.2.c: Impact of reproduction process. 

5.3.5 Diplomatics Model Design 

The structure of the information object model used to describe a record in the 

preservation system was designed around the concepts found in the Benchmark and 

Baseline Requirements developed by the InterPARES research project (Authenticity 

Task Force, 2002).   The core of the object model is centered on the ‘Record 

Common’ elements that the Archives’  development team determined were present 

in every record – regardless of source or type; mirroring the finding that “it is 

possible to conceive of one typical ideal documentary form” (Duranti, 2015).  Within 

this Record Common table are the who, what, where, and when information about 

the record, along with foreign key pointers to additional tables containing the digital 

objects comprising the record, links to other tables that expand upon the ‘what’ 

aspects of the record, and finally security and provenance metadata (see Figure 30: 

Representation of Record Common Table Structure).  As the ‘what’ of the record 

changes, the Record Common would inherit secondary tables from other information 

structures to add to the core common properties inherent in all the records.  Thus, if 

the example in Figure 30 was a marriage record rather than a birth record, the 
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Record Common would inherit bride, groom, officiant, location, date and possibly 

witness(es) metadata elements instead of father, mother, hospital, and date of birth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30: Representation of Record Common Table Structure 
 

This Record Common concept expounds upon the Object-Oriented Programming 

paradigm and applies it into an archival science space by abstracting real-world 

objects (in this case, records) into idealized models of themselves (in this case, 

Record Common) (Tylman, 2018).  This process allows for the capturing and 

representation of key attributes and behaviors that need to be replicated and, 

through extension, become a part of the new object (Klump, 2001).  By focusing on 

the necessary elements that must be present in all records, the Record Common 

structure also serves three purposes: it forms the basis of Object-Oriented 

Diplomatics Object Model of the Preservation System (Jansen, 2015); the data 

elements within the structure support the Benchmark Requirements of Identity and 

Integrity (such as A.1.a.i: Names of persons concurring the formation, A.1.a.iii: Dates 

of creation and transmission, A.1.a.iv: Expression of archival bond, A.1.b.i: Name of 
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handling office and A.1.b.iv: Indication of technical modifications); and all elements 

of Record Common can reasonably be expected to be populated.80  Verifying that 

those elements required for guaranteeing the continued identity and integrity of the 

records over time and space are present provides support for Baseline Requirement 

B.1.b: Control procedures.  

5.4 Maintenance of Authenticity 

Records are searched for and retrieved through a custom .NET interface 

developed in-house.  Researchers enter the preservation system’s Uniform 

Resource Locator (URL) into a web browser, and a User Datagram Protocol (UDP)81 

request is sent to a Domain Name Server to resolve the user-friendly website name 

into the correct Internet Protocol address.  All incoming search requests are strictly 

limited through the firewall to Port 80, the most commonly used port number in the 

Transmission Control Protocol suite to send and receive requested web-based for 

HTTP traffic.  The firewall is responsible for controlling access among devices, 

inspecting the contents of the incoming data packets that contain malicious content, 

and blocking any intrusion attempts into the network (Fulp, 2017). This monitoring 

and restricting of access, use, and reproduction of records provides support for 

Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security and control procedures. Assuming that the 

traffic request is determined to be benign, the traffic is routed through a hardware 

                                                 
80 Or should any of these elements be absent, there is a strong possibility that the record is incomplete or 
inauthentic. 
81 User Datagram Protocol, or UDP, is a protocol used for sending data over a TCP-IP network.  Where its main 
advantage is speed, the tradeoff is that it lacks the error-checking facilities of the standard TCP-IP protocol; 
meaning that there is no guarantee that the data will arrive correctly (Ince, 2013b).  UDP is defined in RFC 768 
(Postel, 1980).  
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load-balancer to a pair of web-servers running Microsoft IIS82 that provide the search 

interface access in the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) area of the network.  The 

hardware load-balancing primary purpose is to maintain equilibrium across the 

webservers by ensuring that the load on the servers is spread out equally; it also has 

the added advantage of allowing for one channel to be brought down for updates, 

upgrades, or testing.  This process allows for a full vetting of any new code not only 

within the development and testing environment prior to roll out but also within the 

full production environment before allowing researchers to be slowly migrated back 

onto the new, tested release under careful observation. The preventing, discovering, 

and correcting loss or corruption of records in any new code base prior to rollout 

provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.c: Records remain unchanged.   

The web-servers are secured in an un-trusted area of the preservation system 

(DMZ) using a compartmentalization strategy that divides the possible areas of 

attack into zones that do not automatically have trusted access into other zones 

(Ahmad, Maynard, & Park, 2014; Riedl et al., 2015).  This strategy also isolates the 

sacrificial web-servers from the more important data storage devices were the 

records are preserved.  The intent is that the firewalls will detect intrusion attempts, 

and, ideally, before the intruder has time to work through the layers of the DMZ 

defenses (See Figure 31: Representation of DMZ) they would be shut out and/or 

have raised sufficient alarms that additional measures can be brought to bear (Price, 

2010; Gandotra, Singhal, & Bedi, 2009).   

                                                 
82 IIS stands for Internet Information Services, Microsoft’s web server running on the .NET framework 
(Microsoft Corporation, 2018c). 
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Figure 31: Representation of DMZ 

 

After records are ingested into the preservation system, they are flagged as ‘New’ 

for two weeks within the search results system to draw a researcher’s attention to 

the new accession.   

5.4.1 SQL Injection 

Another strategy used by the preservation system to ensure that the preserved 

records remain unaltered over the long term is to protect against SQL injection83 in 

search queries.  The Open Web Application Security Project (2017) rated injection 

as the single greatest security risk to online databases.  In a typical injection attack, 

an external, malicious actor gains control of a SQL-based database84 without 

necessitating user account access credentials through passing in (or injecting) SQL 

commands through an unsecured, standard search query box on a webpage. In 

                                                 
83 SQL injection is a code injection exploit that attacks errors in the data handling process of an application to 
insert malicious code; a popular form involves inserting SQL queries in data sent to a database (Butterfield 
&Ngondi, 2016c). 
84 In this particular instance, the SQL database is Microsoft’s SQL Server, but SQL stands for Structured Query 
Language and is a “standard language used for storing, manipulating, and retrieving data stored in databases” 
(W3Schools, 2018).  It is used by all of the major Database Management Systems (DBMS), such as Oracle, 
SQL Server, MySQL, and Postgres, allowing for inter-compatibility between the DBMS using the same 
standardize queries. 
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2011, the SANS Institute reported a significant, widespread SQL injection attack that 

had successfully affected approximately 160,000 websites using the Microsoft 

framework  -- IIS, ASP .NET, and SQL Server (Hofman, 2011).  To guard against 

SQL injection attacks, several SQL query best practices are employed: 

parameterized queries, blacklist filtering, data type validation, and escaping (Shar & 

Tan, 2013).  

Parameterized queries, or stored procedures, are a set of pre-defined search 

strings that are structured to contain everything but the variable for which the 

researcher is searching (e.g., last name = “Smith” where Smith is the name the 

researcher entered into the search term box).  The variable is then inspected and 

“typed” to ensure that the expected data is entered for the field (e.g., strings are 

entered in name fields, and qualified dates are entered in date fields).  Additionally, 

the data entered is filtered against a ‘blacklist’ of disallowed special characters that 

cannot be entered into the search term box; which is also the most common way to 

infiltrate a SQL database through entering a SQL sub-query into the search term box 

instead of a single variable, such as piggy-backing an additional ‘where’ query or 

adding a union clause (Singh, 2017).  Lastly, should any of the above checks fail, 

the query escapes out of the search query and does not pass the query on to the 

search services, thus preventing an attempted take-over of the database. These 

procedural controls to prevent, discover, and correct loss or corruption of records 

provide support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security and control procedures.
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5.4.2 Column Lists 

 As part of the ‘Record Common’ structure of the database, each record series 

within the database possesses a unique column list; that is, predefined data 

structures of the metadata elements that pertain to that record, series, and creator, 

along with the order in which that information is being presented to the researcher. 

Describing extrinsic and intrinsic elements of the record in this way provides support 

for multiple elements of Benchmark Requirements  A.1.a: Identity of  the Record, 

A.1.b: Integrity of the Record, and A.5: Establishment of Documentary Form, along 

with documenting the relationship of the records in the fonds providing support for 

Baseline Requirement B.3: Archival Description.   While these column lists are 

predefined as part of the Transfer Information Plan (TIP) negotiated between the 

Records Producer and the Archives prior to receiving the first record of that type, the 

column list is not static.  Depending on the role of the requestor, a dynamic SQL 

statement is created containing either all of the information, or just a subset of the 

column list to be returned based on the security parameters assigned at the Records 

Series, Record, or column level (i.e., an entire series can be restricted from public 

disclosure, or a single record, or just a column of a record).  Granting responsibility 

to specific users for creation, modification, or deletion of records as allowed by the 

appropriate authority provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.2: Access 

Privilege.  Utilizing Common Runtime Language85 custom data types, the resulting 

data can be represented in multiple ways depending on the requester and intending 

end-use – e.g., from an XML file to tabular column data.  In those instances when 

                                                 
85 CLR is a .NET framework run-time environment that allows the developer to manage the entire execution 
environment: from cross-language support integration and exception handling, to security and versioning, all 
the way down to garbage collection (Microsoft Corporation, 2018b). 
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the record and/or column(s) has/have been restricted from access by a requestor, 

the field is displayed, but the data is replaced with a red ‘restricted’ indicator to note 

that the information is present but not accessible. Notating to the requestor that they 

are not receiving the full, faithful reproduction of the record provides support for 

Baseline Requirement B.2.d: Documentation of Reproduction Process – see Figure 

32: Examples of Open and Restricted Columns. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 32: Examples of Open and Restricted Columns 
(Sample from Case Study) 

 

5.4.3 Database Locks 

As the Archives actively solicits digital records transfer as close to their point of 

creation as possible86, this has left the Archives with the necessity of having to 

develop solutions for handling updates and corrections to active records of 

permanent value.  Where traditionally the paper records would have been replaced 

and or annotated, the replacement and/or updating of digital records already in 

                                                 
86 The Archives has requested records as close as possible to point of creation in order to protect against loss, 
alteration, deterioration and technological obsolescence while in the custody of the Records Producer 
(conceptually supporting Baseline Requirement A.7: Identification of Authoritative Record, A.3: Protective 
Procedures: Loss and Corruption of Records, and A.4 Protective Procedures: Media and Technology by 
receiving a transfer of the digital record at creation before there is a chance of loss, alteration, deterioration or 
obsolescence). 
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custody of the Archives creates a versioning control issue.  To address this 

versioning issue, the preservation system continues to accept and then update 

records based on their point of origin (records creator), Record Series (archival 

fonds), Control Numbers, and other unique identifiers.   This updated information 

then replaces the previous information sent by the Records Producer, while the prior 

information is stored within the database in a ‘WAS/IS’ column to preserve the 

information, along with when the change was made. This process of noting when the 

changes were made provides support for Benchmark Requirement B.2: 

Documentation of Reproduction Process. 

In addition to restricting what external information is presented on any given 

record series/record/part of a record, the database can deny access to any aspect of 

the preservation system’s database using what is known within the Archives as 

‘database locks.’87  By assigning column level permission throughout the database, 

a hierarchical structure for read-write access has been developed based on the role 

assigned, as well inheritance through the Parent Organization (e.g., the Department 

to which a Division belongs) and/or the children of the Organization (e.g., the 

Branches of a Division). Using SQL column permission to allow or deny Record 

Level or Column Level access (with Start and End Dates indicating when the lock is 

effective), the locks can be applied at three levels: Record Series level (locking out 

an entire records series, such as for medical records), information record (locking a 

single record, such as when sealed by a court order), or column type (such as 

                                                 
87 The term ‘locks’ when used with database, is a bit of a misnomer however, as database locks typically refer to 
temporary restrictions on write privileges in conjunction with ACID principles to ensure the Atomic, 
Consistency, Isolation and Durability aspects of the transactions (Callison, 2009). 
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locking social insurance number).  The complexity of security permissions offered by 

SQL provides a high level of granularity in the type of control and access assigned to 

archival records sent by the Records Producer – from FULL CONTROL to ALTER to 

VIEW (Microsoft Corporation, 2017). See Figure 33: Record Locks Table Structure 

for the table structure controlling access permissions. Establishing access privileges 

concerning access, use, and reproduction of records by providing granular row and 

item level control provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security 

Controls. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 33: Record Locks Table Structure 

(Based on Case Study Interviews) 
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5.4.4    InformationRecordDatabaseHelper 

Another Abstract Class Helper that is used to update information that is 

stored in the database is InformationRecordDatabaseHelper.  In order to maintain a 

high level of control over how the metadata stored about records is modified within 

the database, classes that interact with the record metadata inherit their base 

properties through this abstract class in order to enforce a high degree of control 

over what actions can (and therefore cannot) be performed. Restricting the 

functionality of processes regarding access, use, and production of records provides 

support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security and Control Procedures.  There 

are six specific classes that inherit from InformationRecordDatabaseHelper and add 

limited, controlled, singular functionality:  

 FileDeleteHelper – deletes all files for the database that are 
associated with a particular record.  This class is executed prior to the 
execution of any Convert methods; 

 FileInsertHelper – inserts all of the source files and converted digital 
objects into the database after the Covert operation has been 
completed; 

 FileDataDeleteHelper – deletes all of the metadata for the given 
record in the Tbl_FileData prior to the execution of any Convert 
operations; 

 FileDataInsertHelper – inserts information about digital objects into 
the Tbl_FileData table – e.g., page count, original file path on the host 
machine, original file name and fields required to relate the digital 
object to the Information Record; 

 UpdateDeepStorageFlagHelper – sets an indicator flag when a new 
iteration of the deep storage record needs to be created at the next 
batch process (see Section 4.7: Creation of Deep Storage Copy for 
more information on this preservation process); and, 

 UpdateFilesExistsFlagHelper – updates the flag on the Information 
Record that indicates to the front-end website whether or not a digital 
object is associated with this record.  As processes can run 
asynchronously, it is theoretically possible from a workflow perspective 
to push a record through the workflow with the metadata information 
first and have the digital object(s) ‘catch up’ as it/they work(s) through 
the more time-consuming analysis and conversion process. 
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5.4.5   Sharding 

 The final aspect of database security utilized by the Archives to protect the 

records stored within the preservation system is database sharding.  Sharding is the 

process of horizontal distribution of data amongst multiple servers in order to 

increase performance88, throughput, and security of database operations (Zahid, 

Masood, & Shibli, 2014).  As the Archives views digital records to be immutable 

once transferred to the Archives, the record – as transferred – is never changed.  

Updates can be sent for those records that are still active, but those ‘updates’ are 

treated as either new records or versions of the existing record depending on the 

TIP.  Additionally, the database has been growing at a rapid rate as the Archives has 

chosen to store all the digital objects associated with the records in the database in 

order to leverage the ACID principles and create an indelible link between the 

metadata record and all the digital objects, from native through derived. Leveraging 

ACID principles to create this metadata-record link provides support for:   

 Benchmark Requirements A.1: Expressing Identity and Integrity 
of Record,  

 A.5: Establishment of Documentary Form through its intrinsic 
and extrinsic forms, and 

 A.7: Identification of Authoritative Record amongst numerous 
copies, along with 

 Baseline Requirements B.2: Documentation of Reproduction 
Process through the preservation services and its effects, and 

 B.3: Archival Description describing the collective attestation of 
the record along with its relationship to the fonds in which it 
belongs.  

                                                 
88 The SCAPE project out of the European Union concluded that the amount of time required for the File 
Identification Tool Set (FITS) to conduct its file analysis can be highly reduced through sharding the database 
across several servers (Becker & Faria, 2015). 
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By sharding the database at set size limits, the individual shards are distributed 

across multiple identical databases, with each closed shard secured from alteration 

through denying permissions to all but the super-administrator user account. 

Preventing, discovering, and correcting loss or corruption of records by placing them 

in the locked database shard provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: 

Security Controls. This distribution of the database schema across multiple database 

instances also allows for separating the database not only across different servers, 

but also across different network nodes, isolating the records from an intrusion 

attack into a single instance of the database (Trivedi, Zavarsky, & Butakov, 2016), 

thereby increasing security and intrusion detection. Storing the data in this way 

across multiple storage mediums provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.4: 

Protective Procedures: Media and Technology.  

5.4.6   Disaster Recovery 

Long-term access to digital records is a requirement of any preservation system. 

Creating backups of the digital records for offsite storage has long been considered 

a part of a Standard Operational Procedure for data centers (Iron Mountain, 2011; 

TechTarget, 2016), and is a common practice at all three case studies.  Under most 

circumstances, this routine process would not be the subject of an analysis of the 

technological features of preservation systems that support authenticity.  However, 

what sets this case study apart from others is the unique philosophical, 

methodological, and technological approach chosen to implement disaster recovery 

and the depth of documentation of the disaster recovery tapes that are sent offsite.  

The basic premise of this Archives’ offsite disaster recovery package is that, in the 
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event of a complete and catastrophic loss of the Archives’ preservation system, 

along with the unavailability of its technical staff, the package could be used at any 

cold site89 data center to recreate the digital preservation system onto bare metal 

servers90.   To achieve this goal, the disaster recovery package needed to be fully 

encapsulated91, non-proprietary92, platform-agnostic93, and completely self-

described94.   This disaster recovery package is called the Red Box and contains 

traditional backup tapes95 along with five sections of binders that provide a 

comprehensive overview of the technological environment that would need to be 

recreated in order to accurately and faithfully restore the preservation system back 

to its original state (and along with it, full and faithful reproductions of all the digital 

records contained within that preservation system). The five sections of binders are 

as follows: Documentation, Backups, Software, Hardware, and Service and 

Maintenance Contracts.  

                                                 
89 A cold site is a stand-by recovery facility large enough to host mission critical operations in the event that an 
organization’s primary data center ceases operations (Paraskevas, 2013). 
90 Bare Metal refers to servers that have no operating systems installed but have the necessary hard drives, RAM 
and network connectivity. They can be cloud based, or local physical server, but require ‘signal tenancy’ for the 
occupant to take custody and load their preferred operating system and software (Sarault, 2015). 
91 Fully encapsulated in that the disaster recovery solution contains everything needed to recreate the 
preservation system onto bare metal servers; meaning contained within the ‘kit’ are the needed operating 
systems, software, and a complete copy of all the records that have been sent and modified by the Archives over 
the entire life of that record. 
92 Non-proprietary in that the disaster recovery solution is not reliant on any specific type of backup software 
solution or operating system to be able to restore the tapes or read the compressed data on the tapes. 
93 As above, the disaster recovery solution does not require that a specific operating system be present for the 
restoration of the preservation system. 
94 Self-describing in that a sufficient level of documentation exists that any competent Information Technology 
professional would be able to follow the enclosed 
95 In this instance, the Archives is using Ultrium Linear Tape-Open (LTO) Generation 6 tapes with a native 
uncompressed storage capacity of 2.5TB per tape.  The LTO specification was developed in the late 1990s as 
open standards alterative to the proprietary magnetic tape standards that existed at the time and is under the 
direction of the LTO consortium led by Hewlett-Packard Enterprise, IBM, and Seagate (Jaquette, 2003). 
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5.4.6.1 Section One: Documentation  

The first section contains the diagrams of the internal network architecture 

along with the physical hardware layout of the servers as they were installed in the 

server racks.  The server room layout is also physically mapped out, including the 

routing path for the power and fiber connectivity to the servers.  The configuration of 

equipment and network is documented with the network IP names, addresses and 

server names, and buildout worksheets created for each server with one server per 

sheet.  All the public Domain Name Server entries96 are listed. The Network Firewall 

configuration settings are output by printing the show running-config for Cisco 

firewalls (see Figure 34: Extract of anonymized show running-config for an example 

of the type of information provided; note the IP address, hostname and domain 

names, indication of FTP allowances through the firewall, and indication of 

password). Assigning responsibility to users to access the network on a case-by-

case basis provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.2: Access Privileges, 

and implementing and monitoring the access privileges once assigned provide 

support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security and control procedures.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
96 Public DNS entries provide mapping between the human readable names of websites and services on the 
internet (e.g. webpage.org) and the machine-oriented address of the named entity (e.g. 192.168.142.2) 
(Butterfield & Ngondi, 2016a).  If this DNS entry were to be lost or corrupted, researchers entering in the 
Archives’ URL would not be able to reach the website, regardless of where the server were located, whether at 
the primary location or a backup site. 
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hostname# show running-config 
: Saved 
: 
XXX Version X.X(X) 
Names 
! 
interface Ethernet1 
nameif inside 
security-level 100 
ip address 10.86.194.176 255.255.254.0 
! 
enable password 8Ry2YjIyt7RRXU24 encrypted 
passwd 2KFQnbNIdI.2KYOU encrypted 
hostname XXX 
domain-name XXX.com 
boot system flash:/cdisk.bin 
ftp mode passive 
: end 

 
Figure 34: Extract of Anonymized Firewall show running-config 

 (Cisco Systems, 2013, p. 27-2) 
 

Similarly, the show running-config for the Ethernet switch is printed out and 

included in the binder (see Figure 35: Extract of Anonymized Ethernet show running-

config for an example of the type of information that is included in this report; note 

the specificity of security level, location and contact information for the SNMP server 

and the explicit instructions for what types of traffic traversing the network to inspect 

– DNS, FTP, HTTP, etc.).  A mapping of the switch ports and how they are 

configured into their virtual local area networks97 is also included. This restricting and 

monitoring of the types of traffic allowed to access to the network provide support for 

Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security and control procedures.  Active Directory 

information for all active and inactive accounts is listed, to include: System/Security 

Accounts (SQL Server, Backup, etc.), User Accounts, Security Groups with 

                                                 
97 A virtual local area network (or VLAN) is a group of devices on one or more local area networks that are 
configured together virtually to function as if they were connected together by the same piece of physical wire; 
because this grouping is logical, rather than physical, the connections and configurations are extremely flexible 
(Cisco Systems, Inc. 2004). 
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members and purpose of the group, Utility email accounts, and purpose of why they 

are used, Mail Distribution Groups, and Group Policies. Assigning responsibility to 

users of the preservation system for the creation, modification, relocation, and 

deletion of records provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.2: Access 

Privileges, and implementing and monitoring the access rights to the internal 

resources within the preservation system provides support for Benchmark 

Requirement B.1.b: Security and control procedure.   
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ciscoasa# show running-config 
: Saved 
: 
ASA Version 9.0(1) 
names 
! 
interface Ethernet0 
nameif test 
security-level 10 
ip address 10.1.1.2 255.255.255.254 
! 
snmp-server location 
snmp-server contact 
snmp-server enable traps snmp 
telnet 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 inside 
telnet timeout 1440 
ssh timeout 5 
console timeout 0 
group-policy todd internal 
! 
class-map inspection_default 
match default-inspection-traffic 
! 
policy-map abc_global_fw_policy 
class inspection_default 
inspect dns 
inspect ftp 
inspect http 
inspect ils 
inspect netbios 
inspect rpc 
inspect sqlnet 
inspect tftp 
! 
Cryptochecksum:bfecf4b9d1b98b7e8d97434851f57e14 
: end 

Figure 35: Extract of Anonymized Ethernet Switch show running-config 
 (Cisco Systems Inc., 2015, p. 12-2) 

The Storage Area Network documentation is also in the binder, including: 

manufacturer-provided training manuals – install notes, revisions, contacts – 

hardware serial numbers, software serial numbers, agent software versions, vendor 

service tag numbers, and storage processor configuration. Lastly, the configuration 

of the hardware load balancers is printed (see Figure 36: Extract of Show 

Configuration for Hardware Load Balancer) to document the level of logging and 
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types of services that are looked for and distributed (balanced) amongst the servers 

(the logging supports Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security and control procedures 

by implementing and monitoring access restrictions on the types of traffic allowed 

through the network).  

eqcli > show config 
sequence = 60 
locale = "en" 
watchdog = 30 
version = 3 
extended_audit = true 
syslog { 

sequence = "0" 
enable = false 
# server = "" 

} 
alerts { 

sequence = "0" 
enable = true 

} 
services { 

sequence = "0" 
http = true 
https = true 
ssh = true 
snmp = true 
envoy = true 
envoy_agent = true 
fo_http = true 

} 
 

Figure 36: Extract of Show Configuration for Hardware Load Balancer 
(Fortinet, 2015, p. 184) 

5.4.6.2 Section Two: Backups  

The second section includes the tapes of server backups (using a disk 

cloning utility to create a complete copy of the hard drive from the server) and the 

SIPs that were transferred to the Archives by the Records Producer unprocessed by 

the preservation system. Storing the official record this way, as it was transferred by 

the creator in its original, pre-ingested state, provides support for Benchmark 

Requirement A.7: Identification of Authoritative Record. “Deep Storage” tape copies 
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of the ingested records from the preservation system are also included (see Section 

4.7 of this chapter for more on Deep Storage). With regards to the raw SIP tapes 

and the Deep Storage tapes, the Archives produces two sets of each of these tapes, 

one to keep locally, and one to store in a geographically remote location. Maintaining 

regular system back-ups in multiple locations provides support for Benchmark 

Requirement A.3: Protective Procedures: Loss and Corruption of Records.  In this 

way, the Archives is promoting an offline version of the LoCKSS (Lots of Copies 

Keep Stuff Safe) philosophy98 of distributed, synchronized copies (Rosenthal, 

Vargas, Lipkis, & Griffin, 2015). Traditional backups of the SQLServer database (and 

therefore the complete AIP record as stored in the preservation system) are 

included, along with a copy of the backup policies (frequency and retention of tapes). 

5.4.6.3 Section Three: Software 

The third section includes master copies of all in-house and third-party 

software used at the Archives. A printed master listing of all software is included to 

compare against the media present.  Copies of the original source CD/DVD 

materials are made and included in the package, along with disk clone images onto 

LTO tape.  Of note: not only are the original operating system software disks 

included, but all of the incremental service patches that were installed since the 

software was issued are also in the package.  Copies of all the purchase orders are 

included in the event that additional hardware/software needs to be procured.  

Copies of any license keys supplied with the purchases (both as printed copies and 

                                                 
98 That is, the preservation system’s database continually tracks the authoritative record in the preservation 
system and continually compares that copy with what is known to exist at the other remote locations; any 
difference in the copies – either incremental updates or wholly new records – are corrected. 
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as electronic license.txt files containing both the activation key and instructions for 

where the key is to be placed/installed in order for the software to function) are also 

included.  By providing all of the original software with activation keys along with 

specifications for the original hardware, the original environment can be recreated to 

an exacting degree in the unlikely event that the environment has to be rebuilt 

entirely from scratch to the same exact specifications as existed at the time of ‘the 

event.’ Ensuring that a complete system backup of the original environment – 

hardware, software, and codebase – continues to operate unimpeded regardless of 

any disaster provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.3: Protective 

Procedure: Loss and Corruption of Records. 

5.4.6.4 Section Four: Hardware  

The fourth section contains a complete listing of the current hardware 

environment in production at the Archives.  This includes full documentation of the 

configuration: users manuals, installation guides, performance and specification 

guides, security and best practices guides for installation and configuration, and 

disaster recovery guides. Documenting security parameters and configurations of 

the hardware powering the preservation system provides support for Baseline 

Requirement B.1.b: Security and control procedures.  Blueprint drawings are 

included for server room layout, UPS system, building electrical plans, data wiring 

diagrams, security cameras, and the security card access system to provide means 

for securing physical access to the facility and restoring power as quickly as 

possible. Documenting the assignment of responsibility to access records within the 
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preservation system, as well as access to the physical structure provides support for 

Benchmark Requirement A.2: Access Privileges. 

5.4.6.5 Section Five: Service and Maintenance Contracts  

The final section contains copies of all of the service contracts, maintenance 

agreements, warranty information, and emergency procedures for the Archives.  

This section is subdivided into the various parts of the preservation system that need 

to be tracked (Ethernet switches, firewalls, servers, storage, tape library, security 

system, etc.).  Copies of any purchase orders that include line items for service 

and/or maintenance agreements are included in this section.  Contact information for 

the vendor representative, their alternate backup and the main help desk line are 

included, along with the scope of the Archives’ coverage (e.g. next business day, 

24x7, etc), serial numbers of the vendors equipment covered under that agreement, 

expiration date of the agreement, and any login, password or customer numbers that 

are needed for service.  Each sub-section contains its own maintenance log of any 

work that was performed on that system – either upgrades, failures, BIOS/Firmware 

upgrades, unexplained gremlins, etc. – further ensuring that replacement equipment 

will match the last known working state (quirks and all) of the preservation system’s 

hardware that was in place prior to ‘the event.’ Maintaining this audit log of all 

upgrades and changes performed to the preservation system provides support for 

Benchmark Requirement A.3: Protective Procedures: Loss and Corruption of 

Records, and ensuring that appropriate documentation exists regarding executed 

upgrades and replacement of parts within the preservation system’s environment 

provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.4: Protective Procedures: Media 
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and Technology.  Lastly, there is the Archives’ call list with emergency contact 

information for all staff members as well as local emergency services (fire, police, 

medical), along with emergency procedure guides for handling: power disruptions, 

water leaks, security intrusions (both physical and network), and media interactions.  

Without question, this disaster recovery package is by far the most extensive and 

comprehensive this author has ever encountered.  The breadth and depth to which it 

documents the current, active state of the preservation system is unique in its 

completeness; greatly exceeding industry ‘best practices’. In many respects, this 

Red Box is the Archives’ ‘Preservation-system-in-a-(literal)-box,’ providing a level of 

protection against technological failure not reached by the other two case studies. 

5.4.7 Creation of Deep Storage Copy 

 In addition to the version of the record stored within the preservation system 

(and the complete backup of that system via a tape backup), the preservation 

system also creates a ‘deep storage’ copy of the archival record.   This version of 

the record is a non-proprietary, technology agnostic, stand-alone, self-describing 

version of the record that is intended to encapsulate all of the information that was 

transferred (native record and metadata, access restrictions, agency contracts), 

extracted (technical, administrative and authenticity metadata) and created 

(preservation and presentation derivatives, and events) throughout the transfer, 

ingestion and storage processes.  Supplying sufficient description to support of an 

attestation of the authenticity of the records and their relationship to the fonds in 

which they belong provides support for the encapsulation concept of the six layers 
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defined within the Literary Warrant99 as well as Baseline Requirement B.3: Archival 

Description. 

After the records are processed through the primary ingestion routine, a sub-

process watches for new records flag to create the .xml deep storage version of the 

record by extracting all of the relevant information from the database, including each 

digital object (and version of the digital object) associated with the record.  The Deep 

Storage record is divided into five primary sections:  

 Identity – containing information relating to the identity of the record 
such as its control number from the record producer, the unique ID 
assigned by the Archives, the display name given to record, and its 
classification code (supporting Benchmark Requirement A.1.a.iv: 
Expression of archival bond); 

 Context – containing information about the creation and transfer of the 
record, such as the series to which the record belongs, disposition 
authority, create date, author, writer100 (Supporting multiple elements 
of Benchmark Requirements in A.1.a: Identity of the record -- such as 
A.1.a.ii Names of persons concurring in the formation of the records, 
and A.1.a.iii: Dates of Creation and transmission); 

 Description – containing a description of the content of the record 
along with any keyword/taxonomy terms that were associated with the 
record (supporting Benchmark Requirement A.1.a.ii: Name of action or 
matter); 

 Security – containing access restrictions and legal citations that affect 
the record, the digital objects or any of the individual fields (supporting 
Benchmark Requirement A.2: Access Privileges); and, 

 Digital Objects – containing Base64 encoded versions of the native file 
transferred by the Records Producer and any of the derivatives that 
were created during the ingestion process (supporting Baseline 
Requirement B.2.c: Relationship between records acquired and copies 

                                                 
99 That is: the handle layer (declaration of the digital object to be a record), terms and conditions (control, use 
and access information), structural layer (necessary structural information to maintain value as evidence), 
contextual layer (provenance), content (actual data of the transaction), and the use history layer (actions taken 
after creation, e.g., indexing, redactions, destruction) (Bantin, 1998). 
100 Note:  The Benchmark Requirements developed by InterPARES that are used by this study define create 
date, author and writer as attributes of identity, but this case study Archives has placed them within the context 
section of their metadata structure. 
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produced), along with the directory locations where those files were 
pulled from (supporting Benchmark Requirement A.1.a.iv: Archival 
Bond by linking the record to the previous and subsequent ones). 

Base64 was chosen as a way of representing the binary digital object data into XML 

as a method of transmitting (or in this case preserving) the data without loss or 

modification of the contents through the transfer process.  It does this by chunking 

up the binary data so that Base64 encoding represents three bytes (with each byte 

comprised of 8 bits of data) and represents them as four printable ASCII characters 

(Wang & Kissel, 2015).  ASCII was chosen as the character set to map to due to its 

widespread acceptance and implementation at the time as the method of choice for 

email transmission (Josefsson, 2006).   Two copies of the tapes are kept, one for 

storage at an offsite location in another state, and one stored within the tape library 

storage subsystem capable of storing petabytes of records (see Figure 37: Example 

of a Tape Library System). 
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The author looks through the inspection window of a tape library system  
(Mearian, 2005) 

Figure 37: Example of a Tape Library System 
 

5.5 Summary 

This case study focuses heavily on the front end of the preservation process: 

the tools and methodologies used for the transfer of records from the Records 

Producers to the Archives.  The custom-built transfer tool used in this case study 

authenticates the user, based on the Archives-maintained Active Directory accounts, 

and captures a wealth of provenance-related information from the technological 

environment from which the records were being transferred (e.g., network domain of 

user, operating system and version information, MAC address of the machine, 

domain user account name, etc.).  By utilizing a custom-built tool, some of the 

routine functions of the ingestion process are pushed onto the Records Producer’s 

desktop (i.e., hash value creation, virus scanning, and transfer agreement 
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validation), thereby reducing the number of computing resources required by the 

Archives.  Moving these functions to the Records Producer has the additional benefit 

of vetting the transfer prior to receipt by the Archives; incomplete or inconsistent 

transfers are blocked before they are received, further reducing computing 

requirements in the preservation system through eliminating the processing of 

transfers that would ultimately be rejected.  In this way, the Archives receives the 

SIPs in a standardized package, pre-vetted against the transfer agreement, with the 

required authenticity metadata embedded, all without requiring the Records 

Producers to supply the information – in turn reducing the chances of clerical errors 

and/or erroneous information. 

Once the SIPs are received, processing commences with the reconstitution of 

records from the package (as needed).  This approach is unique amongst the case 

studies, as the other institutions preserve the digital objects as they are transferred – 

pushing onto the researcher the burden of understanding the construction of the 

transferred files and associating rows of data with digital objects.  Given the 

complexity and obscure formats of some of the transfers, it is unlikely that a 

researcher would have the knowledge or tools capable of extracting records from the 

data files (such as the example above of the recording system transfers comprised 

of three or four .dat files).  Rather than take the approach of preserving the SIP 

contents as a single archival unit, this concept of re-creating the digital records as 

they are used within the system of origin allows for a more uniform migration 

process.  The information on the preservation system found in the Red Box provides 

comprehensive documentation of the hardware and software environment, enabling 
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bare-metal restoration of the existing technology environment and all of the records 

contained with the preservation system. 

Long term maintenance of the authenticity of the records utilizes a multi-

pronged approach.  The digital objects themselves are stored within the preservation 

system’s database in order to leverage the ACID principles provided by the RDBMS 

(another strategy unique to this case study).  This method also has the advantage of 

creating an indelible link between all of the metadata pertaining to a record and the 

digital objects comprising the record, ensuring that the record remains whole through 

system upgrades, network redesigns, or hardware migrations.  Modifications to 

records post-ingest are tracked within the database, allowing for a view into 

metadata fields as they existed at any point in time.  Additionally, the database is 

sharded in order to write-lock close shards while also providing a capability for 

increases in retrieval speed and efficiency.  To protect the records against a 

catastrophic loss, multiple copies of the preservation system are stored on tape -- 

both onsite and in a remote location -- should a system restore be required.  In 

addition to the traditional system backups found in all data centers, this case study 

also creates a technology-agnostic, fully-encapsulated, self-describing version of the 

record (the ‘Deep Storage’ copy capable of being read in any text editor without the 

need of a database).  Lastly, an unprocessed version of the SIP (as it was 

transferred by the Records Producer) is written off to tape allowing for the 

transferred package to be re-ingested from scratch should the need arise (such as a 

system failure or the discovery of a fatal flaw in the ingestion programming).   
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“It's the guarantee that the object that you have in your custodianship is the 
same object that you originally received. It hasn't been tampered with, hasn't 
been lost, hasn't been corrupted and you can demonstrably prove that you've 
kept custodianship of it.” 

- Interview with Software Engineer Responsible for Storage Repository 
 
 
 

Chapter Six: Case Study – National 
Implementation 
 

6.1 Background 

This chapter details the case study implementation of an archival preservation 

system that was developed in-house with the mandate to preserve primarily 

governmental publications, reports and web-based records for a national 

government in Europe with a population of approximately 66 million people.  The 

Digital Preservation Unit responsible for the preservation system is a unit within the 

Collection Division, as well as having cross-departmental coordination with the 

Research Development Division.  The mandate driving digital preservation is derived 

from federal law and requires Records Producers to deposit materials with the 

institution, along with instructing the institution to perform a comprehensive web-

spidering capture of all governmental websites on an annual basis. The creation of 

comprehensive digital preservation strategies and guidelines began in 2001, with 

research and development of digital preservation tools and infrastructure following 

soon after. 

This third case study is by far the largest of the case studies -- in terms of 

staffing, the volume of records, and size of the infrastructure -- as would be expected 
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of a national-level institution. The annual accrual rate exceeds 250,000 digital 

records, 450TB of web archives, and 175TB of open data sets.  This amount of 

digital accrual necessitates a scalable, robust infrastructure to support continued 

growth and responsive access to such an extensive preservation system. The 

preservation system that was developed is a hybrid solution of existing open-source 

tools, an in-house developed workflow framework, and a sophisticated distributed, 

multi-site redundant storage repository.  The preservation system is also the only 

one of the three case studies to have been independently audited and certified as a 

trusted, reliable digital preservation solution; found so by the Center for Research 

Libraries using, among other assessment metrics: ISO 16363: Trusted Digital 

Repository (International Organization for Standardization, 2012a), DRAMBORA 

Risk Assessment (Digital Curation Centre & DigitalPreservationEurope, 2015), Data 

Asset Framework (University of Glasgow & Digital Curation Centre, 2013), and 

DIN31644: Information and documentation – Criteria for trustworthy archives 

(Deutsches Institut für Normung e., V., 2012).  With such a vast diversity of digital 

materials that the institution is responsible for preserving, several independent 

preservation systems are deployed and continue to evolve in parallel research and 

development.  For this study, we will be examining the following four areas: Records 

Transfer to the preservation system, the PLANETS preservation system (with which 

the research team was heavily involved in the design and development phases), the 

Storage Strategies for digital records of permanent value, and Auditing Strategies. 
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6.2 Records Transfer 

Records Producers wishing to transfer records to the archives do so through a 

web browser using authenticated login credentials.  From this portal site, the 

Records Producers can select the type of record they intend to upload and the digital 

objects to be included in the transfer package.   

6.2.1 Interface 

Records Producers submit records to the archives through a custom-designed 

web portal built on top of a Microsoft SharePoint Server101 infrastructure. Access to 

the web portal requires that a Microsoft Active Directory account has been created 

for the user and appropriate permission to access and upload specific types of file 

formats through the portal site have been assigned. Requiring assignment of 

responsibility for creation, modification, and relocation of records by the proper 

authority provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.2: Access Privileges, and 

implementing and monitoring access privileges to ensure that only known and 

verified users are permitted to upload the types of records they have pre-negotiated 

with the archives provide support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b Controls over 

Records Transfer.  Once the users have been validated, they are prompted to add 

specific metadata pertaining to the content of the records that are then associated 

with the transfer package.  This capturing of known facts regarding the user 

uploading the records, information about the content, date of transmission, and 

relationship to other transfers provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.1: 

                                                 
101 Microsoft SharePoint is the web enabled data management application used to provide coordination, content 
management and business intelligence analytics of the workspaces and document libraries attached to 
SharePoint (Microsoft Corporation, 2019). 
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Identity of the Record.  This information that is collected and the original digital 

objects are then packaged into a Submission Information Package (SIP) using the 

BagIt (Internet Engineering Task Force, 2015) packaging specification (see Figure 

38: Example of the BagIt File Structure). Designing these upload packages to 

conform to the terms and conditions governing the transfer of records provides 

support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Controls over Records Transfer. The entire 

package is then transmitted using HTTP with Secure Socket Layer Encryption102.  

By using x.509 digital certificates103, the sender can be authenticated, with the data 

encrypted by the sender and decrypted by the receiver. This process prevents the 

packet from being intercepted during transmission or being modified, or from having 

a falsified package passed onto the receiver. Utilizing technology that makes 

interception by anyone other than the archives extremely difficult provides support 

for Baseline Requirement B.1.a: Unbroken Chain of Custody, and encrypting the 

transfer from sender to receiver provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.c: 

Record remains unchanged. 

  

                                                 
102 HTTPS is the primary transmission protocol used to protect identity and integrity through bi-directional 
encryption of communications to protect against eavesdropping and tampering by using a triple layer of 
protection: encryption, data integrity, and authentication (Google, 2019). 
103 X.509 is the specification that defines the format for public key certificates used during Secure Socket Layer 
as well as electronic signatures (Adams, C., Cain, Pinkas, & Zuccherato, 2001). A certificate signing request 
(CSR) is generated and sent to a trusted Certificate Authority (CA – in this case, Verisign Secure Site Pro); the 
resulting certificate is installed on the web-server and then used for PKI transactions with the CA validating the 
certificate as authentic, as needed. 
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  SIP 
  
      bagit.txt 
 
 

  
 
 
 

bagit-info-.txt 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Manifest-sha2.txt 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
              
 
       data/ 
   
  AnnualReports2018 
        Accounting2018.pdf 
   Archives2018.pdf 
   E9112018.pdf 
   FoundationArts2018.pdf 
   …. 
   Payroll2018.pdf 
   Stadium2018.pdf 
 

Figure 38: Example of the BagIt File Structure 
 
 

6.2.2 Sending the transfer 

Once the Records Producer has completed the creation of a SIP bag, an 

ingest web service is called using a Put method -- Put(string sipCollectionXML) – to 

BagIt-Version: 0.97 
Tag-File-Character-
Encoding: UTF-8 

Source-Organization: Dept of Accounting 
Contact-Name: Mr. I.M. Archiving 
Contact-Phone: 808-555-1234 
Contact-Email: IMArchiving@dags.gov 
Bagging-Date: 2019-2-28 14:23:12 
External-Identifier: AnnualReports2018 
Content-Type: 1.2 Reports 

<checksum1> data/AnnualReports2018/accounting2018.pdf 
873ac4e828ca9f8c5375ea9af197ea435a5e9ff2f341f4470224ed69ed
956f01<checksum2> data/AnnualReports2018/archives2018.pdf 
a058c54205fa8232f67e7b489524797f1a3e751a15a526e35c7ce76664
69d4a6 
<checksum7> data/AnnualReports2018/payroll2018.pdf 
17471106cb710952dcd48e6dd78561daae74c654168b059ebe8e0cc94b
c88993<checksum8> data/AnnualReports2018/stadium2018.pdf 
ab40b738ac0e5777d2022fe44b135335f51e5e567c96c2a7ae20e8387e
fb84b2 
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inform the preservation system that the Records Producer has a SIP ready for 

transfer.  The Put method is also used to programmatically control the transfer of the 

SIP through a tightly controlled command set prohibiting the possibility of modifying 

the contents of the SIP on either end of the transfer. Implementing these processes 

to prevent loss or corruption of records provides support for Baseline Requirement 

B.1.b: Security Procedure.  Within the XML for the SIP is a unique identifier for the 

SIP bag, the callback web service to be used on the client-side, and the SIP 

message package. The SIP message package consists of a unique ID for each 

object within the SIP, the path on disk to the objects on the Records Producer’s side, 

the hash value generated prior to transmission, and indicators of whether the 

Records Producer wishes to receive notification of ingestion milestones (e.g., a new 

hash is generated, objects are written to disk in the preservation system, a second 

copy is committed to disk/tape within the preservation system, etc.).   

6.2.3 Gateway 

The Gateway is designed to act as the system firewall and interface into the 

storage subsystems, responsible for limiting access to the Storage Sites.  As such, it 

has two functions for which it is responsible, transfer of ingested records into the 

preservation system’s storage subsystem (put) and providing access to records that 

have been processed into the preservation system (get).  The Gateway acts as a 

security guard to ensure that only those two functions are performed going into and 

out of the storage system. Implementing these procedures to limit access into the 

network and preventing unauthorized external commands controlling the storage 

subsystem provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security and Control 
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procedures. All inbound traffic into the preservation system is routed through the 

Gateway so that no system outside of the Storage Site storage subsystem boundary 

has direct access to the digital objects stored within the preservation system. 

Monitoring and controlling access into the Storage Repository to those who have 

been assigned responsibility by the appropriate authority provide support for 

Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security Procedures.   To gain access to records with 

the preservation system, the Gateway provides an interface providing services for 

both ingest and access.  These services limit inbound traffic to one of two request 

types: requests to ingest a specific record and its associated digital objects, and 

requests to access a record, its associated digital objects and its metadata stored 

within the preservation storage subsystem.  When errors are detected in the ingest 

process, a callback mechanism can flag the sender104.  The logic of a callback 

filtering mechanism allows for packet inspection and, based on the contents, 

determining whether the packet should continue on its journey, be immediately 

dropped or routed to a different workflow (Bonafiglia, Sapio, Baldi, Risso, & Pomi, 

2017).  

6.2.4  Verification of Transfer 

The Gateway is also responsible for ensuring that the digital object has been 

successfully transferred from the Records Producer to the archives and placed into 

an isolated, temporary location (TempStore) within the storage subsystem to begin 

the ingestion process.  It accomplishes this task by using a web service to compare 

                                                 
104 A callback mechanism is a type of function that allows for arguments to be passed into another function (as 
opposed to typical Java output of simple sets of values) in order to resolve dependencies, transfer data, or 
handle composite activities (Janetschek, Prodan, & Benedict, 2017). 
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the hash digest value that is transmitted by the Records Producer against the hash 

value of the same digital objects calculated post-transfer. Ensuring that the 

preservation system has received, in the correct order, every bit of data that was 

selected for transfer provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.c: Record 

remains unchanged.  In cases where the digital objects are transferred to the 

archives without hash value, the Gateway bypasses this verification step.  In cases 

where the Gateway has found that the digital object received does not match the 

hash value that was generated by the Records Producer, the Gateway responds 

with an error message and the expected resolution (e.g., resubmit the suspect digital 

object for reinspection and ingestion). This ability to login and resume system 

operations in the event of a detected error provides support for Benchmark 

Requirement A.3: Protective Procedures: Loss and Corruption of Records. 

6.3 Records Ingestion 

The institution has devoted a large amount of staff and financial resources to 

the research, development, and testing of the PLANETS Interoperability Framework, 

but has not yet committed to full deployment within the existing preservation 

infrastructure.  As discussed in Chapter Two: Literature Review, PLANETS is an 

open-source, Java-based digital preservation project funded by the European Union 

with the goal to “help organisations preserve and maintain long-term access to 

digital content” (PLANETS, 2007).  One of three primary components of the 

PLANETS suite, the Interoperability Framework (IF) is the platform that allows 

discovery and deployment of third-party preservation tools within defined complex 

workflow operations “taking into account domain-specific business logic (as decision 
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making), as well as components to configure, interpret, and execute these models in 

a controlled environment” (Jackson, Lindley, & Steeg, 2010).  The platform utilizes a 

Java Web Services105 approach that is heavily ‘services-oriented’ along the lines of 

‘micro-services’ employed by Archivematica; that is, the services form the backbone 

of the system using a highly modular architecture that allows for the insertion, 

removal or replacement of any one service component without disruption of the 

other services. 

The architecture of the IF centers on the concept of services and data, and 

links the two together through workflows.  Services perform a given action on a 

digital object based on a preservation objective (e.g., migration of a digital object).  

Within the software code, a class106 that performs a service implements the relevant 

Interface107  and declares itself as a Java Web Service using standard Java 

annotation108 (i.e., @WebService in this implementation).  In order to maintain a 

clear separation of functional responsibilities while adhering to the services concept, 

classes that perform services generally only implement a single service interface 

(even though Java classes could potentially implement multiple service interfaces). 

This clear assignment of defined preservation actions with regards to the terms and 

                                                 
105 Web services are self-describing modular applications that can be published and invoked across the Internet 
to enable interoperability and reusability of data from different application services (Nordin A Rahman & 
Hafizu Uba, 2018). 
106 A class in Object Oriented Programming is a grouping of related structural and behavioral functions that give 
form to an object. 
107 In Java, an Interface is “an abstract ‘class’ that is used to group related methods with ‘empty’ bodies” 
(Refsnes Data, 2019a). To be implemented, the Interface must be implemented by another Class using the 
“Implements” keyword.  In this way, the Interface can be likened to a template for the object that is used by 
other Classes to populate the values required by the individual methods that compose the object’s behavior. 
108 Java annotation is a form of metadata to provide data about the program that is not part of the program itself.  
Annotations are used to provide information about the compiler, compile-time and deployment-time processing, 
or runtime processing (Oracle Corporation, 2017d). 
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conditions governing records transfer provides support for Baseline Requirement 

B.1.b: Controls over Records Transfer and the extensive project documentation of 

the preservation services and their Javadocs109 provide support for Baseline 

Requirement B.2: Documentation of Reproduction Process and its Effect.  The types 

of services that are supported by PLANETS ‘out-of-the-box’ are: 

 Fixity -- generates a digest value that is used to test the digital object 
for unintended alteration between two points in time; 

 Identify -- determines the file format of the digital object based on the 
presence of specific byte sequences; 

 Validate -- determines the level of compliance of the file format to its 
specification; 

 Characterize -- measures and extracts significant properties of the 
digital object relevant to preservation;  

 Migrate -- used to convert a digital object from one file format to 
another; 

 Modify -- used on digital objects that must be altered without changing 
the file format (e.g., repair due to the identification of a virus); and, 

 Compare -- looks for differences between one digital object and 
another and returns the differences as a list of properties. (Wilson, C., 
2010) 

6.3.1   PLANETS Service Access  

As each preservation service within PLANETS is effectively its own Java 

class (each containing Java Web Services-specific annotations), the preservation 

system can function either within a self-contained environment or be distributed 

across a local or wide area network.  For local access, the desired service is 

instantiated as a standard object; for distributed operations, remote web services 

through Java API for XML Web Services110 can be used, or a more traditional 

                                                 
109 The Javadoc tool is a program that reads source files and formats them into an internal form in order to 
generate API documentation in HTML or XML (Oracle Corporation, 2017c) 
110 Java API for XML (JAX-WS) is a Java language Application Programming Interface for creating web 
services (such as SOAP and RESTful) that uses XML as the primary method of communication between the 
web service and the client (Eclipse Foundation, 2019). 
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Simple Access Object Protocol111 (SOAP).  As previously mentioned, the 

preservation services themselves are entirely self-contained and stateless; 

therefore, everything each service needs to perform its preservation action (including 

the digital object(s) to be processed) is sent to the service via SOAP using Message 

Transmission Optimization Mechanism, an XML-based optimized packaging 

standard developed by W3C (2005). Verifying the authority of the transfer action in a 

defined serialized package using a standardized protocol provides support for 

Baseline Requirement B.1.a.Unbroken Chain of Custody. The use of SOAP 

processes allows for the ability to implement RESTful web services112 and WSDL113 

security to limit inbound SOAP requests (Mohamed & Zeki, 2017) to authorized 

and/or signed requests.  This monitoring of service requests and restricting access 

to those granted responsibility by the appropriate authorities provides support to 

Baseline Requirement B.1.b Security procedures. 

6.3.2   PLANETS Service Registry 

PLANETS utilizes an endpoint (URL) registry (as the preservation system is 

web service-based) to track every preservation, utility, and third-party service that is 

available for use within the preservation workflows. This Service Registry itself is a 

Web Service, and therefore can be accessed in much the same manner as any 

other preservation service.  Implementing these services to conform with the terms 

                                                 
111 Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is a lightweight protocol used for exchanging structured information 
in decentralized, distributed network environments (World Wide Web Consortium, 2007). 
112 RESTful services focus on system resources (identified using universal identifiers) and how they are 
addressed and consumed by service clients through HTTP methods to provide interoperability between 
computer systems (Kobusińska & Hsu, 2018). 
113 Web Services Description Language (WSDL) is an XML-based interface description language for describing 
the functionality that is offered by a web service (Refsnes Data, 2019b). 
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and conditions governing transfer and maintenance of the records provides support 

for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Control Procedures, and preventing, discovering, 

and correcting loss or corruption of records through the ability to inspect the source 

code of preservation services provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: 

Controls over Reproduction Process.  One of the advantages of this implementation 

decision is that the Service Registry can be queried for services that match specific 

criteria; query methods provided return an immutable ServiceDescription object that 

contains information such as service name, description, and WSDL location to call 

the Web Service (see Figure 39: ServiceDescription Builder Object). 
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    /** 

* Builder for ServiceDescription instances. Using a builder 
ensures 

* consistent object state during creation and models optional 
named 

* constructor parameters while allowing immutable objects. 
* @see 

eu.planets_project.services.datatypes.ServiceDescriptionTest 
     */ 
public static final class Builder { 
 
/** No-arg constructor for JAXB. API clients should not use this.            

*/ 
  @SuppressWarnings("unused") 
 
private Builder() {/** Non-instantiation */} 
 
        /* Required parameters: */ 
        protected String name; 
        protected String type; 
         
/* Optional parameters, initialised to default values: */ 
protected List<MigrationPath> paths = new 

ArrayList<MigrationPath>(); 
      protected List<Property> properties = new 

ArrayList<Property>(); 
        protected List<URI> inputFormats = new ArrayList<URI>(); 
        protected URI logo = null; 
        protected URL endpoint = null; 
        protected URI furtherInfo = null; 
        protected String instructions = null; 
        protected String serviceProvider = null; 
        protected String author = null; 
        protected String identifier = null; 
        protected String version = null; 
        protected String description = null; 
        protected Tool tool = null; 
        protected List<Parameter> parameters = null; 
        protected String classname = null; 

 
Figure 39: ServiceDescription Builder Object 

(PLANETS, 2014) 
 

This ability to query, locate and consume services over the web allows for complete 

de-coupling of the preservation processes, either by distributing the services 

amongst multiple servers or amongst multiple institutions (e.g., institution A performs 
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only format identification and validation while institution B handles all the migration 

services for both institutions). 

6.3.3  Data Objects 

Along with the services described above, PLANETS describes a data object’s 

file format using a Universal Resource Identifier (URI)114 based upon the unique 

combination of PRONOM ID, file extension, and MIME type. This articulation of the 

intrinsic and extrinsic elements of the record provides support for Benchmark 

Requirement A.5: Establish of Documentary Form.  PRONOM is a file format registry 

developed by The National Archives of the United Kingdom (TNA) capable of 

identifying the file format and version for over 250 unique file signatures.  PRONOM 

identifies file types by inspecting the binary data comprising the file and comparing 

the results to a look-up table of ‘magic numbers’ to find a match (see Figure 40: 

Example of Signature from PRONOM for RTF Files).  File formats are readily 

apparent when inspecting the file extension of the digital object (e.g., .mp3, .doc, 

.txt) and comparing them to a table of the types of software that produce that 

extension115.  Lastly, MIME Type is an internet standard used to identify file formats 

and format contents being transmitted over the web (Cocciolo, 2016).   

 

                                                 
114 Universal Resource Identifier (URI) is a string of characters used to uniquely identify specific resources 
following a pre-defined set of syntax rules, with the most common implementation URLs (e.g., HTTP://) used 
to access webpages and URNs (e.g., ISBN) used to identify books (Jacobs & Walsh, 2004).  
115 Note: file format extensions are not uniquely assigned, nor is there a standards body controlling their 
issuance. As a result, file extension alone is insufficient to determine the file type; other information (such as 
header information, magic number or other metadata, must also be used to correctly determine the file type).  
For instance: .dat can be either a DOS data file or an InterSystems Cache Database file, and a .db file can be 
either a SQLite database file or a Paradox database file (two different, incompatible database systems). 
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External 
signatures 

File extension: rtf 

Internal 
signatures 

Name RTF 1.0 - 1.4 (generic) 

Description \rtf control word 

Byte sequences Position 
type 

Absolute from BOF 

Offset 0 

Byte order   

Value 7B5C7274(66|6631)5C(
616E7369|6D6163|706
3|706361) 

  

Figure 40: Example of Signature from PRONOM from RTF files 
(The National Archives, 2012b) 

 

6.3.3.1 Format Registries  

Just as with the Services Registry, PLANETS also maintains its registry of file 

formats.  The Format Registry maintains an internal table that maps to known format 

URIs that are captured by the third-party file format identification tool DROID116 

using the PRONOM Web Service provided by TNA (see Table 9: Example of 

PRONOM Entry for PDF/A 3u).  This internal registry removes the reliance upon 

PRONOM connectivity and maintenance in order to function, thereby allowing the 

registry to continue to provide information on those file format URIs that have been 

assigned within the system. This divulging of any stored digital components provides 

support for Benchmark Requirement A.1.b: Integrity of the Records, and articulating 

                                                 
116 DROID is an open source tool developed by the National Archives of the United Kingdom to “perform 
automated batch identification of file formats” (The National Archives, 2018).  DROID reads the internal 
signatures found in the binary of the file and compares that information to the information recorded in the 
PRONOM technical registry maintained by The National Archives and updated regularly with new formats and 
revised information. 
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the intrinsic and extrinsic elements that are present in the properties of the file format 

provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.5: Establishment of Documentary 

Form.   
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Name Acrobat PDF/A - Portable Document Format 
Version 3u 

Other names   

Identifiers MIME:  application/pdf 
PUID:  fmt/481 

Family   
Classification Page Description 

Disclosure   
Description The Portable Document Format/Archive is a format designed for long term 

preservation by Adobe Systems. PDF/A is an ISO standardised version of 
PDF, with all of the features from PDF that would impede long term 
preservation removed. A major principle of PDF/A is that it is self-contained 
and not reliant on externalities, thus all font and colour information is encoded 
into the file. PDF/A files are larger than other types of PDF files due to the 
need for embedded information. PDF/A3 supports three levels of compliance: 
PDF/A-3a (Accessible), PDF/A-3b (Basic). and PDF/A-3u (Unicode). The 
PDF/A-2 standard is a constrained subset of ISO 32000-1 (PDF 1.7), which 
includes PDF 1.0-1.7 and is defined by ISO 19005-3:2012, which has the 
formal name 'Document management - Electronic document file format for 
long-term preservation - Part 3: Use of ISO 32000-1 with support for 
embedded files (PDF/A-3)'. The primary new feature in PDF/A-3 is the ability 
to embed any source format within a PDF/A file. 

Orientation   
Byte order   

Related file formats Has priority over Acrobat PDF 1.0 - Portable Document Format (1.0) 
Has priority over Acrobat PDF 1.1 - Portable Document Format (1.1) 
Has priority over Acrobat PDF 1.2 - Portable Document Format (1.2) 
Has priority over Acrobat PDF 1.3 - Portable Document Format (1.3) 
Has priority over Acrobat PDF 1.4 - Portable Document Format (1.4) 
Has priority over Acrobat PDF 1.5 - Portable Document Format (1.5) 
Has priority over Acrobat PDF 1.6 - Portable Document Format (1.6) 
Has priority over TrueType Font   
Has priority over Acrobat PDF 1.7 - Portable Document Format (1.7) 
Is subtype of Acrobat PDF 1.7 - Portable Document Format (1.7) 

Technical Environment   
Released   

Supported until   
Format Risk   

Developed by None.  
Supported by None.  

Source 
Digital Preservation Department / The National Archives  

Source date 25 Oct 2012 
Source description   

Last updated 25 Oct 2012 
Note  

 
Table 9: Example of PRONOM Entry for PDF/A 3u 

(The National Archives, 2012a) 
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The format URIs are permanently associated within the preservation system with the 

digital objects comprising the records and are often a deciding factor in how the 

preservation workflows function (i.e., different URIs will cause different preservation 

actions to occur) and when those services are employed. This ensuring of 

compliance with the terms and conditions governing reproduction and maintenance 

of the records provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Control over 

Reproduction Process. The registry also exposes a reverse mapping function to 

users in that, when it is given a file format extension, it will output all known URIs 

that apply to that file format. 

6.3.4  Digital Objects 

Within PLANETS, digital objects are represented within Class DigitalObject117 

as raw bytes of data and are the basic units upon which the preservation services 

operate.  Of interest is the fact that, along with the byte stream, PLANETS embeds 

the File Information Toolset (FITS) XML data in the same package (see Figure 41:  

Class DigitalObject Example).  As the preservation services rely upon these 

DigitalObjects to perform all of their preservation actions independently of one 

another, this packaging allows for testing the integrity of the byte stream at any given 

time during the preservation workflow by comparing a newly generated FITS output 

run against the raw byte stream with that which is embedded in the DigitalObject 

tested. Allowing for independent, ad-hoc testing of the integrity of the bytes in a 

                                                 
117 In this usage, italicized DigitalObject refers to objects constructed using the Class DigitalObject; where 
lower case digital object continues to refer to the files that are part of the record transferred to the Archives.  
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record provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.c: Record remains 

unchanged. 

public void setData(ByteStream data) { 

        this.data = data; 

    }     

public void setFitsXMLString(String fitsXMLString) { 

        this.fitsXMLString = fitsXMLString; 

    }     

Figure 41: Class DigitalObject Example 
(PLANETS, 2015a) 

Individual DigitalObjects that are smaller than 10MB in size are kept in memory for 

processing, while objects that are larger are cached to the specified hard drive 

(locally or networked).   

All classes that implement a Service Interface carry the following annotation:  

@StreamingAttachment( parseEagerly=true, 

memoryThreshold=ServiceUtils.JAXWS_SIZE_THRESHOLD ) 

(PLANETS, 2015a) 
 

Where parseEagerly=true instructs the Service to wait until the DigitalObject has 

been received in its entirety before proceeding. This ensuring that the full transfer 

has been completed received prior to the initiation of any Preservation Service 

provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.3: Protective Procedures: Loss and 

Corruption of Records.  PLANETS also allows for digital objects to be serialized 

directly to XML allowing the contents to be stored as a String: 

String xml = digitalObject.toXml(); 

(PLANETS, 2015c) 
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Through this process, a standardized XML schema is wrapped around the digital 

object -- including its metadata, associated properties acquired in the transfer 

process, and institution-specific identity and integrity elements. This expression of 

specific known facts regarding identity and integrity elements not contained within 

the digital objects provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.1: Expression of 

Record Attributes and Linkage to Record. At any point through the preservation 

workflow, the DigitalObjects can be de-serialized from their XML representation 

through a simple method: 

DigitalObject object = new DigitalObject.Builder(xml).build(); 

(PLANETS, 2015a) 

This process allows for the preservation system to test that the digital object and 

associated metadata remain unaltered from the original state.  This comparison of 

process files hash values with the values of the transferred records provides support 

for Baseline Requirement B.1.c: Record remains unchanged. 

6.3.4.1  Immutability of Objects and Data 

One of the core design concepts with PLANETS is that entities that are 

passed between services (specifically DigitalObjects and ServiceDescriptions) are 

immutable objects118 and cannot be created directly (i.e., through a ‘new’ method) 

but only through a factory.119  This security feature ensures that the underlying digital 

object and its associated metadata that were transferred by the Records Producer 

                                                 
118 Immutable objects are objects whose state cannot be changed once they are constructed in order to prevent 
corruption caused by thread interference or inconsistent states (Oracle Corporation, 2017a). 
119 The Factory Method is a design methodology wherein the instantiation of objects is deferred to subclasses in 
order to solve recurring design problems where flexibility and re-usability of object creation are desired (Beck, 
1995). 
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cannot be tampered with.  This preventing of loss and corruption of records by 

permitting the preservation process to only be additive and incapable of altering the 

original objects transferred provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Control 

procedures.  Furthermore, having immutable objects within the preservation 

workflow allows for safe and efficient parallel processing of data as it eliminates the 

contention issues common with locking/unlocking of mutex/semaphores that are 

required for mutable objects. This limiting of concurrent preservation operations 

acting upon the same object provides further support for Baseline Requirement 

B.1.b: Control procedures by preventing loss or corruption of records. PLANETS’s 

design allows for the sending of a copy of a record to each Service as it is required 

to avoid this type of contention entirely, depending on need and workflow design. 

6.3.5  PLANETS Data Registries 

Data Registries, like Service Registries and Format Registries, are Web 

Services that are accessed through Java either by instantiating a local registry object 

or remotely through a JAX-WS to communicate with the server.  SOAP can also be 

used to communicate with the server without the use of Java.  As the name would 

imply, Data Registries are used to store and retrieve digital objects; they are 

effectively the central repository for the preservation workflow.   This Data Registry is 

not to be confused with a permanent archival storage system, however. PLANETS is 

just a means to an end and does not provide services for the long-term management 

of the preservation objects once they have successfully been processed through the 

preservation workflows. Instead, these data registries serve as a tracking system for 

the digital objects for their time from initial ingestion through the final creation of the 
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Archival Information Package. Maintaining this audit trail of the packages’ progress 

through the preservation system provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.3: 

Protective Procedures: Loss and Corruption.  After the creation of the AIP, the 

packages are stored elsewhere, and the digital objects’ entries are removed from the 

registry  

6.3.6   Workflows 

Workflows, like Data, Services, and Formats, have a specific registry for 

workflow templates, and there is a Workflow Execution Manager that is responsible 

for executing the workflows and ensuring that the correct digital objects are sent to 

the correct Preservation Service in the correct order.  This confirmation that the 

terms and conditions governing records transfer and maintenance are followed 

provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Controls over Records 

Maintenance and Reproduction, and documenting the order of preservation services 

provides support for Baseline Requirement B.2: Documentation of Reproduction 

Processes. The workflows can be browsed by retrieving a list of registered 

templates, and the Java source for the available workflow templates can be retrieved 

for viewing and analysis (see Figure 42: Retrieve Workflow Template Code). 
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@WebMethod( 
            operationName = WftRegistryService.NAME+ 

"_getWorkflowTemplate",  
            action = PlanetsServices.NS + "/" + 

WftRegistryService.NAME+"/getWorkflowTemplate") 
    @WebResult( 
            name = WftRegistryService.NAME + "Template",  
            targetNamespace = PlanetsServices.NS + "/" + 

WftRegistryService.NAME,  
            partName = WftRegistryService.NAME + "Template") 
     

public byte[] getWFTemplate( 
      @WebParam( 
             name = "QWorkflowTemplateName",  
             targetNamespace = PlanetsServices.NS + "/" + 

WftRegistryService.NAME,  
             partName = "QWorkflowTemplateName")    
             String qWorkflowTemplateName 
    ) throws PlanetsException; 

 

Figure 42: Retrieve Workflow Template Code 
(PLANETS, 2015d) 

6.3.6.1 Workflow Execution Manager 

The WorkflowExecutionManager allows for “submitting workflows with 

payload and polling for the execution's status, progress, and results” (Jackson et al., 

2010).  It is used to submit workflow instances, send notices on the results and 

progress that has been made at any given point in time, and serves as an interface 

to end-users and applications requesting status, position, progress or results of a 

submitted workflow.  As such, it can perform the following: 

 Submit workflow: start a workflow job package with a list of digital objects 
(and related references), and a fully qualified name of workflow to invoke 
along with the XML of the workflow configuration that is to be used.  This 
method returns a ʻjob-ticketʻ in the form of a UUID which can subsequently 
be used to query the status of the job; 

 Query a workflow’s status (e.g., completed), position (e.g., in processing 
queue), or progress (e.g., towards completion); and, 

 Retrieve execution results to return the results of any Preservation Service 
that has executed (or intermediate results in case of a Service that has not 
yet been completed). 
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The requirement to send the full workflow configuration at the start of the job as part 

of the payload package along with the digital objects eliminates any confusion as to 

which workflow is to be followed. This process of ensuring that terms and conditions 

governing records transfer and maintenance are followed provides further support 

for Baseline Requirement B.1: Controls over Maintenance and Reproduction, and 

documenting which workflow is to be invoked for a given transfer provides support 

for Baseline Requirement B.2: Documentation of Reproduction Process and its 

Effects. 

6.3.6.2 Workflow Execution Engine 

The Workflow Execution Engine (WEE) is responsible for actually processing 

the jobs.  The WEE is a message-driven JavaBean120 that does its work through its 

onMessage method121.  Furthermore, the JavaBean has been set to a maxSession 

of 1 (see Figure 43: Bean maxSession), thereby allowing only one instance of this 

class to be available at any given time. Ensuring through code that only one set of 

processes is authorized to execute at a time provides support for Benchmark 

Requirement B.1.b: Control Procedures.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
120 A JavaBean is a reusable segment of code that can be combined with other segments of code to create an 
application (Ngondi & Butterfield, 2016). 
121 Message-driven beans do not have remote or local interfaces that define client access; rather execution is 
triggered by the message in accordance with the application’s business logic asynchronously (Oracle 
Corporation, 2013).   
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 @MessageDriven( name = "WorkflowExecutionEngine",  
    activationConfig =  { 
   
    @ActivationConfigProperty(propertyName="destinationType", 

propertyValue="javax.jms.Queue"), 
    @ActivationConfigProperty(propertyName="destination", 

propertyValue="queue/wfExecQueue"), 
            @ActivationConfigProperty(propertyName="maxSession", 

propertyValue="1") 
    }) 

 
Figure 43: Bean maxSession 

(PLANETS, 2015e) 
 

Similarly, the WorkflowExecutionManager follows a singleton pattern, so it too 

guarantees that only a single instance will exist at any given point in time.  If one 

were to look inside the source for the WorkflowExecutionEngineImpl.java, one would 

see that it instantiates a WorkflowExecutionManager using the 

getWEEManagerInstance() method: 

//1) get the WEEManager instance - required in the same JVM 
WeeManager weeManager = WeeManagerImpl.getWeeManagerInstance(); 

(PLANETS, 2015e) 

The comment line above the method call indicates the need to execute in the same 

Java Virtual Machine (JVM) as the manager object being used by whichever class is 

submitting the job.  This is where the singleton pattern guarantees this single 

instance. This preventing the loss or corruption to a record by ensuring that only a 

single instance of a given Preservation Service is executing on a record in order to 

eliminate the risk of parallel, concurrent processing corrupting a record provides 

support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Control Procedures. 
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6.3.6.3  Workflow Templates 

A Workflow Template describes those Preservation Services that are invoked 

and their order for every record to be successfully ingested through the system.  

Additionally, the templates serve a few other functions:  

 Storing the results of the workflow into the PLANETS Data Registry.  
For example: upon completion of the Migrate Preservation Service, the 
service would return an additional new digital object of the migrated file 
format which the workflow would need to catalog and pass on to the 
Data Registry for storage (supporting Baseline Requirement B.2: 
Documentation of Reproduction Processes and its Effect by recording 
the results of services); 

 Returning results of completed Preservation Services.  The execute() 
method returns a WorkflowResult object that contains information 
detailing the execution of the workflow for the object (supporting 
Baseline Requirements B.2.c: Impact of the reproduction process by 
reporting on the impact of Preservations Services on a record object); 

 Event creation for workflow. Event objects are created to capture 
relevant metadata (e.g., service invoking, date/time, how long it ran, 
results) about the Preservation Service that can then be permanently 
associated with the record objects (see Figure 44: Event Object 
Creation) within the preservation system (supporting Baseline 
Requirements B.2.a: Documentation of Reproduction Process and its 
Effects by recording when a service ran, why it was run, against which 
digital objects, results of the service, etc.,). 
 

public Event(final String summary, final String datetime, final Double 
duration, final Agent agent, final List<Property> properties)  
  { 
        this.summary = summary; 
        this.datetime = datetime; 
        this.duration = duration; 
        this.agent = agent; 
        this.properties = properties; 
    } 

Figure 44: Event Object Creation 
(PLANETS, 2015b) 

When creating workflow templates, authors have the option of inheriting properties 

(behaviors) from the WorkflowTemplateHelper instead of simply implementing the 

WorkflowTemplate Interface.  The template helper provides a convenience class that 
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takes care of the lower-level code (such as the access to digital objects and other 

necessary data); it also provides convenience methods that use reflection (the ability 

to inspect the structure of an object – such as members and properties – at runtime) 

to provide needed information, such as the list of Services declared.  By ensuring 

that a consistent and minimum set of functional and security protocols conform to 

the terms and conditions regarding transfer and maintenance of the records, 

Benchmark Requirement B.1.b: Control Procedures is supported. 

6.3.6.4 Workflow Configuration 

Classes that implement workflow templates only declare the type of service 

they use (e.g., Migrate, Modify, Hash) as members; the specific services that will be 

used in the workflows are declared in a separate XML configuration along with any 

parameter configurations specific to that service.  A subtle constraint on workflow 

configurations and the templates they use is that the name of service in the template 

must match the ID field in the XML configuration exactly; without the match, the 

WorkflowFactory cannot find the right service to configure.  This requiring of an 

exact match to execute a service provides support for Benchmark Requirement 

B.1.b: Control Procedures.  A separate class, WorkflowFactory, takes the 

configuration (a JAXB122 Java XML representation) along with the list of digital 

objects belonging to the workflow and returns a WorkflowInstance object that WEE 

can then use.  Templates are stored in the Template Registry as Java source files, 

                                                 
122 Java Architecture for XML Binding is a software framework allowing for the mapping of Java classes to 
XML representations (Oracle Corporation, 2017b). 
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so some steps need to be taken before the preservation system can use them.  In 

order to properly create a WorkflowInstance object, the WorkflowFactory must: 

 Query and retrieve the requested workflow source file from the 
Template Registry; 

 Validate, compile, create the JAR123, and populate the workflow 
template; 

 Find the Service object within the workflow template, and set the 
declared service;  

 Build and initialize proxies for the passed service endpoints and store 
their service parameter configuration in a WorkflowContext object; and, 

 Include the payload upon which to invoke the workflow. 

Upon completion of the above steps, the WorkflowInstance is then submitted to the 

queue of pending workflows to await execution.  

6.3.7 Ingestion Process 

To protect the preservation system from potential contamination, digital objects 

are inspected by the Gateway outside of the network (i.e., prior to being brought into 

the protected environs of the preservation system’s server environment).  The 

Gateway uses the path of the object in the ingestion request information to launch a 

multi-engine virus scanning API to use eight separate virus scanning engines to 

scan the digital objects for virus, malware and other harmful code.  Creating this 

audit log of any known viruses hidden within the digital objects provides support for 

Benchmark Requirement A.3: Protective Procedures: Loss and Corruption of 

Records.  The rationale for using multiple scanning engines is a simple one: the 

efficacy of virus scanning engines in detecting and eliminating malware and PUAs 

                                                 
123 A JAR, or Java Archive, is a container (commonly a zip file) of the Java class files, libraries and associated 
metadata needed to execute a program. 
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varies significantly between vendors, as does the meantime to detection.124  A 

recent six-month-long study of eighteen of the largest market shared virus scanner 

showed that realized effectivity of individual virus scanners ranged from 98.3% to 

99.9% on a controlled test set of 998 known, current malware with false positives in 

one case being as high as 106, or 9.4% (AV-Comparatives, 2018).  False positives 

are a recurring problem as the digital objects incorrectly identified as containing 

viruses would have been rejected during ingest when, in actuality, they were free of 

contagions and should have been processed normally.  Malware and Potentially 

Unwanted Applications (PUAs) continue to show explosive growth, with 47 million 

distinct pieces of malware detected in 2010 and growing to 856 million distinct 

pieces in 2018125.   

6.3.8 Format Comparison 

The ingestion workflow then compares the list of file formats against those 

formats that were pre-negotiated per the OAIS Producer Archives Interface 

Specification (Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems, 2014) to ensure that 

the preservation workflow is able to fully process the records transfer. This process 

of verifying conformance with terms and conditions provides support for Baseline 

Requirement B.1.b: Control Procedures.  From the information provided in the SIP, 

along with the Producer-Archives agreement, the ingest process creates an XML 

profile that informs the ingestion workflows on how to assemble the transferred 

                                                 
124 The amount of time between initial detection in the wild and the time that the vendor has provided an 
updated signature file for use by their application to detect and neutralize the malware.  
125 According to AV-Test, an independent IT-Security Institute located in Magdeburg, Germany that specializes 
in testing the effectiveness of various consumer and enterprise grade virus scanning solutions (AV‐TEST GmbH, 
2018). 
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digital objects into their corresponding archival record units.  This process of 

verifying that the attributes relating to the records identity and integrity have been 

carried forward correctly provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.a: Control 

Procedures, and documenting that the reproduction process is transparent provides 

support for Baseline Requirement B.2: Documentation of Reproduction Processes 

and its Effects.  

6.3.9 Ingestion Workflow 

The first step after the creation of workflow XML is to identify and validate the file 

formats contained in the SIP.  This is accomplished through the use of the 

JSTOR/Harvard Object Validation Environment, or JHOVE, to identify the file format, 

validate the format against its published format standard, and then characterize the 

format-specific significant properties of the object (Fellows of Harvard College & 

JSTOR, 2009).  The example of the JHOVE output provided in Figure 45: Extract 

from JHOVE illustrates the type of metadata that is created for a single file and 

includes, among other metadata: create date, author, file size, file format, and 

version.  This recording of the creator, dates, embedded technical objects, and 

significant properties of the digital object provides support for Benchmark 

Requirements A.1.a: Identity of the Record, A.1.b, Integrity of the Record, and A.5: 

Establishment of Documentary Forms.  The resulting output is then added to a 

record metadata file using the Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard 

(METS) developed by the Library of Congress.  METS is a descriptive metadata 

standard used for encoding descriptive, administrative, and structural metadata 

regarding the digital objects in a preservation system (Library of Congress, 2018a).  
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Any metadata files transferred in the SIP are validated for conformance to the 

agreed-upon XSD that was negotiated in the OAIS PAIS agreement.  Verifying that 

incoming digital objects are in the agreed-upon format described in the terms and 

conditions governing transfer provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.a: 

Control procedures. Those that fail validation are rejected, and an alert is sent to the 

user account in the Active Directory that initiated the transfer. 

<jhove xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns="http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/xml/ns/jhove" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/xml/ns/jhove 
http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/xml/xsd/jhove/1.5/jhove.xsd" name="JhoveView" 
release="1.3" date="2009-06-05"> 
 <date>2009-09-02T15:43:18+02:00</date> 
 <repInfo uri="/home/gottardi/Documents/creating-an-ssl-keystore-using-
the-java-keytool.pdf"> 
<reportingModule release="1.8" date="2009-05-22">PDF-
hul</reportingModule> 
  <lastModified>2009-04-27T14:37:03+02:00</lastModified> 
  <size>156321</size> 
  <format>PDF</format> 
  <version>1.4</version> 
  <status>Well-Formed and valid</status> 
  <properties> 
     <property> 
      <name>Author</name> 
      <values arity="Scalar" type="String"> 
       <value>Hannes Kulovits</value> 
      </values> 
     </property> 
     <property> 
      <name>CreationDate</name> 
      <values arity="Scalar" type="Date"> 
       <value>Tue Aug 05 15:13:43 CEST 2008</value> 
      </values> 
     </property> 
     <property> 
      <name>ModDate</name> 
      <values arity="Scalar" type="Date"> 
       <value>Tue Aug 05 15:13:43 CEST 2008</value> 
      </values> 
     </property> 
     </values> 
    </property> 
  </properties> 

 

Figure 45: Extract from JHOVE 
(Sample data from Case Study) 
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For published materials (reports, books, pamphlets, websites), Metadata Object 

Descriptive Standard (MODS) is used to extend the METS descriptive information 

for the creation of original resource descriptions, such as structural composition, 

object elements, and auxiliary definitions (Library of Congress, 2018b). Additionally, 

Digital Item Declaration Language (DIDL) is used in declaring the structure and 

makeup of digital items (ISO/IEC, 2005) that when assembled together comprise a 

record (see Figure 46: DIDL Relationship Diagram).  Among the preservation 

metadata that is captured in the METS file for every record is: 

 Provenance (who initiated the transfer, contact information, Institution) 
 PRONOM ID, MIME Type, Format Extension 
 File Size 
 Ingest Date 
 Hash digest value 
 Author/Creator 
 Creation Date of the digital object(if known) 
 Access Conditions 
 Collection-Level Unique Identifiers (i.e. StreamID, ProjectID, RegistryID) 
 Object-Level Unique Identifiers (RepositoryID, ARK126, DOI127) 
 Creation Software (if known) 
 JHOVE output (with the version of JHOVE used to gather information) 

 
The metadata captured is used within the preservation system for identification (of 

correct bitstream and associated record), discovery (for locating and disseminating 

the requested record), access (allowing users to access the requested record), 

authenticity (for demonstrating that the record is what it purports to be), and 

preservation (for allowing the preservation risk to be accessed and for preservation 

planning to occur). This recording of certain basic facts regarding identity, integrity, 

                                                 
126 Archival Resource Key, a Universal Resource Locator (URL) developed by the California Digital Library 
that provides a persistent identifier for information objects of any type (Kunze, John & Rogers, 2013).   
127 Digital Object Identifier is an ISO standard persistent identifier scheme for objects of any type (International 
Organization for Standardization, 2012b) 
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dates of creation and transmission, and the archival bond shared with this record 

provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.1: Expression of Record Attributes 

and Linkage to the Record, and providing the information needed by the workflows 

to ensure that the correct preservation services are applied as described in the 

terms and conditions governing transfer and maintenance provides support for 

Baseline Requirement B.1: Controls over Records Transfer, Maintenance and 

Reproduction. 

 
Figure 46: DIDL Relationship Diagram 

(Example of DIDLStructure) 
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6.3.9.1 Quality Checking the Ingestion Workflows 

Any extraneous digital objects that cannot be associated with a specific 

record are not ingested, and the user account that initiated the transfer is notified. 

This verifying that the contents of the transfer conform to the terms and conditions 

governing the transfer and rejecting any that do not provides support for Baseline 

Requirement B.1.b: Control Procedures. File formats that are deemed to be ‘at risk’ 

based on the JHOVE analysis are normalized into agreeable preservation formats 

via the Format Action Plan and are kept alongside the native format along with any 

access format copies that were created.  Events are generated for any migration 

processes -- noting the source digital object, normalized digital object, software used 

for migration and version of software used. Documenting the when, what software, 

results of migration, and which digital objects resulted from the process provides 

support for Baseline Requirement B.2: Documentation of Reproduction Process and 

its Effects. 

6.4 Maintenance of Authenticity 

To ensure the availability and integrity of the digital objects as they are stored in 

the repositories storage subsystem, the archives has employed a live, triple-

redundant storage philosophy wherein three separate, geographically dispersed 

data centers all host the same digital objects and continually compares the hashes 

of their holdings against the other two.  This comparison mechanism is performed at 

the storage subsystem level as a continuously run process.  In this way, the storage 
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validation process operates as a hybrid form of LOCKSS128 and a Storage Resource 

Broker129 in that the storage subsystem is fully replicated to multiple, autonomous 

locations that can be accessed from any site to provide protection against loss in the 

event of a technological or localized disaster (Robertson & Borchert, 2014).  Each 

site maintains an internal database and a form of data grid software used “to 

manage a distributed file and resource storage, and provide means to manage 

diverse storage media” (Bakri Bashir, Latiff, Muhammad Shafie Bin Abd, Coulibaly, 

& Yousif, 2016, p. 174). 

The storage subsystem comprises the following major components:  

 Gateways to present the Storage Services to external requests 

(supporting Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security procedures by 

verifying account access privileges); 

 Storage Sites, geographically distributed, used to independently ingest, 

store, and provide access to records; 

 Central Services, used to issue unique identifiers130 to digital objects 

being ingested into the storage subsystem (supporting Benchmark 

Requirement A.7: Identification of Authoritative Record used to 

differentiate between the authoritative copy identified by the Office of 

                                                 
128 LOCKSS, or Lots of Copies Keeps Stuff Safe, is a software supplication developed by the Stanford Libraries 
that utilizes a preservation strategy that relies upon a consensus of independent, conferring peers, each 
maintaining its own secure copy of the record (Stanford University, 2019). 
129 A Storage Resource Broker is a data grid management middleware application developed by the San Diego 
Supercomputer Center to provide logical distributed filesystem to access content stored on heterogeneous 
resources over multiple networks (iRODS Consortium, 2019). 
130 The unique identifier schema used by this archives is the Archival Resource Key (ARK), a Uniform 
Resource Locator (URL) that serves as a multi-purpose persistent identifier containing the hosts ARK Name 
Assigning Authority Number (NAAN) along with the unique number (referred to a ‘name’) assigned to the 
object (The Regents of the University of California, 2018). 
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Primary Responsibility and any copies stored in the preservation 

system);  

 Document Sealing Engine providing a unique time-based 

cryptographic seal for each digital object preserved within the storage 

subsystem (supporting Baseline Requirements: B.1.c: Record remain 

unchanged by allowing independent verification that the records 

remain unchanged since sealed, and B.2.a: date of the records 

reproduction); and, 

 Dark Archive, an independent off-line storage subsystem that is 

retaining a duplicate copy of all digital objects held in the storage 

subsystem. (supporting Baseline Requirements A.3: Protective 

Procedures: Loss and Corruption of Records as by maintaining regular 

backup copies, as well A.4: Protective Procedures: Media and 

Technology by refreshing the records by moving them to another 

storage medium). 

Each of the Storage Sites has been carefully chosen and set-up to be completely 

self-contained and secured and function autonomously from the other Storage Sites.  

This decision to not assign responsibility to modify or delete records across Storage 

Sites provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.2: Access Controls, and 

protecting the records from loss or corruption due to system failure or security 

compromise provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.3: Protective 

Procedures: Loss and Corruption.  A Storage Site is compromised of the following 

major components: 
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 Ingest Controller responsible for managing the ingestion of new digital objects 

and replication of this new digital objects to other Storage Sites (supporting 

Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Control procedures through established 

preservation services implementing the stated terms and conditions); 

 Access Controller that validates incoming requests and provides the digital 

objects to approved requests (supporting Baseline Requirement B.1.b: 

Security controls by verifying incoming requests have been assigned the 

responsibility by appropriate authority); 

 Site Database retaining the information necessary to track the objects within 

the Storage Site (supporting Benchmark Requirement A.3: Protective 

Procedures: Loss or Corruption by creating an audit trail of the records 

ingestion into the preservation system); 

 Management Server providing internal health monitoring of the data center 

and administrative control over operations (supporting Benchmark 

Requirement A.4: Protective Procedures: Media and Technology by ensuring 

the ability to retrieve, access and use stored records through the various 

workflow, maintenance, and upgrades cycles); 

 Directory Services Domain Controller responsible for authenticating users and 

controlling access permission to resources within the Storage Site (supporting 

Benchmark Requirement A.2: Access Privileges by allowing for the 

assignment of discrete levels of responsibility for creation, modification, and 

deletion of records by the appropriate authority); and, 
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 Preservation Storage Servers providing one or more Storage Volumes where 

the digital objects will be stored. 

The architecture of the Storage Sites has been designed with isolation and self-

sufficiency in mind in order to protect against any one site being compromised (e.g., 

hacked).  To address this concern, each Storage Site forms a self-contained zone 

where: 

 Access from any outside resource, including other Storage Sites, archives’ 

servers, and partner/contributor institutions, is strictly controlled through a 

firewall and enforces server authentication through directory services 

(supporting Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security controls by enforcing 

access privileges); 

 Authentication is managed locally within each Storage Site, with no external 

dependencies on local IT infrastructure or other Storage Sites beyond 

authentication based shared-trust relationships with other Storage Sites 

(supporting Benchmark Requirement A.4: Protective Procedures: Media and 

Technology by isolating the Storage Site from external exploits of discovered 

vulnerabilities in network, hardware or software); 

 The basis of the trust model between Storage Sites relies upon the 

cryptographic document seal created at the time of ingestion (e.g., if the 

cryptographic seal has been validated, then the object is considered trusted 

supporting Baseline Requirement B.1.c: Records remain unchanged through 

continual validation of their cryptographic seals). 
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6.4.1 Document Sealing Engine 

 The Document Sealing Engine is a dedicated Thales nCipher Time-stamp 

server. This time-stamp appliance produces cryptographic digital signatures131 using 

the hash of the digital object and the RFC3161 time-stamp protocol132 to produce, as 

described in the standard, “assertions of proof that a datum existed before a 

particular time” (Adams et al., 2001, p. 1).  By including the time-stamp, hash of the 

object, and the public key of the Certificate Authority133 issuing the cryptographic 

seal, not only is the time of the issuance of the seal established but it is also 

permanently associated with a specific digital object based on its hash value (see 

example in Figure 47: Cryptographic Time-stamp Document Seal).     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                 
131 In this usage, the term ‘digital signature’ is using the narrow definition supplied by the Society of American 
Archivists to mean “A code, generally created using a public key infrastructure (PKI) associated with a digital 
object that can verify the object has not been altered” (Pearce-Moses, 2005). 
132 RFC3161: Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Time-stamp Protocol is an Internet Engineering Task 
Force standard that describes the format of a request sent to a Time-stamp Authority and the format of the 
response that is returned (Adams, C. et al., 2001). 
133 A Certificate Authority is a trusted third-party that issues and manages the digital certificates used in public 
key infrastructure transactions and is responsible for the correctness of the information binding of the 
information between the certificate and the public key (uahhabi & bakkali, 2016).  
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<Content> 
        <messageDigestAlgorithm>SHA-256</messageDigestAlgorithm> 
        <messageDigest>SYHkiqVNvjaQY1xcZtCf1ZTGVg/2ewQkc01IqqpIWxU= 
        </messageDigest> 
        <OID>2.24.912.1.101.3.4.2.1</OID> 
      </Content> 
      <Time-stampRequest> 
        <MessageImprint> 
          <messageDigestAlgorithm>SHA-256</messageDigestAlgorithm>          
<messageDigest>rDMpt/JGmkrvGYziezSNO0V8vPMBRcqtQuYr20wjATc=</message
Digest> 
          <OID>2.24,912.1.101.3.4.2.1</OID> 
        </MessageImprint>        
<Nonce>1V5dRoF17J5LsxHkdrxX1k7G8SmzG1iqP2qO9bl95pbm2wJAu9Hspw==</Non
ce> 
      </Time-stampRequest> 
      <Time-stampResponse> 
        <Time-stampToken>          
<Bytes>ZIIKMwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCoIIKJDCCCiACAQMxDzANBglghkgBZQMEAgEFADCCA
TcGCyqGSIb3DQEJEAEEoIIBJgSCASIwggEeAgEBBgorBgEEAYRZCgMBMDEwDQYJYIZIA
WUDBAIBBQAEIKwzKbfyRppK7xmM4ns0jTtFfLzzAUXKrULmK9tMIwE3AgZHoJIIbi8YE
zIwMDgxMDE2MTIyMTUyLjQyNFowBIACAfQCKNVeXUaBdeyeS7MR5Ha8V9ZOxvEpsxtYq
j9qjvW5feaW5 
tsCQLvR7KeggYykgYkwgYYxCzAJBgNVBAYTAkdCMRwwGgYDVQQKExNUaGUgQnJpdGlza
CBMaWJyYXJ5MRwwGgYDVQQLExNJbmZvcm1hdGlvbiBTeXN0ZW1zMRMwEQYDVQQDEwpsY
W1pbmF0b3IyMREwDwYDVQQHEwhXZXRoZXJieTETMBEGA1UECBMKV2VzdCBZb3Jrc6CCB
kEwggQHMIIC76ADAgECAgInHjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADBZMQswCQYDVQQGEwJHQjEcM
BoGA1UEChMTVGhlIEJyaXRpc2ggTGlicmFyeTELMAkGA1UECxMCQkwxHzAdBgNVBAMTF
lRoZUJyaXRpc2hMaWJyYXJ5RE9NQ0EwIBcNMDcwNjEzMTEwMDIzWhgPMjA1NjA2MTMxM
TAwMjNaMIGGMQswCQYDVQQGEwJHQjEcMBoGA1UEChMTVGhlIEJyaXRpc2ggTGlicmFye
TEcMBoGA1UECxMTSW5mb3JtYXRpb24gU3lzdGVtczETMBEGA1UEAxMKbGFtaW5hdG9yM 
jERMA8GA1UEBxMIV2V0aGVyYnkxEzARBgNVBAgTCldlc3QgWW9ya3MwggEiMA0GCSqGS
Ib3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQC3FP8bOHEx3ugsEk3PPKtGhjC7P0oRDdA4i/m3j
4GsGhDQW6k0wpjPVWzfEQByIYqDOSskgwX0hFmG65R+cfZbzeUPHad0I1wI4d6yEsrJY
UdsdpUgggvzcmfqA/rcQWsF2+Pem7Q68nmemhhc5vptpAT9Rxg6SCY12mw6nVKA661Il
CCtTggBg3CYkRYzJbMB86ZB2O1P2JFu49ynSSSh7MkD8ABAvCUfd2esLsK60xFS8+daV
kRYQg6oumcWDd2luwa2le2Mq3pTHUoE569g81F+h7CXdKdwzGdq/n9jPRThdhISvupJq
9Nsf+cr2+vcSXi2RwvirhOyF43Vkcj7AgMBAAGjgagwgaUwCQYDVR0TBAIwADARBgNVHQ4ECgQISaJqgqLO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 

(Continued next page) 
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qoRLj6I1rrMRRnTAdBAAmc9ChYNoKlujbBnRF1KJ7m/MmWkkiq3Bt9aSnHCUq3M6DgAh 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=</B
ytes> 
          <GeneralizedTime>20081016122152.424Z</GeneralizedTime> 
        </Time-stampToken> 
      </Time-stampResponse> 
    </Time-stamp> 
 

Figure 47: Cryptographic Time-stamp Document Seal 
(Data Sample from Case Study) 

 
The seal itself is attested to by an issuing Certificate Authority (CA) and can be 

confirmed and validated using the embedded credentials of the CA (see Figure 48: 

Root Issuer Certificate Authority Information). 
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<Certificate> 
          <Description>Root Issuer CA Information</Description>    
<Value>MIIFGDCCAwCgAwIBAgICJx0wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQENBQAwWjELMAkGA1UEBh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</Va
lue> 

      </Certificate> 

Figure 48: Root Issuer Certificate Authority Information 
(Data Sample from Case Study) 

The time-stamp server is physically hardened to Federal Information Processing 

Standard (FIPS) Level 3, a US Federal computer security standard used for 

cryptographic modules.  This restriction of physical and remote access to the 

cryptographic modules provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security 

controls. As detailed in Publication 140-2, to be FIPS Level 3 compliant, the 

cryptographic module must contain: 

 At least one approved cryptographic algorithm; 
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 Tamper evident coatings and/or seals that must be broken in order to 
obtain physical access to the plaintext cryptographic keys and other 
critical security parameters; and, 

 Physical security mechanisms that include tamper-
detection/response circuitry that zeros all plaintext cryptographic 
keys in the event of modules parts being opened (National Institution 
of Standards and Technology, 2007). 

6.4.2 Storage Behavior 

As digital objects are to be ingested into the preservation system, ingestion can 

occur at any of the three Storage Sites. During the ingestion process, a unique 

persistent identifier (PID) is assigned to the digital object.  The object, with its PID, is 

given a cryptographic, time-stamped seal by the Document Sealing Engine. The 

cryptographic seal is immediately verified, and the sealed digital object is then 

copied to the local preservation store, where it is again verified. This verification that 

the record remains unaltered after reproduction provides support for Baseline 

Requirement B.1.c: Records remain unchanged. The other Storage Sites are then 

notified that new digital objects are available; the remote Storage Sites make 

requests that the objects be copied (Put) to their local storage.  The Access 

Controller validates the credentials of the request, and, if verified, initiates the 

transfer.  This validation of all incoming requests for appropriate assigned 

permissions provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security controls. 

Upon completion of the transfer, the remote Storage Site again verifies the seal on 

the digital objects. If the seal is valid, the remote Storage Site copies the digital 

objects to its local storage subsystem and once again verifies that the seal of the 

digital object is valid (as above, supporting Baseline Requirement B.1.c: Records 

remain unchanged).  Should a digital object be removed from the storage subsystem 

due to corruption (i.e., it fails validation of hash value or cryptographic document 
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seal), a request for a replacement digital object is sent to the other Storage Sites.  

Similarly, should for any reason a digital object not be available locally (e.g., hash 

validation, server down, poor network connectivity), the request for the digital object 

is rerouted to one of the other Storage Sites for completion (see Figure 49: Storage 

Site Replication Workflow). 
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Figure 49: Storage Site Replication Workflow 
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6.4.3 Continuous Storage Validation 

 Within each Storage Site, the contents on the disk are checked a minimum of 

once per month.  That location’s Preservation Controller retrieves a list of all the 

digital objects within the preservation system from the Site Database.  The digital 

objects are verified sequentially via a First In-First Out queue, where the oldest 

registered objects (and the ones most likely to have encountered any bit shift issues) 

are checked first.  The newly computed hash digest is checked against the signed 

value, and the document seal is checked for authenticity against the Certificate 

Authority credentials included in the document seal.  Digital objects that previously 

passed but failed the most recent test are marked as suspicious.  Suspicious objects 

that subsequently fail a second inspection are marked for recovery in the Site 

Database through replication from another Storage Site with a known uncorrupted 

digital object.  This launching of a recovery procedure upon discovery of the failure 

provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.3: Protective Procedures: Loss and 

Corruption. 

6.4.3.1 RAID6 

As hard disk drives have seen a continual increase in capacity year after year 

(i.e., Kryder’s Law134), more sectors and more platters per drive have resulted in a 

decrease of the mean-time-to-data-loss (Elerath & Schindler, 2014).  In an attempt 

to reduce the risk of data loss, storage technology (specifically, Redundant Arrays of 

                                                 
134 Kryder’s Law is named after Mark Kryder who observed that disk density – the amount of data that can be 
stored on a single drive – over the previous 50 years was increasing 1,000 fold every decade and a half (Walter, 
2005).  This equates to disk drives doubling in capacity approximately every thirteen months. Rosenthal (David 
Rosenthal, 2014) points out that this rate is slowing to around 20%/annum over the last decade and the cost per 
GB is not decreasing anywhere near the rate Kryder predicted. 
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Independent Disks – RAID) has developed a strategy of striping the data stream 

across multiple disks with an additional parity disk to protect against a single drive 

failure.  The loss of any one drive can be recovered by using the remaining disks in 

the array along with the parity check to recreate the lost data drive.  While this works 

well in theory, the increase in the storage capacity of a single disk has also 

increased the time required to rebuild a damaged disk.  To reduce these rebuild 

times, large storage arrays, such as the one used in this case study, are employing 

a more advanced form of RAID that uses two parity check disks (RAID6) in order to 

reduce the amount of time required to recover the failed/corrupted drive.   Switching 

from a single parity disk (RAID5) to two parity disks (RAID6) changes the RAID 

rebuild failure rate of 6TB drives from 4.12% (RAID5) to .0163% (RAID6) according 

to IBM calculations (Pearson, 2016).  This dramatic reduction in failure rates 

provides higher confidence that, in the event of one or more drives failing, the RAID 

storage environment can be successfully rebuilt.  This automation of the recovery 

procedures upon the discovery of a failure provides support for Benchmark 

Requirement A.3: Protective Procedures: Loss and Corruption of Records, and 

regularly moving the records across multiple storage media provides support for 

Benchmark Requirement A.4: Protective Procedures: Media and Technology. 

6.4.4 Storage Cluster Design 

The design of the digital object storage clusters is to provide secure, high-

availability storage for as long as the digital objects are needed, or until the 

underlying storage technology is upgraded (see Figure 50: Storage Cluster Design). 

Digital objects are replicated across all Storage Sites to provide multiple copies to 
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protect against corruption (intentional or accidental), natural disasters, and 

technological unavailability due to server, storage, or network failures. These sites 

are geographically distributed across the nation to protect against a massive disaster 

affecting more than a single Storage Site.  Digital objects are cryptographically 

sealed by the Document Sealing Engine to ensure that the same digital object 

remains uncorrupted over time; or, should corruption be detected, a replicant can be 

made from a duplicate Storage Site.  Gateways provide the primary access point 

into and out of the Storage Site and allow for decoupling of the preservation services 

provided from the individual Storage Sites (i.e., through Gateways, any Storage Site 

can consume a service from any other Storage Site as if it were its own and continue 

to function uninterrupted; thereby supporting Benchmark Requirement A.4: 

Protective Procedures: Media and Technology by continuing the ability of the 

preservation system to retrieve, access, and use records in the event of a 

technological failure).   
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Figure 50: Storage Cluster Design 
 

As a result of this distributed architecture design, it is not required to have all the 

Storage Sites be identical configurations.  The Document Sealing Engine, for 

instance, is an expensive and single function server that is only found at the primary 

data center and exposes its functionality to the other Storage Sites.  While this 

creates a single point of failure should that particular server ever be unavailable, the 

cost-benefit ratio was weighed and determined to be low risk. As long as there is 

some form of communication existing between Storage Sites, this cluster design 

provides high-availability of access to the digital objects, as well as the preservation 

services necessary to ingest, transform and generate Dissemination Information 

Packages (DIPs) to researchers.  The Site Controller regularly reports on their health 
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through a live status display to announce which preservations services are available 

and those that are offline due to fault or scheduled maintenance (e.g., patch 

installation, software rollouts, hardware upgrades, etc.). 

6.4.5   Storage Site Security 

Third-party penetration testing is performed annually to test against new 

hacking methodologies to determine if the Storage Site is secure.  The testing starts 

from external, offsite resources attempting to gain access to internal, protection 

network resources.  Should those intrusion attempts prove unsuccessful, the testers 

will announce that they cannot tunnel any deeper and ask a Storage Site 

Administrator to open a firewall rule to allow access to the next layer, where testing 

continues to gain access to resources deeper in the Storage Site repository 

(simulating a compromise of that level of the network). In this way, security is 

analyzed at every level, not just relying upon a single, massive wall around the 

system only to forget about the sewer drain under that wall.  It also allows for testing 

of a compromise in the network’s active directory to mimic an internal employee 

account being used maliciously.  Additional penetration testing is performed to see if 

any of the other remote Storage Sites can be accessed from the node undergoing 

testing, simulating a complete compromise of a single site’s repository.  This testing 

that the security protocols are effectively implemented and regularly monitored 

provides support for Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security procedures.  It should be 

noted that even a compromise at a single Storage Site would be quickly undone 

when the other two Storage Sites compare files and overwrite the compromised 

node with their validated holdings. 
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Additionally, preservation stores are virtualized Windows-based storage 

servers that are physically running on Red Hat servers and presented as Samba 

EXT (extended filesystem) shares using their own set of permissions.  Accessing 

these virtualized servers requires Microsoft Windows services running on the 

physical Linux machine to access the Samba share.  This mix-operating system 

design allows for obfuscation of the underlying Linux machines as they are not 

presented on the Active Directory domain of the Windows network. This 

methodology of using mixed operating systems was architected to protect against 

the use of any single OS-level exploit being able to bypass security protocols -- i.e., 

OS-level exploits would have to be concurrently discovered for both Linux and 

Windows.  This counteracting of exploits in a single technology by layering different 

technologies provides support for Benchmark Requirement A.4: Protective 

Procedures: Media and Technology.  Furthermore, the Samba share allows for only 

write functionality, simulating in software WORM functionality typically associated 

with tape storage. 

6.4.6   Auditing 

One of the methods evaluated by the archives for auditing the fidelity of 

preservation system holdings is the use of the Audit Control Environment Tool Suite 

developed by the University of Maryland.  The core concept of the toolset is 

addressing “the integrity of long-term archives using rigorous cryptographic 

techniques” (National Archives and Records Administration, 2015). The Audit 

Control Environment utilizes a two-tier approach to assess the integrity of the digital 

objects its monitors. The first tier is responsible for creating the Integrity Tokens 
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through the Audit Manager for each digital object upon ingestion into the 

preservation system; these are stored either within the same storage subsystem with 

the digital objects themselves or in a centralized metadata registry.  Each Integrity 

Token is comprised of the following: 

 Digital object’s hash (currently SHA-256),  
 Version number of the digital object,  
 ID of the hash algorithm used to compute the hash 
 Last integrity token for the digital object (if recomputing for a 

derivative/version change) 
 Time-stamp 
 Aggregation Proof 
 Last Summary Information  

 
This approach allows third-party auditors to verify the integrity of every version of a 

digital object registered within the preservation system, as well as linking derivations 

of digital objects to each other. This allowing of third party, ad-hoc confirmation that 

the records have not been changed since the archives generated the token provides 

support for Baseline Requirement B.1.c: Record remains unchanged, and 

maintaining the token chain that is maintained with time-stamping provides support 

for Baseline Requirement B.2.b: Relationship between records acquired and copies.  

These integrity tokens are then compiled into a Cryptographic Summary Information 

(CSI) token, an aggregation token based on the Integrity tokens received based 

either on an administrator-defined time period (e.g., hourly, 24 period, weekly, etc.) 

or a system defined fonds/collection.  This CSI token is stored and managed 

separately from the integrity tokens.  This arbitrary aggregation period allows for 

controlling the maximum size of the integrity tokens as well as the wait-times for 

registrations of the tokens.  During the aggregation round of Integrity Tokens to 

create the Cryptographic Summary Information Token, hashes of digital objects that 
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were submitted during the open registration period (either temporal or fonds-based), 

as well as any needed random hashes, are aggregated using a Merkle tree.135 

The hashes used for this computation are created as part of the ingestion 

process, either through the transfer process by the Records Producer or upon 

receipt by the archives.  Random additional hash values are inserted into 

aggregation rounds in order to ensure that the minimum number of leaves is 

available to make the aggregation work (see Figure 51: Aggregation Hash Tree).  

The value of the root of the tree is a hash value that is cryptographically dependent 

upon all of the digital objects that have been ingested and registered during the 

defined aggregation period.  For each digital object, a shortlist of hashes is 

aggregated from the tree into an aggregation proof in order to enable the derivation 

of the hash’s root value from that of the digital object, with each digital object 

participating in this aggregation given the same time-stamp to assist in the 

association process.  

                                                 
135 A Merkle Tree is a hash tree structure where every non-leaf node is labeled with the hash of the labels or 
values of its child nodes (Nagasubramanian, Sakthivel, Patan, & Gandomi, 2018).  
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Figure 51: Aggregation Hash Tree 
(Novek, 2018) 

 
 

Once this is complete, the hashes created in previous rounds are linked to hashes 

generated in subsequent rounds using a data structure similar to a linked list136 (see 

Figure 52: Cryptographic Summary Information Chain). 

                                                 
136 A linked list is a linear node structure where each element is a distinct, separate object comprised of the data 
and the reference to the next sequential object in the list (Rakesh, 2018).  The first object of the list serves as the 
head and the last referenced object serves as the tail of the list. 
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Figure 52: Cryptographic Summary Information Chain 

(University of Maryland, 2018) 

6.4.6.1 Witness Values 

The second tier of the Audit Control Environment is responsible for generating 

the witness values that are used by third parties to ensure the integrity of the 

Cryptographic Summary Information Tokens created in the first tier.  A Witness 

Value is an aggregated hash of the Cryptographic Summary Information Tokens that 

have been created for a given week, and then the Integrity Management Service 

publishes the value to a publicly accessible location (e.g., FTP site, webpage, or 

newsgroup).  As the Witness Values are cryptographically dependent upon the 
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Cryptographically Summary Information and widely distributed publicly, it is highly 

unlikely that they can be tampered with or forged.  Thus, publishing the values 

allows them to provide external validation of the continuing integrity of the 

Cryptographic Summary Information (which in turn validates the ongoing integrity of 

the Integrity Tokens and therefore the digital objects themselves).  For, given a 

Witness Value W and the Cryptographic Summary Values generated for that week 

CSI, a third-party auditor can confirm that the proof attached to the CSI value yields 

the same W as was published.  If they match, then the Cryptographic Summary 

Information values stored by the preservation system have remained unaltered. By 

independently validating the encrypted token values used to assess the authenticity 

of the records stored within the preservation system, support for Baseline 

Requirement B.1.c: Record remains unchanged is provided. 

6.4.6.2 Updating Integrity Information 

As newer hash computational methods become available, or the need to 

create derivatives of a digital object arises due to technological obsolescence, new 

integrity tokens need to be generated.  In the case of stronger hash computational 

methodologies (i.e., SHA-3137), the digital object would be re-registered with the 

Audit Manager, to include the previously generated Integrity Token, to create a new 

Integrity Token using the stronger hash algorithm.  In this way, traceability back to 

the original digital object is maintained through a chain of Integrity Tokens back to 

                                                 
137 SHA-3 is newest member of the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) family and was released by the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology on August 5, 2015 (National Institute of Standards and Technology, 
2015a; National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2015b).  Unlike the MD-5 like structure found in SHA-
1 and SHA-2, SHA-3 uses a Keccak algorithm greatly increasing its resistance to brute force attacks (Cruz, 
2013). 
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the original ingested digital object.  When a derivative digital object is created, the 

version number of the digital object is incremented, and then the new package 

(digital object, version number, and current integrity token) is resubmitted to the 

Audit Manager for the creation of a new Integrity Token and registration. By linking 

different versions of the same digital object together through their unique IDs, it is 

possible to verify the integrity of all the versions of the digital object from the original 

submission through to the current iteration. 

6.4.6.3 Collection Registration 

Collection registration is the process within the Audit Control Environment of 

gathering information needed by the Audit Manager to communicate with the 

underlying storage subsystem in order to register the digital objects as belonging to 

a distinct, named grouping (e.g., a series, sub-series, or created collection). For 

each item in this named collection, several metadata elements and event logs are 

stored to facilitate further audits. For each digital object, the following metadata is 

captured: 

 Item path -- containing the complete path relative to the root of the collection; 
 First seen - capturing the date that the digital object was first registered by 

Audit Manager; 
 Last seen -- recording the date that the digital object was last read and 

validated; 
 State -- describing the currently defined state of the digital object, being: 

o A – active and determined to be intact with a matching hash value 
o C – present but the hash value does not match the stored value 
o M – missing or cannot be located on storage subsystem 
o T – registered in Audit Manager, but Integrity Token has not yet been 

received 
 Change Date -- recording the date that the digital object’s state last changed; 

and 
 Token -- containing the hash value and Integrity Management Service 

response. 
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Additionally, the Audit Control Environment records a number of events that change 

the above-referenced state of the digital objects registered to a collection.  These 

events are classified and recorded in the Audit Manager and contain the following: 

 Event Type -- listing the type of event (currently there are nineteen different 
classifications of events); 

 Description -- containing a detailed explanation of the event including any 
errors that were encountered; 

 Session -- listing which audit session this event occurred in; 
 Date -- listing the date and time that the event occurred. 

 
As alluded to above, events are grouped by their session identifier, an Audit Control 

Environment-generated unique ID that connects a series of events that occurred 

during the same audit session together.  Documenting those events that participate 

in the reproduction process to provide transparent reporting of the impact of those 

processes provides support for Baseline Requirement B.2: Documentation of 

Reproduction Process and its Effects. 

6.4.7 Quality Assurance 

The preservation system team tested an automated quality assurance 

\package based on existing open source tools focused on addressing two specific 

issues that they frequently encountered: digital objects that were corrupted prior to 

transfer to the archives, and Records Producer transferring duplicates of scanned 

images.  Generating hash values during the ingestion process only provides a point 

in time evaluation from the time the objects are received by the preservation system.  

If a hash value was not generated prior to the digital 0bject being ingested, it is 

difficult to discern that corruption has occurred in transit.  Given the number of 

hardware, software, and network issues that can occur before, during, and after a 
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transfer, an ‘eyeballs on’ inspection of every digital object is impractical.  Automating 

the inspection processes to provide an analysis of the visual properties provides an 

additional check that the preservation processes have appropriately executed.  

When the inspected content deviates from the expected, the objects are flagged for 

manual inspection and intervention.  This documenting of the results of the 

comparison provides support for Baseline Requirement B.2.c: Impact of the 

reproduction process, and documenting information about the changes the records 

have undergone provides support for Baseline Requirement B.2.d: Record not fully 

and faithfully reproduced. While the suite of tools evaluated by the archives has not 

been placed into widespread use, the concepts used to address these issues are 

relevant to this study and worthy of discussion.   

6.4.8 Image Corruption 

 All three case studies perform some form of file format validation, wherein the 

digital object is run through a comparator tool to analyze whether or not it conforms 

with the file format specification.  It is assumed that, if the digital object conforms 

with the file format specification, then it is well-formed and “it is guaranteed that it is 

structured in the proper way that a software dedicated to open its format can open it” 

(Shala & Shala, 2016, p. 253).  While this may be true from a theoretical point of 

view, it is possible to have a well-formed, valid digital object with a corrupted or 

incomplete image (such as when scanning paper material and the digital capture is 

incompletely processed before it is written into the file – see Figure 53: Example of 

Corrupted Image for an example from the Mount Saint Mary’s University Archives).  

By using a block image comparator, images from a series (such as digitized records, 
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black and white photographs, or newspapers) can be compared against one another 

for pixel variation.  Should the tested image vary by more than the threshold set, the 

image would fail and require human intervention to analyze the deviation, assess the 

impact, document the variation, and then approve or reject the image. This 

documenting of the changes discovered from the expected documentary form 

provides support for Baseline Requirement B.2.d: Record not faithfully reproduced.  

Given the reliance upon pixel variation, this testing model works best against textual 

records with a white background (with industry-standard approximately 5-10% of the 

page covered with text (Xerox Corporation, 2014)). While not a foolproof method, it 

provides another level of analysis on top of file format validation and reliance upon 

hash values generated at the time of ingestion. 

 

Figure 53: Example of Corrupted Image 
(Mount Saint Mary’s University Archives, 2015) 

6.4.9 Image Comparison 

 Similar to the block comparison above, the archives also analyzed the 

capabilities of utilizing a Java tool to compare visual images with one another 
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programmatically.  The tool divides an image into blocks and then calculates the 

average brightness of each block (see Figure 18: Comparing the Converted JPEG 

(Left) with Original TIFF (Center) with Variation (Right)).  When the threshold 

between the values in any given block varies by an amount more significant than the 

control, the application returns a false match. While the primary intent of this tool 

was to attempt to detect when the same page was scanned repeatedly, it also allows 

for detecting when the same image may have been transferred in multiple formats -- 

e.g., Tiff and Jpeg. This process of identifying the authoritative record designated as 

official by the Office of Primary Responsibility provides support for Benchmark 

Requirement A.7 Identification of Authoritative File, and documenting the impact of 

the reproduction process by comparing the source digital object with the converted 

digital object provides support for Baseline Requirement B.2.c: Impact of 

reproduction process.  

 

|21,20,16,0,1,0,0,0|  

|0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0|  

|0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0|  

|0,0,1,0,1,1,0,1|  

|0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0|  

|0,1,0,0,0,0,1,1| 

 

Figure 54: Comparing the Converted JPEG (Left) with  
Original TIFF (Center) with Variation (Right) 

(Petz & Wheatley, 2011) 
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6.5 Summary 

This case study provided a strong example of a complete end-to-end 

preservation system: from a dedicated web portal for submission of records in 

standardized SIP bags, through custom workflows to extract technical metadata and 

perform format migrations, to depositing the AIPs into a highly sophisticated, multi-

site storage environment.  The use of Microsoft software allows for a tight integration 

of security protocols by means of a unified Active Directory infrastructure from 

institution employees through external Records Producers who transfer records to 

the archives.  By requiring these accounts, access permission and IP restrictions 

can be assigned before the first record is transferred. Furthermore, requiring 

formalized Producer-Archives agreements to be in place prior to accepting transfers 

allows the archives to ensure that it is receiving the records in the correct quantity, 

structure, and format before they even enter the ingestion workflow. 

 The ingestion workflow is fully customizable with each transfer and is driven 

by the contents and contributor, with XML instructions generated for each accession 

listing which preservation services are to be run in which order.  Each incoming 

transfer is validated for completeness by checking the contents of the bag against its 

manifest (both in terms of contents and the hash value of those contents).  Virus 

scans are performed against all the digital objects transferred, and the FITS 

metadata output is recorded into a METS file.  Based on the Format Action Plan, 

derivatives of the digital objects are created for those deemed at risk or when access 

copies are needed.  An encrypted Digital Seal is created for each digital object 
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based on the time-stamp of creation and the object’s hash value. Digital objects not 

associated with a record are errored out of the ingestion workflow, and the Records 

Producer is notified. 

 The storage subsystem is a very robust and scalable system that is 

(currently) consisting of three independent Storage Sites.  Any one of the three 

Storage Sites is capable of ingesting records and then reproducing the results out to 

the other two sites.  To ensure the integrity of the contents on the disk, every digital 

object is verified at least once per month.  In the event that corruption of an object is 

discovered (either through hardware failure or malicious intent), a replacement is 

requested from the other Storage Sites to overwrite the failed copy.  Between these 

three locations, no trust model exists; each site is treated as an independent, stand-

alone installation with no permissions to the other two sites.  All activity between 

sites is handled through a Gateway that strictly controls the types of functions and 

requests that can occur and from what IP addresses those activities are permitted.  

To demonstrate the effectivity of this security strategy a third-party security team is 

hired annually to perform external penetration testing to attempt to hack into the 

storage repository with the intent of being able to alter any of the servers, 

permissions or contents of the Storage Site. 

 To supplement the preservation workflow services, the archives has tested 

some auditing and quality assurance tools.  The first of these tools, the Audit Control 

Environment, creates Integrity Tokens based on the hash value of the digital objects, 

their version, and time-stamp.  A fixed grouping of Integrity Tokens is hashed 

together in a Merkle Tree to produce a Witness Value that permits third parties to 
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independently validate the veracity of the Integrity Tokens being used to validate the 

digital objects, providing a check on the check.  Quality Assurance on images can be 

provided through image comparison using tools that perform block comparison.  

Block comparison can determine that either the same image has previously been 

submitted (in another accession or in the same accession under a different name or 

file format), or that the conversion process has introduced anomalies into the image 

(i.e., streaks, blotches, or incomplete image conversions). Both tool suites tested 

have proven to have some possible utility in small use case projects, but have failed 

to hold in the more substantial day-to-day processing of incoming records.  
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“For the transparency of its preservation, its security and its stability, it is 
necessary that the record pass the archival threshold, the space beyond 
which no alteration or permutation is possible, and where every written act 
can be treated as evidence and memory.” 

-- Luciana Duranti, (1996), “ Archives as a place,” Archives and Manuscripts, 24, 2, p. 252. 

 

Chapter Seven: Technological Features 
Supporting the Authenticity of Digital Records 
 

7.1 Introduction 

The central goal of this study is to discover what technological features of 

preservation systems support the authenticity of digital records as they move across 

space and through time. To research this issue, the author has analyzed three case 

studies representing archives operating at a city, a provincial and a national level; 

with each digital preservation system employing different foundational technological 

infrastructures drawing from both proprietary, off-the-shelf products, and open-

source applications.  This chapter presents the model of the technological features 

supporting the authenticity in preservation systems that were drawn from the case 

studies detailed in the previous three chapters. This model is named for this study as 

the TechSAR Model -- Technological features Supporting the Authenticity of digital 

Records Model.   The technological features noted in the previous chapters as 

supporting authenticity have been compiled into a list, grouped by chapter and 

subsection.  From this list, the features were further separated into the three areas 

corresponding to the functions of Transfer, Ingest and Maintenance, with each case 

study presented in its own column in an attempt to show where the case studies are 
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similar and where they are unique in their implementations. From this columnar list 

(included as Appendix G), the core Activities of the TechSAR model were derived. 

To develop the TechSAR Model, each of these three functions was analyzed 

for areas of similarities among the three case studies.  When these similarities were 

observed amongst all three case studies, this was taken as an indicator that the 

technological feature observed was both a strong supporter of the authenticity of 

records and an achievable, implementable feature that should be included in the 

TechSAR Model.  When a technological feature was observed in only a single case 

study yet it offered strong support through a novel approach, it was also included in 

the TechSAR Model.  Technological features that are highly proprietary, unique to a 

single implementation and determined to have little carry-over value or those with 

prohibitively high entry or maintenance price points were not considered for inclusion 

in the TechSAR Model. 

7.2 Model Design 

To create the TechSAR Model for this study, deductive conceptual modeling 

was used to represent the technological features of the preservation systems used 

in the case studies that support the authenticity of digital records. Conceptual 

modeling was selected as it is a standard modeling method used in software 

development to represent information systems in an implementation-independent 

way (Cabot, Gómez, & Pastor, 2017). This deductive approach produces a general 

model based upon a set of particular data points gathered through participant-as-an-

observer exercises, subject expert interviews, and analysis of source documentation 

(Mirza, Akhtar-Danesh, Noesgaard, Martin, & Staples, 2014). In order to be 
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effective, conceptual modeling must be of a high enough level of abstraction to be 

implementation independent, utilize explicit semantics, and characterize its 

dimensions of time and boundaries (Delcambre, Liddle, Pastor, & Storey, 2018). 

From the case studies that were detailed in the previous three chapters, the 

technological features of the preservation systems that supported the authenticity of 

digital records were divided into three functions for modeling purposes: Transfer, 

defined as the activities necessary to gather records, create the Submission 

Information Package and transmit the SIP to the Archives; Ingest, defined as the 

activities necessary to document the transfer, identify and validate the records in the 

transfer, and create the Archival Information Package138; and Maintenance139, 

defined as the activities necessary for storing the AIP, perform periodic validation 

and migration of its contents, and provide network protection and testing. 

The TechSAR Model is visually represented as an activity diagram using a 

simplified version of the  Unified Modeling Language, with each activity receiving a 

more thorough description in the Activities Description section.  This modeling 

approach leverages the Mayer and Moreno (2003) multimedia learning approach to 

design a useful conceptual model by presenting visual flow diagrams along with 

textual representations.  The resulting diagrams and text together provide a 

                                                 
138 Ingest, for purposes of this study, shall follow the Open Archival Information Systems Reference Model 
terminology and mean the functions necessary to accept and validate the transfer of records from the creator(s), 
create any needed Descriptive Information, and prepare the records for storage in the repository (International 
Organization for Standardization, 2012c). 
139 Maintenance, for the purposes of this study, overlaps the functionality described in the Data Management 
Functional Entity (“services and functions for populating, maintaining, and accessing both Descriptive 
Information which identifies and documents Archive holdings and administrative data used to manage the 
Archive” (Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems, 2012, p. 4‐2)) as well as the Archival Storage 
Functional Entity (“services and functions for the storage, maintenance and retrieval of AIPs” (Consultative 
Committee for Space Data Systems, 2012, p. 4‐2)). 
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“compact set of the most primitive and generic elements that is general enough to be 

applicable to a host of domains and simple enough to express the most complex 

systems” (Dori, 2011, p. 211).  The Unified Modeling Language is a specification 

developed by the Object Management Group to provide “tools for the analysis, 

design, and implementation of software-based systems as well as for modeling 

business and similar process” (Object Management Group, 2017, p. 1) .  As part of 

the UML specification, the “semi-formal specification of the activity diagram is 

specifically useful to describe the concurrent behavior of complex logic operations” 

(Hazela, Arora, & Saxena, 2015, p. 169).  The activity diagrams describe this 

behavior of operations by depicting nodes (representing activities) and edges 

(showing the control flow between activities) in a flow chart format (Touseef, Anwer, 

Hussain, & Nadeem, 2015).  

The Activities Description is based on the use case template developed by 

Alistair Cockburn (2001) for use in Agile Software Development.  Cockburn was one 

of the seventeen signatories on the Manifesto for Agile Software Development (Agile 

Alliance, 2015) that set forth the guiding principles of Agile Software Development, 

such as individuals over processes and tools, customer collaborations over 

contracts, and responding to change over sticking to a plan.  From this philosophy 

that emphasizes proper documentation, stakeholder involvement, and understanding 

the problem, Cockburn developed a use case template to capture the behavioral 

requirements for both software systems and business processes.  The use cases 

are presented as a supplement to the visual flows of the UML activity diagrams, 

supporting what Adolph et al., (2002) describe as a way of addressing the limitations 
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that the rigid semantics of the UML language have in expressing system operations.  

The format for the Activity Descriptions, modified from the Basic Use Case Template 

presented by Cockburn (2012) on his website, is as follows: 

 

In the context of this study, the Activity Descriptions take this form: 

Use Case Number The Activity Name 
Goal in Context A statement on the objective of the activity 
Scope Which function the activity is in 
Preconditions Expected state of the environment for the activity to be 

successful 
Success End 
Condition 

Expected state of the environment at the end of the 
activity 

Trigger Action upon which this activity starts 
Description A description of what occurs during this activity 
Authenticity Support  A description of which Benchmark and Baseline 

Requirements this activity supports and in what way 
Example An anonymized example of this activity from one of the 

case studies 
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It should be noted that the TechSAR Model is not intended to be a stand-alone 

digital preservation model. This model focuses exclusively on those technological 

features that were observed over the course of this study that support the 

authenticity of records in the preservation system.  The TechSAR Model is intended 

to supplement existing preservation models, such as the OAIS Reference Model and 

the InterPARES Chain of Preservation model, by providing an in-depth technical 

description of services that perform activities mentioned in these reference models. 

It builds upon the core models developed for Archivematica and PLANETS by 

suggesting additional preservation features that may not be currently covered in the 

standard application packages.  The Activities of the TechSAR Model are also 

presented in a progression that was derived from the three case studies, but this is 

not to imply that this is the only workflow arrangement for the Activities described or 

even the best workflow.  As such, the numbers associated with the Activities are not 

meant to imply a specific order of operations, rather they are provided for ease of 

reference between the visual depiction (Activity Diagram) and the written description 

(Activity Description).  

Each implementation has its own unique set of requirements, technology 

investments, and existing infrastructure constraints that must be taken into account 

when determining the order of the Activities.  Where one institution would want to 

have the cryptographic time-stamp seal created to establish the exact point in time 

of receipt, other institutions (such as the author’s) might not elect to perform any 

functions until the records have cleared both malware checks to ensure the 

submission isn’t rejected.  To maintain flexibility on how the TechSAR Model may be 
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implemented, a set of core functional requirements has been developed to increase 

its utility across differing environments.  These core requirements assist institutions 

in assembling those technological features detailed in the TechSAR Model that are 

desirable in whatever order best suits the institution’s capabilities.  

7.3 Core Functional Requirements 

Through the process of analyzing the preservation systems of the case studies, 

common operational concerns regarding the movement of records within the 

systems were derived from the observations, documentation, and software code.  

From these operational concerns, a core set of seven functional requirements has 

been created that applies to each of the nodes in the Activities Diagrams as well as 

the Use Cases in the Activities Description.  These functional requirements apply 

regardless of the technological platform, size, or implementation strategy.  These 

requirements apply at the node (Activity) level, and are as follows:  

 Activities must be transparent - Whether open source or proprietary, the 
ability to inspect the source code implementing a technological feature in 
order to trace the progress of the records through the preservation system is 
essential to understanding the impact of the ingest and maintenance 
processes on the digital records; 

 Activities should ensure that digital objects remain immutable - A vast 
majority of the Activities performed by the TechSAR Model will involve at least 
one digital object. In the process of executing an activity, the digital objects 
being processed must remain immutable to protect them from inadvertent 
alteration. This requirement applies to all digital objects regardless of whether 
they are copies of originals that have been transferred by the Records 
Producer, or derivatives that have been created during the Ingest function.  
This requirement of immutability should be recognized by all of the Activities 
regardless of whether or not any external or underlying preservation service 
explicitly makes them read-only; 
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 Activities must maintain internal coherence -- Activities should contain 
functionality that logically belongs together.  The activities as described 
should also share common code dependencies and be a coherent unit of 
deployment; 

 Activities should be orthogonal -- Activities must remain independent of 
each other as much as possible.  It is the responsibility of the workflows to 
compose the Activities into a meaningful sequence to perform the intended 
preservation service. This requirement allows the Activities to remain 
relatively generic, multipurpose, and reusable.  In this way, the Archives can 
update the workflows by deploying new Activities or by updating existing 
Activities without affecting other linked Activities or workflows; 

 Activities should remain technology-neutral -- To the extent practicable, 
Activities should avoid operating system specific or language-specific 
implementations.  The Activity Descriptions are articulated in a technology-
agnostic way in order to allow the implementer to determine which technology 
works best for their environment.  What works at one case study may not 
work at another: the case study in Chapter Six was heavily invested in 
Microsoft technologies, while the case study in Chapter Four was utilizing 
Open Source applications – yet both achieved success in the same activities. 

 Activities should be associated with proper access and permissions – 
the Activity descriptions are written with the assumption that the appropriate 
network connectivity exists between the node and the resources required to 
complete the Activity and that the responsibility to perform the action required 
has been assigned by the appropriate authority (i.e., proper network access 
and permissions have been assigned). 

 Events generated by activities should be clearly identified and 
described – all Activities that interact with the record in any way create an 
entry in that record’s event log that captures, at a minimum, the following: 

o Event Identifier – a unique identifying number for the event 
o Event Type – a categorization of the nature of the event 
o Event Date – date and time that the event occurred 
o Event Outcome - categorization of the overall result of the event in 

terms of success, partial success, or failure 
o Event Detail – information about the impact of the event on the record 
o Service Identifier – the unique identifying number of the preservation 

service that initiated the event 
o Service Version – version of the software for the service that initiated 

the event 
o Authorizing Agent – unique identity of the agent who authorized the 

event to occur 
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7.4 Transferring Records to the Archives 

The first function in the TechSAR model is Transfer. Transfer comprises the 

Activities that take place from the moment the Records Producer decides to submit 

records to the Archives through the moment the Archives receives and validates the 

contents of the transfer. 
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7.5 Transfer Function Activity Diagram 

 

Figure 55: Transfer Function Activity Diagram 
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7.6 Transfer Function Activity Descriptions 

7.6.1 Directory Service of Known Users 

Use Case Number directoryService 
Goal in Context Validate access credentials and permissions within the 

system. 
Scope Transfer, Maintenance 
Preconditions  Roles have been defined in the Directory Service. 

 The entity has been entered into the Directory Service.  
 The entity has been assigned to a Role. 

Success End 
Condition 

The Entity is validated, and its assigned role/permissions 
are returned.   

Trigger Node passed entity credentials verification by Archives. 
Description This node is responsible for assigning and enforcing 

responsibility for individuals and computer resources to 
execute the create, modify, annotate, relocate, and destroy 
actions on records.  When passed a set of 
username/password account credentials, this node will 
validate those credentials against those in the directory 
store.  If the credentials are valid, the node will return the 
role/permissions that the entity has been assigned.  Every 
entity within the Directory Service is required to have a 
Name, a unique identifier (username), Title, group 
assignment (such as Department/Division/Branch of 
operations), and contact information.  

Authenticity Support  Benchmark Requirement A.2: Access Privileges, by 
assigning responsibility to create, modify, annotate, 
relocate or destroy records depending on the role by the 
appropriate authority; and 
 
Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security controls, by verifying 
that the entity has been assigned the responsibility to 
execute the attempted action. 

Example The following is an example of a directory entry (created 
by the author) expressed in JSON for an individual with a 
Department Records Officer (DRO) role assigned to them: 
 
{ 
  "id": 8, 
  "email": "john.doe@example.com", 
  "firstName": "John", 
  "middleName": null, 
  "lastName": "Doe", 
  "phoneNumber": "4145551234", 
  "passwordHash": 
"06e0e6637d27b2622ab52022db713ce2", 
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  "role": { 
    "name": "DRO" 
  }, 
  "organization": { 
    "id": 4, 
    "name": "Accounting, Department of" 
 }, 
  "status": { 
    "name": "Enabled" 
  } 
} 

7.6.2 Controlled Form for Submission of Records 

Use Case Number submissionEntry 
Goal in Context Populate a form where the submitter can identify and 

describe the records selected for transfer  
Scope Transfer 
Preconditions A controlled form to solicit information necessary for 

transfer has been created. 
Success End 
Condition 

The form has been populated with required basic facts 
regarding records’ identity and integrity. 

Trigger The submitter starts the creation of a new Submission 
Information Package. 

Description When the submitter desires to initiate a transfer to the 
Archives, this node presents a form to the submitter for 
guidance through a process that solicits information about 
Archives’ mandated elements regarding the records’ 
identity and integrity, archival bond, archival description, 
contexts and transfer information.  The submitter is 
prompted to select the records (comprising one or more 
digital objects) that are to be transferred to the Archives. 
Prior to submission, the node validates all of the fields for 
entry and proper typing. 

Authenticity Support  Baseline Requirements B.1.b: Control procedures, through 
establishing, implementing and monitoring a minimum set 
of identity and integrity information that must be included in 
the submission; and, 
   
B.3: Archival Description, by soliciting the submitter to add 
additional metadata regarding the records’ juridical-
administrative, provenancial, procedural and/or 
documentary contexts that supplement the knowledge that 
is contained within the transferred records. 

Example The following is an example of a submission form soliciting 
mandatory identity elements that apply to the records in 
the transfer: 
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(Artefactual Systems, 2017b)  

7.6.3 Create Manifest for SIP
Use Case Number createManifest 
Goal in Context Create a listing of the records’ digital objects that are to be 

transferred to the Archives. 
Scope Transfer 
Preconditions  The submitter has selected the records for transfer. 

 A packaging application exists to create a 
standardized manifest based on the selected record 
digital objects. 

Success End 
Condition 

A data file is created listing all the digital objects selected 
for transfer to the Archives. 

Trigger The submitter selects ‘Start transfer to Archives’ function in 
the packaging application. 

Description This node creates a listing of the records that were 
selected for transfer to the Archives.  The manifest listing 
is to include the original file name, create date, and file 
size.  

Authenticity Support Baseline Requirements B.1.a: Unbroken Chain of Custody, 
by providing a comprehensive list of the records (digital 
objects) selected for transfer to the Archives; and, 
 
B.1.c: Record remains unchanged, by providing a 
procedure to prevent and discover the loss or corruption of 
records in transport through manifest comparison to 
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confirm that all named records selected for transfer were 
received by the Archives. 

Example The following is an example of a manifest data file created 
by the author using tools provided by one of the case 
studies:  
 
>Begin Transfer Files<  
  
12/17/2013  02:39 PM      349,491 FTPDOC.dat 
12/17/2013  02:39 PM       35,406 FTPGE.dat 
12/17/2013  02:39 PM       44,415 FTPGR.dat 
12/17/2013  02:39 PM       21,132 FTPTMK.dat 
01/29/2014  03:15 PM        3,270 hidatransfer.bat 
05/20/2019  09:31 PM        4,101 DATransferInfo.log 
               6 File(s)  457,815 bytes 
 
     Total Files Listed: 
               6 File(s)  457,815 bytes 
               2 Dir(s) 4,546,813,952 bytes free 
>End< 

7.6.4 Create a Device Fingerprint of Submission 

Use Case Number deviceFingerprint 
Goal in Context Capture the identity of the user account and computer 

used to transfer the Submission Information Package to 
the Archives. 

Scope Transfer 
Preconditions  An application capable of interrogating client-side 

computer at hardware and software level has been 
created. 

Success End 
Condition 

A data file is created with a device fingerprint of the user 
account and computer being used to transfer the 
Submission Information Package. 

Trigger The submitter selects ‘Start transfer to Archives’ in the 
packaging application. 

Description This node interrogates the computer that is being used to 
create a Submission Information Package for transfer to 
the Archives.  At the initiation of a new SIP, the node 
collects basic known facts about the computer being used 
to create the SIP and the user account logged into that 
computer at the time.  Unique identifying information about 
that computer and user account is collected into a data file 
(e.g., MAC address of the computer, user account ID, IP 
address of the computer, account domain, etc.).  This 
device fingerprint of the computer creating the SIP is 
added into the package and uploaded with the records to 
provide identity metadata regarding the conduct of the 
submission. 
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Authenticity Support  Benchmark Requirement A.1.a: Identity of the Record, by 
capturing elements of the originator, the originator’s 
domain, the transmission date, the IP Address of the 
transmission and other known basic facts about the 
identity of the individual account and computer used to 
transfer the Submission Information Package 

Example The following is an example of a device fingerprint 
generated during a test transfer conducted by the author: 
 
SIP Transfer  
>Begin Header<  
ScriptVersion: 3.2  
>End<  
****************************************************
**  
 >Begin Sender<  
Date: Mon 05/20/2019  
Time: 18:25:59.27  
Department: Accounting  
Division: Accounts Payable  
Branch: Vendor Payments  
>End<   
****************************************************
** 
 >Begin MachineInfo<  
Local Account: DoeJohn 
Domain: AGS/ACCT  
CPU ID: Intel64 Family 6 Model 58 Stepping 9, 
GenuineIntel  
CPU Level: 6  
CPU Revision: 3a09  
OS: Microsoft Windows [Version 10.0.17134.765]    
IP Configuration:  
 
Windows IP Configuration 
 
   Host Name . . . . . . . . . . : ACCT 
   Primary Dns Suffix  . . . . . :  
   Node Type . . . . . . . . . . : Hybrid 
   IP Routing Enabled. . . . . . : No 
   WINS Proxy Enabled. . . . . . : No 
 
Ethernet adapter Ethernet: 
 
   Media State . . . . . . . . . : Connected 
   Connection-specific DNS Suffix:  
   Description . . . . . . . . . : Intel(R) 82579LM  
   Physical Address. . . . . . . : 42-27-09-39-72-89 
   DHCP Enabled. . . . . . . . . : Yes 
   Autoconfiguration Enabled . . : Yes 
   IPv6 Address. . . . . . . : 
2935:e019:d399:be00::6  
   Lease Obtained. : Monday, May 20, 2019 11:37:44 
AM 
   Lease Expires . : Monday, May 20, 2019 6:26:44 PM 
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   IPv6 Address. . . . . . . : 
2935:e019:d399:be00::6  
   Temporary IPv6 Address. . : 
2935:e019:d399:be00::6  
   Link-local IPv6 Address . : 
2935:e019:d399:be00::6  
   IPv4 Address. . . . . . . : 192.168.1.1  
   Subnet Mask . . . . . . . : 255.255.255.0 
   Lease Obtained. : Monday, May 20, 2019 11:37:44 
AM 
   Lease Expires . : Monday, May 20, 2019 7:06:43 PM 
   Default Gateway . . . . . : 192.168.1.1 
   DHCP Server . . . . . . . : 192.168.1.1 
   DHCPv6 IAID . . . . . . . : 69498627 
   DHCPv6 Client DUID:00-1H-23-84-7C-3C-97-0E-05-C7-
F7 
   DNS Servers . . . . . : 209.18.47.62  
209.18.47.63 
   NetBIOS over Tcpip. . . . . . . . : Enabled 
>End< 

7.6.5 Calculate Message Digest 

Use Case Number messageDigest 
Goal in Context Calculate the message digest of a digital object. 
Scope Transfer, Ingest, Maintenance 
Preconditions  The selection of a published-standard hash function. 

 An application exists that is capable of utilizing one of 
the chosen hash functions (e.g., MD5, SHA-2).  

Success End 
Condition 

A Message digest is created for the selected digital object 

Trigger The path of a digital object passed into the node. 
Description This node calculates the message digest for any digital 

object that it is passed.  The node utilizes a known, 
standards-based hash function to perform the calculation.  
 
Note: Depending on the implementation of this node, more 
than one instance of this node may appear within the 
same function of a preservation workflow in order to 
calculate multiple message digests using different hash 
functions on the same digital object.  When multiple hash 
values are calculated, they are to be created using hash 
functions that are based on different underlying internal 
algorithms (e.g., SHA-3 vs. SHA-2). The purpose of this 
strategy is to provide protection of the integrity of the non-
invertible nature of message digests (i.e., multiple layers of 
protection should one hash function be at risk of the 
underlying algorithm being compromised).  
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Authenticity Support  Baseline Requirements B.1.a: Unbroken Chain of Custody, 
as one element of several components in the process of 
registering the records’ transfer to the Archives; and,  
 
Baseline Requirement B.1.c: Content of record remains 
unchanged, by levering the properties of hash functions: 
determinism (the same input will also produce the same 
hash value), uniformity (produces a standard distribution of 
results with no two different inputs producing the same 
hash value), and non-invertible (given the hash value, the 
original input cannot be derived).  At any point in the 
future, the hash function can be rerun, and the resulting 
value can be compared to that generated initially – if it is 
the same the digital object has not changed, with a 
different value providing evidence that change has 
occurred. 

Example The following is a message digest calculated report 
(created by the author) on a source file: 
 
Source: data/VitalStatsTestCases/Marriage/docmets.xml 
Message digest: fed7bfff022284b87eae1b9f3a0f8adb 
  

 

7.6.6 Document Folder Structure Prior to Transfer 

Use Case Number folderStructure 
Goal in Context Document the original filing location of the records 

(comprised of one or more digital objects) on the local or 
networked storage prior to transfer to the Archives. 

Scope Transfer 
Preconditions An application capable of traversing multiple file system 

protocols has been created.  
Success End 
Condition 

A data file is created listing all of the records and their file 
paths on local or networked storage prior to transfer to the 
Archives. 

Trigger A record is selected for transfer to the Archives. 
Description As records are selected for transfer to the Archives, this 

node traverses the records’ folder structure on the local or 
networked storage device to document their relative file 
path.  This information is written into a data file to 
document their filing location at the time of their selection 
for transfer to the Archives.  
 
Note: This information becomes important when 
reconstituting the original folder structure for assisting in 
rendering complete records to the researcher (for when 
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records are comprised of interrelated digital objects where 
relative folder structure factors into faithful reproduction, 
e.g., web pages) or preserve the information as metadata 
to document their filing location and the relationship that 
existed between records filed in the same folder structure. 

Authenticity Support  Benchmark Requirement A.1.a.iv: Archival Bond through 
documenting the filing structure of the records at the time 
of their transfer in order to document the relationship of the 
transferred records to those that came previously and 
after, as well as those that participate in the same activity 

Example The following is an example of a relative folder path data 
file for records selected for a sample transfer created by 
the author using tools provided by one of the case studies: 
 
Volume in drive C is Windows7_OS 
Volume Serial Number is B932-93D3 
 
Directory of C:\Users\JohnDoe\Documents\Data 
samples\BoC 
 
05/20/2019  09:35 PM    <DIR>          . 
05/20/2019  09:35 PM    <DIR>          .. 
05/20/2019  09:35 PM    <DIR>          20130917 
02/05/2016  07:52 AM            18,796 bocrtp.json 
01/29/2014  03:15 PM             3,270 
hidatransfer.bat 
05/20/2019  09:35 PM             4,094 
HIDATransferInfo.log 
10/02/2014  03:38 PM           131,207 output.txt 
10/02/2014  03:51 PM           131,207 output2.txt 
10/02/2014  04:05 PM            93,814 output2.xlsx 
12/22/2014  11:52 PM            16,403 Parsing 
Questions for BoC.docx 
01/08/2014  12:20 PM            22,480 Sample Bulk 
Index Description.pdf 
               8 File(s)        421,271 bytes 
 
Directory of C:\Users\JohnDoe\Documents\Data 
samples\BoC\20130917 
 
05/20/2019  09:35 PM    <DIR>          . 
05/20/2019  09:35 PM    <DIR>          .. 
12/17/2013  02:39 PM           349,491 FTPDOC.dat 
12/17/2013  02:39 PM            35,406 FTPGE.dat 
12/17/2013  02:39 PM            44,415 FTPGR.dat 
12/17/2013  02:39 PM            21,132 FTPTMK.dat 
               4 File(s)        450,444 bytes 
 
     Total Files Listed: 
              12 File(s)        871,715 bytes 
    5 Dir(s)   4,542,636,032 bytes free 
>End< 
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7.6.7 Create SIP for Transfer 

Use Case Number createSIP 
Goal in Context Creation of a single, standardized submission package for 

transfer to the Archives. 
Scope Transfer 
Preconditions  Negotiated Terms and Conditions governing the 

transfer, including format, structure, and content of 
SIP, have been documented. 

 An application to package selected records (comprised 
of one or more digital objects) into the package has 
been created. 

 Completion of any additional Archives’ defined data 
files (i.e., device fingerprint, manifest, message 
digests, etc.). 

Success End 
Condition 

A SIP is created for transfer to the Archives. 

Trigger Required metadata creation activities successfully 
executed 

Description Upon completion of the Archives-required metadata 
creation nodes (i.e., createManifest, messageDigest, 
deviceFingerprint, folderStucture), this node packages the 
selected records and all of the previously created 
metadata files into a single container file140 for transfer to 
the Archives.  The structure and contents of this 
Submission Information Package are pre-negotiated 
between the Records Producer and Archives, allowing for 
validation and verification of the contents prior to and upon 
receipt of the Transfer.  

Authenticity Support  Baseline Requirement B.1: Controls for Records Transfer, 
by establishing and implementing procedures for the 
packaging of records for transfer in accordance with 
agreed-upon terms and conditions. By creating a 
standardized package format, the Archives is able to 
ensure that required attributes of the records’ identity and 
integrity (Benchmark Requirement A.1) are carried forward 
with the records during transfer by mandating the inclusion 
of specific elements in the transfer package.  

Example BagIt folder structure for a sample SIP created by the 
author: 
 

                                                 
140 The container files (also called archive files) are comprised of multiple computer files along with the 
necessary metadata for directory structure and error correction to unpack the individual files from the single 
container.  Examples of archive file formats include .zip by PKWare, Inc.  (PKWARE Inc., 2019), .tar from the 
Free Software Foundation (Free Software Foundation, 2019), and .7z created by Igor Pavlov (Pavlov, 2019). 
Containers may be compressed or uncompressed. 
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SIPTransfer02132019.zip 
bagit.txt  
bagit-info-.txt  
Manifest-sha2.txt  
data/ 
 /AnnualReports2018 

 Accounting2018.pdf 
 Archives2018.pdf 
 E9112018.pdf 
 FoundationArts2018.pdf 

  Payroll2018.pdf 

7.6.8 Transfer SIP using Secure Protocols 

Use Case Number transferSIP 
Goal in Context Transfer of a prepared SIP to the Archives using a pre-

arranged, encrypted transfer protocol. 
Scope Transfer 
Preconditions  A SIP has been prepared per terms and conditions 

governing transfer. 
 A transfer application has been developed that uses an 

agreed-upon secure transfer protocol. 
Success End 
Condition 

The SIP is securely transferred to the Archives. 

Trigger A SIP has been created for transfer to the Archives 
Description Upon initiation of a transfer of a SIP to the Archives, this 

node validates the credentials of the submitter using the 
directoryService  If the submitter possesses the required 
responsibility to relocate records to the Archives, an 
encrypted communication tunnel is started between the 
submitter and the Archives via the agreed-upon secure 
transfer protocol used by the application (e.g., HTTPS, 
SSH, SFTP).  The SIP is encrypted by the submitter prior to 
transfer using their encryption key. The encrypted data 
package is then transferred via the internet to the Archives, 
which then uses its key to decrypt the encrypted SIP 
package.   
 
Note: Depending on the type of encryption protocol agreed 
upon, these keys can be a symmetrical key (as in the 
example below) or an asymmetrical public-private key (as 
used in Public Key Infrastructure).  Both protocols encrypt 
the data while it is in transit in order to prevent man-in-the-
middle (Callegati, Cerroni, & Ramilli, 2009) type of attacks 
from eavesdropping on, and possibly altering, the transfers. 

Authenticity 
Support  

Baseline Requirement B.1.a: Chain of Custody by 
establishing and implementing procedures to encrypt the 
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transmission between the submitter and the Archives in an 
attempt to reduce the possibility of man-in-the-middle 
intercepts that could alter the contents of the SIP before 
continuing the transfer submission. 

Example The following is an installation of a client-side key token for 
a symmetrical encryption infrastructure controlling the 
secure transfer of SIPs from Case Study Two: 
 

 

7.6.9 Gateway Validation of Incoming Packets 

Use Case Number gateway 
Goal in Context Inspection of all incoming packets for allowed content 

types. 
Scope Transfer, Maintenance 
Preconditions  Access to a directory service 

 A list of allowable actions permitted through the 
Gateway. 

 A list of known IP addresses allowed to transmit SIP 
packets. 

 A list of known IP addresses that are restricted from 
all access (blacklisted). 

 A list of types of connectivity that is allowed (e.g., 
FTP, HTTP, RPC) through the gateway into the 
Archives’ network. 

 A list of types of data packets that are allowed (e.g., 
text files, images). 

 A list of types of data packets not allowed (e.g., 
executable files). 

 The identification of the appropriate authority to 
contact with issues as they arise. 

Success End 
Condition 

Only authorized traffic transmitting allowable data packets 
is permitted into the Archives’ network. 

Trigger A SIP packet is transferred to the Archives via s Secure 
Protocol. 

Description This node monitors all incoming and outbound traffic to 
and from the Archives’ network (e.g., website or SIP drop 
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site) as it moves through the single network portal, the 
gateway.  This gateway node limits inbound traffic to one 
of two request types: requests to ingest the SIP being 
transferred, and requests to access a record and its 
metadata stored within the Archives’ repository.  Both 
request types are inspected for point of origin (i.e., IP 
Address) and request type (Put a SIP in the DMZ141 for 
ingest processing, or Get a record from the repository).  
Put commands that include data packets are inspected by 
the node to ensure that the accompanying data packets do 
not include malicious software or files that pose a security 
risk to the Archives.  Non-authorized points of origin, 
actions other than Put or Get, or packets of a suspicious 
nature are denied access to the network by the node.  The 
node flags and reports suspicious network activity to the 
appropriate authority for further action. 

Authenticity Support  Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security controls, by verifying 
the submitter has been granted the responsibility by the 
proper authorities to relocate the records; examining the 
records in the packet to determine if they correspond to 
the terms and conditions of transfer with no additional 
objects; and by preventing, discovering and correcting the 
loss and corruption of records through denying network 
access to potential security risks.  

Example The following is a configuration file of a firewall with a 
policy map defining restrictions on Layer 3 and Layer 4 
network traffic (IP address and port restrictions) as well as 
Layer 7 traffic (HTTP header, content, FTP Requests).  
The file also defines the types of incoming access request 
packets to inspect: 
 

security-level 10 
ip address 10.1.1.2 255.255.255.254 
! 
telnet timeout 1440 
ssh timeout 5 
console timeout 0 
group-policy todd internal 
! 
class-map inspection_default 
match default-inspection-traffic 
! 
policy-map abc_global_fw_policy 

                                                 
141 A DMZ is a physical or logical sub-network that contains portions of an organization’s external facing 
network that is exposed to a larger, untrusted network (e.g. the Internet).  The purpose of the segregation is to 
add an additional layer of security to an organization’s internal network due to the fact that a hacker only has 
direct access to equipment that is located in this isolated DMZ rather than anything located on the sensitive 
internal network (Hong, 2015). 
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class inspection_default 
inspect dns 
inspect ftp 
inspect http 
inspect ils 
inspect netbios 
inspect rpc 
inspect sqlnet 
inspect tftp 
! 
Cryptochecksum:bfecf4b9d1b98b7e8d97434851f57e14 

: end 

(Cisco Systems Inc., 2015) 

7.6.10 Scan for Malware 

Use Case Number virusCheck 
Goal in Context Inspection of all Information Packages142for the presence 

of malware.143  
Scope Transfer, Ingest, Maintenance 
Preconditions  An Information Package is identified that needs to be 

scanned for malware. 
 Installation of a multi-engine malware scanning 

software package. 
 Malware scanning engines have confirmed they are 

running on the latest malware signature file. 
 The identification of the appropriate authority to contact 

with issues as they arise. 
Success End 
Condition 

A status report is created listing the presence of any 
malware in the Information Package. 

Trigger An Information Package location path is transferred to 
malware engines for scanning. 

Description This node is responsible for coordinating the multiple 
malware scanning engines used to inspect the Information 
Package for the presence of Malware.  Upon receiving a 
package for inspection, the node has each engine confirm 
that they are running the latest version of their malware 
signature file or to force an update of the malware 
signature file as needed.  Each engine then sequentially 
inspects the package for malware with the results 
compiled by the node into a single data file.  Depending on 
the policy of the Archives, this node directs the scanning 
engines to clean the discovered malware, report the 

                                                 
142 The term Information Package is genericized in keeping with the core functional requirement to keep the 
Activity orthogonal.  This Activity can occur on any Information Package: SIP, AIP or DIP depending on where 
in the workflow it is represented and what Information Package it is passed. 
143 Malware is any software that is intended to cause harm on the host computer, to include: viruses, spyware, 
adware, worms, ransomware, trojan horses, rootkits, keyloggers, botnets, etc. 
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discovered malware to the appropriate authority, or rejects 
the Information Package as corrupted. 

Authenticity Support  Benchmark Requirement A.3: Protective Procedures: Loss 
and Corruption of Records by creating an audit trail that 
notes any changes that have been done to the records 
(removal of malware) to keep the malware from infecting 
the repository. 

Example The following is an example of a SIP virus check event 
from a sample transfer created by the author: 
 
      <mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="PREMIS:EVENT"> 
        <mets:xmlData> 

          <premis:event 
xmlns:premis="info:lc/xmlns/premis-v2"> 

            <premis:eventIdentifier> 
              <premis:eventIdentifierType> 

Local 
</premis:eventIdentifierType> 

              <premis:eventIdentifierValue> 
EVENT0007 
</premis:eventIdentifierValue> 

            </premis:eventIdentifier> 
            <premis:eventType> 

virusCheck 
</premis:eventType> 

            <premis:eventDateTime> 
2016-08-21T13:14:13 
</premis:eventDateTime> 

            <premis:eventOutcomeInformation> 
              <premis:eventOutcome>  

Result: INFECTED 
Infected Files: 
INFECTED: ark_-01234-
1rr/accession/data/eicar.com.txt  
</premis:eventOutcome> 

            </premis:eventOutcomeInformation> 
            <premis:linkingAgentIdentifier> 
              <premis:linkingAgentIdentifierType> 

Local 
</premis:linkingAgentIdentifierType> 

              <premis:linkingAgentIdentifierValue> 
AGENT0007 
</premis:linkingAgentIdentifierValue> 

            </premis:linkingAgentIdentifier> 
          </premis:event> 
        </mets:xmlData> 
      </mets:mdWrap> 
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7.6.11 Check SIP Manifests 

Use Case Number checkManifest 
Goal in Context Confirmation that every record selected for transfer has 

been received. 
Scope Transfer 
Preconditions  Creation of a manifest data file of those records that 

were selected to be transferred to the Archives. 
 Inclusion of the manifest data file in the SIP package. 

Success End 
Condition 

The contents of a SIP package are compared against its 
manifest data file with deviations noted in an event log. 

Trigger A SIP is received by the Archives. 
Description When a SIP is received by the Archives, this node extracts 

the manifest data file from the SIP container and compares 
the manifest with the contents of the SIP.  This comparison 
checking includes the file name and file size attributes 
contained in the manifest data file with those digital objects 
contained in the SIP data package.   
 
Note: In the Case Studies observed for this study, this 
checkManifest node was performed in combination with 
compareHash to verify that not only was every digital 
object received but that they were also received unaltered. 

Authenticity Support Baseline Requirement B.1: Controls over Records 
Transfer, by establishing and implementing procedures to 
ensure that records selected for transfer have been 
received by the Archives.  

Example The following is an example of a manifest check event 
from a sample transfer created by the author: 
 
<eventIdentifier> 
<eventIdentifierType>UUID</eventIdentifierType> 
 <eventIdentifierValue>ga93c0c0-99c9-4b20-99c3-
8fd08048288c</eventIdentifierValue> 
 </eventIdentifier> 
 <eventType>manifest check</eventType> 
   <eventDateTime>2016-10-
22T17:34:10</eventDateTime> 
   <eventDetail>program="archivematica"; 
module="trimVerifyManifest" </eventDetail> 
   <eventOutcomeInformation> 
         <eventOutcome>Pass</eventOutcome> 
         <eventOutcomeDetail> 

<eventOutcomeDetailNote>Verified file exists    
</eventOutcomeDetailNote> 

          </eventOutcomeDetail> 
    </eventOutcomeInformation> 
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7.6.12 Compare Message Digests 

Use Case Number compareHash 
Goal in Context Calculation of the message digest for a digital object and 

comparison of the results against the previously calculated 
value to discover if they match. 

Scope Transfer 
Preconditions  A Prior message digest for the given digital object. 

 The hash function used to calculate the prior message 
digest is known. 

 An application to execute calculateHash node with the 
hash function has been created. 

Success End 
Condition 

A True/False indicator is returned on the comparison of the 
message digest calculated by this node to the stored 
message digest. 

Trigger A message digest and digital object are received. 
Description When passed a digital object, a message digest, and the 

hash function used to calculate the value, this node will 
invoke the calculateHash node using the same hash 
function and compare the resulting message digest with 
the message digest it was passed.  One of two conditions 
will then occur and be reported back: either the two hash 
values are identical (in which case the digital object in 
question has not changed since the calculation of the 
message digest that was passed in) and the node returns 
a value of true; or the two hash values are different (in 
which case the digital object in question or its message 
digest has been altered in some way since the calculation 
of the message digest passed in) and the node returns a 
value of false. 

Authenticity 
Support 

Baseline Requirement B.1.c: Record remains unchanged, 
by establishing and implementing a procedure to discover 
the loss or corruption of records through demonstrating 
that the underlying bits comprising the digital objects 
making up the records have not been altered since the 
time of original message digest calculation.  

Example The following is a PREMIS-compliant description of an 
event of a message digest comparison stating that the 
digital object passed the comparison check (from a sample 
transfer created by the author): 
 
<premis:eventType> 

fixity check 
</premis:eventType> 
<premis:eventDateTime> 

2016-10-22T00:27:28 
</premis:eventDateTime> 
<premis:eventDetail> 
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program="python"; module="hashlib.sha256()" 
</premis:eventDetail> 
<premis:eventOutcomeInformation> 

<premis:eventOutcome>Pass</premis:eventOutcome> 
<premis:eventOutcomeDetail >                       
<premis:eventOutcomeDetailNote>d73829f154b9765bc 
234ecb0a36 
02760eb76ba85dd3098f073b2c91a03f571e9 verified 
</premis:eventOutcomeDetailNote> 
</premis:eventOutcomeDetail> 

</premis:eventOutcomeInformation> 

7.6.13 Validate Cbontents of SIP 

Use Case Number validateSIP 
Goal in Context Comparison of the contents of the SIP against the 

expected contents per the agreed-upon terms and 
conditions governing transfer. 

Scope Transfer 
Preconditions  The contents of the SIP are agreed upon per the terms 

and conditions governing transfer. 
 The SIP packaged is received in the agreed-upon 

standardized format. 
 An application has been created to determine if the 

contents of SIP match terms and conditions. 
Success End 
Condition 

SIPs are moved into the correct folder based on a 
determination of their compliance with terms and 
conditions governing transfer. 

Trigger The SIP manifest and message digests have been 
verified. 

Description This node compiles a list of the expected contents of the 
SIP based on the agreed-upon terms and conditions 
governing the transfer and then compares the contents of 
the SIP to this list.  Exceptions to the list (such as 
additional records or parts of records that should not have 
been transferred, or omissions of records or parts of 
records that should have been transferred) are noted by 
the node and reported back to the Archives and the 
submitter.  If the entire contents of the SIP match the 
expected contents per the terms and conditions, the node 
passes the SIP on for processing. Otherwise, the node 
moves the SIP into an error folder for examination by the 
Archives. 

Authenticity Support Baseline Requirement B.1: Controls over Records 
Transfer by establishing and implementing procedures to 
examine the transfer to determine whether or not it 
corresponds to the terms and conditions governing 
transfer. 
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Example The following is a PREMIS-compliant description of an 
event for a validate manifest check from a sample transfer 
created by the author: 
 
    <mets:digiprovMD ID="DMDC0019_EVENT"> 
      <mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="PREMIS:EVENT"> 
        <mets:xmlData> 
          <premis:event 
xmlns:premis="info:lc/xmlns/premis-v2"> 
            <premis:eventIdentifier> 
              <premis:eventIdentifierType> 

Local 
</premis:eventIdentifierType> 

              <premis:eventIdentifierValue> 
EVENThd934 

</premis:eventIdentifierValue> 
            </premis:eventIdentifier> 
            
<premis:eventType>manifestCheck</premis:eventType> 
            <premis:eventDateTime> 

2016-10-22 T09:10:21 
</premis:eventDateTime> 

            <premis:eventOutcomeInformation> 
              
<premis:eventOutcome>passed</premis:eventOutcome> 
            </premis:eventOutcomeInformation> 
            <premis:linkingAgentIdentifier> 
              <premis:linkingAgentIdentifierType> 

Local 
</premis:linkingAgentIdentifierType> 

              <premis:linkingAgentIdentifierValue> 
AGENT003 

</premis:linkingAgentIdentifierValue> 
            </premis:linkingAgentIdentifier> 
          </premis:event> 
        </mets:xmlData> 
      </mets:mdWrap> 
    </mets:digiprovMD> 

 

Upon validation of the contents of the SIP, the Transfer function of the TechSAR 

Model is complete.  The preservation system has determined that the SIP has been 

received in its entirety, the contents have been transferred accurately, everything the 

submitter intended to transfer has been received, and only those records that were 

eligible per the terms and conditions governing transfer were received.  To provide 

approximate comparisons, this function of the TechSAR Model corresponds in part 

to the transfer through Receive Submission and Quality Assurance steps of the 
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OAIS Reference Model (International Organization for Standardization, 2012c) and 

the A4.3.2.3, Verify Content of Transfers of the InterPARES Chain of Preservation 

Model (Eastwood et al., 2008). 

7.7 Ingest of Records into the Repository 

The second function of the TechSAR Model is Ingest and covers the Activities 

immediately following the Transfer function.  Ingest starts with quarantining the 

records, continues with the Activities needed to process the transferred records into 

a format that the Archives will commit to preserving over the long term, and ends 

with the creation of an individual Archival Information package for each record 

transferred into the Archives’ custody144. 

                                                 
144144 See activity 4.2.4 for further explanation of this one-to-one relationship between record and Archival 
Information Package . 
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7.8 Ingest Function Activity Diagram 

 

 
Figure 56: Ingest Function Activity Diagram
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7.9 Ingest Function Activity Descriptions 

7.9.1 Quarantine Records 

Use Case Number quarantine 
Goal in Context Provide time for malware scanning engines to develop 

inoculations to malware currently in the wild. 
Scope Ingest 
Preconditions  A SIP is transferred to the Archives. 

 Malware scanning engines are installed. 
 An isolated area of the network to store SIP during 

quarantine has been identified. 
 The time period for quarantine has been determined. 

Success End 
Condition 

The SIP is held in isolation for the Archives’ required 
period of time. 

Trigger The first malware scans of SIP contents have been 
completed. 

Description Upon validation of the contents of the SIP, this node 
moves the SIP to an isolated area outside of the 
Archives protected network (e.g., the DMZ network 
where web servers commonly reside and security 
settings are lower).  These quarantined SIPs are stored 
with permissions programmatically set to read-only to 
protect against alteration.  The node then starts a 
countdown timer for the pre-determined period of time 
defined by the Archives. Once this period of isolation has 
been reached, the node will send the SIP for a second 
virusCheck.  

Authenticity Support  Benchmark Requirement A.3: Protective Procedures: 
Loss and Corruption of Records, by establishing and 
implementing procedures to ensure that malicious 
software, such as viruses, worms, and trojan horses that 
can modify or destroy records, are not introduced into the 
repository.  The quarantine period allows the vendors of 
the multiple malware scanning engines used in the 
preservation system to detect, prevent, and correct any 
malware that were propagating in the wild at the time that 
the SIP was transferred to the Archives but had not yet 
been detected, or the inoculations have not yet been 
developed by the vendors.   

Example In Case Study Two, the Provincial Archives places its 
SIPs in a dedicated quarantine folder in its DMZ for 28 
days before invoking the virusCheck node a second time. 
If those scans come back without detecting any malware, 
then the SIP is moved into the Archives processing 
network.  If any malware is detected, the entire SIP is 
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rejected, and the submitter is asked to remove the 
malware, verify that the records have not been altered by 
this inoculation, and then submit the SIP. The following is 
a form allowing the Archives to configure the amount of 
time a SIP spends in quarantine: 
 
 

Processing configuration 

 

Send to Quarantine?   
No

 

Remove from quarantine 
after  

{{ quarantin
days  

Approve Normalization {{ option.label }}
 

Save
 

 
(Artefactual Systems, 2016) 

7.9.2 Conditional Workflow Manager Determining Which Services in Which 
Order 

Use Case Number workflowManager 
Goal in Context Creation of workflows that ensure each record is 

processed in accordance with the terms and conditions 
governing its transfer. 

Scope Ingest 
Preconditions  Terms and Conditions are in place for each unique 

series of records from each Records Producer that 
requires a different handling protocol. 

 Coding has been created to communicate each 
unique set of handling requirements to the 
preservation system. 

Success End 
Condition 

Each SIP is ingested correctly through the Ingest 
processes in accordance with the agreed-upon terms 
and conditions. 

Trigger Archives receives a SIP out of quarantine. 
Description This node is responsible for assigning the appropriate 

sequence of preservation Activities to each record based 
on its needs as determined at the time of transfer.  When 
the transfer is received, the node performs a lookup of 
the Records Producer/Records type combination to 
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determine which preservation services in which order 
must be followed in order to process the records into the 
preservation system.  This sequence is written into a 
data file to be referenced as the records make their way 
from one preservation service to another. 
 
Note: While two Records Producers may transfer the 
same type of record, the terms and conditions governing 
their transfer, along with the method in which those 
records are transferred, may require two noticeably 
different sequences of preservation services in order to 
properly ingest the records into the preservation system. 
The workflow manager takes these parameters into 
account and preconfigures the individualized workflows 
and writes the prescribed workflow into a data file to 
document the process through which the record will be 
ingested. 

Authenticity Support Baseline Requirement B.1: Controls over Maintenance 
and Reproduction by establishing, implementing, and 
monitoring procedural controls to ensure that the content 
of a record is not changed during the course of the 
preservation services. All preservation services have 
been tested and vetted for the specific use cases for 
which they are being deployed and have been verified to 
have no unintended consequences when used in the 
specific sequence controlled by the workflows for the 
given record types. 

Example The following is an example of a preservation workflow 
from Archivematica.  Note: each <appliesTo> below 
refers to a UUID of a specific task (preservation Activity) 
to execute: 
 
<processingMCP> 
  <preconfiguredChoices> 
    <!-- Send to quarantine? --> 
    <preconfiguredChoice> 
      <appliesTo>755b4177-c587-41a7-8c52-

015277568302</appliesTo> 
      <goToChain>d4404ab1-dc7f-4e9e-b1f8-

aa861e766b8e</goToChain> 
    </preconfiguredChoice> 
    <!-- Display metadata reminder --> 
    <preconfiguredChoice> 
      <appliesTo>eeb23509-57e2-4529-8857-

9d62525db048</appliesTo> 
      <goToChain>5727faac-88af-40e8-8c10-

268644b0142d</goToChain> 
    </preconfiguredChoice> 
    <!-- Remove from quarantine --> 
    <preconfiguredChoice> 
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      <appliesTo>19adb668-b19a-4fcb-8938-
f49d7485eaf3</appliesTo> 

      <goToChain>333643b7-122a-4019-8bef-
996443f3ecc5</goToChain> 

      <delay unitCtime="yes">2419200.0</delay> 
    </preconfiguredChoice> 
    <!-- Extract packages --> 
    <preconfiguredChoice> 
      <appliesTo>dec97e3c-5598-4b99-b26e-

f87a435a6b7f</appliesTo> 
      <goToChain>01d80b27-4ad1-4bd1-8f8d-

f819f18bf685</goToChain> 
    </preconfiguredChoice> 
    <!-- Delete extracted packages --> 
    <preconfiguredChoice> 
      <appliesTo>f19926dd-8fb5-4c79-8ade-

c83f61f55b40</appliesTo> 
      <goToChain>85b1e45d-8f98-4cae-8336-

72f40e12cbef</goToChain> 
    </preconfiguredChoice> 
    <!-- Select pre-normalize file format 

identification command --> 
    <preconfiguredChoice> 
      <appliesTo>7a024896-c4f7-4808-a240-

44c87c762bc5</appliesTo> 
      <goToChain>3c1faec7-7e1e-4cdd-b3bd-

e2f05f4baa9b</goToChain> 
    </preconfiguredChoice> 
    <!-- Select compression algorithm --> 
    <preconfiguredChoice> 
      <appliesTo>01d64f58-8295-4b7b-9cab-

8f1b153a504f</appliesTo> 
      <goToChain>9475447c-9889-430c-9477-

6287a9574c5b</goToChain> 
    </preconfiguredChoice> 
    <!-- Select compression level --> 
    <preconfiguredChoice> 
      <appliesTo>01c651cb-c174-4ba4-b985-

1d87a44d6754</appliesTo> 
      <goToChain>414da421-b83f-4648-895f-

a34840e3c3f5</goToChain> 
    </preconfiguredChoice> 
    <!-- Examine contents --> 
    <preconfiguredChoice> 
      <appliesTo>accea2bf-ba74-4a3a-bb97-

614775c74459</appliesTo> 
      <goToChain>e0a39199-c62a-4a2f-98de-

e9d1116460a8</goToChain> 
    </preconfiguredChoice> 
    <!-- Transcribe file --> 
    <preconfiguredChoice> 
      <appliesTo>7079be6d-3a25-41e6-a481-

cee5f352fe6e</appliesTo> 
      <goToChain>1170e555-cd4e-4b2f-a3d6-

bfb09e8fcc53</goToChain> 
    </preconfiguredChoice> 
    <!-- Transfer tree diagram --> 
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    <preconfiguredChoice> 
      <appliesTo>56eebd45-5600-4768-a8c2-

ec0114555a3d</appliesTo> 
      <goToChain>e9eaef1e-c2e0-4e3b-b942-

bfb537162795</goToChain> 
    </preconfiguredChoice> 
  </preconfiguredChoices> 
</processingMCP> 

 
(Unpublished Code) 

7.9.3 Object Model Created for Records with Preservation System 

Use Case Number objectModel 
Goal in Context Creation of a standardized, idealized version of a record 

within the preservation system that contains the required 
fields for identity and integrity elements to be populated. 

Scope Ingest 
Preconditions The intellectual design of the required elements of 

identity and integrity to be captured has been finalized. 
Success End 
Condition 

A programming interface145 is created that can be 
inherited by other Classes as a new AIP record is 
created.  

Trigger N/A – The model created during system design. 
Description As SIPs are deconstructed into AIPs, this node populates 

the structure of the AIPs with metadata extracted from 
the SIP and preservation services during the Ingest 
processing and any digital objects (transferred or created 
during Ingest) associated with the record.   
 
Note: Using a diplomatics’ approach, an object model of 
the idealized record is created containing the elements of 
identity and integrity that are required to support the 
presumption of authenticity for the record over time and 
through space.  It is recommended that when designing 
an object model for supporting authenticity of digital 
records, the following research be considered: from the 
InterPARES 1 book Appendix 1: Template for Analysis 
(Authenticity Task Force, 2000) and Appendix 2: 
Requirements for Assessing and Maintaining the 
Authenticity of Electronic Records  (Authenticity Task 
Force, 2002); and from the InterPARES 2 book Appendix 
7: Diplomatic Analysis Template (Focus Task Force, 
2008). 

                                                 
145 In Object Oriented Programming languages, an interface is a description of functions and properties that an 
object possesses and is used to enforce the behavior of those functions and population of those properties every 
time a new object is instantiated.   
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Support Explanation Benchmark Requirement A.1: Expression of Record 
Attributes, by defining a controlled, minimum set of 
certain known basic facts regarding a record’s identity 
and integrity that must be captured and expressly linked 
to the record within the preservation system; and,  
 
Baseline Requirement B.1: Controls over Transfer, 
Maintenance and Reproduction, by establishing and 
implementing procedures through which the identity and 
integrity elements required by the object model can be 
evaluated and verified as part of the assessment of the 
record’s authenticity.  If any of these essential elements 
are incorrect for the data field into which they are being 
populated (e.g., name into a date field, invalid field 
entry), the authenticity of the record is suspect, and an 
error condition is created.   

Example The following is a modified Dublin Core Metadata 
Initiative (DCMI) object model that is populate with data:  
 
 "pk": 1, 
    "model": "main.dublincore", 
    "fields": { 
        "rights": "Public Domain", 
        "publisher": "Tortall Press", 
        "format": "parchement", 
        "metadataappliestotype": "3e47839d-e2d2-
0142-aaa3-b54d26eb9761", 
        "is_part_of": "AIC#42", 
        "creator": "Alandry of Caladan", 
        "language": "en", 
        "type": "Archival Information Package", 
        "description": "Glaives win wars", 
        "title": "Yamani Weapons", 
        "date": "2015", 
        "relation": "None", 
        "source": "Caladir's library", 
        "coverage": "", 
        "contributor": "Yuki", 
        "identifier": "42/1", 
        "metadataappliestoidentifier": "8be93d7c-
5bd2-3909-84a1-2f00f725b392", 
        "subject": "Glaives", 
        "status": "ORIGINAL" 
    } 

(extract of test data from Case Study Three) 

7.9.4 Deconstruct SIP into Individual Records 

Use Case Number createPIP 
Goal in Context Identification of the individual records that were packaged 

together in the SIP. 
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Scope Ingest 
Preconditions  The terms and conditions governing the transfer of 

records have been finalized. 
 The standardized structure of the SIP has been agreed 

upon between the submitter and the Archives. 
 A data dictionary describing the contents of the data 

package of the SIP has been created. 
Success End 
Condition 

Individual records are reconstituted within the ingestion 
processing space for workflow preservation services to act 
upon. 

Trigger A SIP is moved out of quarantine after the second malware 
scan has been completed. 

Description A SIP contains one or more records packaged together 
along with multiple metadata files into a single container.  
This node identifies the individual records from amongst the 
digital objects contained in the SIP and associates any 
relevant metadata with that record into a Processing 
Information Package146.  In practical terms, this will require 
that the node duplicates the SIP-level metadata for each 
record object that is to be processed through the 
preservation system into an AIP. 
 
Note: For long term preservation and maintenance of the 
authenticity of the digital records, this model advances the 
strategy of storing each record as its own AIP within the 
preservation system.  Different file formats will require 
migration or conversion at different times; index metadata 
will be dissociated from the scanned images to which it 
belongs, and some records producers extract multiple data 
files out of a database with each extracted file containing 
only parts of the record.  For these reasons, there are long-
term benefits to dividing the SIP into smaller sub-units, with 
each based on the smallest archival record unit possible. 
This allows for future preservation actions to be performed 
individually on a case-by-case basis as required for that 
record.  By reducing future preservation services down to 
this smaller unit size, the risk of unintended impact is 
reduced -- as fewer digital objects are involved in these 
future processes. Additionally, the fewer the objects that 
need to be opened, moved, and resaved, the smaller the 

                                                 
146 A Processing Information Package, or PIP, is a new term coined for the TechSAR model. It is meant to 
represent the stage between the SIP and the AIP where the individual record contents have been identified and 
bundled into a single container, but are not yet a complete AIP. The PIP has one or more preservation activities 
remaining that will contribute needed Content Information and/or Preservation Descriptive Information in order 
to be finalized as an AIP. 
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computing systems resources and overall storage capacity 
needed.   

Authenticity 
Support  

Benchmark Requirement A.1: Expression of Record 
Attributes, by placing just a single record and its associated 
metadata into an AIP to ensure that the attributes related to 
identity and integrity are incapable of being disentangled 
from the digital objects; and, 
 
Baseline Requirements B.1: Controls over Transfer and 
Maintenance, by establishing and implementing procedures 
to verify that the required attributes of identity and integrity 
of the record have been correctly transferred along with the 
digital objects as required by the terms and conditions 
governing the transfer and that those attributes are of the 
correct data type and arity. 

Example The following is a data dictionary used to link multiple lines 
from extracted fixed width database files together in order to 
recreate a single record entry of a land recording, and then 
to link that entry to the scanned image of the land recording 
based on the control number for that land recording (Doc 
Number.pdf) (example from Hawaii State Archives) :  
 
FTPDOC.Dat 
FIELD NAME COMMENTS 
*FTPDOC DOC NUMBER 
R 

Regular: YY000001(90-99) 
 CCYY000001(2000+) 

*FTPDOC DOC TYPE 
L/O/D 

L=Land Court, O=LCO, D=Decree  

*FTPDOC DOC NUMBER 
L 

Land Court: 10000-9999999 
LCO: 1-9999999 
Decree: 1-9999 

FTPDOC RECORDING 
DATE 

CCYYMMDDHHMM 

FTPDOC CLASS Document Class 
FTPDOC GRANTOR NAME LAST,FIRST MI (uppercase) 
FTPDOC GRANTOR ADDL Y = additional names in FTPGR 
FTPDOC GRANTEE LAST,FIRST MI (uppercase) 
FTPDOC GRANTEE ADDL Y = additional names in FTPGE 
FTPDOC DESC CLASS Document Class 
FTPDOC DESC R/B 
TYPE 

R = Regular, B = Book/Page 

FTPDOC DESC R/B DOC 
NO 

Regular: YY000001(90-99) 
 CCYY000001(2000+) 
Book/Page: ######/### 

FTPDOC DESC L/O/D L=Land Court, O=LCO, D=Decree 
FTPDOC DESC L/O/D 
DOC NO 

Land Court: 10000-9999999 
LCO: 1-9999999 
Decree: 1-9999 
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FTPDOC DESC ADDL Y = additional Desc in 
FTPDESC [NOTE from Archives: 
If this is a yes keep field, 
we currently do not receive 
the FTPDESC table] 

 
FTPGR.dat 
FIELD NAME COMMENTS 
*FTPGR DOC NUMBER R Regular: YY000001(90-99) 

 CCYY000001(2000+) 
*FTPGR DOC TYPE 
L/O/D 

L=Land Court, O=LCO, D=Decree  

*FTPGR DOC NUMBER L Land Court: 10000-9999999 
LCO: 1-9999999 
Decree: 1-9999 

FTPGR GRANTOR NAME LAST,FIRST MI (uppercase) 
 

7.9.5 Assign Unique Persistent ID to Each Record Preservation System 

Use Case Number assignPID 
Goal in Context Assignment of a unique PID to every entity in the 

preservation system.  
Scope Ingest, Maintenance 
Preconditions  A Persistent ID scheme has been selected. 

 A PID minter has been created that issues unique 
PIDs upon request. 

Success End 
Condition 

A unique PID is issued upon request. 

Trigger A request for a PID is received. 
Description As new objects are brought into the preservation system 

(either through SIP transfers from outside or from the 
creation during the ingestion process), this node assigns 
them a unique Persistent ID within the system.  The node 
requests a new PID from the PID minter, which is 
responsible for the actual generation of the numbers and 
verification that the new PID has not previously been 
issued147.  These PIDs are considered persistent due to 
the fact that the Archives is committing, once the number 
has been assigned to an object, to always being able to 
resolve that PID to the object it was initially assigned, 
regardless of technology or system migrations. 

Authenticity Support  Benchmark Requirement A.1.a: Identity of the Record, by 
establishing the record’s unique identity within the myriad 

                                                 
147 This verification step is important in ensuring the absolute uniqueness of the PID that is assigned to the 
object.  While Universally Unique identifiers or UUIDs (and their Microsoft counterpart, Globally Unique 
Identifiers or GUIDs) are 128bit numbers randomly generated numbers, the probability that the same number 
could be issued twice is not zero. While it is extremely unlikely that a collision would ever occur in a single 
lifetime, such collisions have been witnessed in high volume test scenarios (Siron, 2015). 
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of other records within the same fonds that might share 
the same or similar identity attributes from its creator. 

Example The following is a Persistent ID for a record using the 
Archival Resource Key (ARK) schema (created from 
sample a transfer created by the author): 
 
<premis:objectIdentifier> 
              <premis:objectIdentifierType> 

ARK 
</premis:objectIdentifierType> 

              <premis:objectIdentifierValue> 
ark:/12345/dvdc_100000096903.0x000009 

</premis:objectIdentifierValue> 
</premis:objectIdentifier> 

7.9.6 Error Trapping for Anomalies in Ingest Processing 

Use Case Number errorTrapping 
Goal in Context Creation of mechanisms to trap and send errors to a 

holding area for notification and correction by the 
appropriate individuals. 

Scope Ingest, Maintenance 
Preconditions  Nodes have the appropriate error trapping points 

coded into them with instructions to redirect errors to 
the identified holding area.  

 The appropriate authority has been identified to 
contact when an issue arises. 

Success End 
Condition 

All errors are trapped, and records containing these 
identified errors are redirected out of the main workflow. 

Trigger A non-standard processing condition is detected (error). 
Description This node appears as a sub-node in all Activity nodes that 

reference, extract from or manipulate records.  In such 
instances, this node requires a Try/Catch loop in their 
code to ensure that the operation of the primary Activity 
node executes as intended.  When unintended results are 
trapped, the record being processed is redirected to a 
holding area, and this node notifies the appropriate 
authorities of the error with a request to review and 
address the issue (up to and including rejecting the SIP).   
 
Note: Depending on the level of sophistication of the 
Archives, advanced error handling logic may be 
developed to attempt to correct and recover from the 
encountered error, negating the need to redirect the 
record to holding. 

Authenticity Support  Baseline Requirement B.2.d: Record known to not fully 
and faithfully reproduce, by establishing and 
implementing procedural controls to prevent, discover, 
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correct and report when there is suspected loss or 
corruption of records as they process through Ingest 
Activity nodes. 

Example The following is an extract of the metadata using the NZ 
metadata harvester, including trapping any errors and 
emailing them:   
 
List<Property> properties = new 
ArrayList<Property>(); 
        SAXBuilder builder = new SAXBuilder(); 
try {      
Document doc = builder.build(new 
StringReader(metadataXml)); 
Element meta = 
doc.getRootElement().getChild("METADATA"); 
for (Object propElem : meta.getChildren()) { 
                Element e = (Element) propElem; 
                Property p = new 
Property(makePropertyURI(e.getName()), e.getName(), 
e.getText()); 
                properties.add(p); 
 } 
 
catch (Exception e) { 
     log.severe("Processing error: " + e); 

showMessageDialog(window,      
MessageFormat.format(RouteConverter.getBundle() 
.getString("process-error"),  
getLocalizedMessage(e)),         
RouteConverter.getTitle(), ERROR_MESSAGE); 

} 
 

(extract of unpublished modified PLANETS code) 

7.9.7 Identify the File Format and Version of the Digital Object 

Use Case Number formatID 
Goal in Context Identification of the file format and version of the digital 

object. 
Scope Ingest, Maintenance 
Preconditions  A file identification tool suite has been selected to 

handle each of the file formats likely to be transferred 
to the Archives. 

 The tool suite is able to access the Format Registry. 
Success End 
Condition 

The correct file format and version of the digital object are 
determined. 

Trigger A digital object is passed to the node for identification. 
Description When this node is passed a digital object, based on the 

perceived file format of the digital object (i.e., the file 
extension of that digital object) the node launches the 
appropriate application to examine the bits comprising the 
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digital object.  The chosen application then determines if 
the byte sequence and offset information contained in the 
header of the file conforms to the information contained in 
the formatRegistry for one of the versions of that file 
format.  If a match is found, the node returns the 
formatRegistry information containing formatRegistry 
number, file format, and version. If no match is found, the 
chosen application expands its search to all formats 
within the formatRegistry to locate a match.  If a match is 
then found, the node returns the formatRegistry 
information containing formatRegistry number, file format, 
and version.  Finally, if no match in the formatRegistry is 
found, a ‘No Match’ result is returned. 
 
Note: File formats can be incorrectly identified if solely 
referenced by their file extensions, or missing their file 
extensions altogether.  Relying solely on the file 
extensions can result in loss or corruption of the record in 
that the incorrect preservation service could be used to 
manipulate a misstated file format. 

Authenticity Support  Benchmark Requirements A.5: Establishment of 
Documentary Forms, by determining the correct file 
format and version of the digital objects comprising a 
record to understand the elements of their extrinsic and 
intrinsic form that must be preserved.  Understanding the 
composition of the file formats assists the preservation 
system in selecting the most appropriate preservation 
services to be used during the Ingest and Maintenance of 
the records. 

Example The following is the output of a format identification using 
FIDO148 for a JPEG file, PRONOM registry number 
FMT/44 (The National Archives, 2005).  
 
<premis:event xmlns:premis="info:lc/xmlns/premis-
v2" xsi:schemaLocation="info:lc/xmlns/premis-v2 
http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/v2/premis-v2-
2.xsd" version="2.2"> 

<premis:eventIdentifier> 
 <premis:eventIdentifierType> 
  UUID 
 </premis:eventIdentifierType> 
 <premis:eventIdentifierValue> 
52f9f23f-ba47-4124-b2e2-fa27787a9250 
</premis:eventIdentifierValue> 
</premis:eventIdentifier> 

                                                 
148 FIDO is the File Identification for Digital Objects tool developed by the Open Preservation Foundation 
(Open Preservation Foundation, 2015) and uses the PRONOM database developed by The National Archives of 
the UK. 
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<premis:eventType>format 
identification</premis:eventType> 
<premis:eventDateTime>2015-06-24T00:22:39 
</premis:eventDateTime> 
<premis:eventDetail>program="Fido"; version="1" 
</premis:eventDetail> 

<premis:eventOutcomeInformation> 
  <premis:eventOutcome> 
   Positive 
  </premis:eventOutcome> 
  <premis:eventOutcomeDetail> 
<premis:eventOutcomeDetailNote> 

      fmt/44 
    </premis:eventOutcomeDetailNote> 
  </premis:eventOutcomeDetail> 
</premis:eventOutcomeInformation> 

 

7.9.8 Local Registry of File Format Types and Versions  

Use Case Number formatRegistry 
Goal in Context Creation of a local registry of all known file formats and 

versions for reference during preservation activities. 
Scope Ingest, Maintenance 
Preconditions  A local registry is created on the basis of file format 

identification application needs. 
 A local registry is kept in sync with one of the 

international file format registries as new file formats 
are decoded. 

Success End 
Condition 

A local registry is maintained with all known file formats 
and versions for use by format identification application.  

Trigger The formatID node passes file format information to the 
registry for identification (e.g., file extension, file header, 
internal byte sequences, etc.). 

Description This node is responsible for maintaining the repository of 
knowledge on every known file format and version that is 
detectable by the file identification application used in the 
formatID node. As the formatID node dissects a digital 
object for identification, this node provides the reference 
tables (e.g., format extensions, byte sequence, header 
information) needed by the formatID node to determine in 
what file format the digital object is and the version of that 
file format.  
 
Note: This repository should be updated on a regular 
basis by comparing its contents with a large-scale, 
maintained format registry that is globally accessible.  
While these international registries can be relied on to 
conduct the research into current and emerging file 
formats, there is no guarantee that these registries will 
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continue to provide an open source, royalty-free access to 
their knowledge repositories indefinitely.  Additionally, 
maintaining a mirrored local format repository will allow 
the ingestion workflows to continue to operate in the 
event that access to these repositories is interrupted for 
any significant period of time.  

Authenticity Support  Benchmark Requirement A.5: Establishment of 
Documentary Form, by establishing and implementing a 
local repository of known basic facts about file formats 
and versions that are necessary for evaluating elements 
of the record’s intrinsic and extrinsic form.  This 
information is needed when determining the appropriate 
course of action for the maintenance of the authenticity of 
the records over the long term. 

Example The following is a signature file entry for PDF/A 3A as 
maintained within the PRONOM format registry for use by 
the format identification node: 
 

External 
signatures 

 File extension: pdf 

Internal 
signatures 

Name PDF/A-3A 
Description BOF: %PDF1.(0-7) VAR: Identifies 

the byte sequence which equals - 
xmlns:pdfaid= 
"http://www.aiim.org/pdfa/ns/id/  
which is the PDF/A identification 
namespace within the PDF/A 
meta-data, followed by 
<pdfaid:part>3<pdfaid:part> 
 and <pdfaid:conformance>A 
<pdfaid:conformance>, which are 
the two mandatory elements and 
values for PDF/A. See ISO 19005-
3:2012 for further information. 

Byte 
sequences 

Positi
on 

type 
 Absolute from BOF 

Offset 0 
Byte 
order 

  

Value  255044462D312E[30:37] 
Positi

on 
type 

 Variable 

Byte 
order 

  

Value 786D6C6E733A70646661
69643D(22|27)687474703
A2F2F7777772E6169696
D2E6F72672F706466612
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F6E732F6964*706466616
9643A70617274(3D22|3D
27|3E)33(22|27|3C2F7064
666169643A706172743E){
0}7064666169643A636F6
E666F726D616E6365(3E|
3D22|3D27)41(22|27|3C2F
7064666169643A636F6E6
66F726D616E63653E) 

 

 

 

 
(The National Archives, 2012a) 

 
 

7.9.9 Validate the Digital Objects to Conformance with Format Specification 

Use Case Number formatValidation 
Goal in Context Determination of the degree to which the digital object 

conforms to the published specification for its identified 
file format. 

Scope Ingest, Maintenance 
Preconditions  An application capable of assessing the conformance 

of the identified file format has been created. 
 A crosswalk for the Format Registry to conformance 

checking application has been created. 
Success End 
Condition 

A data file is created that reports on the degree to which 
the digital object conforms to the applicable published 
specification (e.g., well-formed/not well-formed/error in 
header structure). 

Trigger A digital object and formatRegistry number are passed 
into the node. 

Description As a digital object of known file type and version is 
passed into this node, the node selects the most 
appropriate application to assess the conformance level 
of the digital object to its published file format 
specification.  The application reports back to the node 
the degree to which the digital object conforms to the 
specification, with the level of specificity varying based on 
the sophistication of the application and the needs of the 
Archives (e.g., report back pass/fail, or note every 
instance of an embedded PDF font that doesn’t conform 
to the PDF/A standard).  The relevant information is then 
written to a data file for inclusion in an event log. 

Authenticity Support  Baseline Requirements B.3: Archival Description by 
documenting the documentary context of the construction 
of the record.  When digital objects do not strictly adhere 
to the published file format specifications, future file 
format conversions using software built upon published 
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specifications may alter the record in unintended ways 
(e.g., not being able to carry forward certain features, 
changing formatting, losing custom macros) due to the 
original records non-conformance to the generally 
accepted behavior that is specified in the published 
specification.  
 
Note: Knowing the degree to which a digital object did 
comply with the published specification can be beneficial 
to the Archives in its preservation planning as to the 
number of resources to devote to fully and faithfully 
reproduce the non-conforming elements (Benchmark 
Requirement B.2.d)  

Example The following is an event log of a file format conformance 
check on a JPEG file using JHOVE149 (from a sample 
transfer created the author): 
 
<premis:eventType> 

Validation 
</premis:eventType> 
<premis:eventDateTime> 

2016-10-22 T00:22:41 
</premis:eventDateTime> 
<premis:eventDetail> 

program=”JHOVE”; version=”1.6” 
</premis:eventDetail> 
<premis:eventOutcomeInformation> 
     <premis:eventOutcome> 

Pass 
</premis:eventOutcome> 

      <premis:eventOutcomeDetail> 
         <premis:eventOutcomeDetailNote> 

format=”JPEG”; version=”1.02”;  
result=”Well-Formed and valid” 

</premis:eventOutcomeDetailNote> 
</premis:eventOutcomeDetail> 

</premis:eventOutcomeInformation> 

7.9.10 Extract Technical Metadata Regarding Digital Objects 

Use Case Number getTechnical 
Goal in Context Extraction of the technical and descriptive information 

about the digital object for preservation. 
Scope Ingest, Maintenance 
Preconditions  The file format and version of the digital object have 

been identified. 

                                                 
149 JHOVE is a file format identification, validation and characterization tool maintained by the Open 
Preservation Foundation (Open Preservation Foundation, 2019).  It is a Java application and is usable on UNIX, 
Windows and Mac operating systems. 
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 An application that can extract technical metadata 
has been identified for each file format and version 
likely to be received by the Archives. 

Success End 
Condition 

A data file is created containing technical and descriptive 
metadata about the digital object. 

Trigger The file format of the digital object has been identified. 
Description This node receives a digital object and then launches the 

appropriate application (based on the identified file format 
and version) to extract technical and descriptive metadata 
about the digital object.  This extracted metadata is then 
written to a data file for later inclusion in the AIP file as the 
digital objects are added to the package. 

Authenticity Support  Benchmark Requirements A.1.a: Identity of the record, by 
expressing explicitly those attributes of the record that are 
embedded in the digital object, such as chronological 
date, name of the author, and title; and,  
 
A.5: Establishment of Documentary Form, by determining 
and documenting those elements of intrinsic and extrinsic 
form that are necessary for the maintenance of the 
authenticity of the record, as well as for informing current 
and future preservation actions. 

Example The following is extracted technical and descriptive 
metadata pulled from a video file (Wildlife.wmv) using 
Exiftool150 (from a sample transfer created by the author): 
 
<tool name="Exiftool" version="9.13"> 
<rawOutput> 
ExifToolVersion 9.13 
FileName Wildlife.wmv 
FileSize 25 MB 
FileModifyDate 201:05:07 10:29:25-10:00 
FileAccessDate 2013:05:07 10:29:41-10:00 
FileInodeChangeDate 2013:05:07 10:29:41-10:00 
<VideoPixelAspectRatio>1</VideoPixelAspectRatio> 
<VideoAlphaMode>None</VideoAlphaMode> 
<AudioSampleRate>44,100</AudioSampleRate> 
<AudioSampleType>16-bit integer</AudioSampleType> 
<AudioChannelType>Stereo</AudioChannelType> 
<VideoFrameRate>29.970030</VideoFrameRate> 
<Description>Footage: Small World Productions, 
Inc; Tourism New Zealand | Producer: Gary F. 
Spradling | Music: Steve Ball</Description> 
<Rights>© 2008 Microsoft Corporation</Rights> 
<Title>Wildlife in HD</Title> 
<HistoryAction>saved, saved</HistoryAction> 
<HistoryInstanceID>xmp.iid:6C1D3DE709A7DF118E16D97 

                                                 
150 Exiftool is an open source application written for reading and writing to the file metadata of primarily image-
based digital objects (Harvey, 2019).  Exiftool is available as both command line and a Perl-library for both 
Windows and MacOS operating systems. 
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F4D9839EE, 
xmp.iid:269244FC09A7DF118E16D97F4D9839EE 
</HistoryInstanceID> <HistoryWhen>2010:08:13 
19:38:36+01:00, 2010:08:13 
19:38:37+01:00</HistoryWhen> 
<HistorySoftwareAgent>Adobe Premiere Pro 4.0, 
Adobe Premiere Pro 4.0</HistorySoftwareAgent> 
<HistoryChanged>/metadata, 
/metadata</HistoryChanged> 
<VideoFrameSizeW>1280</VideoFrameSizeW> 
<VideoFrameSizeH>720</VideoFrameSizeH> 
<VideoFrameSizeUnit>pixel</VideoFrameSizeUnit> 
<ImageSize>1280x720</ImageSize> 
</exiftool> 
</tool> 

7.9.11 Convert Records into Other Digital Formats 

Use Case Number derivativeGeneration 
Goal in Context Creation of additional file format versions of digital objects 

for preservation or access. 
Scope Ingest, Maintenance 
Preconditions  The file format and version of the digital object is 

known. 
 Access to a Format Registry. 
 A Format Policy detailing file format conversion 

strategy has been created. 
 Software has been identified that is capable of 

converting source digital object into the target file 
format to produce a new digital object per the Format 
Policy. 

 An indicator is received on what type of conversion is 
to occur. 

Success End 
Condition 

The digital object has been successfully converted to a 
new file format. 

Trigger The digital object is passed into the node along with 
instructions as to what type of conversion is to occur. 

Description Following the Format Policy, this node will pass the 
selected digital object into the appropriate application with 
instructions as to which file format the digital object is to 
be converted. The resulting digital object is treated as if it 
were a newly transferred digital object, and therefore will 
have a new workflow created for it so as to proceed 
through a sub-set of the same Activity nodes (starting with 
second malware scan and then proceeding to formatID, 
getTechnical and cryptoSeal) before having the new 
digital object and its extracted metadata added to the rest 
of the record’s digital objects in the AIP. 
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Note: The file format of the digital objects transferred to 
the Archives may be deemed to be unacceptable for long 
term preservation, or may not be easily accessible to 
researchers. In such cases, the derivativeGeneration 
node has the responsibility for converting the digital object 
into another file format in accordance with the Format 
Policy dictated by the Archives. In such cases, the 
derivative digital object is appended to the record and 
preserved alongside the transferred original.  As 
technological advances necessitate future 
deritiveGeneration activities to create new preservation 
digital objects, those too are appended to the record 
along with all previous (albeit now obsolete) original and 
derivative digital objects. The Archives has a 
responsibility to continually research emerging and 
deprecated technology to determine the best path forward 
with regards to what file formats will continue to provide 
the ability to retrieve, access, and use the records as 
technology changes. 

Authenticity Support  Benchmark Requirement A.5: Protective Procedures: 
Media and Technology by refreshing the records from at-
risk or obsolete file formats to newer file formats 
determined by the Archives to be retrievable, accessible, 
and usable over the near term; along with the ability to be 
forward converted into the next file format when 
warranted.   

Example The following is an extract of a Format Policy detailing 
preservation and access formats to be created from a 
given native file format, along with the tested and 
validated conversion software to be used: 
Media 
type  

File 
format  

Preservation 
format(s)  

Access 
format  

Conversion 
Software  

Audio 

AC3, 
AIFF, 
MP3, 
WAV, 
WMA 

WAVE (LPCM) MP3 FFmpeg 

Email PST MBOX MBOX readpst 

(Artefactual Systems, 2015) 

7.9.12 Produce Cryptographic Time-stamp for Every Digital Object in Record 

Use Case 
Number 

cryptoSeal 

Goal in Context Production of a cryptographic time-stamp seal that establishes 
the time of receipt and bit order of a digital object. 

Scope Ingest, Maintenance 
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Preconditions A FIPS 140-2 compliant appliance that is capable of producing 
cryptographic digital signatures based on the message digest 
of a digital object and an RFC3161 Time-Stamp Protocol.  

Success End 
Condition 

A verified cryptographic time-stamp seal is produced for the 
digital object passed into the node. 

Trigger A digital object is sent to the node for the generation of a 
cryptographic time-stamp seal. 

Description This node is passed a digital object and calculates its 
message digest using the chosen hash function.  The time-
stamp of the hash calculation is then concatenated onto the 
message digest, and then the node calculates the message 
digest of this value using the same hash function.  This 
message digest is then digitally signed with the Private Key of 
the Hardware Security Module residing on the Archives’ 
server. Upon issuance of the seal, the node -- acting in the 
role of a researcher with lowest permission levels -- 
immediately validates the credentials of the seal to ensure that 
the seal is well-formed with the necessary keys to validate the 
digital object to which it is assigned. The node assigned the 
same PID to the cryptographic seal using an extension 
function of the naming schema. 

Authenticity 
Support  

Benchmark Requirement A.6: Authentication of Record by 
establishing and implementing a mechanism to independently 
determine the genuineness of the record provided to the 
researcher; and,  
 
Baseline Requirement B.1.c: Record remains unchanged by 
establishing and implementing a procedure through which any 
third party can verify that the Archives received the record on 
a given date and that the record has not changed since that 
time.  In this way, the node serves as the Time-stamping 
Authority for the Archives in order to attest to the fact that the 
digital object existed in the preservation system in a specific 
form at a specific time. 

Example The following is a subset of the cryptographic seal 
generated for a digital object (the time-stamp token value 
has been greatly shortened in length for illustrative 
purposes) created by the author from a sample transfer: 
 
<Content> 
<messageDigestAlgorithm> 

SHA-256 
</messageDigestAlgorithm> 
<messageDigest> 

SYHkiqVNvjaQY1xcZtCf1ZTGVg/2ewQkc01IqqpIWxU= 
</messageDigest> 
<OID> 

2.16.840.1.101.3.4.2.1</OID> 
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</Content> 
<Time-stampRequest> 
<MessageImprint> 
<messageDigestAlgorithm> 

SHA-256 
</messageDigestAlgorithm>           
<messageDigest> 

rDMpt/JGmkrvGYziezSNO0V8vPMBRcqtQuYr20wjATc= 
</messageDigest> 
<OID> 

2.16.840.1.101.3.4.2.1 
</OID> 
</MessageImprint>         
<Nonce> 

1V5dRoF17J5LsxHkdrxX1k7G8Sm 
zG1iqP2qO9bl95pbm2wJAu9Hspw== 

</Nonce> 
</Time-stampRequest> 
<Time-stampResponse> 
<Time-stampToken>           

<Bytes>ZIIKMwYJKoZIhvcNAQcCo 
IIKJDCCCiACAQMxDzANBglghkgBZ 
QMEAgEFADCCATcGCyqGSIb3DQEJE 
AEEoIIBJgSCASIwggEeAgEBBgorB 
…7139EBn+aoLqct3Nff69Bas1NK8 
S08FAMkqLj/0YV3phx9rxgukG5zl 
Q6qVMwoCNzZlJmISX9bsWmcjXgmg 
Gao=</Bytes> 

<GeneralizedTime> 
20181016122152.424Z 

</GeneralizedTime> 
</Time-stampToken> 
</Time-stampResponse> 
</Time-stamp> 

  

7.9.13 Create an Archival Information Package 

Use Case Number createAIP 
Goal in Context Creation of a single, encapsulated descriptive package 

containing all transferred, extracted, and generated 
metadata that supports the identity and integrity of the 
records along with all the transferred and derived digital 
objects that comprise the record. 

Scope Ingest 
Preconditions  A standardized AIP schema has been documented. 

 An application has been created that is capable of 
assembling all transferred, extracted, and created 
metadata into standardized packaging schema. 

 All transferred, extracted, and created metadata 
needed for packing have been created. 

 All derived digital objects needed per the Format Policy 
have been created. 
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Success End 
Condition 

An encapsulated, self-describing container file is created 
containing all known basic facts regarding the record’s 
identity and integrity. 

Trigger A record is passed into the node with all other Ingest nodes 
having been completed. 

Description This node creates a single, standardized Archival 
Information Package for each record that was transferred to 
the Archives.  The node gathers each of the data files 
generated by previous nodes, any other relevant 
information, and all digital objects (transferred and created 
during Ingest) associated with the record, and places the 
content into the appropriate sections of the AIP schema, 
such as described in the OAIS standard151: 

 contents of the record (i.e., the digital objects 
comprising the record), both those transferred in the 
SIP and those generated during the ingestion 
process, along with the metadata associated with 
those objects; 

 Preservation Description Information containing the 
metadata elements of reference, context, 
provenance, fixity, and access rights necessary for 
adequate preservation; and 

 Descriptive Information about the record that is 
needed for access and long-term preservation of the 
record. 

Authenticity 
Support  

Benchmark Requirement A.1: Expression of Record 
Attributes and Linkage of Record, by explicitly expressing 
attributes of identity and integrity, as well as inextricably 
linking those attributes to the record along with its 
associated digital objects. 

Example For a standardized packaging schema example, see the 
dual standards developed by the Library of Congress: 
Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (2018a) 
with embedded Preservation Metadata: Implementation 
Strategies (2015b) expanded descriptor elements for 
(digital) Objects, Events and (usage) Rights. 

 

With the creation of the Archival Information Package, the Ingest function of the 

TechSAR model is complete.  The preservation system has followed the assigned 

preservation workflow based on the source of the records and the individual record 

                                                 
151 Specifically, Section 4.2.1 Logical Model for Archival Information of the Reference Model for an Open 
Archival Information System (OAIS) (International Organization for Standardization, 2012c). 
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types.  The AIPs are stored in the storage infrastructure that the Archives has 

implemented for the repository and dissemination (use) copies of the records are 

created per the Archives’ policy. From the case studies, Case Studies One and 

Three created DIPs as part of the Ingest process, while Case Study Two created the 

DIP on an ad hoc basis out of the database when requested by a researcher and 

then deleted the DIP after 48 hours.  With the completion of Ingest, the focus of the 

model is now on maintaining the authenticity of the records over the long-term.  To 

provide approximate comparisons, this function of the TechSAR Model corresponds 

approximately to the ingest steps of Generate SIP and Generate Descriptive 

Information of the OAIS Reference Model and A4.4.4.2, Place Preserved Records in 

Storage of the InterPARES Chain of Preservation model.  
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7.10 Maintenance of Records in the Repository 

The third function of the TechSAR model is Maintenance. After the creation of 

the AIP, it is the responsibility of the Activities involved in this function to ensure the 

support of the ongoing authenticity of the records in the repository across space and 

through time.  This responsibility requires constant vigilance on the part of the 

Archives, and several of the Activities reflect this by performing the same Activities in 

the background on a set periodic basis (such as derivative generation as newer file 

formats are researched and decided upon by the Archives) while monitoring all 

network activity that occurs.  While the Activities in the function are presented in a 

predominantly linear fashion, in reality, the Activities happen asynchronously at 

different moments in time.  The flow presented here is one theoretical instance of the 

Activities as they might be encountered, arranged in such a way that each Activity is 

represented at least once.  
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7.11 Maintenance Function Activity Diagram

 

Figure 57: Maintenance Function Activity Diagram 
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7.12 Maintenance Activity Descriptions 

7.12.1 Loader Balancer to Distribute Requests between Multiple Servers 

Use Case Number loadBalance 
Goal in Context A load balancer is ensuring that incoming network traffic 

is evenly distributed across available resources. 
Scope Maintenance 
Preconditions  A load balancer is correctly configured in the network. 

 Server clusters have been identified between which 
the load balancing must occur. 

Success End 
Condition 

Resources that have been assigned similar tasks are 
experiencing similar utilization. 

Trigger Incoming network traffic to a resource is identified for load 
balancing. 

Description This node sits between incoming requests and the 
identified computing resources in order to redirect the 
requests to the resource that currently is the least utilized. 
Each additional incoming request is independently 
evaluated by the node, based upon the request time and 
resource utilization.  As the Archives releases new builds 
of the preservation system, this node is responsible for 
siphoning off traffic from production resources until no 
new incoming traffic is on those resources, allowing for an 
upgrade to those resources in the production environment 
to occur.  Once that upgrade has been thoroughly vetted 
by the Archives, the node will bring the upgraded 
resource back online and direct all traffic onto it and off of 
the other resources, allowing the other resources to be 
upgraded and vetted in turn. Lastly, this node is also 
responsible for working in concert with any Intrusion 
Detection System/Intrusion Prevention Systems and the 
gateway node to discover and prevent Distributed Denial 
of Service Attacks152 from overwhelming the web servers. 
 
Note: By evaluating each incoming task independently 
and then assigning it based on current resource 
utilization, older, slower resources can still be deployed in 
the environment (but serving fewer queries/transactions) 
while newer, faster resources can handle a higher volume 
of queries and transactions. Additionally, the ability to 
close off sections of the production environment during 

                                                 
152 DDoS attacks seek to overwhelm the defense capabilities of the target system to create overflow situations in 
order to allow normally blocked malicious packets into the internal network; load balancing is one method of 
combatting this attack vector by rerouting traffic to other active and un-attacked servers (Mahjabin, Xiao, Sun, & 
Jiang, 2017). 
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real-time deployment of upgrades is essential for testing 
and validating software rollouts. For as closely as test 
environments mirror production, variations do occur153.  
The most accurate software testing will occur once the 
software is deployed in the production environment, due 
to the numerous variables that are difficult to replicate in a 
testing environment (e.g., variations in server models, 
driver versions, patches, automatic updates, etc.).  

Authenticity Support  Benchmark Requirement B.1.b: Security controls, by 
establishing and implementing procedures to prevent and 
discover the loss or corruption of records by providing 
finite controls over how traffic is routed to the resources of 
the preservation system, allowing for extensive testing of 
new software and extended defense against DDoS 
attacks. 

Example The following is a network diagram, based on Case Study 
Two, showing the placement of a hardware load balancer 
operating in the DMZ between the Gateway and the web 
servers: 

 

7.12.2 Shard Database to Prevent Alteration 

Use Case Number shardDB 
Goal in Context Create shards of the database at given intervals to 

prevent content from being altered. 
Scope Maintenance 

                                                 
153 The author experienced just such a situation when managing a large digital archives.  The production 
environment had an additional security patch to hardware that the testing environment did not have (nor had a 
perceived need for without outside access being permitted).  When pushed into production, communication 
between the servers ceased.  That deployment needed to be pulled back and analyzed – it still continued to 
operate as expected in the testing environment – until the cause of the problem was discovered by the network 
administrator. 
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Preconditions  Elements of identity or integrity are copied into the 
database. 

 A database management system is implemented that 
is capable of creating shards. 

 The interval at which a shard should be created has 
been determined. 

Success End 
Condition 

Horizontal partitions of the database are created at 
predetermined intervals. 

Trigger The predetermined interval has been reached. 
Description As the database reaches a pre-determined interval (e.g., 

every 90 days, or 100mb in size), this node partitions off 
specified data elements of the database into a separate 
shard. The node then sets that shard as read-only. 
 
Note: This node has two benefits to the Archives: one, 
multiple partitions allow for distribution of the database 
shards across multiple database instances, thereby 
increasing performance; and two, those identity and 
integrity elements of a record identified by the Archives as 
unchangeable after creation can be set to read-only for 
the sharded partitions, thereby prohibiting all modification 
attempts even by those with database access. Changes 
to any data fields once so partitioned require that the 
master-administrator make the change through directly 
accessing the database.  

Authenticity Support  Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security controls, by 
establishing and implementing procedures controlling 
responsibility for modification, relocation, and deletion of 
objects in the database by prohibiting all such access 
except to those with the highest privileges and even then, 
only then through direct database access. 
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Example The following is an example of a database structure with 
specific data fields that have been replicated across 
shards, with those partitioned shards set to read-only 
(example created by the author for illustrative purposes): 
 
Active Database (read/write) 

 
 
Shard 1 (read-only) 

 
 
Shard 2 (read-only) 
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7.12.3 Storage Disk Redundancy 

Use Case Number RAID 
Goal in Context The records are stored across multiple disks to protect 

against the loss of a record due to the failure of any single 
disk. 

Scope Maintenance 
Preconditions  A storage infrastructure exists that is capable of 

utilizing the chosen data redundancy methodology. 
 The appropriate authority has been identified to 

contact as issues arise.  
Success End 
Condition 

Bits comprising the records are distributed across multiple 
storage devices. 

Trigger An AIP is ready to be stored on disk. 
Description This node is responsible for providing the data 

redundancy of the bits constituting the record by 
distributing the bits across multiple physical disk drives 
while presenting those drives to the preservation system 
as a single logical disk drive. The node monitors the 
health of disks and reports to the appropriate authority 
when anomalous behavior is detected (e.g., an unusually 
high number of read cycles indicating that a drive is 
failing).  In storage infrastructure implementations with a 
parity disk and hot spare disk(s), the node will 
automatically start to rebuild a failed drive as needed. 
 
Note: This node was represented by RAID 
implementations in all three case studies in one form or 
another (RAID5 or RAID6); with both software-based and 
hardware-based implementations.  

Authenticity Support  Benchmark Requirements A.3: Protective Procedures: 
Loss and Corruption of Records, by maintaining real-time 
protection against loss or corruption of records due to 
system failure by providing the capability of automatically 
rebuilding or restoring bits on the failed hardware; and 
 
A.4: Protective Procedures: Media and Technology, by 
establishing and implementing procedures to counteract 
the fragility of media to ensure the ability to retrieve, 
access, and use stored records. 

Example The following is a diagram of RAID Level 5 – Striping with 
Single Parity Disk illustrating how the bits of a file are 
striped across four disk drives.  Three drives have data 
with the fourth containing a parity check (represented by 
the black cells below) that would enable the rebuilding of 
any ONE of the three in the event of a failure. To protect 
against the loss of the parity checks, the parity block itself 
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alternates which drive it is written to, such that on each 
successive pass, the parity is written to the next drive in 
sequence. The sum of all four drives is represented on 
the left of the illustration as one logical drive. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(from RAID presentation by Robert Helbig) 

7.12.4 Move AIP to the Dark Archives 

Use Case Number darkArchives 
Goal in Context The AIP is written to an isolated area of the network that 

is not accessible from outside the Archives. 
Scope Maintenance 
Preconditions  The AIP has been ingested 

 An isolated storage infrastructure configured for put-
only operations has been created. 

Success End 
Condition 

A copy of the AIP is written to an isolated storage 
infrastructure. 

Trigger An AIP is created. 
Description This node is responsible for moving the AIP into the 

isolated storage infrastructure after it has been created. 
After the move action has been completed, the node 
verifies that the AIP has been successfully moved through 
whichever validation protocol the Archives uses (e.g., 
compareHash), and validates the document seals on all 
digital objects written to the isolated storage area to 
ensure that the move has been completed successfully. 

Authenticity Support  Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security controls, by placing 
the Archives’ authoritative version of the record into an 
isolated area of the network that is inaccessible from the 
outside world (e.g., dark archives is on a separate 
network with its own controlling gateway and intrusion 
detection and prevention nodes denying access to 
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requests originating from IPs and users located outside 
the Archives’ network); and, 
 
Benchmark Requirement A.7: Identification of 
Authoritative Record, by designating the dark archives 
copy as the official copy of the Archives’ record and 
subjecting that copy to a higher level of security and 
access controls.   
 
Note: Copies in the form of the original are created for the 
Dissemination Information Package and provided for use 
to the Researcher while the record having the force of the 
original is kept sequestered.  Should questions ever arise 
regarding the records contained in the DIP, authenticated 
copies can be made from the AIPs that have been 
preserved in the isolated storage infrastructure. 

Example The following is an extension of the network typography 
from Case Study Three showing the primary preservation 
store accessible to the public through the internet, 
controlled by a Gateway, with the dark archives protected 
by its own Gateway, limiting access and activity to 
Archives’ traffic only: 
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7.12.5  Unprocessed SIPs Copied 

Use Case Number SIPstorage 
Goal in Context A copy of the unprocessed SIPs is stored 
Scope Maintenance 
Preconditions  A secondary storage infrastructure exists. 

 The capability of tracking SIPs in storage over time 
exists. 

Success End 
Condition 

Unprocessed SIP is successfully copied over to 
secondary storage devices. 

Trigger The SIP successfully passed virusCheck and validateSIP. 
Description This node is responsible for moving a copy of the 

unprocessed SIP, as it was transferred by the submitter, 
over to secondary storage for long term storage by the 
Archives.  
 
Note: This node is based on Case Study Two and the 
author’s fifteen years of managing large-scale digital 
preservation operations.  In the author’s own experience, 
if an Archives processes enough records long enough, 
the only guarantee with digital preservation is that the 
programmers will write buggy software. Despite the best 
efforts in testing, these software bugs will introduce 
unforeseen alterations to the records. Having the ability to 
re-ingest records once the bug has been fixed has been 
very beneficial on more than one occasion154.  

Authenticity Support  Benchmark Requirement A.7: Identification of 
Authoritative Record, by maintaining a copy of the SIP as 
it was transferred by the submitter. Should any questions 
arise as to the legitimacy of the processed record stored 
in the preservation system, or the process through which 
that record was ingested and maintained, the original SIP 
may be referenced for comparison. 

Example The following is a PREMIS event for SIPs copied off on to 
LTO-6 tapes for near-line storage (from a sample transfer 
created by the author):  
 
<PREMIS:event> 
<PREMIS:eventIdentifier> 
<PREMIS:eventIdentifierType> 

UUID 
</PREMIS:eventIdentifierType> 
<PREMIS:eventIdentifierValue> 

9111e6b5-ff23-331d-81a1-9355656b7ab5 

                                                 
154 One of the largest programming errors encountered by the author involved an ingestion service that 
inadvertently committed an N-1 error on counting the numbers of bits in a digital object, dropping the last bit 
off of fourteen million ingested tiff images. This single dropped bit rendered every Tiff image corrupt and 
unreadable. 
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</PREMIS:eventIdentifierValue> 
</PREMIS:eventIdentifier> 
<PREMIS:eventType> 

Refreshment 
</PREMIS:eventType> 
<PREMIS:eventDateTime> 

2017-10-25T20:37:54Z 
</PREMIS:eventDateTime> 
<PREMIS:eventDetail> 

Coping SIP to Tape Library 
</PREMIS:eventDetail> 
</PREMIS:event> 

7.12.6 Encapsulated, Self-Describing Record 

Use Case Number deepStorage 
Goal in Context A technology-agnostic, encapsulated, self-describing 

version of the record is created. 
Scope Maintenance 
Preconditions  The record has been successfully processed through 

the Ingest function. 
 A standardized format for encapsulated, self-

describing version of the record has been developed, 
including methodology for embedded digital objects. 

Success End 
Condition 

The complete record, with all versions of digital objects, is 
written to an encapsulated file.  

Trigger The AIP has been created. 
Description After the completion of all Ingest activities, this node 

compiles all metadata (transferred, extracted and derived) 
and digital objects (transferred and converted) and writes 
the information into a single file.  This file is written using 
a simple, standard character encoding (e.g., ASCII, UTF-
16).  The digital objects are inextricably associated with 
the record by including the byte stream of the digital 
objects (all transferred objects as well as those created 
during the Ingest workflows) into this file.  The contents of 
the record are all arranged using a standardized, 
documented schema that is organized and self-
describing, including repeating elements and self-
referencing agents, events, and digital objects as 
necessary to provide context. 
 
Note: The purpose of this deep storage copy is to provide 
what Case Study Two terms a ‘Doomsday Copy’ of the 
record that does not rely upon a specific file system, 
operating system or database protocol to retrieve the 
various components of the record and its associated 
metadata and digital objects.  The intent is to write the 
record using the lowest common denominator encoding 
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methodology that can be read on all technology platforms. 
All known basic facts relating to the identity and integrity 
of the record along with its digital objects’ byte streams 
are contained within this single file using international 
encoding standards. 

Authenticity Support  Benchmark Requirements A.1: Expression of Record 
Attributes and Linkage to Record, by explicitly expressing 
all known basic facts about the record and inextricably 
linking all digital objects relevant to the record in a single 
file;  
 
A.4: Protective Procedures: Media and Technology, by 
storing the record in a standards-based format that is not 
reliant upon any single technology in order to be 
accessed (i.e., the record possesses a low complexity 
technology threshold that can be achieved through a wide 
variety of means in order to access the payload); and, 
 
Baseline Requirement B.3: Archival Description, by 
including all known additional information regarding the 
record’s juridical-administrative, provenancial, procedural, 
and documentary contexts inextricably linked to the 
record in a single file. 

Example An example of a deep storage copy of a census record, 
including the transferred digital object and a digital object 
created as an access version per the Format Policy, has 
been included as Appendix H. 

7.12.7 Backup Copy Sent Offsite 

Use Case Number backup 
Goal in Context A second copy of the AIP is stored offsite 
Scope Maintenance 
Preconditions  The record has been successfully processed through 

the Ingest function. 
 A secondary, offsite storage infrastructure is 

available. 
 A periodic frequency has been decided to move the 

second copy to offsite storage. 
Success End 
Condition 

A second complete copy of the record, with all versions of 
digital objects, is stored at an offsite location.  

Trigger The AIP has been created. 
Description After the completion of all Ingest activities, this node 

copies the AIP to a secondary, off-site storage location.  
Upon copying the AIP to the secondary location, the node 
invokes compareHash to confirm that the AIP has been 
entirely and successfully written.  If a cryptographic seal 
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has been created for the digital objects, the node will 
validate the cryptographic seals after the write to confirm 
the continuing ability of the Certificate Authority to   
validate the seal.  In addition to creating a secondary 
copy of the AIP, this node is also responsible for ensuring 
that the entire preservation environment is also backed up 
on a periodic basis.  This backup is to include all servers 
used to receive, process, and provide access to the 
records stored in the repository.  This node is a recurring 
node that happens on the frequency determined by the 
Archives, which can vary depending on the content being 
backed up (i.e., records may be immediately sent offsite 
whereas system backups may only be performed 
quarterly) 
 
Note: Backup in this context can either refer to a copy 
stored offline on a tape, or to an online, redundant copy 
stored at another site -- such as that employed in the 
LOCKSS model. 

Authenticity Support  A.3: Protective Procedures: Loss and Corruption of 
Records, by prescribing regular backup copies of records 
and their attributes with those copies being stored off-site 
in a secondary location; and by maintaining system 
backups the include system programs, operating 
systems, files, etc. with an audit trail documentation of all 
changes that were done to the system since the last 
backup. 

Example The following is from the disaster recovery binders from 
Case Study Two describing the contents of the system 
backups: 
 
Binder 2: Backups 
Ghost Images 
Policies (Freq.- Once per quarter & before a significant system 
change or rollout) 
 
Veritas Netbackup 
Policies (Freq. Daily Incrementals, Weekly Fulls, Retention Schedule, 
location of 
tapes) 
 
RAW Data: 2 tape copies of RAW Data 
Raw data is original copies of data received from our partner 
agencies. 
XML "Deep" Storage: 2 tape copies of XML Deep Storage 
Off site & on site copy 
 
MSNTBackup 
Policies (Freq. Which systems get backed up, how often, and 
retention schedule) 
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Full Backups 
ASRDisk 
System State 
 
SQL Backups 
Policies (Freq. of backups, retention schedules) 

(unpublished backup policies from Case Study) 

7.12.8 Periodic Validation of Bits on Disk 

Use Case Number bitCheck 
Goal in Context Check the validity of the bits stored on disk. 
Scope Maintenance 
Preconditions  A message digest was previously calculated and 

stored separately from the digital objects, or a 
cryptographic seal was created. 

 A time period for the frequency of running the node 
has been determined. 

Success End 
Condition 

A True/False indicator is returned on the results of the 
comparison of the digital object’s current state with that 
from the prior message digest creation. 

Trigger A set amount of time has passed as prescribed by the 
Archives. 

Description On a predetermined schedule, this node will crawl 
through the entire repository, starting with the first record 
received by the Archives, and examine every digital 
object stored in the repository by invoking the 
compareHash node.  If the message digest values 
match, then the digital object has not changed since the 
calculation of the stored message digest; the node 
proceeds to run compareHash against the next digital 
object.  If the values differ, an error message is sent to 
the appropriate authority, and the digital object is marked 
as corrupted. The node then proceeds to run 
compareHash on the next digital object.  For those digital 
objects with cryptographic seals, the seals will be 
validated concurrently with the message digest to ensure 
that the digital object is unchanged and the Certificate 
Authority verification process continues to function as 
designed (i.e., the CA continues to provide their end of 
the PKI validation).  Should a seal prove invalid, the 
same error condition as above would be generated 
before moving on to validating the next seal. 
 
Note: In the event of a corrupted digital object, a valid 
digital object is to be located, either from backup or 
another storage site for replacement. This replacement 
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process can be automated (such as in Case Study 
Three, or can be handled manually by the Archives). 

Authenticity Support  Benchmark Requirement A.3: Protective Procedures: 
Loss and Corruption of Records, by establishing and 
implementing procedures to prevent, discover, and 
correct the loss or corruption of records by comparing 
last known good state of the record with its current state 
to detect if any change has occurred; and,  
 
Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security Controls, by 
establishing and implementing procedural controls to 
guarantee the continuing identity and integrity of the 
records against media deterioration and attempted 
alterations. 

Example The following is a PREMIS event for a message digest 
comparison conducted post ingestion: 
 

<PREMIS:event> 
<PREMIS:eventIdentifier> 
<PREMIS:eventIdentifierType> 
UUID 
</PREMIS:eventIdentifierType> 
<PREMIS:eventIdentifierValue> 
me82ed60-0b19-323f-b5e2-ef4829a1c4e 
</PREMIS:eventIdentifierValue> 
</PREMIS:eventIdentifier> 
<PREMIS:eventType> 
fixity check 
</PREMIS:eventType> 
<PREMIS:eventDateTime> 
2016-10-25T20:37:52Z 
</PREMIS:eventDateTime> 
<PREMIS:eventDetail> 
Validation of hash values for files 
</PREMIS:eventDetail> 
<PREMIS:eventOutcomeInformation> 
<PREMIS:eventOutcome> 
Pass 
</PREMIS:eventOutcome> 
</PREMIS:eventOutcomeInformation> 

 
(extract of test data from Case Study One) 

7.12.9 Continuous Malware Scan 

Use Case Number virusSweep 
Goal in Context The storage infrastructure is repeatedly inspected for 

malware as updated signature files become available. 
Scope Maintenance 
Preconditions  A multi-engine malware scanning software is 

installed. 
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 Each malware scanning engine has a current 
malware signature file installed. 

 The maximum time period between malware sweeps 
has been established. 

 The appropriate authority to contact as issues arise 
has been identified. 

Success End 
Condition 

All digital objects are inspected for malware on a periodic 
schedule set by Archives. 

Trigger The set amount of time has passed since the last 
malware sweep. 

Description This node confirms that each malware engine is running 
the latest malware signature file. Starting in the root 
directory, the node then transverses the directory 
structure inspecting all digital objects in the storage 
infrastructure for instances of malware.  Should malware 
be detected, the appropriate authority at the Archives will 
need to set policy with regards to the appropriate 
mitigation strategy155 based on the type of malware 
detected (e.g., automatic inoculation, continuation, or 
manual inspection).  

Authenticity Support  Benchmark Requirement A.3: Protective Procedures: 
Loss and Corruption of Records by creating an audit trail 
that notes any changes that have been detected of the 
records (presence/removal of malware) to keep the 
malware from infecting the repository. 

Example The following is a cron job156 running daily ClamAV scans 
starting in the root directory and emailing the results of 
the daily sweep to John.Doe@archives.gov (code 
modified by the author from ClamAV samples): 
 
#!/bin/bash 
SUBJECT="`hostname` PASSED DAILY SCAN" 
EMAIL="John.Doe@Archives.Gov" 
LOG=/usr/local/clamav/log/clamav.daily 
 
av_report() { 
  
    if [ `cat ${LOG}  | grep Infected | grep -v 0 | 
wc -l` != 0 ] 
    then 
 SUBJECT="[WARNING] `hostname` PASSED DAILY 
SCAN" 

                                                 
155 Removal of the malware will alter the underlying bits, changing the message digest value and the 
cryptographic seal.  Should this occur, both values will need to be recalculated, with corresponding event 
logging documenting the agent calling for the change, the application used to execute the change, and updating 
the resulting values after the removal of the malware was carried through.  
156 A cron job refers to a time-based scheduling routine to run scripts or applications at a pre-determined time, 
date or interval. 
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    fi 
  
 EMAILMESSAGE=`mktemp /tmp/virus-
alert.XXXXX` 
    echo "To: ${EMAIL}" >>  ${EMAILMESSAGE} 
    echo "From: MalwareAlert@Archives.Gov" >>   

${EMAILMESSAGE} 
    echo "Subject: ${SUBJECT}" >>  ${EMAILMESSAGE} 
    echo "Importance: High" >> ${EMAILMESSAGE} 
    echo "X-Priority:1" >> ${EMAILMESSAGE} 
    echo "`tail -n 50 ${LOG}`" >> ${EMAILMESSAGE} 
    sendmail -t < ${EMAILMESSAGE} 
} 
 
av_scan() { 
 touch ${T    LOG} 
 clamscan -r / --exclude-dir=/sys/ --quiet -
-infected --log=${LOG} 
} 
  
av_scan 
av_report 

7.12.10 No Trust Model Exists Between Storage Sites 

Use Case Number zeroTrust 
Goal in Context Redundant sites retain a degree of autonomy from each 

other. 
Scope Maintenance 
Preconditions  Multiple Archives’ locations exist that duplicate, at least 

in part, the functionality found at other sites. 
 Each site maintains its own directoryService. 
 Access between sites is conducted through a Gateway. 
 Access between the sites is always considered 

untrusted. 
 Policies governing access have been established 

based on role, time of day, device initiating or 
destination, type of request, as required by the 
Archives. 

Success End 
Condition 

Network permissions are inspected and vetted by every 
device for every request. 

Trigger Incoming network activity is detected. 
Description This node is responsible for monitoring all network traffic on 

the Archives’ network to implement a Zero Trust Model157 
security policy. As such, all network traffic is presumed to 
be hostile, regardless of the source.  This node has the 
responsibility to authenticate and authorize every device, 

                                                 
157 The Zero Trust Model concept as applied was developed by Barth and Gilman (Gilman & Barth, 2017a) and 
was created in response to the rising complexity of securing big data in distributed environments from internal 
and external threat vectors. 
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user, and network packet traversing the network against 
the responsibility assigned in the directoryService. Every 
time a request for access is initiated, the applicable trust 
policy is consulted and, if the policy explicitly allows that 
access, the traffic is permitted a one-time connection. 

Authenticity 
Support  

Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security controls, by 
establishing, implementing and monitoring access 
privileges concerning access, use, reproduction, 
modification, relocation and deletion of records for every 
device, user and network packet traversing the 
preservation system’s network, regardless of its source, 
user account, or assigned role. 

Example The following is a sequential flow diagram depicting the 
control plane of the Zero Trust Model. The control plane is 
responsible for examining incoming access requests and 
comparing the incoming requests to policies governing 
access.  Should the incoming request be explicitly 
permitted by the authorized policies, the control plane will 
provide one-time access to the data: 

 

 
 

(Gilman & Barth, 2017b) 

7.12.11 Active Monitoring for Suspicious Activity  

Use Case Number networkSnooping 
Goal in Context The network is monitored for suspicious activity or 

unauthorized user access. 
Scope Maintenance 
Preconditions  Access to directoryService. 

 A list of permitted behaviors and allowable users has 
been created. 
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 The appropriate authority to contact as issues arise 
has been identified. 

Success End 
Condition 

Network activity from outside the network is continuously 
monitored for suspicious activity with blocking and 
reporting of any activity that is not on the list of permitted 
behavior by known users. 

Trigger Network activity is detected. 
Description This node is responsible for monitoring all network activity 

for unauthorized intrusion detection and prevention, and 
for reporting on the discovery of any such activity.  This 
node carries out this responsibility by continuously 
inspecting all activity occurring on the network and 
comparing it to the list of known, allowed activities.  
Advanced behavioral typing for this node compares user 
activity to allowable activity and reports when user activity 
deviates from the norm (e.g., John Doe starts querying the 
database from a non-standard IP address for activity 
conducted under the account of John Doe).  When 
disallowed behavior occurs, the node suspends that 
activity, reports the activity to the appropriate authority, 
and requires validation from responsible authority to 
continue to allow the activity and user account to continue 
access the Archives’ network and resources.  

Authenticity 
Support  

Baseline Requirement B.1.b: Security controls, by 
establishing and implementing procedures to ensure that 
access privileges regarding creation, modification, 
relocation, destruction, and use of records are regularly 
monitored and enforced.   

Example The following is an intrusion policy and suspicious activity 
signature configuration interface in a Cisco FirePOWER 
module (Intrusion Prevention System/Intrusion Detection 
System) from Cisco Systems (2016): 
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This completes the Maintenance function of the TechSAR Model.  The 

Activity nodes described in this function are ongoing for as long as the Archives has 

the mandate to operate.  The bits on disk are checked continuously to look for 

unauthorized modification of the records -- either through human means or through 

hardware from bit rot or failing disk drives. The malware scanning engines sweep for 

harmful malware that may have gone undetected in earlier sweeps. Network activity 

is tightly controlled and monitored through a Zero Trust Model and load balancers to 

equalize the load on available resources. A copy of the record is stored in the Dark 

Archives, with another low-tech version written to deep storage. To provide 

approximate comparisons, this function of the TechSAR Model corresponds to the 

archival storage functional area of the OAIS Reference Model and A4.4.4.3, 

Maintain Records in Permanent Preservation Storage System through A4.4.4.3.5, 

Refresh Media for Preserved Records in Storage of the InterPARES Chain of 

Preservation model. To reiterate, the TechSAR Model presented above is not 

intended to represent a complete preservation model on its own right.  Rather it is 

intended to supplement other preservation models by providing an in-depth technical 

description of services that perform activities that support the authenticity of digital 

records in preservation systems that can be integrated into these models. 
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“So long as men can breathe, or eyes can see, 
    So long lives this, and this gives life to thee.” 

- William Shakespeare, Sonnet 18 

 

Chapter 8: Conclusion 
 

The focus of this study was to address the gap between the theoretical 

understanding of the authenticity of records, that a record is authentic when it is 

what it purports to be, and the implementation of various technological features in 

digital archival repositories that can be used to support the maintenance of that 

authenticity across space and through time.  To gain an understanding of how 

technological features have been implemented, this author selected three case 

studies representing archival institutions operating at a city, a provincial, and a 

national level, with each institution’s digital preservation repository employing 

different foundational technological infrastructures drawing from both proprietary, off-

the-shelf products, and open-source applications.  These case study 

implementations were chosen due to their diversity in approaches, locations, and 

operational levels in which they functioned.  Using an interdisciplinary approach that 

draws primarily from archival theory while also leveraging concepts from computer 

science and information assurance, this study analyzed the technological features of 

preservation systems (e.g., system implementation, software architecture, 

technological procedures) used by the case studies that support the assessment, 

documentation, and maintenance of the authenticity of records.  The study used a 

primarily ethnographic approach through direct observation of the systems and the 
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processes used at the three institutions.  The goal of this study was to develop a 

model of the technological features of preservation systems across the case studies 

that support the authenticity of digital records and was presented in Chapter Seven.   

To develop this model, the study first developed the central research question 

of what technological features support the authenticity of records and then following 

Wengraf’s CRQ-TQ-IQ/II Pyramid Model  (Wengraf, 2001) developed four theory 

questions.  The first theory question dealt with the concept of the authenticity of 

digital records, and the other three theory questions dealt with supporting the 

authenticity of records as they moved across space and through time.  

8.1 What does Authentic Digital Record Mean? 

To gain a more in-depth understanding of each institution’s theoretical 

approach to the concept of authenticity, this study asked each of the institutions the 

first theory question of this study: what does authentic digital record mean?  How 

they understood the concept of authenticity shaped their individual implementations 

regarding assessment and maintenance of authenticity.  All three institution’s 

espoused a definition for authenticity that touched on the core of the definition found 

in the Multi-lingual Archival Terminology Database (Centre for the International 

Study of Contemporary Records and Archives, 2015) (i.e., is what it purports to be 

and free from tampering or corruption) and that is the need to keep the underlying 

bits of the record.  Case study one approached authenticity as a quality that can be 

tested and verified: 

We can test the authenticity of the stuff we received and say that the source 
material that we preserved is as it was when we got it.  And we can say, of 
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the preservation versions and Access versions that [the preservation system] 
generates, that these are authentic copies of the preserved thing that [the 
preservation system] generated. 

This approach to authenticity manifested itself in that institution’s implementation 

through the fixity checks performed on the generated preservation and access 

copies; along with the PREMIS events that record the success or failure of those 

checks.     

Whereas Case Study Two defined the term thusly: 

Authenticity means [that] the records can be proven to have been created by 
the agency claiming to have created the record, and that the chain of custody 
is documented to show whether the transferred copies came directly from the 
creating agency's record keeping system, and that the records had 
continuously resided in that system since their creation. 

Their implementation had a unique approach in interrogating the submitter’s 

computer to include information regarding the user account login, network 

domain, and MAC address of the computer.  These metadata elements allowed 

the institution to capture unique identity information at the time of the submission 

that otherwise would not be included.  They also instituted their own encryption 

scheme to assist in the submission of the records to provide evidence of a direct 

chain of custody transfer. 

Case Study Three looked at authenticity as:  

the guarantee that the object that you have in your custodianship is the same 
object that you originally received. It hasn't been tampered with, hasn't been 
lost, hasn't been corrupted and you can demonstrably prove that you've kept 
custodianship of it. 
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As such, their understanding of authenticity included an implementation that relied 

heavily upon the use of cryptographic document seals to establish when the record 

was received and provide a mechanism for any third-party to independently validate 

that the record has not changed since that time.  The institution also uses that same 

cryptographic document seal to ensure that its three independent Storage Sites 

retain fidelity. By running frequent checks, should one of the three Storage Sites 

encounter a record that does not match its message digest, that record would be 

marked as corrupt and then replaced with a known, good copy from one of the other 

two Storage Sites. 

8.2 Findings on What Technological Features Support Authenticity of 
Records 

Based on the discoveries of the first theory question, it was determined that 

there do exist technological features that can be employed in preservation systems 

to support the authenticity of records. Once this was determined, the study 

progressed to the next three sub-questions to determine how these technological 

features support assessment, documentation, and maintenance of the records.  As 

the study progressed, these three questions formed the basis of the three functions 

of TechSAR Model: Transfer, in which the institutions gathered the records and 

required identity and integrity metadata from the submitter; Ingest, in which the 

institutions processed the records and created or extracted  additional 

documentation regarding the identity and integrity of the records; and Maintenance, 

in which the institutions safeguarded the underlying bits, protected the networks 
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upon which the records reside, and implemented processes to stay ahead of 

technological obsolescence. 

8.3 Transfer 

The second of the theory questions asked: What technological features of a 

digital repository support the assessment of the authenticity of records as they are 

transferred to a preservation system? In the attempt to discover those technological 

features that support authenticity, it was found that only one of the three case 

studies had implemented a centralized digital repository with a content management 

system (Case Study One with HP’s TRIM system).  The other two case studies were 

highly distributed heterogeneous storage implementations. It was clear when 

comparing those institutions that used a CMS to those that did not, the capabilities 

that the CMS offered (such as the ability to create and capture metadata at the point 

of the creation of the record) provided a noticeable benefit over those institutions 

that did not have such capabilities.   

Where Case Studies Two and Three required their submitters to enter additional 

identity information regarding the records, with Case Study One elements of identity 

and integrity were already embedded into the transfer (elements such as: date of 

record creation, date of record import, unique identification number, user account ID, 

file name, classification code, and author of the record).  In the absence of a CMS 

gathering this information at creation, the use of a controlled submission form to 

solicit mandatory identity and integrity metadata can assist through requiring the 

submitter to enter the missing information as demonstrated by Case Studies Two 

and Three. 
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  Case Study Two implemented a novel approach to gathering additional 

provenance information that proved useful in establishing the point of origin and 

demonstrating the chain of custody of the records.  Through interrogating the 

computer used for transfer during the creation of the Submission Information 

Package, essential identity elements regarding the user account and computer 

performing the transfer of the SIP to the Archives can be gathered (elements such 

as who was logged in at time of transfer, MAC address of computer, which domain 

was the computer on).  The institution was also diligent about capturing the selected 

records’ folder structure on the local or networked storage device to document their 

relative file path. 

 Network security was a focal point of Case Study Three by encrypting all 

submissions and limiting all transactions between the Archives and any external 

networks to the Gateway.  Encrypting transmission between the sender and the 

receiver helped to ensure that the records were received directly by the Archives 

uncorrupted by third parties in transit.  The gateway limited network activities to Put 

and Get, reducing the exposure risk of the specific types of external access (i.e., 

hacking) commonly used to gain entry into networks to take control of resources and 

modify or delete the contents.  As with the prior case studies, the message digest of 

all received objects is compared to the message digest created prior to transfer to 

ensure that what the submitter intended to send was received in full and was 

received unaltered and uncorrupted.   
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8.4 Ingest 

The third theory question asked: What technological features support the 

documentation of the authenticity of records ingested into a preservation system? 

This process of onboarding a record into the preservation system and documenting 

its identity while demonstrating its integrity became the Ingest function of the 

TechSAR Model.  Two of the three case studies (One and Two) begun this Ingest 

function with a quarantine period to allow time for vendors to update malware 

signature files for any malware that might have currently been active at the time of 

transfer.  While neither institution kept statistics that enumerated the number of 

malware instances that were caught during this waiting period, both institutions were 

firm in their belief that this quarantine period was beneficial to reducing the instances 

of malware in their repository.  As malware can spread beyond just the record that 

first carries it, the extra effort to prevent corruption of records in the repository was 

considered a reasonable tradeoff for a 28-day delay in access to the record. 

 To control the flow of the preservation services during the Ingest function, all 

three case studies implement some form of workflow management. This allowed a 

documentation trail of the reproduction process that the records went through as 

they were processed into the preservation system.  Case Studies One and Two 

created highly specialized workflows based on record type and agency of origin, 

whereas Case Study Three uses entirely different preservation suites depending on 

what type of record that is being preserved.  All three case studies operate in an 

Object-Oriented Programming environment (Case Study One using Java, Case 

Study Two using C#, and Case Study Three using a mix of both). This presents an 
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opportunity to use the OOP inheritance paradigm within a diplomatics framework 

during the instantiation of preservation objects to ensure that identity and integrity 

elements that support the authenticity of the record are represented as core 

elements of the objects within the system -- a concept the author has termed Object-

Oriented Diplomatics (Jansen, 2015).  An Object-Oriented Diplomatics approach to 

object creation provides several advantages during Ingest: 1) the identity and 

integrity elements can be made immutable, 2) those elements that are deemed as 

mandatory by the Archives must be populated, or the object will not be able to be 

processed, and 3) these identity and integrity elements become a core part of the 

preservation object being stored within the records systems – not an externally 

referenced metadata file.   

Case Study Two again presents a novel approach to their Ingest function in that 

they separate the individual records out from the SIP and process each record as its 

own AIP.  For each record set transferred by the Records Producer, an individual 

Transfer Information Plan (TIP) is negotiated in advance.  This TIP includes a data 

dictionary, file naming conventions and file arity terms and conditions governing 

transfer that the Archives checks during acceptance of the SIP (i.e., did the Archives 

receive the correct number of each file type, where they named correctly, and in 

each of those files, is that data typed correctly). The author witnessed some longer-

term benefits in this strategy in three distinct areas: catching data migration errors 

from databases (e.g., data exported into the wrong field was errored out when 

compared to data dictionary), future migration of the digital objects that have an 

interrelationship and maintaining those linkages is simplified (e.g., complexity of 
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associating the correct digital objects together is reduced with fewer digital objects 

involved); and researchers are able to view the actual records when the Archives 

receives database extract files as part of a transfer (e.g., when a space-delimited 

data file is exported, and the record is spread across four separate files, associating 

the correct data fields for a single record can be very difficult for a researcher). In the 

three above cases, leaving the multiple (in some instances thousands of) records 

packaged together in a single, larger unit can create association difficulties when 

automated derivative generation strategies are employed in the future. 

As objects are created within the Ingest function, they are assigned preservation 

system unique numbers that provide a unique identity to the record, allowing for 

differentiation between similarly named records (e.g., 2019 Annual Report).  Case 

Study One used UUIDs, Case Study Two used the Microsoft equivalent of GUIDs, 

while the Case Study Three implemented the Archival Resource Key schema 

(Kunze, John & Rogers, 2013).  Focus is then turned to the digital objects 

associated with the records in order to determine what they are (both file format and 

version) and whether they are well-formed in accordance with the standard. In some 

cases, relying upon the file extension alone is insufficient as the file extension can 

be missing altogether or can be incorrectly stated.  By reading the file header to 

determine the exact file format and version, a more accurate understanding of the 

intrinsic and extrinsic properties of the digital objects can be determined and used to 

drive preservation decisions. All three case studies implement a combination of 

JHOVE and FITS to perform these functions.  Extracted relevant descriptive and 
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technical metadata from these applications are saved into a metadata file as 

additional identity elements. 

Two of the three case studies (One and Three) create derivative digital objects 

for access purposes during the ingestion process based on a Format Policy. Case 

Study Two creates these access versions ad hoc as requested, deleting them after a 

set time period in order to save on storage space.  All three case studies save the 

native file format (the authoritative version transferred from the creator) as it is 

transferred to the Archives, but they also create a preservation version when needed 

as indicated in their Format Policy.  This preservation version is a file format that the 

Archives has committed to providing access to for the foreseeable future to protect 

against technological changes and obsolescence.  In the event that any derivative 

digital objects are created, they too would go through the format identification, 

validation, and metadata extraction process as did the original native digital object. 

Case Study Three offers a novel approach to attesting to the veracity of their 

digital objects.  They create a cryptographic document seal for every digital object in 

their repository.  This document seal is based on the message digest of the digital 

object and the time that the seal was generated (according to a GPS satellite-

derived Time-stamp).  In this way, the institution is able to attest that the record was 

received in that specific form at the indicated time.  As the cryptographic document 

seal includes the public key of Certificate Authority issuing the seal, any third party, 

at any time, is able to validate the seal independent of the Archives.   

The final step of the Ingest function is to create the Archival Information Package. 

For Case Studies One and Three, this involves writing the received, extracted and 
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derived metadata and digital objects into a Library of Congress (2018a) Metadata 

Encoding and Transmission Standard  (METS) XML package for storage in the 

digital repository.  For Case Study Two, they take a unique approach and write the 

same metadata into a database structure based on a record object model, and then 

embed the related digital objects into the database as binary large objects (BLOBS). 

There are advantages to both approaches: METS files are self-describing and allow 

for the sharing of specific records amongst institutions, but require tracking the 

association of digital objects to METS files; whereas storing everything (including 

digital objects) in the database allows for the leveraging of the ACID principles of the 

DBMS system to ensure the completion of write transactions and record linkages 

between tables, but the inclusion of the digital objects in the database bloats that 

database very quickly creating maintenance and backup difficulties.  

8.5 Maintenance 

The final theory question that was asked was: What technological features of a 

preservation system support the maintenance of the authenticity of records over the 

long term?  This was the most difficult of the questions to research.  While the 

institutions under study have been acquiring digital records for ten years or more, 

none of the three had experienced what they would characterize as a technological 

revolution that required any significant changes to the way in which they were 

conducting their business.  Whether this speaks to the strengths of their approach, 

their reluctance to adopt new technology or the fact that popular file formats are not 

obsolescing at an appreciable rate is worth studying further.  What was observed 

from their maintenance strategies was a heavy reliance upon multiple copies kept in 
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robust storage environments.  All three case studies employed either RAID5 or 6 in 

their spinning disk environments to provide for self-checking redundancy in primary 

storage to protect against corruption of the records.  A hot-swap spare disk is kept 

available in the RAID array should an impending failure be detected so that the 

failing drive can be replaced and uninterrupted access to uncorrupted records 

provided.  Two of the three (One and Three) utilize additional disk-to-disk backups in 

order to have an active second identical copy of the records that could be relied 

upon should the primary copy be unavailable for whatever reason (e.g., drive 

enclosure failure, natural disaster, network communication difficulties).  Case Study 

Two utilizes a more traditional tape backup system that secures a second set of 

tapes offline, increasing rebuild time to restore access but providing a copy that is 

incorruptible from any network intrusion. 

Case Study Two utilizes a clever hardware load balancing scheme to allow for 

thorough testing of new software builds in the production environment to allow for 

testing of unintended consequences, while also providing an additional layer of 

protection against Denial of Service Attacks overloading the system.  As the 

institution also stores its records entirely in a database, they utilize a sharding 

methodology to keep each shard within a manageable size while also providing the 

ability to convert shards to read-only – thereby ensuring that the identity and integrity 

elements within that shard cannot be changed except by the database administrator 

directly accessing that database shard locally.  Case Study Two also developed an 

encapsulated, self-describing XML schema for storing a copy of the record in a low 

technology barrier format with the digital objects written into the XML as Base64 
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encoded byte streams. This version of the record can be opened in any browser on 

any operating system and have all of the identity and integrity metadata included 

with contextual descriptions.  Because of bugs found in an early version of their 

preservation workflows, Case Study Two has also opted to keep a tape backup copy 

of all SIPs as they were transferred.  The reasoning behind this is that, when an 

unrecoverable bug is discovered in the processing software, the Archives will still 

have an authoritative version of the transferred record to fall back to for 

reprocessing. 

Finally, there are three processes that are part of the Maintenance function that 

continually runs in the background: checking for malware, confirming bit stability, 

and checking file formats for migration.  Malware check requires that the latest 

malware signatures be loaded onto the multi-scanning engine application and then 

the entire store be crawled to check for any malware that went undetected during 

earlier sweeps.  Bit check supplements the RAID capability by performing a 

comparison of the message digest of the current digital object stored with the 

message digest previously calculated.  A difference in values indicates that either 

the digital object or the message digest has been altered, either through the 

degradation of the bits on disk, inadvertent systematic alterations of the digital 

object, or a malicious attack. The final background process deals with the need to 

proactively normalizes file formats to newer, more preservation-friendly file formats 

as they become available.  This step requires that the Archives conduct ongoing 

research regarding the file formats within its repository to known when older versions 
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are obsoleted and which applications to use to convert those obsoleting versions 

into newer formats that the Archives will commit to maintaining into the future.  

8.6 Recommendations for Further Study 

The TechSAR Model created for this study is a model derived from the observed 

technological features of preservation systems that the author observed through 

documentary and code analysis of the three case studies presented in the previous 

chapters.  With the three case studies selected, each having been in operation for 

over ten years, the technological features highlighted in this model are based on 

real-world, implemented solutions that have maturity in design, continual growth in 

operations, and experience in the transfer, ingest and maintenance of records. While 

the institutions selected for this study have been extremely informative in the 

development of the TechSAR Model, the Model itself would benefit from a larger 

case study group.  Analyzing additional preservation systems and their approaches 

to supporting the authenticity of digital records against the TechSAR Model would 

provide both a validation of the Activities described in the previous chapter as well 

as suggest additional technological features deserving of a more in-depth 

examination of the types of support they provide to the assessment, documentation 

or maintenance of the authenticity of records. 

Furthermore, the TechSAR Model, being a collection of the technological 

features from disparate systems, would greatly benefit from a real-world 

implementation of the Model described in the previous chapter.  In this regard, there 

are some efforts being made towards this end.  The author is also the director of a 

provincial-scale archives with a software development team that is currently building 
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a digital archives using the TechSAR Model as a framework.  It is anticipated that by 

the time of the defense of this study, that digital archives will be in a demonstratable 

state with the system moving into full production in early 2020.    Once a 

demonstrable version of the TechSAR Model has been created, it is expected that 

revisions to the descriptions, triggers, preconditions, and sequences will be 

necessary as optimization and continual process improvement techniques are 

applied. 

 In addition to standing up a demonstration version of the TechSAR Model, to 

be of greater utility to other archives during their implementation, it is proposed that 

a more detailed procedural description for each use case in the model be created.   

This proposed detailed use case description would include the Activities placed 

within the larger context, the actors involved, identification of workflow intra-Activity, 

and explicit listing of potential errors and appropriate error handling conditions.  As 

an example of the proposed detailed use case description, a use case for malware 

check would resemble the following: 

Detailed Use Case for Malware_Check 
Summary 

Number: INGEST2.3 
Name:  MALWARE_CHECK 
Parent Context: INGEST2.0 VALIDATION 
 

Overview 

Digital Objects are scanned for malware 
 

Actors: Records Receiver 
      Records Creator 
     System Administrator 
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Description 

Preconditions: Digital objects have passed QUALITY_ASSURANCE; secondary storage 
location has sufficient storage availability for duplicate SIP copy; network connectivity; 
Multi-malware scanning engines configured. 
 

Trigger: QUALITY_ASSURANCE has confirmed all verifiable formats are valid for the 
SIP 
 

Successful Outcome:  All digital objects successfully scanned for malware, infected files 
cleaned, un-cleanable files moved into error folder 
 

Steps 

1. Records Receiver confirms that the virus definition is up to date. If the malware 
definition is not up to date, then Ex. 1; else, continue. 

2. Malware scanning tool scans all digital objects 
3. If the malware scanner detects dangerous items, then malware scanner attempts to clean 

infected digital objects. If files cannot be cleaned, then Ex. 2; else, 
MALWARE_CHECK end; continue VALIDATION (INGEST2.0). 

4. Records Receiver moves a copy of the entire SIP to a secondary storage location for 
disaster recovery. 

Exceptions 

Ex. 1 – If the virus definition is not on the current version, then update virus definition.  If 
the virus definition cannot update, then suspend the process and notify System 
Administrator; else, continue MALWARE_CHECK. 
Ex. 2 – If the virus scanning tool cannot clean infected files, then the infected files are 
deleted from the system, and the Records Creator is notified of infection and destruction 
of the zombie digital objects. 
 

Event Details 

Name and version of service invoking MALWARE_CHECK 
Date of Scan 
Signature version of all engines performing scans 
PID of digital objects undergoing the scan 
Results of scan 

(Example of Detailed Use Case used by the Author) 

By providing a more detailed description as proposed above, documentation 

is provided to the developers that clearly details the workflow handling that 

must be implemented in order to support the authenticity of the records, as 

well as the errors that must be trapped and how to handle those errors.  
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This study also recognized that there exists a need for a corpus of files that can 

be used to test the efficacy of preservation workflows.  While there are some 

corpuses available (predominantly from the computer forensics field), a large set of 

records, organized by file extension and software version, is needed to test the 

assessment, validation, and conversion tools used in these workflows.  In particular, 

those digital files that are known to fail validation and/or assessment checks as 

either a false positive, false negative or a negative are needed to ensure the proper 

operation of the workflows and error handling conditions.  Preservation workflows 

are predominantly ‘eyeballs off,’ relying upon unseen software operations to make 

the determinations according to human entered parameters.  Yet the logic and data 

driving these workflow operations are far from flawless and are designed based on a 

limited subset of data samples.  Much like the EICAR file used for testing malware 

scanners, a set of deliberately corrupted, yet benign, files for testing preservation 

workflows would provide strong evidence that the preservation workflows are indeed 

making the proper assessment of the records.  It is a recommendation of this study 

that each step of the preservation workflow should have a number of records that 

are flawed in some significant way so that each record invokes a different error 

trapping logic condition or creates a fault in some way so as to cause that operation 

to fail.  The intent of these malformed files is to confirm that the preservation system 

is operating as intended, not only for those records that are able to be processed 

correctly by of each for the Activities described in the TechSAR Model, but to also 

demonstrate that flawed records (e.g., file formats, missing header information, 

incorrect data typing, etc.) are caught and rejected by the system.   
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8.7 Summary 

Using a post-positivist worldview through the lens of the Archival Method (Duranti 

& Michetti, 2012), this study conducted a series of semi-structured ethnographic 

interviews and supporting system documentation analysis at three case study sites 

to analyze what technological features of preservation systems support the 

authenticity of records.  Based on the three case studies observed, there was 

substantial evidence gathered in support of the goal of the study – to create a model 

of technological features of preservation systems across the case studies that 

support the authenticity of digital records.  While efforts were made to analyze how 

authenticity was supported as these records moved across space and through time, 

none of the three case studies were able to reliably demonstrate the through time 

aspect of the question.  An insufficient amount of time has elapsed for that to have 

currently presented itself as an issue for their implementations.  They have each laid 

a strong foundation that indicates they possess the ability to handle the challenges 

that time and technology presents through the migration routines and through the 

repeating background check processes that they have in place.  As with any system, 

their implementations will continue to be only as good as the team running their 

operations; meaning that to be effective over the long term, constant vigilance will be 

an essential factor influencing their ability to support the authenticity of records over 

the long term.  Proactive research into emerging technologies and their effect on the 

technologies implemented and file formats stored will be necessary for the 

maintenance function to be effective. 
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The TechSAR Model presented in Chapter Seven is based upon the 

observed technological features that support the authenticity of records from the 

three case studies described in the previous chapters.  These case studies 

represent a mix of commercial-off-the-shelf software and home-grown solutions, 

open-source software and proprietary tools, and metropolitan-scale deployment up 

to national responsibilities.  All three case studies have been acquiring digital 

records for over ten years and represent a level of maturity in the software 

development as well as the growth of the current implementation that comes from 

experience and the lessons that are learned along the way. From these 

implementations, the TechSAR Model was created with three functional areas --

Transfer, Ingest and Maintenance-- and incorporates those technological features 

found at these case study sites that support the authenticity of records. The 

Activities described in the TechSAR Model are written to be technology agnostic and 

implementable in any environment. That is not to say that the TechSAR Model is 

itself a stand-alone preservation model; rather it is intended to supplement other 

preservation models by providing in-depth technical descriptions of services that 

perform activities that support authenticity in records systems that can be integrated 

into these existing models.  By implementing the Activities found in the three 

functional areas of the TechSAR Model, Archives will be able to better assess, 

document, support and maintain the authenticity of digital records that are entrusted 

to its care.  
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Appendix A: Interview Protocol 
 

A. Interview Protocol 

 

1. Confirm that informant will grant permission to record the interview 

a. If yes, begin audio recording 

 

2. Begin the interview by reviewing the ethics portion of the consent form.  

Highlight that they can end their voluntary participation at any time.  Ask if 

they would like anonymity in the research. 

 

3. Read the following research goal to the informant: 

 

The goal of this research is to establish criteria and related implementation 

procedures for the technological contexts of a preservation system that 

support the authenticity of digital records.  By that I mean, from the point 

when an agency wants to send you their records for preservation, what steps 

and technologies can be employed to ensure that we, as archivists, have 

used all the tools and techniques available to us to ensure the authenticity of 

the record.  For this study, authenticity is defined as the ability to establish the 

identity while demonstrating the integrity of a given record.  This research is 

focusing exclusively on digital records that are received by your institution 

from the agencies that create the records. 
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4. Ask the interview questions below.  The questions listed are to provide a 

framework for the line of questioning.  Based on the informant’s responses, 

they can be modified or additional questions added to address the research 

goal above.  Seek further clarification or explanation on any point that is not 

clear or is confusing.   

 

5. Each interview is expected to last from 60 to 90 minutes 

 

B. Questions 

Warm-up questions: 

What is your position title? 

What does your responsibilities? 

What is your institution’s mandate? 

 

TQ1: What does authenticity mean to the archival institution accepting 

digital records? 

1. How do you or your institution define authenticity? 

2. Is the authenticity of records being transferred to your archives 

important?  What about those already in the archives? 

3. Is either the definition or the importance delineated anywhere in 

writing?  (policies, procedures, general bulletins, emails, training 

material, etc.)? 
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4. Does your institution have a service level agreement with the 

creator of the record?  With your customers/clients?  Does this 

agreement detail your responsibilities or that of the creator 

regarding the authenticity of the records?  

5. Does your institution attest to the authenticity of the records that 

it stores in its archives or to the trustworthiness of the transfer 

mechanisms employed? 

6. Does your archives follow the authenticity requirements or 

recommendations of any published standards or guidelines, 

such as OAIS, DoD 5015.2, ISO 15489, etc.? 

 

TQ2: What technological features support the assessment of the authenticity 

of records as they are transferred to a preservation system? 

 

7. Does your institution establish the identity of the records 

transmitted or the persons involved in the creation, handling, 

and maintenance or the records?  If so, how? 

8. Is the technological environment of the producer captured as 

part of the transmission of the records?  If so, how? 

9. What requirements does your institution place on the creator in 

order to transfer the records? 

10. What methods of transmission of records to the archives do you 

accept?   
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What is the ‘normal’ procedure for transferring records to the 

archives?  What checks are done on the transfer, and the 

records, themselves before taking custody?  How are 

abnormalities handled (what is the error handling process)? 

11. Does your institution capture how the record is communicated to 

your agency (mode)?  Is the physical or intellectual form of the 

record as it is received (form of transmission) recorded? 

 

TQ3: What technological features support the documentation of the 

authenticity of records ingested into a preservation system? 

12. Which metadata schemas are used in your archives?  To what 

extent are the elements of the schema used?  Are they audited?  

Do you use authority-controlled vocabulary?  Is technical and 

authenticity metadata included in the schema? 

13. Does your institution have versioning control over the software 

used to ingest records?  Is the version used to ingest a 

particular group of records associated with the records through 

metadata, time-stamp, or some other method? 

14. What methods does your institution use to baseline and 

demonstrate that the records have not changed? 

15. What technology-based tools/techniques are used to verify 

identity and system integrity? 
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16. What is the ‘normal’ ingestion process?  How are abnormalities 

handled (what is the error handling process?) 

 

 

TQ4: What technological features of the preservation system support 

the maintenance of the authenticity of records over the long term? 

Does your institution evaluate the file format and/or version of the record and, 

if so, are any modifications made to the record as a result of this analysis 

(such as file migration)? 

17. Does your produce any documentation in regards to the 

policies, procedures, methods, practices, used in the archives?  

Does it audit against this documentation?  

18. How frequently, and what procedures are used, to check the 

records within the system? 

19. How are the records stored within the archives? 

20. What metadata is created through the process of maintenance 

that documents any steps taken to inspect of the record? 

21. Is there a disaster recovery plan?  Please describe the process? 

22. What technology-based tools/techniques are used to safeguard 

the records in the archives? 

23. What happens when irregularities are encountered? 

24. To what extent is physical security a part of the maintenance of 

the records? 
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Appendix B: Diplomatic Analysis Template158 
 

                                                 
158 Focus Task Force. (2008). Appendix 07: Diplomatic analysis template. In L. Duranti, & R. Preston (Eds.), 
International research on permanent authentic records in electronic systems (InterPARES) 2: Experiential, 
interactive and dynamic records (). Padova, Italy: Associazione Nazionale Archivistica Italiana. Retrieved from 
http://www.interpares.org/display_file.cfm?doc=ip2_book_appendix_07.pdf 
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Diplomatic Analysis Template 
Diplomatic Analysis 

CS[##] 
[Title of Case Study] Case Study 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Paragraph 11 - The InterPARES case study # … 
 
Paragraph 22 - The … project/program/system/database … 
 
Paragraph 33 - The following text presents the results of the diplomatic analysis on the digital 
entity identified in the case study report. The purpose of the diplomatic analysis is to assess the 
status of the identified digital entity as record, and based on the analysis, Domain 3 of 
InterPARES 2 could propose applicable preservation strategies. The digital entity identified in 
the case study report is … This diplomatic analysis therefore centers on the identification of the 
[digital entity] as record.   
 
IDENTIFICATION OF RECORD(S) 
 
The current version of the InterPARES glossary definition of record defines a record4 as “a 
document made or received in the course of a practical activity as an instrument or a by-product 
of such activity, and set aside for action or reference.”5 This definition implies that, to be 
considered as a record, a digital entity must comprise five indispensable elements: fixed content 
and form, embedded action, archival bond, persons and contexts, the establishment of which is 
based on diplomatic analysis, archival science and findings from InterPARES.  The application 
of the definition on the [digital entity] is therefore analyzed accordingly:  
 
1. TO BE IDENTIFIED AS A RECORD, THE DIGITAL ENTITY MUST POSSESS FIXED CONTENT AND 

FORM,6 AND BE AFFIXED TO A STABLE MEDIUM (OR PHYSICAL CARRIER).   
 The content of the [digital entity] is fixed or not and why 
 The documentary form7 of the [digital entity] is fixed or not and why 

                                                 
1 Introduction to the case study. 
2 Introduction to the case study subject. 
3 Introduction to the diplomatic analysis, including the indication of the subject of the diplomatic analysis, i.e., the digital entity 
in the report that needs to be analyzed. 
4 Current version of the definition of record as assessing criterion, which starts the process of analyzing the 5 components. 
5 Glossary definitions, in Terminology Database, accessible through the InterPARES website research restricted area. 
6 The InterPARES1 Authenticity Task Force has defined fixed form as the following: 1) binary content of the record, including 
indicators of documentary form, must be stored in a manner that ensures it remains complete and unaltered, and 2) technology 
must be maintained and procedures defined and enforced to ensure that the content is presented or rendered with the same 
documentary form it had when set aside. (See ATF Research Methodology Statement, available at:  
http://www.interpares.org/documents/interpares_ResearchMethodologyStatement.pdf).  
7 Definition of documentary form from Glossary Definitions, Terminology Database, InterPARES Web site: The rules of 
representation according to which the content of a record, its administrative and documentary context, and its authority are 
communicated. Documentary form possesses both extrinsic and intrinsic elements. 
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 The digital entity is fixed to a stable medium or not and why 
 
2. A RECORD MUST ALSO PARTICIPATE IN AN ACTION, DEFINED AS THE CONSCIOUS EXERCISE 

OF WILL BY THE AUTHOR OR BY AN EXTERNAL PERSON, AIMED TO CREATE, MAINTAIN, 
MODIFY OR EXTINGUISH SITUATIONS.  A RECORD RESULTS AS A NATURAL BY-PRODUCT OF 
THE ACTION.   
 
Statement of the name of action that generated the [digital entity] and how it participates in 
the action. 

 
3. THIRD, A RECORD MUST POSSESS AN ARCHIVAL BOND, WHICH IS THE RELATIONSHIP THAT 

LINKS EACH RECORD TO THE PREVIOUS AND SUBSEQUENT RECORD OF THE SAME ACTION 
AND, INCREMENTALLY, TO ALL THE RECORDS WHICH PARTICIPATE IN THE SAME ACTIVITY. 
THE ARCHIVAL BOND IS ORIGINARY (I.E., IT COMES INTO EXISTENCE WHEN THE RECORD IS 
MADE OR RECEIVED AND SET ASIDE), NECESSARY (I.E., IT EXISTS FOR EVERY RECORD), AND 
DETERMINED (I.E., IT IS CHARACTERISED BY THE PURPOSE OF THE RECORD).   

 
The [digital entity] possesses (or does not possess) archival bond and why. 

 
4. FOURTH, RECORD CREATION MUST INVOLVE AT LEAST THREE PERSONS, WHETHER OR NOT 

THEY EXPLICITLY APPEAR IN THE RECORD ITSELF. THESE PERSONS ARE THE AUTHOR, 
ADDRESSEE AND WRITER; IN THE ELECTRONIC ENVIRONMENT, ONE MUST ALSO TAKE INTO 
ACCOUNT TWO ADDITIONAL NECESSARY PERSONS: THE CREATOR AND THE ORIGINATOR. 
 
 The record’s author is the physical or juridical person having the authority and capacity 

to issue the record or in whose name or by whose command the record has been issued.   
 
Name of the author and why. 

 
 The writer is the physical or juridical person having the authority and capacity to 

articulate the content of the record.   
 
Name of the writer and why. 

 
 The addressee is the physical or juridical person(s) to whom the record is directed or for 

whom the record is intended.   
 
Name of the address and why. 

 
 The creator is the person in whose fonds the record exists.    

 
Name of the creator and why. 

 
 The originator is the person to whom the Internet account issuing or the server holding 

the record belongs.  
 
Name of the originator and why. 
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5. FINALLY, A RECORD MUST POSSESS AN IDENTIFIABLE CONTEXT, DEFINED AS THE 
FRAMEWORK IN WHICH THE ACTION IN WHICH THE RECORD PARTICIPATES TAKES PLACE. 
THE TYPES OF CONTEXT INCLUDE JURIDICAL-ADMINISTRATIVE, PROVENANCIAL, 
PROCEDURAL, DOCUMENTARY, AND TECHNOLOGICAL. 

 
 The juridical-administrative context is the legal and organizational system in which the 

creating body belongs.   
 
Juridical context: 
Administrative context: 

 
 The provenancial context refers to the creating body, its mandate, structure and functions.   

 
Provenancial context:  

 
 The procedural context comprises of the business procedure in the course of which the 

record is created. 
 
Procedures: 
Diplomatic analysis of Procedural Phases in the Creation of the [digital entity] 

 
a) Initiative: The introductory phase of any procedure is “constituted by those acts, 

written and/ or oral, which start the mechanism of the procedure.”8  
 

b) Inquiry: This preliminary phase “is constituted by the collection of the elements 
necessary to evaluate the situation.”9  
 

c) Consultation: This phase is “constituted by the collection of opinions and advice 
after all the relevant data has been assembled.”10  
 

d) Deliberation: This phase is “constituted by the final decision-making.”11 
 

e) Deliberation control: This phase is “constituted by the control exercised by a 
physical or juridical person different from the author of the document embodying 
the transaction, on the substance of the deliberation and / or on its forms.”12  

 
f) Execution: “The documents created in this phase are the originals of those 

embodying the transactions.”13 In other words, the execution phase results in the 
issuing of the first record capable of producing the consequences intended by its 
author.  

                                                 
8 Luciana Duranti, Diplomatics: New Uses for an Old Science (Lanham, Maryland and London: The Scarecrow Press in 
association with the Society of American Archivists and the Association of Canadian Archivists, 1998), 115. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid.  
13 Ibid., 116. 
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 The documentary context is defined as the archival fonds to which a record belongs and 
its internal structure.   
 
Documentary context: 
 

 The technological context is defined as the characteristics of the technological 
components of an electronic computing system in which records are created.  
 
Technological context: 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Overall conclusions of the status of the digital entity under examination: 
 
If it is not a record: 
 
Summary of the digital entity as a publication: 
Summary of the digital entity as a potential record: 
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Appendix C:  Transcription Template 
 

Interview with [Insert Code Name] 

  

Present: [Names of researcher and informants]  

Interview date: 

Interview location:  

Transcriber: [Name] from a digital voice recording. 

Transcription completion date: [Date transcription finished] 

Transcription approval date: [Date informant approved transcription] 

 

Notes: 

[Code Name] consented to be interviewed for the Authenticity in Digital Archives. 

This semi-structured interview consisted of [Code Name]’s responses to a series of 

questions that presented to them prior to the interview and to additional questions 

were asked during the course of the interview. 
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Appendix D: Consent Form 
 

Principal Investigator:   Dr. Luciana Duranti 
Chair and Professor, Archival Studies 
School of Library, Archival, and Information Studies  

 

Ph.D. Student:   Adam Jansen 
School of Library, Archival, and Information Studies  

 

Purpose: 
The goal of this research is to establish criteria and related implementation 
procedures for the technological contexts of a preservation system that support the 
authenticity of digital records.  You are being invited to take part in this research 
study because of your knowledge and experience in operating and/or managing a 
public digital archives. 
 
Study Procedures: 
Participation in this study will entail an interview expected to last between 60-90 
minutes, either in person or by telephone.  A site visit of approximately two hours will 
be scheduled after the interview to provide you an opportunity to demonstrate the 
procedures that your institutions employ in the capture and maintenance of digital 
records in your archives.  During this site visit, further questions based on your 
interview responses may be asked, as well as detailed questions about your digital 
archives.  In rare instances, additional interviews over the telephone will be 
requested to clarify certain responses or outstanding questions.  The interviews and 
site visit will be digitally recorded and transcribed, with a copy of transcriptions 
provided to you in order to provide you an opportunity to clarify or expand on any of 
your responses.  Your participation in this study is voluntary, and you may end it at 
any time.  At any point prior to the publication of this study, you may request that the 
identity of your organization be anonymized in the study to the extent practicable.  
 
Potential Risks: 
There are no known risks associated with participation in this study 
 
Confidentiality: 
All documents will be identified only by code number and kept in a secure, 
password-protected location to which only the researcher has access.  You will not 
be identified by name in any reports of the completed study without your express 
permission. 
 
Contact for information about the study: 
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If you have any questions or desire further information with respect to this study, you 
may contact Adam Jansen or Dr. Luciana Duranti.  
 
Contact for concerns about the rights of research subjects: 
If you have any concerns about your treatment or rights as a research subject, you 
may contact the Research Subject Information Line in the UBC Office of Research 
Services at 604-822-8598 or if long distance e-mail to RSIL@ors.ubc.ca. 
 
Consent: 
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary, and you may refuse to 
participate or withdraw from the study at any time.  Your signature below indicates 
that you have received a copy of this consent form for your own records, that you 
consent to participate in this study and that you consent to have the interview 
recorded.  
 

____________________________________________________ 

Subject Signature     Date 

____________________________________________________ 

Printed Name of the Subject  
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Appendix E:  Letter of Invitation  
 
Institution name 
Institution Address 
Institution City, State, Zip Code 
Institution Country 
 
[Date] 
 
Dear [Name], 

I am a Ph.D. candidate in the School of Library, Archival, and Information Studies at the University of 

British Columbia under the direction of Dr. Luciana Duranti.  My dissertation research is an analysis of 

technological contexts in digital archives supporting the authenticity of records.  As part of that research, I will 

be conducting site visits to a number of digital archives to investigate how their system assesses, documents, 

and maintains the authenticity of the records transferred into their custody.  I would like to invite your 

institution to participate in this study.   

The site visit is designed to take two days, with a series of 60-90 minutes interviews with a 

representative archivist, software/database developer, and network administrator, if they are available, on the 

first day, and a walkthrough of the digital archives operation on the second day.  Participation in this study is 

entirely voluntary, and if requested, the identity of the interviewees and/or institution will be kept anonymous.  

Confidential or sensitive information concerning your operation will be omitted from this study.  I thank you for 

your consideration in participating in this study and would be happy to answer any questions or concerns you 

may have about my research.  I will contact you within the next ten days to arrange a time for a site visit if you 

agree to participate. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Adam Jansen 
Ph.D. Candidate, School of Library, Archival, and Information Studies 
University of British Columbia 
Irving K. Barber Learning Centre  
Suite 471 - 1961 East Mall 
Vancouver, British Columbia V6T 1Z1 CANADA 
 
Dr. Luciana Duranti (Faculty Supervisor) 
Chair and Professor, Archival Studies 
School of Library, Archival and Information Studies 
The University of British Columbia 
The Irving K. Barber Learning Centre Suite 470 - 1961 East Mall 
Vancouver, British Columbia V6T 1Z1 CANADA 
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Appendix F: Requirements for Assessing and 
Maintaining the Authenticity of Electronic 
Records159 

 

                                                 
159 Authenticity Task Force. (2002). Appendix 2 - requirements for assessing and maintaining the authenticity of 
electronic records. In L. Duranti (Ed.), The long-term preservation of authentic electronic records: Findings of 
the InterPARES project (http://www.interpares.org/display_file.cfm?doc=ip1_authenticity_requirements.pdf 
ed., ). Vancouver, BC: InterPARES. Retrieved from 
http://www.interpares.org/display_file.cfm?doc=ip1_authenticity_requirements.pdf 
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The requirements that are identified in this document fall into two groups: requirements that support the 
presumption of the authenticity of electronic records before they are transferred to the custody of the 
preserver,1 and requirements that support the production of authentic copies of electronic records that have 
been transferred to the custody of the preserver. The report is organized into the following sections: 

• Conceptual Framework for the Requirements for Assessing and Maintaining the Authenticity of 
Electronic Records 

• Benchmark Requirements Supporting the Presumption of Authenticity of Electronic Records 
• Baseline Requirements Supporting the Production of Authentic Copies of Electronic Records 
• Commentary on the Benchmark Requirements Supporting the Presumption of Authenticity of 

Electronic Records 
• Commentary on the Baseline Requirements Supporting the Production of Authentic Copies of 

Electronic Records  

Conceptual Framework for the Requirements for 
Assessing and Maintaining the Authenticity of 
Electronic Records 

Introduction 
Authenticity is defined as “the quality of being authentic, or entitled to acceptance.”2 Authentic means 
“worthy of acceptance or belief as conforming to or based on fact” and is synonymous with the terms 
genuine and bona fide. Genuine “implies actual character not counterfeited, imitated, or adulterated [and] 
connotes definite origin from a source.” Bona fide “implies good faith and sincerity of intention”.3 From these 
definitions it follows that an authentic record is a record that is what it purports to be and is free from 
tampering or corruption.  

In both archival theory and jurisprudence, records that the creator4 relies on in the usual and ordinary course 
of business are presumed authentic. However, digital information technology creates significant risks that 
electronic records may be altered, either inadvertently or intentionally. Therefore, in the case of records 
maintained in electronic systems, the presumption of authenticity must be supported by evidence that a 
record is what it purports to be and has not been modified or corrupted in essential respects. To assess the 
authenticity of an electronic record, the preserver must be able to establish its identity and demonstrate its 
integrity.

The identity of a record refers to the distinguishing character of a record, that is, the attributes of a record 
that uniquely characterize it and distinguish it from other records. From an archival-diplomatic perspective, 
such attributes include: the names of the persons concurring in its formation (i.e., its author, addressee, 
writer, and originator); its date(s) of creation (i.e., the date it was made, received, and set aside) and its 
date(s) of transmission; an indication of the action or matter in which it participates; the expression of its 
archival bond, which links it to other records participating in the same action (e.g., a classification code or 
other unique identifier); as well as an indication of any attachment(s) since an attachment is considered an 

                                                     
1 The preserver is the juridical person whose primary responsibility is the long-term preservation of authentic records. 
The preserver’s responsibilities include appraisal. 
2 Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd ed., s.v. “authenticity.” 
3 Merriam-Webster Online Collegiate Dictionary, s.v. “authentic.” 
4 The creator is the physical or juridical person in whose archival fonds the record exists. The fonds is the whole of the 
records created (meaning made or received and set aside for action or reference) by a physical or juridical person in the 
course of carrying out its activities.  
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integral part of a record.5 The attributes6 that establish the identity of a record may be explicitly expressed in 
an element of the record, in metadata related to the record, or they may be implicit in its various contexts. 
Those contexts include: its documentary context, that is, the archival fonds to which a record belongs, and 
its internal structure; its procedural context, that is, the business process in the course of which the record is 
created; its technological context, that is, the characteristics of the technical components of an electronic 
computing system in which records are created; its provenancial context, that is, the creating body, its 
mandate, structure, and functions; and its juridical-administrative context, that is, the legal and 
organizational system in which the creating body belongs.  

The integrity of a record refers to its wholeness and soundness: a record has integrity when it is complete 
and uncorrupted in all its essential respects. This does not mean that the record must be precisely the same 
as it was when first created for its integrity to exist and be demonstrated. Even in the paper world, with the 
passage of time, records are subject to deterioration, alteration and/or loss. In the electronic world, the 
fragility of the media, the obsolescence of technology, and the idiosyncrasies of systems likewise affect the 
integrity of records. When we refer to an electronic record, we consider it essentially complete and 
uncorrupted if the message that it is meant to communicate in order to achieve its purpose is unaltered. This 
implies that its physical integrity, such as the proper number of bit strings, may be compromised, provided 
that the articulation of the content and any required annotations and elements of documentary form remain 
the same.7 The integrity of a record may be demonstrated by evidence found on the face of the record, in 
metadata related to the record, or in one or more of its various contexts. 

Assessing the Authenticity of Electronic Records 
The records of the creator belong to one of two categories. The first category comprises those records that 
exist as created. They are considered authentic because they are the same as they were in their first 
instantiation. The second category comprises those records that have undergone some change and 
therefore cannot be said to exist as first created; they are considered authentic because the creator treats 
them as such by relying on them for action or reference in the regular conduct of business. However, the 
authenticity of electronic records is threatened whenever they are transmitted across space (i.e., when sent 
to an addressee or between systems or applications) or time (i.e., either when they are in storage, or when 
the hardware or software used to store, process, or communicate them is updated or replaced). Given that 
the acts of setting aside an electronic record for future action or reference and of retrieving it inevitably entail 
moving it across significant technological boundaries (from display to storage subsystems and vice versa), 
virtually all electronic records belong to the second category. Therefore, the preserver’s inference of the 
authenticity of electronic records must be further supported by evidence—provided in association with the 
records—that they have been maintained using technologies and administrative procedures that either 
guarantee their continuing identity and integrity or at least minimize risks of change from the time the 

                                                     
5 An attachment is a document that constitutes an integral part of the whole record, notwithstanding the fact that it exists 
as a linked, but physically separate entity. 
6 The use of the terms attribute and element in this report should not be confused with the way the terms are used in 
other contexts, such as the various Standard Generalized Mark-up Languages (SGML). In this report, a record attribute 
is a defining characteristic of a record or of a record element. A record element is a constituent part of the record’s 
documentary form and may be either extrinsic or intrinsic. An attribute may manifest itself in one or more elements of a 
record’s documentary form. For example, the name of the author of a record is an attribute, which may be expressed as 
a superscription or a signature, both of which are intrinsic elements of documentary form. For a more detailed 
explanation of the extrinsic and intrinsic elements of documentary form see the Authenticity Task Force’s Template for 
Analysis, in Appendix 1. An attribute may also manifest itself in the form of an annotation(s) to a record, in metadata 
linked to it, or in one or more of its various contexts. 
7 For example, for an electronic mail message, an authentic copy of a complete message may include only the text. 
Provided it clearly indicated the author, addressee, receivers, and date as well as the content, it would not need to 
appear in the same way in which it was seen by the author or addressee. In contrast, an authentic copy of a map would 
have to retain its original presentation features, including colour and feature presentation. Provided these requirements 
were met, an authentic copy could be produced in GIF, JPEG, or GML format.
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records were first set aside to the point at which they are subsequently accessed. The requirements for 
assessing the authenticity of the creator’s electronic records concern this evidence. 

The Presumption of Authenticity 
A presumption of authenticity is an inference that is drawn from known facts about the manner in which a 
record has been created and maintained. The evidence that supports the presumption that the record 
creator created and maintained them authentic are enumerated in the Benchmark Requirements Supporting 
the Presumption of Authenticity of Electronic Records (Requirement Set A). A presumption of authenticity 
will be based upon the number of requirements that have been met and the degree to which each has been 
met. The requirements are, therefore, cumulative: the higher the number of satisfied requirements, and the 
greater the degree to which an individual requirement has been satisfied, the stronger the presumption of 
authenticity. This is why these requirements are termed “benchmark” requirements. 

The Verification of Authenticity 
In any given case, there may be an insufficient basis for a presumption of authenticity, or the presumption 
may be extremely weak. In such cases, further analysis may be necessary to verify the authenticity of the 
records. A verification of authenticity is the act or process of establishing a correspondence between known 
facts about the record and the various contexts in which it has been created and maintained, and the 
proposed fact of the record’s authenticity.8 In the verification process, the known facts about the record and 
its contexts provide the grounds for supporting or refuting the contention that the record is authentic. Unlike 
the presumption of authenticity, which is established on the basis of the benchmark requirements, this 
verification involves a detailed examination of the records themselves and reliable information available from 
other sources about the records and the various contexts in which they have been created and maintained. 
Methods of verification include, but are not limited to, a comparison of the records in question with copies 
that have been preserved elsewhere or with back-up tapes; comparison of the records in question with 
entries in a register of incoming and outgoing records; textual analysis of the record’s content; forensic 
analysis of the medium, script, and so on; a study of audit trails; and the testimony of a trusted third party. 

Maintaining the Authenticity of Electronic Records 
After the records have been presumed or verified authentic in the appraisal process, and have been 
transferred from the creator to the preserver, their authenticity needs to be maintained by the preserver. In 
order to do so, the preserver must carry forward the records in accordance with the baseline requirements 
that apply to the maintenance of records, producing copies according to procedures that also maintain 
authenticity.9 The production of authentic copies is regulated by the Baseline Requirements Supporting the 
Production of Authentic Copies of Electronic Records (Requirement Set B). Unlike the benchmark 
requirements, all of the requirements included in the baseline requirements must be met before the 
preserver can attest to the authenticity of the electronic copies in its custody. This is why the requirements 
for the production of authentic electronic copies are termed “baseline” requirements.  

Satisfaction of these baseline requirements will enable the preserver to certify that copies of electronic 
records are authentic. Traditionally, the official preserver of the records has been the person entrusted with 
issuing authentic copies of such records. To fulfill that role, the preserver needed simply to attest that the 

                                                     

8 In common usage, verify is synonymous with the terms validate, confirm, corroborate, and substantiate. According to
Merriam-Webster Online Collegiate Dictionary, “validate means to attest to the truth or validity of something; confirm
implies the removing of doubts by an authoritative affirmation or by factual proof; corroborate suggests the strengthening 
of something that is already partly established; substantiate implies the offering of evidence that sustains the 
contention.” 
9 It is understood that the records maintained by the preserver exist only as copies of the creator’s records.  
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copy conformed to the record being reproduced. With electronic records, and the accompanying difficulties 
related to preservation, the prudent path would be for the preserver to produce and maintain documentation 
relating to the manner in which it has maintained the records over time as well as the manner in which it has 
reproduced them to support its attestation of authenticity. 

A copy is the result of a reproduction process. A copy can be made from an original or from a copy of either 
an original or another copy.10 There are several types of copy. The most reliable copy is a copy in the form 
of an original, which is identical to the original although generated subsequently. An imitative copy is a copy 
that reproduces both the content and form of the record, but in such a way that it is always possible to tell 
the copy from the original. A simple copy is a copy that reproduces only the content of the original.  

Any of these types of copy is authentic if attested to be so by the official preserver. By virtue of this 
attestation, the copy is deemed to conform to the record it reproduces until proof to the contrary is shown. 
Such attestation is supported by the preserver’s ability to demonstrate that it has satisfied the applicable 
baseline requirements for maintenance and all of the requirements for the production of authentic copies.  

Benchmark Requirements Supporting the Presumption 
of Authenticity of Electronic Records 

Preamble
The benchmark requirements are the conditions that serve as a basis for the preserver’s assessment of the 
authenticity of the creator’s electronic records. Satisfaction of these benchmark requirements will enable the 
preserver to infer a record’s authenticity on the basis of the manner in which the records have been created, 
handled, and maintained by the creator.  

Within the benchmark requirements, Requirement A.1 identifies the core information about an electronic 
record—the immediate context of its creation and the manner in which it has been handled and 
maintained—that establishes the record’s identity and lays a foundation for demonstrating its integrity. 
Requirements A.2–A.8 identify the kinds of procedural controls over the record’s creation, handling, and 
maintenance that support a presumption of its integrity. 

                                                     
10 In common language, copy and reproduction are synonyms. For the purposes of this research, the term reproduction
is used to refer to the process of generating a copy, while the term copy is used to refer to the result of such a process, 
that is, to any entity which resembles and is generated from the records of the creator. An original record is the first, 
complete record, which is capable of achieving its purposes (i.e., it is effective). A record may also take the form of a 
draft, which is a temporary compilation made for purposes of correction.  
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Benchmark Requirements (Requirement Set A) 
To support a presumption of authenticity the preserver must obtain evidence 
that:

REQUIREMENT A.1: 
Expression of Record 
Attributes and Linkage to 
Record 

the value of the following attributes are explicitly expressed and inextricably 
linked to every record. These attributes can be distinguished into categories, 
the first concerning the identity of records, and the second concerning the 
integrity of records. 

 A.1.a Identity of the record:

 A.1.a.i Names of the persons concurring in the formation of 
the record, that is:  

• name of author11

• name of writer 12(if different from the author) 

• name of originator13 (if different from name of 
author or writer) 

• name of addressee14

 A.1.a.ii Name of action or matter 

 A.1.a.iii Date(s) of creation and transmission, that is: 

• chronological date15

• received date16

• archival date17

• transmission date(s)18

 A.1.a.iv Expression of archival bond19 (e.g., classification 
code, file identifier) 

                                                     
11 The name of the physical or juridical person having the authority and capacity to issue the record or in whose name or 
by whose command the record has been issued. 
12 The name of the physical or juridical person having the authority and capacity to articulate the content of the record. 
13 The name of the physical or juridical person assigned the electronic address in which the record has been generated 
and/or sent.
14 The name of the physical or juridical person(s) to whom the record is directed or for whom the record is intended. 
15 The date, and possibly the time, of compilation of a record included in the record by the author or the electronic 
system on the author’s behalf.  
16 The date, and possibly the time, when a record is received by the addressee.
17 The date, and possibly the time, when a record is officially incorporated into the creator’s records.
18 The date and time when a record leaves the space in which it was generated.  
19 The archival bond is the relationship that links each record, incrementally, to the previous and subsequent ones and to 
all those participate in the same activity. It is originary (i.e., it comes into existence when a record is made or received 
and set aside), necessary (i.e., it exists for every record), and determined (i.e., it is characterized by the purpose of the 
record).
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A.1.a.v Indication of attachments 

 A.1.b Integrity of the record:

 A.1.b.i Name of handling office20

 A.1.b.ii Name of office of primary responsibility21 (if different 
from handling office) 

 A.1.b.iii Indication of types of annotations added to the 
record22

 A.1.b.iv Indication of technical modifications;23

REQUIREMENT A.2: 
Access Privileges

the creator has defined and effectively implemented access privileges 
concerning the creation, modification, annotation, relocation, and destruction 
of records; 

REQUIREMENT A.3: 
Protective Procedures: 
Loss and Corruption of 
Records 

the creator has established and effectively implemented procedures to 
prevent, discover, and correct loss or corruption of records; 

REQUIREMENT A.4: 
Protective Procedures: 
Media and Technology 

the creator has established and effectively implemented procedures to 
guarantee the continuing identity and integrity of records against media 
deterioration and across technological change; 

REQUIREMENT A.5: 
Establishment of 
Documentary Forms 

the creator has established the documentary forms of records associated with 
each procedure either according to the requirements of the juridical system or 
those of the creator; 

                                                     
20 The office (or officer) formally competent for carrying out the action to which the record relates or for the matter to 
which the record pertains.
21 The office (or officer) given the formal competence for maintaining the authoritative record, that is, the record 
considered by the creator to be its official record.   
22 Annotations are additions made to a record after it has been completed. Therefore, they are not considered elements 
of the record’s documentary form.
23 Technical modifications are any changes in the digital components of the record as defined by the Preservation Task 
Force. Such modifications would include any changes in the way any elements of the record are digitally encoded and 
changes in the methods (software) applied to reproduce the record from the stored digital components; that is, any 
changes that might raise questions as to whether the reproduced record is the same as it would have been before the 
technical modification. The indication of modifications might refer to additional documentation external to the record that 
explains in more detail the nature of those modifications.  
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REQUIREMENT A.6: 
Authentication of 
Records 

if authentication is required by the juridical system or the needs of the 
organization, the creator has established specific rules regarding which 
records must be authenticated, by whom, and the means of authentication;

REQUIREMENT A.7: 
Identification of 
Authoritative Record 

if multiple copies of the same record exist, the creator has established 
procedures that identify which record is authoritative; 

REQUIREMENT A.8: 
Removal and Transfer of 
Relevant Documentation 

if there is a transition of records from active status to semi-active and 
inactive status, which involves the removal of records from the electronic 
system, the creator has established and effectively implemented 
procedures determining what documentation has to be removed and 
transferred to the preserver along with the records. 

Baseline Requirements Supporting the Production of 
Authentic Copies of Electronic Records 

Preamble
The baseline requirements outline the minimum conditions necessary to enable the preserver to attest to the 
authenticity of copies of inactive electronic records. 

Baseline Requirements (Requirement Set B) 
The preserver should be able to demonstrate that: 

REQUIREMENT B.1: 
Controls over Records 
Transfer, Maintenance, 
and Reproduction 

the procedures and system(s) used to transfer records to the archival 
institution or program; maintain them; and reproduce them embody adequate 
and effective controls to guarantee the records’ identity and integrity, and 
specifically that

B.1.a Unbroken custody of the records is maintained; 
B.1.b Security and control procedures are implemented and monitored; 

and
B.1.c The content of the record and any required annotations and 

elements of documentary form remain unchanged after 
reproduction.

the activity of reproduction has been documented, and this documentation 
includes 

REQUIREMENT B.2: 
Documentation of 
Reproduction Process and 
its Effects B.2.a The date of the records’ reproduction and the name of the 

responsible person; 
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B.2.b The relationship between the records acquired from the creator and 
the copies produced by the preserver; 

B.2.c The impact of the reproduction process on their form, content, 
accessibility and use; and 

B.2.d In those cases where a copy of a record is known not to fully and 
faithfully reproduce the elements expressing its identity and 
integrity, such information has been documented by the preserver, 
and this documentation is readily accessible to the user; 

REQUIREMENT B.3: 
Archival Description 

the archival description of the fonds containing the electronic records 
includes—in addition to information about the records' juridical-administrative, 
provenancial, procedural, and documentary contexts—information about 
changes the electronic records of the creator have undergone since they 
were first created. 

Commentary on the Benchmark Requirements Supporting the Presumption of Authenticity of 
Electronic Records 
The assessment of the authenticity of the creator’s records takes place as part of the appraisal process. 
That process and the role of the benchmark requirements within it are described in more detail in the 
"Appraisal Task Force Report." This assessment should be verified when the records are transferred to the 
preserver’s custody. 

A.1: Expression of Record Attributes and Linkage to Record  
The presumption of a record’s authenticity is strengthened by knowledge of certain basic facts about it. The 
attributes identified in this requirement embody those facts. The requirement that the attributes be 
expressed explicitly and linked inextricably24 to the record during its life, and carried forward with it over time 
and space, reflects the task force’s belief that such expression and linkage provide a strong foundation on 
which to establish a record’s identity and demonstrate its integrity. The case studies undertaken as part of 
the work of the task force revealed very little consistency in the way the attributes that specifically establish 
the identity of a record are captured and expressed from one electronic system to another. In certain 
systems, some attributes were explicitly mentioned on the face of the record; in others they could be found 
in a wide range of metadata linked to the record or they were simply implicit in one or more of the record’s 
contexts. In many cases, certain attributes (e.g., the expression of the archival bond) were not captured at 
all. The task force’s concern is that, in the absence of a precise and explicit statement of the basic facts 
concerning a record’s identity and integrity, it will be necessary for the preserver to acquire enormous, and 
otherwise unnecessary, quantities of data and documentation simply to establish those facts.  

The link between the record and the attributes listed in Requirement A.1 is viewed by the task force as a 
conceptual rather than a physical one, and the requirement could be satisfied in different ways, depending 
on the nature of the electronic system in which the record resides. For example, in electronic records 
management systems, this requirement is usually met through the creation of a record profile.25 In other 
types of systems, the requirement could be fulfilled through a topic map. A topic map expresses the 
characteristics (i.e., topics) of subjects (e.g., records or record attributes) and the relationships between and 
among them.  

When a record is exported from the live system, migrated in a system update, or transferred to the 
preserver, the attributes should be linked to the record and available to the user. When pulling together the 

                                                     
24 For the purposes of this requirement, inextricable means incapable of being disentangled or untied, and link means a 
connecting structure. 
25 If the attribute values contained in the profile are also expressed independently as entries in a register of all records 
made or received by the creator, then, in addition to establishing the identity and supporting the inference of the integrity 
of the record, they would corroborate such identity and strengthen the inference of integrity.  
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data prior to export, the creator should also ensure that the data captured are the right data. For example, in 
the case of distribution lists, the creator must ensure that if the recipients specified on "List A" were changed 
at some point in the active life of records, the accurate "List A: Version 1" is exported with the records 
associated with the first version, and that the second version is sent forward with those records sent to 
recipients on "List A: Version 2."  

A.2 Access Privileges 
Defining access privileges means assigning responsibility for the creation, modification, annotation, 
relocation, and destruction of records on the basis of competence, which is the authority and capacity to 
carry out an administrative action. Implementing access privileges means conferring exclusive capability to 
exercise such responsibility. In electronic systems, access privileges are usually articulated in tables of user 
profiles. Effective implementation of access privileges involves the monitoring of access through an audit 
trail that records every interaction that an officer has with each record (with the possible exception of viewing 
the record). If the access privileges are not embedded within the electronic system but are based on an 
external security system (such as the exclusive assignment of keys to a location), the effective 
implementation of access privileges will involve monitoring the security system.  

A.3 Protective Procedures: Loss and Corruption of Records 
Procedures to protect records against loss or corruption include: prescribing regular back-up copies of 
records and their attributes; maintaining a system back-up that includes system programs, operating system 
files, etc.; maintaining an audit trail of additions and changes to records since the last periodic back-up; 
ensuring that, following any system failure, the back-up and recovery procedures will automatically 
guarantee that all complete updates (records and any control information such as indexes required to 
access the records) contained in the audit trail are reflected in the rebuilt files and also guarantee that any 
incomplete operation is backed up. The capability should be provided to rebuild forward from any back-up 
copy, using the back-up copy and all subsequent audit trails. 

A.4 Protective Procedures: Media and Technology 
Procedures to counteract media fragility and technological obsolescence include: planning upgrades to the 
organization’s technology base; ensuring the ability to retrieve, access, and use stored records when 
components of the electronic system are changed; refreshing the records by regularly moving them from 
one storage medium to another; and migrating records from an obsolescent technology to a new technology. 

A.5 Establishment of Documentary Forms 
The documentary form of a record may be determined in connection to a specific administrative procedure, 
or in connection to a specific phase(s) within a procedure. The documentary form may be prescribed by 
business process and work-flow control technology, where each step in an administrative procedure is 
identified by specific record forms. If a creator customizes a specific application, such as an electronic mail 
application, to carry certain fields, the customized form becomes, by default, the required documentary form. 
It is understood that the creator, acting either on the basis of its own needs or the requirements of the 
juridical system, not an individual officer, establishes the required documentary form(s) of records.  

When the creator establishes the documentary form in connection to a procedure, or to specific phases of a 
procedure, it is understood that this includes the determination of the intrinsic and extrinsic elements of 
form26 that will allow for the maintenance of the authenticity of the record. Because, generally speaking, that 
determination will vary from one form of a record to another, and from one creator to another, it is not 
possible to predetermine or generalize the relevance of specific intrinsic and extrinsic elements of 
documentary form in relation to authenticity. 

A.6 Authentication of Records 
In common usage, to authenticate means to prove or serve to prove the authenticity of something. More 
specifically, the term implies establishing genuineness by adducing legal or official documents or expert 
opinion. For the purposes of the benchmark requirements, authentication is understood to be a declaration 
of a record’s authenticity at a specific point in time by a juridical person entrusted with the authority to make 
such declaration. It takes the form of an authoritative statement (which may be in the form of words or 
                                                     
26 The extrinsic and intrinsic elements of form are defined and explained in the Authenticity Task Force’s Template for 
Analysis, Appendix 1.
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symbols) that is added to or inserted in the record attesting that the record is authentic.27 The requirement 
may be met by linking the authentication of specific types of records to business procedures and assigning 
responsibility to a specific office or officer for authentication. 

The authentication of copies differs from the validation of the process of reproduction of the digital 
components of the records. The latter process occurs every time the records of the creator are moved from 
one medium to another or migrated from one technology to another.  

A.7 Identification of Authoritative Record 
An authoritative record is a record that is considered by the creator to be its official record and is usually 
subject to procedural controls that are not required for other copies. The identification of authoritative 
records corresponds to the designation of an office of primary responsibility as one of the components of a 
record retention schedule. The Office of Primary Responsibility is the office given the formal competence for 
maintaining the authoritative (that is, official) records belonging to a given class within an integrated 
classification scheme and retention schedule. The purpose of designating an Office of Primary 
Responsibility for each class of record is to reduce duplication and to designate accountability for records.  

It is understood that in certain circumstances there may be multiple authoritative copies of records, 
depending on the purpose for which the record is created.  

A.8 Removal and Transfer of Relevant Documentation 
This requirement implies that the creator needs to carry forward with the removed records all the information 
that is necessary to establish the identity and demonstrate the integrity of those records, as well as the 
information necessary to place the records in their relevant contexts.  

Commentary on the Baseline Requirements Supporting 
the Production of Authentic Copies of Electronic 
Records
The establishment and implementation of the baseline requirements take place as part of the function of 
managing preservation. The preservation function and the role of the baseline requirements within it are 
described in more detail in the "Preservation Task Force Report." 

B.1 Controls over Records Transfer, Maintenance, and Reproduction 
The controls over the transfer of electronic records to archival custody include establishing, implementing, 
and monitoring procedures for registering the records’ transfer; verifying the authority for transfer; examining 
the records to determine whether they correspond to the records that are designated in the terms and 
conditions governing their transfer; and accessioning the records.  

As part of the transfer process, the assessment of the authenticity of the creator’s records, which has taken 
place as part of the appraisal process, should be verified. This includes verifying that the attributes relating 
to the records’ identity and integrity have been carried forward with them (Requirement A.1), along with any 
relevant documentation (Requirement A.8).  

The controls over the maintenance of electronic records once they have been transferred to archival custody 
are similar to several of the ones enumerated in the benchmark requirements. For example, the preserver 
should establish access privileges concerning the access, use, and reproduction of records (Requirement 
A.2); establish procedures to prevent, discover, and correct loss or corruption of records (Requirement A.3), 
as well as procedures to guarantee the continuing identity and integrity of records against media 
deterioration and across technological change (Requirement A.4). Once established, the privileges and 
procedures should be effectively implemented and regularly monitored. If authentication of the records is 
                                                     
27 The meaning of authentication as it is used by the Authenticity Task Force in this report is broader than its meaning in 
public key infrastructure (PKI) applications. In such applications, authentication is restricted to proving identity and public
key ownership over a communication network. 
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required, the preserver should establish specific rules regarding who is authorized to authenticate them and 
the means of authentication that will be used (Requirement A.6).  

The controls over the reproduction of records include establishing, implementing, and monitoring 
reproduction procedures that are capable of ensuring that the content of the record is not changed in the 
course of reproduction. 

B.2 Documentation of Reproduction Process and its Effects 
Documenting the reproduction process and its effects is an essential means of demonstrating that the 
reproduction process is transparent (i.e., free from pretence or deceit). Such transparency is necessary to 
the effective fulfilment of the preserver’s role as a trusted custodian of the records. Documenting the 
reproduction process and its effects is also important for the users of records since the history of 
reproduction is an essential part of the history of the record itself. Documentation of the process and its 
effects provides users of the records with a critical tool for assessing and interpreting the records.  

B.3 Archival Description 
Traditionally it has been a function of archival description to authenticate the records and perpetuate their 
administrative and documentary relationships. With electronic records, this function becomes critical. Once 
the records no longer exist except as authentic copies, the archival description is the primary source of 
information about the history of the record, that is, its various reproductions and the changes to the record 
that have resulted from them. While it is true that the documentation of each reproduction of the record 
copies28 may be preserved, the archival description summarizes the history of all the reproductions, thereby 
obviating the need to preserve all the documentation for each and every reproduction. In this respect, the 
description constitutes a collective attestation of the authenticity of the records and their relationships in the 
context of the fonds to which the records belong. This is different from a certificate of authenticity, which 
attests to the authenticity of individual records. The importance of this collective attestation is that it 
authenticates and perpetuates the relationships between and among records within the same fonds. 

                                                     
28 Although, technically, every reproduction of a record that follows its acquisition by the preserver is an authentic copy, it 
is the only record that exists and, therefore, should normally be referred to as “the record” rather than as “the copy.” 
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Appendix G: Technological Features Observed 
in Case Studies by Function 
 

Below are the technological features observed in the three cases broken out into 

the three phases of the TechSAR Model: Transfer, Ingest, and Maintenance.  Each 

of the case study’s technological features is presented within its own swim lane, 

along with the section of the chapter that feature is found in, a brief description of 

that feature, and the requirement(s) that the feature was observed supporting from 

the Baseline and Benchmark Requirements in the “Requirements for Assessing and 

Maintaining the Authenticity of Electronic Records” developed by the InterPARES2 

Authenticity Task Force (Duranti & Preston, 2008). 

 

Technological Features Supporting Transfer 

  Case Study 
One: 

Metropolitan 

    Case Study 
Two: 

Provincial 

    Case Study 
Three: 

National 

  

Sec. Technological 
Feature 

Supports Sec. Technological 
Feature 

Supports Sec. Technological 
Feature 

Supports 

4.2 Capture and 
associate 
metadata 
within 
classification 
scheme 

A.1 5.2.1 Authority 
defined access 
roles 

A.2 6.2.1 Users must 
have Active 
Directory 
Accounts 

A.2 

4.2 Define 
security and 
access 
privileges for 
each user 

A.2 5.2.2 Comparison of 
SIP to agreed 
contents 

3.2  
PAIS 

6.2.1 Active 
Directory 
Accounts must 
have transfer 
privileges 

B.1.b 

4.2 Normalize file 
formats to 
desired 
preservation 
format 

A.4 5.2.2 Tool 
validating 
transfers 

B.1 6.2.1 Submission 
form prompts 
for mandatory 
Identity and 
Integrity 
metadata 

A.1      
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4.2 Documenting 
migration 
process 

B.2 5.2.2 validate 
contents of 
SIP prior to 
transfer 

B.1 6.2.1 Standardize 
submission 
package format 

B.1.b 

4.2 Prevent 
alteration of 
records 

B.1.b 5.2.2 Validate SIP 
conforms to 
terms and 
conditions 

B.1 6.2.1 Secure 
transmission 
layer protocols 

B.1.a 

4.2 Automatic 
generation of 
metadata at 
import 

A.1 5.2.2 Malware scan 
prior to 
transfer 

A.3 6.2.1 Encrypted 
transmission 
layer  

B.1.c 

4.2 Leveraging 
existing 
institution 
directory 
accounts 

A.2 5.2.2 Validate 
access 
credentials 
prior to 
transfer 

B.1.b 6.2.2 Ingest service 
limited 
functionality 
exposed 

B.1.b 

4.2 Exporting 
directory 
profiles fields 
with export 

A.8 5.2.2 All users with 
Active 
Directory 
Accounts 

A.2 6.2.3 Gateway 
controlling 
incoming 
traffic 

B.1.b 

4.3 Access to full 
uncompiled 
code 

B.1 5.2.2 Active 
Directory 
Accounts have 
assigned 
permission 

B.1.b 6.2.3 No direct 
access to 
storage 

B.1.b 

4.4 Pre-configured 
workflow files 

B.1 5.2.2 Transfer Tool 
automatically 
updates 

A.4 6.2.4 Message digest 
comparison 
post transfer 

B.1.c 

4.4 Webpage 
submission for 
Dublin Core 
metadata 

A.1 5.2.3 Capture 
date/time of 
transfer based 
on NTP 

A.1.a.iii 6.2.4 Message digest 
error reported 
to sender 

A.3 

4.4 Webpage 
submission for 
access 
restrictions 

A.2 5.2.3 Capture IP 
config of 
computer 
transferring 
SIP 

A.1.b.ii        

4.4 Webpage 
submission 
captures 
technical 
modifications 

A.1.b.iv 5.2.3 Capture 
original 
directory 
structure 

A.1.a.iii    

4.4.1 Standardized 
SIP package 
format 

B.1.b 5.2.3 Establish 
access 
privileges for 
relocation of 
records 

A.1.a.i 
And 
B.1.b 

   

4.4.1 Generation of 
SIP manifest 

A.6 5.2.4 Mandating 
core identity 
and integrity 
metadata in 
the transfer 
tool 

A.1    
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4.4.1 Comparison of 
hash values 
after transfer 

A.3 5.2.4 Associate 
transfer with 
previous 
transfers 

A.1.a.iv    

4.4.1 Hash values 
establish 
contents 
unchanged 

B.1.c 5.2.4 Examine 
records for 
adherence to 
Terms and 
Conditions 

B.1    

4.4.1 Authentication 
of records 
post-transfer 

A.6 5.2.4.3 Ensure only 
that specified 
in Terms and 
Conditions are 
packaged 

B.1    

4.4.1 Maintain 
original folder 
structure 

A.1.a.iv 5.2.4.3 Gathered 
required basic 
facts from 
Records 
Producer 

A.1    

4.4.1 Establish 
register of 
records at time 
of transfer 

B.1.a 5.2.5 SIP terms and 
Conditions 

B.1    

4.4.1 Manifest for 
content 
validation 

B.1.b 5.2.5 Errors cause 
transfer to halt 

B.1    

4.4.2 Unique 
identity for 
each record 

A.1.a 5.2.5 Malware scan 
of SIP 
contents 
before transfer 

A.3    

4.4.2 UUID 
assigned to all 
preservation 
activities for 
tracking 
purposes 

B.2 5.2.5 Confirmation 
that malicious 
objects 
removed prior 
to transfer 

B.1.b    

4.4.2 Assignment of 
UUID to 
record as 
unique 
identifier 

A.1.a  
And 
A.6 

5.2.7.1 Encrypted 
transmission 

A.2    

4.4.2 Preservation 
service event 
monitoring for 
workflow 
status 

B.1 5.2.7.1 Resumption of 
transmissions 
in the event of 
an error 

A.3    

4.4.2 Preservation 
service event 
recording 

B.2 5.2.7.2 Wiped and 
Malware scan 
hard drive for 
offline 
transmission 
of SIP 

A.4    
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4.4.2 Micro-services 
approach 

B.1 5.2.7.2 PIN code 
unique to 
submitter 

A.1.a.i    

4.4.3 Micro-services 
descriptive 
workflow 

B.2 5.2.7.2 Incorrect pin 
code destroys 
the ability to 
access data 

B.1.a    

4.4.3 Workflow 
errors reject 
record 

B.1.b 5.2.7.2 Deletes 
encryption key 
after failed pin 
code entries 

B.1.b    

4.4.4 Validate 
incoming SIP 
as conforming 
to the expected 
type 

B.1 5.2.7.2 Brute force 
access to 
physical drive 
destroys 
device 

A.2    

4.4.4 Validate 
incoming bits, 
no loss or 
corruption 

A.3 5.2.7.2 Brute force 
access results 
in the inability 
to access 
platters 

A.4    

4.4.4 Confirmation 
that entire SIP 
received 

B.1 5.2.7.2 Tamper 
evident 
shipping tape 
for physical 
transport 

B.1.a    

4.4.4 METS fileSec 
and structMap 
documenting 
relationship of 
objects 

A.1.a.iv 5.2.7.2 Tamper 
evident tape 
discloses if the 
box has been 
opened 

B.1.b    

4.4.4 Capturing 
original file 
name, location 
and File 
Identifiers 

A.1       

4.4.4 Documenting 
original inter-
relationship of 
Digital 
Objects 

B.2       

4.4.4 Malware Scan 
and quarantine 
for malicious 
content 

A.3       

4.4.4 Removal of 
non-standard 
Unicode 
characters 

B.2.c       

4.4.4 File Format 
Identification 

A.5       
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4.4.5 Validation of 
File format 

A.3       

4.4.6 Extract 
technical 
description of 
Digital Object 

A.5       

4.4.6 Extract 
technical 
description of 
Digital Object 

B.3       

 

Technological Features Supporting Ingest 

  Case Study 
One: 

Metropolitan 

    Case Study 
Two: 

Provincial 

    Case Study 
Three: 

National 

  

Sec. Technological 
Feature 

Supports Sec. Technological 
Feature 

Supports Sec. Technological 
Feature 

Supports 

4.5 Maintenance of 
native Digital 
Object 
transferred 

A.7 5.3 Data dictionary 
documentation 
of recording 
system output 

b.1.c 6.3 Single service 
interface at a 
time 

B.1.b 

4.5 Generated 
SHA-256 hash 
values and 
UUID for 
derivative 
Digital Objects 

A.3 5.3 Data dictionary 
documentation 
instructing 
record 
metadata 
association 

B.2.b 6.3 Javadocs 
documenting 
preservation 
services 

B.2 

4.5 Generate event 
for record 
transfer 

B.2.a 5.3 ETL package 
to transform 
SIP 

B.2  6.3.1 Encapsulated 
message 
transmission 

B.1.a 

4.5 Generate 
preservation 
formats from 
native formats  

A.4 5.3.1 Extract files 
combined in 
accordance 
with 
documented 
rules 

B.1.c 6.3.1 Limiting 
inbound traffic 
to signed 
requests 

B.1.b 

4.5 Record link 
between the 
normalized file 
and the native 
file 

B.2.b 5.3.1 Check for all 
required data 
files before 
extraction 
begins 

B.1 6.3.2 Registry of 
preservation 
services 

B.1.b 

4.5 Formal 
Registry 
controlling 
derivative 
generation 

B.2.c 5.3.1 Deviation of 
expected data 
files rejects 
transfer 

B.2.d 6.3.2 Inspection of 
preservation 
services 

B.1.b 
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4.5 Derivative 
generated 
based on type 
and version per 
Format 
Registry 

B.2.b 5.3.2 Unique title ID 
assigned 

A.1.a.iv 6.3.3 Documentation 
of MIME type 

A.5 

4.5.1 PREMIS 
recording of 
procedure 
enforcement 

B.1.b 5.3.2 All records 
accounted for 
before status 
changed to 
complete 

B.1.b 6.3.3.1 File Format 
registry 

A.1.b 

4.5.1 PREMIS 
Events record 
outcome of 
preservation 
services 

B.2 5.3.3 Records 
tracked 
through 
Workflow  

B.1.b 6.3.3.1 Articulate 
intrinsic and 
extrinsic 
elements 

A.5 

4.5.2 Access rights 
stipulated for 
all records 

A.2 5.3.3 XML version 
of all record 
metadata 

A.1 6.3.3.1 Ensure 
compliance with 
terms and 
conditions 

B.1.b 

4.5.2 Object Model 
with mandated 
metadata 
elements 

A.1 5.3.3 Original 
reference 
number  

A.1.a.iv 6.3.3.1 Associating 
PRONOM entry 
with Digital 
Objects 

Document
-ary form 

4.5.3   Capturing 
authenticity 
metadata 

B.1  5.3.3 Unique 
accession ID 
assigned 

A.1.a.iii 6.3.4 Allow testing of 
Digital Object 
byte stream in 
process 

B.1.c 

4.5.3  Indication of 
removal of 
records 

B.1 5.3.3 Accession ID 
given to all 
records in SIP 

A.1.a.iv 6.3.4 Force checks to 
wait until full 
Digital Object 
received 

A.3 

      5.3.4 Rules engine 
controlling 
derivatives 
generation 

B.2.b 6.3.4 XML object 
model schema 
with identity and 
integrity 
metadata 

A.1  

      5.3.4 Database 
records which 
process, 
program, and 
computer 
performed the 
conversion 

B.2.a 6.3.4 Deserialize in-
process records 
for validation 

B.1.c 

      5.3.4 Configurable 
conversion 
process  

B.2.d 6.3.4.1 Digital Objects 
immutable 
within 
preservation 
system 

B.1.b 

      5.3.4 Track number 
of failed 
conversion 
attempts 

A.3 6.3.4.1 Concurrent 
Process 
Semaphores 

B.1.b 
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      5.3.4 Record results 
of the 
conversion 
process 

B.2.d 6.3.5 data registry 
tracking Digital 
Objects' 
progress 

A.3 

      5.3.4.1 Conditional 
workflows to 
handle multiple 
types of input 

B.1.b 6.3.6 Workflow 
manager directly 
flow of 
preservation 
services 

B.1.b 

      5.3.4.1 Error trapping 
when 
conversion 
anomalies are 
detected 

B.2.d 6.3.6 Workflow 
manager 
documents the 
flow of 
preservation 
services 

B.2 

      5.3.4.1 Conversion 
software 
capable of 
detecting 
corruption files 

B.2.c 6.3.6.1 Workflow 
generated prior 
to the start of 
ingestion 

B.1 

      5.3.5 Object Model 
with 
mandatory 
identity and 
integrity 
elements 

A.1 6.3.6.1 Workflow 
documented 
prior to the start 
of ingestion 

B.2 

      5.3.5 Mandated 
fields have 
valid data to 
proceed 

B.1.b 6.3.6.2 One instance of 
workflow 
message at a 
time 

B.1.b 

            6.3.6.2 A single 
instance of 
preservation 
service running 
against a Digital 
Object 

B.1.b 

            6.3.6.3 Recording of 
preservation 
services event 

B.2 

            6.3.6.3 Recording of 
preservation 
services result 

B.2.c 

            6.3.6.3 Event logging 
for all 
preservation 
services 

B.2.a 

            6.3.6.3 Convenience 
classes 
providing helper 
templates 

B.1.b 

            6.3.6.4 Strict name 
matching for 
workflow and 
XML 
configurations 

B.1.b 
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            6.3.7 Multi-engine 
scan for 
malicious 
content 

A.3 

            6.3.7.1 Transfer 
checked for 
compliance with 
the agreement 

PAIS, B.1 

            6.3.7.1 Workflow 
instructions 
based on 
transfer 

B.1.a 

            6.3.7.1 Workflow 
instructions 
document 
preservation 
services to be 
run 

B.2 

            6.3.7.2 File Format 
identification 

A.1.a 

            6.3.7.2 Documenting 
embedded 
objects 

A.1.b 

            6.3.7.2 File format 
documentation 

A.5 

            6.3.7.2 Metadata 
transfer 
validated against 
XSD 

B.1.a 

            6.3.7.2 METS file 
created 

A.1 

            6.3.7.2 Contents of 
METS file 
validates 
workflows 

B.1 

            6.3.7.3 Extraneous 
Digital Objects 
removed 

B.1.b 

      6.3.5.4 Events 
generated for 
preservation 
services 

B.2 
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Technological Features Supporting Maintenance 

  Case Study 
one: 

Metropolitan 

    Case Study 
Two: 

Provincial 

    Case Study 
Three: 

National 

  

Sec. Technological 
Feature 

Supports Sec. Technological 
Feature 

Supports Sec. Technological 
Feature 

Supports 

4.6 Self-
describing, 
encapsulated 
AIPs with 
METS, 
PREMIS 
metadata 

B.3 5.4 Firewall 
blocking 
intrusion 
attempts 

B.1.b 6.4 Gateway 
controlling 
incoming traffic 

B.1.b 

4.6 Metadata 
fields 
extension 
within the 
database 

A.1 5.4 Load balanced 
hardware 

B.1.c 6.4 Unique 
identifiers for all 
Digital Objects 

A.7 

4.6.1 Gateways 
restricted 
access to 
repository 

A.2 5.4.1 Protection 
against SQL 
injection attacks 

B.1.b 6.4 time-stamped 
cryptographic 
hash  

B.1.c 

4.6.2 Storage 
access 
restricted by 
IP 

A.2 5.4.2 Predefined 
column list data 
structure 
contains identity 
and integrity 
elements 

A.1.a 6.4 time-stamped 
seal 

B.2.a 

4.6.2 Data mirrored A.3 5.4.2 Predefined 
column list data 
structure 
contains 
descriptive 
elements 

B.3 6.4 Dark Archives 
in a secondary 
location 

A.3 

4.6.2 Data stored 
on multiple 
devices 

A.4 5.4.2 Ability to lock 
specific columns 
based on 
assigned access 
privileges 

A.2 6.4 Dark Archives 
on independent 
hardware 

A.4 

4.6.2 Active 
network 
monitoring 
for 
unauthorized 
access 
attempts 

A.2 5.4.2 Ability to 
restrict columns 
while disclosing 
remaining 
elements of the 
record 

B.2.d 6.4 Storage Sites 
have not Trust 
Model 

A.2 

4.6.2 Intrusion 
Prevention 
system 

B.1 5.4.2 Noting column 
access 
restrictions and 
time 
implementations  

B.2.d 6.4 Storage Sites on 
disparate 
networks 

A.3 

4.6.2 Periodic 
validation of 
bits on disk 

A.3 5.4.3 Maintaining 
versioning 
control over 
records within 
the repository 

B.2 6.4 Dedicated 
controller 
driving 
ingestion 

B.1.b 
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      5.4.3 Column locks 
restricting 
public views 

B.1.b 6.4 Access 
controller 
resolving 
permissions 

B.1.b 

      5.4.4 Inheritance 
through abstract 
classes to 
provide a high 
level of control 
over metadata 
changes 

B.1.b 6.4 database 
tracking Digital 
Objects 
progressing 
through the 
system 

A.3 

      5.4.5 Leverage ACID 
principles of a 
database to link 
metadata to 
Digital Objects 

A.1 6.4 Health 
monitoring of 
preservation 
system 

A.4 

      5.4.5 Leverage ACID 
principles of a 
database to link 
metadata to 
Digital Objects 

A.5 6.4 Directory 
Services for user 
accounts 

A.2 

      5.4.5 Leverage ACID 
principles of a 
database to link 
metadata to 
Digital Objects 

A.7 6.4 Firewall 
controlling 
outside access 

B.1.b 

      5.4.5 Leverage ACID 
principles of a 
database to link 
metadata to 
Digital Objects 

B.2 6.4 Authentication 
managed locally 

A.4 

      5.4.5 Leverage ACID 
principles of a 
database to link 
metadata to 
Digital Objects 

B.3 6.4 Digital Objects 
sealed at the 
time of ingestion 

B.1.c 

      5.4.5 Shard database 
at given size 
limits, set to 
read-only 

B.1.b 6.4.1 FIPS Level 3 
hardened server 

B.1.b 

      5.4.5 Database shard 
distributed 
across multiple 
sites 

A.4 6.4.2 Immediately 
verify seal once 
created 

B.1.c 

      4.5 Distributing 
database across 
multiple, 
isolated network 
nodes 

B.1.b 6.4.2 Access 
controller 
validates put 
request 

B.1.b 

      5.4.6.1 Documenting 
firewall rules 

A.3 6.4.2 Validates seal 
upon a copy 
function 

B.1.c 

      5.4.6.1 Documenting 
security model 
and access 
levels 

B.1.b 6.4.3 Continuous 
validation of bits 
on disk 

A.3 
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      5.4.6.1 Mapping switch 
ports 

B.1.b 6.4.3.
1 

RAID 
redundancy 

A.3 

      5.4.6.1 Documenting 
Active Directory 
Accounts 

A.2 6.4.3.
1 

RAID6 dual 
parity protection 
against drive 
failure 

A.4 

      5.4.6.1 Documenting 
Active Directory 
Account 
Permission 

B.1.b 6.4.4 Services 
consumed 
across Storage 
Sites 

A.4 

      5.4.6.1 Hardware Load 
Balancer 
logging audit 
trail 

B.1.b 6.4.5 Annual 
penetration 
testing 

B.1.b 

      5.4.6.2 Unprocessed 
SIPs stored 
independent of 
repository 

A.7 6.4.5 Mixed OS 
deployment 

A.4 

      5.4.6.2 Multiple 
backups  

A.3 6.4.6 Independent 
verification of 
hash values 

B.1.c 

      5.4.6.3 Copies of all 
software and 
license keys 
used stored 
offsite 

A.3 6.4.6 Documentation 
of Digital Object 
Version Chains 

B.2.b 

      5.4.6.4 Hardware 
configuration 
documented and 
user’s manuals 
printed 

B.1.b 6.4.6.
1 

Aggregate hash 
value 
verification of 
hash values 

B.1.c 

      5.4.6.4 Blueprints for 
physical, power, 
data, security 
layouts of the 
building 

A.2 6.4.6.
3 

Event Logging   B.2 

      5.4.6.5 Copies of all 
support and 
maintenance 
contracts printed 

A.3 6.4.7 Automated 
Visual 
Comparison 

B.2.c 

      5.4.6.5 Copies of all 
support and 
maintenance 
contracts printed 

A.4 6.4.7 Flagging of non-
conforming 
visual 
conversions 

B.2.d 

      5.4.7 XML based self-
describing, fully 
encapsulated 
version of 
record  

literary 
warrant 
concept 

6.4.7 Block threshold 
beyond the 
value 

B.2.d 

      5.4.7 XML based self-
describing, fully 
encapsulated 
version of 
record  

B.3 6.4.7 Image 
comparison 

A.7 

      5.4.7 Deep storage 
copy contains 
identity and 
integrity of 
record as it 

A.1 6.4.7 Validation of 
successful 
conversion 

B.2.c 
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relates to other 
records 

      5.4.7 Deep storage 
copy contains 
information 
regarding access 
restrictions 

A.2       

      5.4.7 Deep storage 
copy contains 
native and 
derivative 
Digital Objects 

B.2.c       

      5.4.7 Deep storage 
copy contains 
original folder 
structure 
information  

A.1.a.iv       
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Appendix H: Deep Storage Example 
 

Below is an example of a deep storage copy of a census record for an Elsey 

Gates from Jackson County.  This example has been anonymized and the binary 

data section has been greatly shortened from its original length of 379,138 

characters. 

- <ns2:CensusRecord xmlns:ns2="http:// 
HistoricRecords_Schemas.CensusRecord_DeepStorageRecord" 
xmlns:ns1="http://WADA_HistoricRecords_Schemas.Census_XMLData"   
xmlns:ns0="http:// Common_Schemas.CommonRecord"> 
- <IdentifyingInformation> 
<InformationRecordID>8895</InformationRecordID> 
<OriginalRefNum>04D1B833-A413-4C34-9E2B-E0BDC3B5B374</OriginalRefNum> 
<AccessionID>33</AccessionID> 
<Description>Elsey Gates 1871 Jackson County Census Record - Page 1, Line 
14</Description> 
<Remarks>Phase 2 - Census Records Ingestion</Remarks> 
<OwningPartnerID>31</OwningPartnerID> 
</IdentifyingInformation> 
- <ContextInformation> 
- <RecordSeries> 
<RecordSeriesID>3</RecordSeriesID> 
<Name>Census Records</Name> 
<Description>Historic census records contain county demographic 
information from 1847 through 1882. </Description> 
<DispositionAuthorityNumber /> 
</RecordSeries> 
- <ProvenanceInformation> 
<CreateDate>20015-08-17T14:25:15.027</CreateDate> 
<LastDateModified>2015-08-17T14:25:15.027</LastDateModified> 
<Version>1.0</Version> 
<DateAdded>2015-08-17T14:25:15.027</DateAdded> 
- <CreatorInformation> 
<CreatorAuthor> 
<CreatorAuthorName>Regional Archives</CreatorAuthorName> 
</CreatorAuthor> 
<CreatorAuthor /> 
<CreatorAuthor /> 
</CreatorInformation> 
- <OriginatorInformation> 
<Partner> 
<PartnerID>31</PartnerID> 
<ParentPartnerID>27</ParentPartnerID> 
<Name> Regional Archives</Name> 
<URL>http://www.archives.gov/archives/archives.aspx</URL> 
<Phone /> 
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<PartnerType> 
<Code>BRCH</Code> 
<Description>Branch</Description> 
</PartnerType> 
<Address> 
<AddressLine1>123 Main Street SE</AddressLine1> 
<City>Central City</City> 
<StateCode>AB</StateCode> 
<ZipCode>12345-1193</ZipCode> 
</Address> 
 </Partner> 
</OriginatorInformation> 

</ProvenanceInformation> 
</ContextInformation> 
<DescriptionInformation> 
<Description>Census Records</Description> 
<Keywords> 
<Keyword>Census</Keyword> 
</Keywords> 
</DescriptionInformation> 
<SecurityInformation> 
<SecurityLevels /> 
<RecordSeriesRestrictions /> 
<RecordRestrictions /> 
<ElementRestrictions /> 
</SecurityInformation> 
- <DataFiles> 
- <DataFile> 
<DataFileContentType> 
<TypeCode>PRIM</TypeCode> 
<Description>Native File</Description> 
</DataFileContentType> 
<DataFileType>TIFF</DataFileType> 
<DataFileName>D:\ Media\Historic 
Records\Census\JK\1871\001.012.tif</DataFileName> 
<DataFileExtension>.tif</DataFileExtension> 
<DataContents> 
<BinaryData> 
<EncodingType>base64</EncodingType> 
<BinaryData>QVQmVEZPUk0ABFAOREpWVUlORkVkf6KK1kQz0OeQsis3taiihzKoJByblD6ISo
SZ7IMrNkQb 
</BinaryData> 
</DataContents> 
<FixityInformation> 
<AuthenticationMethod>H5</AuthenticationMethod> 
<AuthenticationMethodDescription>MD5 
HASH</AuthenticationMethodDescription> 
<AuthenticationKey>9yABedo4x6mEI56zugciPQ==</AuthenticationKey> 
</FixityInformation> 
<PageNumber>1</PageNumber> 
</DataFile> 
</DataContents> 

<InformationRecordData> 
<Census> 
<CensusID>2</CensusID> 
<Year>1871</Year> 
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<County> 
<Code>JK</Code> 
<Name>Jackson</Name> 
</County> 
<Name>1871 Jackson County</Name> 
<Introduction>The Territorial Legislature created the County on March 19, 
1865. It is named in honor of Samuel Jackson.</Introduction> 
<Citation>For information about this census, email the State Archives at 
<a href=mailto:askalibrarian@archives.gov> </a>.<br/> <br/> Database: 1871 
Jackson County Census. ONLINE. 2004. State Archives. Transcribed 
and Proofread by Karen Allen. Final Proofreading by Dick Johnson Original 
census material held by State Archives.</Citation> 
<RecordSeriesID>3</RecordSeriesID> 
</Census> 
<CensusRecordID>11</CensusRecordID> 
<InformationRecordID>8895</InformationRecordID> 
<FirstName>Elsey</FirstName> 
<MiddleName /> 
<LastName>Gates</LastName> 
<Age>2</Age> 
<Profession /> 
<Birthplace>Wash. Terry.</Birthplace> 
- <Gender> 
<Code>F</Code> 
<Description>Female</Description> 
</Gender> 
- <Race> 
<Code>W</Code> 
<Description>White</Description> 
</Race> 
- <MaritalStatus> 
<Code>S</Code> 
<Description>Single</Description> 
</MaritalStatus> 
- <CitizenshipStatus> 
<Code>U</Code> 
<Description>Unknown</Description> 
</CitizenshipStatus> 
<PageNumber>1</PageNumber> 
<LineNumber>14</LineNumber> 
<VolunteerNotes /> 
<ImagePageNumber>1</ImagePageNumber> 
- <XMLData> 
- <ns1:CensusRecord> 
<Precinct /> 
<EnumerationDate>February 27, 1871</EnumerationDate> 
<Enumerator /> 
<PageNumber>1</PageNumber> 
<LineNumber>14</LineNumber> 
<LastName>Gates</LastName> 
<FirstName>Elsey</FirstName> 
<MiddleName /> 
<Age>2</Age> 
<Sex>F</Sex> 
<Color>W</Color> 
<Profession /> 
<Married /> 
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<Single>X</Single> 
<Birthplace>Wash. Terry.</Birthplace> 
<CannotRead /> 
<CannotWrite /> 
<DeafDumbBlind /> 
<USCitizenMaleOver21 /> 
<HouseNumber /> 
<FamilyNumber /> 
<FatherOfForeignBirth /> 
<MotherOfForeignBirth /> 
<BornWithinYear /> 
<MarriedWithinYear /> 
<SchoolWithinYear /> 
</ns1:CensusRecord> 
</XMLData> 
</InformationRecordData> 
</ns2:CensusRecord> 

 

 

 

 

 


